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During the early 2000s, I worked for a number of policy think tanks in London, all loosely supportive of the ‘New Labour’ government of the time. The moral legitimacy of Tony Blair’s government received its most crushing blow with the disastrous decision to invade Iraq in 2003. But of course this was not what led to the Labour Party’s eventual loss of power. Blair hobbled on, winning the 2005 election and governing for a further two years before handing over the leadership to his long-term rival, Gordon Brown. No doubt the British public was growing bored of being governed by the same party for a decade, and Brown never had his predecessor’s gifts for communication and charm. Yet the real impetus for political change, as was also the case in the United States’ presidential election of 2008, arose thanks to the largest financial crisis since 1929. New Labour could survive Iraq – just – but not an economic meltdown.

In time, we may look back enviously at that pre-2007 (or at least pre-2003) New Labour era. It will go down in history as one of those periods in which wealth appeared to grow almost effortlessly, allowing a progressive government to divert substantial funds towards various public and cultural goods while still allowing private enterprise to prosper. This was the ‘win-win’ model proclaimed in the mid-1990s as the ‘Third Way’ (Giddens, 1998). It was during this sunny era that something began to intrigue me. All manner of political, social, moral or cultural goals could be declared and pursued by policy makers at this time, but their legitimacy seemed to depend on their conformity with particular forms of economic rationality. This rationality was, on the face of it, a free market one. Policy makers spoke of prioritizing ‘consumers’, ‘efficiency’ and ‘competition’, but this rhetoric was being draped over public investments, cultural institutions and state agencies. Often, businesses themselves were demanding that government do more and spend more (especially in areas such as education or infrastructure) in order to increase something called ‘national competitiveness’. It would be difficult to characterize this as an era of
‘laissez-faire’ or conservative, small government. And yet the rationality seemed to be that of economic liberalism nevertheless, especially involving appeals to the virtues of competitive behaviour, culture and mindset.

The question that I’d arrived at was a classically Weberian one: how does rationality (in this, instance a form of liberal economic rationality) generate and constitute political authority? I was also grappling unwittingly with a paradox that is fundamental to neoliberalism, namely how the economic critique of the state can be employed precisely so as to legitimate, empower and expand the state. New Labour were masters of this, somehow managing to oversee a rapid increase in the size of the state while constantly evaluating, measuring and criticizing that state in the name of efficiency, markets and competitiveness. I left the policy world in 2005 to do a PhD in sociology at Goldsmiths, University of London, in the hope of addressing these questions. I became fascinated by the networks of advice and expertise that linked academic economists, government agencies, regulators and think tanks. I was particularly keen to understand how some vision of competition was imagined and constructed by the experts working in this world in ways that weren’t simply reducible to the market. Competition and competitiveness appeared to have become unquestionable social and economic goods, as manifest in the urban boosterism and relentless political and cultural celebration of sport, which were becoming tedious features of British public life at the time. Concerns with inequality or the vulgarity of finance-driven capitalism were pushed aside, thanks to metaphors lifted from the sports world: we have to attract and reward the ‘David Beckhams’ of the global economy; we have to create a ‘level playing field’. The rhetoric of competitiveness seemed to serve a crucial function in winning certain moral and political arguments, on behalf of economic elites, and I wanted to understand how and why. This book includes and builds on the arguments and research carried out for that thesis. The financial crisis struck as I was reaching the end of my doctoral research, and Britain then lingered in a state of macro-economic stagnation that was lengthier than any recession since the nineteenth century.

What stunned many of us during the autumn of 2008 was not only that the state (personified by a small coterie of elite leaders) was suddenly the dominant force in sustaining global financial capitalism, but also how different this state looked from the one that I’d been intrigued by a few years earlier. No longer was the rhetoric about measurable ‘efficiency’ or ‘competitiveness’, but of
emergency measures to enable Western finance to continue at all. This was the all-powerful, sovereign state, which apparently had been hovering in the background all along, ready if needed, to prop up the world of money and economics, and using exceptional powers if necessary. It was the state that was normally only seen during times of war. The economically rationalized state had prided itself on trimming budgets, balancing the books and optimizing its management, but the state was suddenly revealed as a more fearful, all-powerful force, bereft of any quantitative logic, other than to prop up finance at all costs. The economically rationalized state had focused on savings and improvements that were measured in the hundreds of millions of pounds; the emergency state was capable of injecting hundreds of billions of additional finance and guarantees, simply by force of decision. This suggested that the relationship between financialized or neoliberal capitalism and the state was far more complex – and more intimate – than many critics had supposed. Not long after, something equally shocking occurred. This emergency state stepped back into the sidelines again, perhaps only a little more visible than before, but effectively suggesting that the rescue was over, and now we could return to our pre-2008 world. The economic language of ‘competitiveness’ and ‘enterprise’ is now back, as if nothing has changed.

These observations relate to a couple of themes which run throughout this book. The first concerns the question of uncertainty, which – as I shall explore – is a key concept for neoliberalism. What does it mean today to say that the future is ‘uncertain’? In one sense, this claim can be a basis for political and existential hope. The fact that the future is undetermined, is yet to be made, is what allows us to dream, to reinvent and to reorganize. It allows individuals and societies to be imagined differently, which carries with it profound risks and responsibilities. Uncertainty in this sense obliges us to confront the possibility of the future being worse than the present, as well as the possibility of it being better. But it does at least remind us that we are not trapped in the present. But typically today, ‘uncertainty’ refers to something else altogether. In a more specifically economic sense uncertainty is an effect of multiple, competing actors, operating according to various conflicting strategies in identifiable marketplaces, established institutions and global arenas. This is uncertainty in the sense of ‘price volatility’, ‘financial turbulence’ and entrepreneurial ‘innovation’, which has a certain normality about it. It imposes precarity and stress upon individuals. To some extent it can
be represented in terms of risk through the application of a probabilistic calculation (Knight, 1957).

This latter form of uncertainty undeniably produces things which are surprising and previously unknown. Who knows what Apple or Samsung will produce next? Who is even sure that they won’t both have been overtaken by some as yet unheard of rival within a decade? But surveying our model of political economy in the wake of the global financial crisis, there is an eerie sense that for all the talk of uncertainty today, things appear to have become a tedious and painful procession of the same. Speculation and imagination regarding the future have free rein, so long as they are not turned upon the political conditions that seek to guarantee and secure them within certain limits. While we view our own fates as subject to unpredictable buffeting by competitive forces, the ‘game’ within which these forces operate feels utterly permanent. Individuals are trained and ‘nudged’ to live with certain forms of economic uncertainty, in the assumption that they personally need to become more ‘resilient’ in the face of unexpected shocks to their careers, pensions and domestic lives. We must be ready for anything; but somehow this is never cause for hope of real change. Our vision of uncertainty, indeed of modernity, appears to have become stuck.

So how has this occurred? How is it that change itself has come to occur in a fashion that, while not predictable, seems terribly familiar? How has the narrower, economic vision of uncertainty (as the effect of competition) come to colonize the more fundamental, political vision of uncertainty? The genius of the neoliberals, and Friedrich von Hayek in particular, was to produce a model of political economy that incorporated uncertainty at its heart, but nevertheless elevated certain types of expertise and government as the guarantors of that uncertainty. Such a model is not threatened by disruptive and unforeseen events; it is strangely almost strengthened by them, as has occurred following the global financial crisis (Mirowski, 2013). Political regimes which pledge to control the future are undermined when they fail to, but political-economic systems which assume the uncontrollability of the future, and which install certain rules, methodologies, techniques and measures on this basis, do not run the risk of falsification. They are consequently much harder to de-legitimate. The political problem of the present is that normative and political discourse and action are containable within competitive arenas, overseen by various types of power and authority. This suffocating subsumption of both liberal-legal normativity and of political decision making within an
economized vision of competitive processes is what Chapters 2, 3 and 4 seek to trace and analyse.

The second theme, following on from this, concerns the state. What are the rationality and authority of the neoliberal state? What are they based on? Are they constituted by a careful, economizing logic, in which waste is monitored, productivity optimized, and agents carefully regulated? Or is this a more excessive, violent force, that transcends any economic or evaluative logic? The answer, I suggest, is that it is both at the same time, and that this contradiction is the central fact about the ontology and authority of the neoliberal state. Sovereignty, in the sense of an immeasurable and ‘ultimate power’, is wedded to economics of various forms and in various ways. Legal and executive power blend with forms of economic rationality, in an unwieldy balance between the immeasurable and the measurable. Procedures of measurement take on a quasi-sovereign authority, as Chapter 1 proposes. The sovereign-economic ambivalence of the neoliberal state is one of the key lessons of the financial crisis – it transpired that this state’s economically rational role is to offer an irrationally large guarantee to maintain the status quo. This is addressed in Chapter 5.

Much of this book is descriptive and historical, and not explicitly critical. Given the historical moment, this will disappoint some readers. But I would suggest that we need to understand how power works, how it achieves authority, and the role of economics (and business strategy) in facilitating this. It is no good simply criticizing without also understanding the role of critique within capitalist society and its capacity to be adopted by dominant powers; this is the argument that has been marshalled by Luc Boltanski and his co-authors since the early 1980s. And it is no good simply denouncing ‘neoliberalism’ in a pejorative sense, without also understanding the genealogy, normativity and subtlety of the ideas that underpin it. To this end, we are all fortunate for the recent surge in high quality scholarly work on the history of neoliberal thought, from which this book has benefited tremendously (Foucault, 2008; Mirowski & Plewe, 2009; Peck, 2010; Bergin, 2013). Academically, my goal has been to bring this historical approach to neoliberalism together with the sociological approach of Boltanski, whose work has been a constant challenge and inspiration to me. But beyond discipline or theory, I simply hope to shake and de-naturalize some of the assumptions that neoliberal thought has propagated, but which have permeated our political and moral imaginations and come to stipulate horizons of human activity.
The Disenchantment of Politics
Neoliberalism, sovereignty and economics

Friedrich Von Hayek believed that the intellectual, political and organizational forces of liberalism began a downward trajectory around 1870 (Hayek, 1944: 21). In place of the decentralized structure of the Victorian marketplace and British classical economics, came trends towards bureaucratization, management and the protection of the ‘social’ realm, all accompanied by a growing authority for German institutionalist and historicist ideas. By the 1940s this had reached the point of emergency. Having witnessed a financial crisis usher in Fascism, Keynesianism and then a world war, Hayek viewed the choices of political modernity in starkly binary terms:

We have in effect undertaken to dispense with the forces which produced unforeseen results and to replace the impersonal and anonymous mechanism of the market by collective and “conscious” direction of all social forces to deliberately chosen goals. (1944: 21)

Reversing this trend would mean restoring the political authority of ‘impersonal’ and ‘anonymous’ mechanisms, and of ‘individual’ and ‘unconscious’ forces in public life, which lack any ‘deliberately chosen goals’. When Hayek looked back to the high period of British liberalism, what he mourned was a society that had no explicitly collective or public purpose, and whose direction could not be predicted or determined. The central function of markets in this nostalgic vision was to coordinate social activity without intervention by political authorities or ‘conscious’ cooperation by actors themselves. And if there were other ways of coordinating individuals’ unconscious goals, impersonally and anonymously, these might be equally welcome as markets. The virtue of markets, for Hayek, was their capacity to replace egalitarian and idealist concepts of the common good that he believed could lead to tyranny.

Hayek’s thought is widely recognized to have played a key role in inspiring and co-ordinating the intellectual and political movement
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which came to be known as ‘neoliberalism’ (Mirowski & Plehwe, 2009; Stedman-Jones, 2012; Bergin, 2013). This movement achieved a number of significant political and policy victories from the late 1970s onwards, resulting in a roughly coherent paradigm that spread around the world over the subsequent thirty years. Its major crisis, if that is what it actually was, began in 2007, when it emerged that Western investment banks had drastically under-calculated the risks attached to the US housing market, the fall-out from which was a macro-economic stagnation more enduring than any since the 1880s. While the neoliberal policy era was punctuated by unusually frequent financial crises (Harvey, 2005), what was most significant about the 2007–09 banking crisis – in addition to its scale – was the fact that it originated in Wall Street, bringing vast fiscal and social costs to a nation that had played a key role in propagating neoliberal policies. But the fact that this policy paradigm appears largely intact, several years after the dawning of the financial crisis, is now an object of scholarly interest in its own right (Crouch, 2011; Engelen et al., 2011; Mirowski, 2013).

Running in parallel to this economic breakdown was a series of events that raised widespread moral concerns about the coherence of key public institutions and society more generally. Britain, for example, saw a succession of disturbances, apparently affected by forms of hedonistic self-interest: in 2009 Members of Parliament were discovered to be routinely lying about their expenses in order to inflate their pay; in 2011 journalists were discovered to be engaged in the criminal hacking of phones, possibly beknown to the police; in August 2011 disparate riots erupted across English cities, featuring seemingly hedonistic acts of destruction and the widespread looting of branded goods, with scarce collective or political grievance; and in 2012 it emerged that individuals working in major high street banks had conspired to alter the ‘LIBOR’ rate, which dictates the price at which banks lend to each other, and influences the rate at which banks will lend to customers, and questions were raised as to whether government officials had actively encouraged this. These unconnected events seem to suggest a normative and political crisis, whereby the very possibility of deliberate collective action is thrown into question. A form of institutionalized anti-institutionalism seemed to have become established. The routine nature of so much of this activity made it impossible to dismiss as mere ‘corruption’ or ‘criminality’. Meanwhile, concerns about the effects of ‘consumerism’, inequality and loneliness upon health and mental health (which in turn bring major economic costs) have
begun to raise elite concerns about the sustainability of the contemporary political-economic model (Davies, 2011a). ‘Epidemics’ of depression, anxiety, obesity and addictive behaviour register as an indictment on societies that have made calculated self-interest and competitiveness tacitly constitutional principles (Davies, 2012).

The inability to achieve a new political settlement or new economic paradigm is by some measures a testimony to the success of the neoliberal project. Hayek’s complaint could now even be reversed: we have in effect undertaken to dispense with the forces which produced foreseen results and to replace the collective and ‘conscious’ direction of all social forces towards deliberately chosen goals by the impersonal and anonymous mechanism of the market (or market-like behaviour). Having consciously opened ourselves up to spontaneous and uncertain processes, we are now unable to escape from them again. The powerlessness of political or moral authorities to shape or direct society differently demonstrates how far the neoliberal critique of economic planning has permeated. Whether Hayek would have still trusted ‘unconscious’ social forces, when confronted with the libidinous, destructive rush of contemporary consumerism and financialization, is another question. The framing of neoliberal crises – including financial crises – in psychological and neurological terms (discussed in Chapter 5) can be seen partly as a last ditch effort to distinguish which ‘unconscious’ forces are to be trusted and which ones are not.

Defining neoliberalism

Neoliberalism is clearly not a unified doctrine to the extent that Keynesianism is. While Hayek is one of the obvious figureheads of the neoliberal ‘thought collective’ (Mirowski & Plehwe, 2009) his work is at odds with many other neoliberal forms of policy and governance. The origins of the neoliberal movement can be traced to the contributions of Hayek and Ludwig Von Mises to the ‘socialist calculation debate’ of the 1920s and 1930s (Mises, 1990; Hayek, 2009). The intellectual project of reinventing liberalism was scattered between London, New York, Chicago, Freiburg and Vienna, up until the 1970s (Peck, 2010). The application and adaptation of these ideas spread no less haphazardly, serving various masters as they went. But what, I suggest, is the common thread in all of this – and what makes the term ‘neoliberalism’ a necessary one – is an attempt to replace political judgement with economic evaluation, including, but not exclusively, the evaluations offered by markets. Of course,
both political and economic logics are plural and heterogeneous. But the central defining characteristic of all neoliberal critique is its hostility to the ambiguity of political discourse, and a commitment to the explicitness and transparency of quantitative, economic indicators, of which the market price system is the model. Neoliberalism is the pursuit of the disenchantment of politics by economics.

The language of politics, unlike the language of economics, has a self-consciously performative dimension. It is used with a public in mind, and an awareness that the members and perspectives contained in that public are plural and uncertain. The praxis and aesthetics of discourse are acknowledged in what we consider to be ‘political’ situations. These include legal process, in which text and speech resonate in public settings, and seek to do something as much as represent something. This doesn’t mean that economics as a discipline is not performative, requires no public or has no praxis. On the contrary, a great deal of recent scholarship has demonstrated that economics is often powerfully performative (Callon, 1998; Mitchell, 2002; MacKenzie, 2006; MacKenzie et al., 2007) and employs political rhetorics (McCloskey, 1985). Quantification and measurement have their own affective and aesthetic qualities (Porter, 1995), but the example of market price indicates to an economic sensibility that ambiguity and performativity can be beneficially minimized or constrained. From a neoliberal perspective, price provides a logical and phenomenological ideal of how human relations can be mediated without the need for rhetorical, ritualized or deliberately performative modes of communication. Indeed, price may even suggest that peaceful human interaction is feasible without speech at all. The reduction of complex and uncertain situations to a single number, as achieved by a market, appears as a route out of the hermeneutic pluralism and associated dangers of politics. Whether generated by markets or by economics, a price is an example of what Poovey terms the ‘modern fact’, a simple ‘preinterpretive’ or ‘noninterpretive’ representation of a state of affairs (Poovey, 1998).

If today politics and public institutions appear to have disintegrated into merely calculated and strategic behaviour, one response would be to view this as a side-effect of ‘modernity’ or ‘advanced capitalism’ or plain ‘greed’. But perhaps a more fruitful one would be to examine this as a self-conscious project of rationalization on the part of intellectuals and policy elites. The disenchantment of politics by economics involves a deconstruction of the language of the ‘common good’ or the ‘public’, which is accused of a potentially dangerous mysticism. In the first instance, as manifest in the work of Mises and Hayek, this is an attack on socialism and the types of state
expertise that enact it, but it is equally apparent in a critique of the liberal idea of justice, as in the work of Richard Posner and others. With some reservations, it is also manifest as a critique of executive political authority which is contrasted unfavourably with the economically rational authority of the manager. The targets of neoliberal critique are institutionally and ontologically various, which elicits different styles of critique. In each case, substantive claims about political authority and the public are critically dismantled and replaced with technical economic substitutes. These substitutes may need to be invented from scratch, hence the constructivist and often experimental dimensions of neoliberalism, a selection of which will be explored in detail in subsequent chapters.

As the more observant critics of neoliberalism have noted, it did not, therefore, seek or achieve a shrinking of the state, but a re-imagining and transformation of it (Peck, 2010; Mirowski, 2013). In the seventy years separating the golden age of Victorian liberalism and the intellectual birth of neoliberalism, the character of the state and of capitalism had changed markedly. The rise of American and German industrial capitalism had been achieved thanks to new economies of scale and organizational efficiencies associated with large corporations and hierarchical structures, including the birth of management (Chandler, 1977; Arrighi, 2009). Science and expertise were now formally channelled into business. Technical advancements in the fields of statistics and national accounts, followed by the birth of macroeconomics in the 1930s, meant that ‘the economy’ had appeared as a complex object of political management (Mitchell, 1998; Suzuki, 2003). And the on-going growth of a ‘social’ realm, measured and governed by sociology, social statistics, social policy and professions, meant that the American and European states of the 1930s had far more extensive capacities and responsibilities for audit and intervention than the British liberal state of the 1860s (Donzelot, 1991; Desrosieres, 1998).

The pragmatism of the neoliberal pioneers prevented them from proposing a romantic return to a halcyon age of classical liberalism, instead committing them to a reinvention of liberalism suitable for a more complex, regulated, Fordist capitalism. Hayek believed that ‘the fundamental principle that in the ordering of our affairs we should make as much use as possible of the spontaneous forces of society, and resort as little as possible to coercion, is capable of an infinite variety of applications’ (1944: 17). Victorian laissez-faire was only one empirical manifestation of the liberal idea. Restoring economic freedom would not be achieved simply through withdrawing the state from
‘the market’, but through active policy interventions, to remould institutions, state agencies and individuals, in ways that were compatible with a market ethos (however defined) and were amenable to economic measurement. The state is therefore a powerful instrument of neoliberalism, though also an object of its constant critique; this is one of many contradictions of neoliberalism, and one which has been raised to new heights since the banking crises of 2007–09.

Hayek’s own interpretations of both liberalism and the political public sphere were highly idiosyncratic. Liberalism is associated primarily with the uncertainty of outcomes. Freedom, by this account, requires ignorance of the future, and the preservation of freedom requires a dogmatic agnosticism on the part of public institutions. By contrast, political activity is interpreted as a project of determining outcomes and reducing uncertainty. At least in the modern era, politics is viewed as an instrument of planning and the pursuit of certainty, though this is concealed by the deceptive nature of political language. This pessimistic view directly inverts the (equally pessimistic) perspective of Hannah Arendt, for example, who saw liberal governance of the economic and ‘social’ realm as a poor, expertly managed substitute for the inherent uncertainty and vitality of political action (Arendt, 1958). Both positions celebrate, and arguably romanticize, uncertainty, but see its rationalist enemies in different places – the Hayekian neoliberal fears the politician, while the Arendtian political actor fears the economist.

Most analyses of neoliberalism have focused on its commitment to ‘free’ markets, deregulation and trade. I shan’t discuss the validity of these portrayals here, although some have undoubtedly exaggerated the similarities between ‘classical’ nineteenth-century liberalism and twentieth-century neoliberalism. The topic addressed here is a different one – the character of neoliberal authority: on what basis does the neoliberal state demand the right to be obeyed, if not on substantive political grounds? To a large extent, it is on the basis of particular economic claims and rationalities, constructed and propagated by economic experts. The state does not necessarily (or at least, not always) cede power to markets, but comes to justify its decisions, policies and rules in terms that are commensurable with the logic of markets. Neoliberalism might therefore be defined as the elevation of market-based principles and techniques of evaluation to the level of state-endorsed norms (Davies, 2013: 37). The authority of

1 ‘To be neutral means to have no answer to certain questions’ (Hayek, 1944: 80).
the neoliberal state is heavily dependent on the authority of economics (and economists) to dictate legitimate courses of action. Understanding that authority – and its present crisis – requires us to look at economics, economic policy experts and advisors as critical components of state institutions.

Max Weber argued that modernity disenchants the world through positivist science and bureaucratization, subsuming the particular within the universal, reducing qualities to quantities. In Weber’s analysis, modern science and bureaucracy lack any ‘outward’ or public sense of their own intrinsic value to humanity, making them cold, impersonal and anonymous forces – those same characteristics of markets that Hayek deemed valuable (Weber, 1991a, 1991b). Both the scientist and the bureaucrat run the risk of nihilism, but counter this through holding on to private, ‘inward’ vocations which condition and sustain their practices of empty rationalization. In this respect, ‘disenchantment’ can never be complete, as it depends for its progress on unspoken ethical commitments on the parts of those who propagate it. To some extent these ethical commitments must be shared, if rationalist depictions of the world are to hold together as a consensually shared reality. This becomes self-evident where the question of scientific and social scientific ‘methodology’ arises. In order for objective representations to be generated, certain presuppositions and practical procedures must be adhered to that have a normatively binding force. The stronger the claim to value neutrality, the more rigidly these presuppositions and procedures must bind, so, for example, neo-classical economists are bound by far tighter rules of conduct than social anthropologists. Paradoxically, therefore, value neutrality is an ethos in its own right (Du Gay, 2000), and efforts to eradicate all values are ultimately as dangerous to rationalization as they are to ethics, as Nietzsche recognized.

What is distinctive about neoliberalism as a mode of thought and government, however, is its acute desire to invert the relationship between technical rationality and substantive ethos. Where Weber saw modern rationalization and capitalism as dependent on certain ethical precepts, Hayek and his followers believed that various technical forms of quantitative evaluation could provide the conditions and guarantee of liberal values. This technocratic turn diverts the attention of the liberal away from moral or political philosophy and towards more mundane technical and pragmatic concerns. Prosaic market institutions and calculative devices become the harbinger of unspoken liberal commitments. This style of political reasoning survives, for example, in Thomas Friedman’s ‘golden arches theory of
conflict prevention’, which observes that no two nations possessing a McDonalds’ outlet within their borders have ever gone to war with each other: the Kantian liberal ideal of ‘perpetual peace’ comes to be pursued via the mundane technologies of hamburger production (Friedman, 2000).

This offers one route to understanding the contradictory nature of neoliberal authority. Whether in the work of the Chicago School of economics, the ‘New Public Management’ and ‘shareholder value’ movements of the 1980s or the ‘national competitiveness’ evaluations that framed policy debates in the 1990s, neoliberalism has sought to eliminate normative judgement from public life to the greatest possible extent. In the tradition of Jeremy Bentham, intrinsic values are to be replaced by extrinsic valuation (i.e. measurement). Converting qualities into quantities removes ambiguity, emptying politics of its misunderstandings and ethical controversies, over which, Milton Friedman believed, ‘men can ultimately only fight’ (Friedman, 1953). Just as Bentham reduced all forms of experience to different quantities of utility, Friedman and his colleagues reduced all values, tastes, beliefs and political ideals to the status of ‘preferences’, eliminating the distinction between a moral stance and a desire. In this respect, they shared the anti-metaphysical ethos of behaviourism which permeated much of American social science over the first half of the twentieth century (Mills, 1998). Neoliberalism has been an acutely modernizing force, in the Weberian sense of rationalization.

But this form of rationalization, this disenchantment of politics by economics still rests on certain vocational commitments and intrinsic notions of the common good, albeit unarticulated ones. The rendering of economy, state and society as explicit and as quantified as possible is an implicitly moral agenda, which makes certain presuppositions about how and what to value. These presuppositions are, by their very nature, ambiguous and tacit – but without them, any technical evaluation or measurement becomes arbitrary and nihilistic. No methodology or measurement device can provide empirical evidence for its own validity. Neoliberalism is not only conflicted in its relationship to the state, but also in its relationship to its own prerequisite ethos: a wholly calculable, measurable world is only possible on the basis of particular non-calculable, immeasurable values or vocations. Hence, efforts to replace politics with economics, judgement with measurement, confront a limit beyond which they themselves collapse. One of the critical questions, on which neoliberalism stands or falls, is why economics should be a better analytical basis for government than
other political or scientific forms of authority. Further questions follow, including which tradition of economics, and which conventions of calculation, are to be applied in different spheres of government. At a certain point, neoliberal discourse encounters moral questions which, at least in its more positivist manifestations, it is unable to understand or answer.

**The Crisis and Critique of Economic Reason**

Where should one stand when confronted by contemporary pathologies of capitalism or individualism? This is not only a political and ethical question, but also a methodological one. To adopt a sociological perspective on the crises of neoliberalism is to assume that the causes and meanings of these events are to be found in socio-economic structures, institutions, inequalities and power dynamics. To a greater or lesser extent, it involves looking behind economic and psychological explanations, in search of a deeper reality. It is this which grants sociology its critical thrust: the narratives that liberalism provides about itself, focused upon individual reason, are found to be deficient at best or deluded at worst. Similarly, to adopt the stance of critical theory involves challenging the separation of ethics from instrumental reason, by re-describing technical rationality in the language of exploitation, domination and unhappiness. This is a more explicitly political stance, which seeks to use critique to catalyse crisis, to render the sustained no longer sustainable. The normative dimension of empirical judgement is brought to the fore, which assumes a certain normative authority on the part of the theorist.

These theoretical perspectives necessarily rest on certain presuppositions that vary between the technical (e.g. how to measure inequality) and the philosophical (e.g. an ideal of egalitarian community). One might go further and say that they also rest on certain epistemological and political assumptions about the role and responsibility of theory in public life. As admirable as these might be, they have the effect (often intentionally) of obscuring the alternative presuppositions and assumptions that are taken by other actors, experts, theorists and critics. In a rush to explain or to criticize, there is a risk that interpretation gets lost. Along the way, forces of rationalization, economization and individualism come to appear systemic or determined, rather than politically and rhetorically performed. With respect to our present predicament, the continued survival of certain neoliberal doctrines and presuppositions
suggests that these may not simply be ‘false’ or ‘exploitative’ depictions of reality, but have become normative rituals in their own right, through which actors make sense of and criticize the world around them. This is what Philip Mirowski has termed ‘everyday neoliberalism’ (Mirowski, 2013).

A world in which politics has been heavily disenchanted by economics (of various styles and traditions, as we shall see) requires its own mode of enquiry, which is alert to the fact that political logic no longer provides the structures of collective experience and action for many people. Sociologists should recognize that the decline of socialism robbed modernity of one of its major sources of large-scale organization (Eyal et al., 2003). As Slavoj Zizek argued in response to the English riots of 2011:

The fact that the rioters have no programme is therefore itself a fact to be interpreted: it tells us a great deal about our ideological-political predicament and about the kind of society we inhabit, a society which celebrates choice but in which the only available alternative to enforced democratic consensus is a blind acting out. Opposition to the system can no longer articulate itself in the form of a realistic alternative, or even as a utopian project, but can only take the shape of a meaningless outburst. (Zizek, 2011a)

Individuals find themselves in a paradoxical condition of sharing their renunciation of any shared narrative, denying themselves the use of social reason. For sure, sociology or critical theory might provide them with such a narrative, and thus reintroduce a form of political discourse where it appears absent. On the other hand, if we are to seek to understand the present, the performative and critical power of neoliberal discourse needs to be taken seriously, as a basis on which crypto-political and collective action does nevertheless take place. As Bruno Latour argues, political narrative seeks to bring a new collective entity into being through its performance, and cannot therefore also seek to represent reality entirely accurately (Latour, 2003). By seeking to render public life ‘factual’ and ‘explicit’, neoliberalism seeks to constrain not only the ambiguity but also the inventiveness of politics, for better or for worse. Yet it nevertheless provides routines, rituals, shared experiences, government and forms of collective representation; collectivity cannot disintegrate altogether. The question is how politics remains possible at all, and in particular, how the state remains authoritative, once heavily disenchanted by economic rationality. Simply replacing one set of ‘economic’ facts with
another set of ‘sociological’ ones will not grasp the unwieldy way in which political-economic action takes place, once governed or authorized by a neoliberal logic.

Critique or interpretation?

To address this, I adopt the approach that has been variously known as ‘convention theory’, ‘pragmatic sociology’ and the sociology of ‘critical capacity’ (henceforth as ‘convention theory’), as developed by a number of Parisian scholars led by Luc Boltanski since the early 1980s. The premise of convention theory is that, for the most part, individuals are obliged and able to justify their own actions, and to criticize those of other actors around them (Boltanski & Thévenot, 1999, 2000, 2006). The coherence and the critique of socio-economic life are not only the work of social scientists, scholars or critical theorists operating as post hoc or external observers, but also by individuals themselves acting in social and economic situations, whose interpretations and judgements should be taken seriously. These include experts acting in firms, statistical agencies, public policy settings and professional services, who employ techniques, arguments and rhetorics that are not dissimilar to those employed by university social scientists. The codification of social scientific techniques and disciplines occurs only latterly, after certain forms of knowledge, measurement and evaluation have already arisen in society, beyond the academy. As Eve Chiapello has shown, for example, the rise of an economic science in the eighteenth century built directly upon conventions of valuation (including the categories of profit and capital) which accounting had already established for practical purposes within economic life (Chiapello, 2009). The appearance of professional social science at the close of the nineteenth century occurred only after its problems, objects and measuring devices had already arisen as practical concerns of modern institutions and government (Wagner et al., 1991; Wagner, 2001). The practical and political requirements of expert socio-economic knowledge are both historically and analytically prior to its methodological codification and professionalization. Precisely because modern liberalism potentially generates excessive uncertainty, expert disciplines, statistical frameworks and models have been introduced to make society manageable and predictable. But the problem of uncertainty is prior to political and expert responses, and is never entirely eradicated.

By this account, institutions, populations and situations ‘hold together’ as coherent, objective and meaningful for those who inhabit them, because they share certain critical and cognitive apparatuses,
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which are recognized internally as legitimate. These apparatuses operate at various scales: to speak of ‘population’, ‘the economy’ or ‘society’ as coherent empirical objects requires certain standards of measurement to be scaled up to the national level. Shared evaluative techniques allow actors to speak meaningfully and factually about what is ‘going on’. Principles of equivalence emerge and are enforced, through which different people can be referred to as the same (for instance because they have the same ‘IQ’ score) or as different, enabling different varieties of inequality to become visible, which may or may not be considered legitimate. Distributions of goods and opportunities are underpinned by conventions that stipulate who is owed what, who deserves reward, what is to be shared and with whom. Even apparently amoral or immoral forms of economic distribution or organization can only persist in any stable or remotely predictable form, if they have codes and tacitly acknowledge norms through which to evaluate procedures. The task of convention theory is to identify and illuminate the normative, technical and critical resources that are employed, in the production of these coherent – or incoherent – situations. This implies that any critical analysis of neoliberalism as a historical period, composed of specific political and economic institutions, must also draw on an interpretation and genealogy of neoliberal ways of thinking, measuring, evaluating, criticizing, judging and knowing. Convention theory invites us to combine ethnographies of actors and institutions with hermeneutic and historical excavations of intellectual paradigms and political philosophies.

Not all action can be interpreted in terms of adherence to norms, and nor should all economic distributions be assumed as internally justifiable. While the sense of justice and injustice can be seen as an innate human capacity, which can arise in any situation, there are other capacities – or what Boltanski terms ‘competences’ – that otherwise condition action and relations. Boltanski notes that relations of love and violence are non-critical, in the sense that individuals immersed in them lose any distance from a situation, and make no appeal to any broader norm beyond the situation or person at hand (Boltanski, 2012). In that sense, what love and violence hold in common is a refusal of all principles of equivalence; they refuse to see a particular person or situation as an example of a larger class, or to compare them to anything else. Alternatively, individuals may go to great lengths to avoid or delay critical scrutiny or justification. Entrepreneurs might be seen as an example of individuals who operate between or outside of existing conventions (Stark, 2009). Rapid transformations of capitalist structures mean that individuals can avoid being held to account
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(Boltanski & Chiapello, 2007: 42). But for social relations to be organized into reasonably persistent, reliable and peaceful institutions, at some point there must be a shared sense of normativity, a shared basis on which to distinguish between people and between things and make evaluations of their relative worth. A common framework of valuation is needed if complex economic practices are to proceed without constantly breaking down into argument and negotiation.

The development and application of convention theory have been discussed at length elsewhere (Wagner, 1994, 1999; Wilkinson, 1997; Biggart & Beamish, 2003; Blokker, 2011). Here I want only to identify two of its central characteristics, and to explore how these might contribute to a critical analysis of neoliberalism. In particular, how might convention theory advance our understanding of neoliberalism as a form of ‘disenchantment of politics by economics’? How might it help interpret the politics of the apparently apolitical – even anti-political – events that characterize contemporary socio-economic crises?

Pragmatism against empiricism

The first way in which convention theory will aid us is in highlighting the limits and conditions of empiricism (or objectivity) in the social, economic and political spheres, and hence the limits and conditions of disenchantment. It does this by excavating the normative and institutional underpinnings of technical and positivist forms of social scientific knowledge, including of economics. This is partly achieved through genealogies of the social sciences and associated measures and tools, for instance showing how particular forms of knowledge are pragmatically related to particular political problems. The ideal of positivist social science, especially prevalent in neo-classical economics and behaviourist social science, is to produce forms of socio-economic knowledge that are entirely value neutral and therefore objective. The Chicago School placed a particular emphasis on this. Quantitative and statistical analyses of social and economic activity supposedly exclude value judgements, regarding what is ‘ultimately’ or intrinsically valuable, replacing these with technical, extrinsic valuations. A single measure of value is substituted for multiple values. Facts replace judgements. In this respect, the birth of political economy and statistics in the late eighteenth century brought about a split between social theory and political philosophy, in which the former served as an empirical reflection on the direction and government of modern societies, while the latter continued to pose normative questions regarding the good or just society.
Convention theory questions the completeness of this separation, by highlighting the dependence of objective, empirical socio-economic analysis on critical and normative presuppositions. In Weberian terms, it unearths the private, silent ‘vocation’ of the modern social scientist, and articulates and publicizes it. It challenges the notion that political philosophy can ever be fully excluded from social theory, or indeed from social situations themselves. Economics and sociology are both attempts to create forms of political physics, separate from the political metaphysics that gave birth to them. They seek to replace moral rules (which people might obey, so long as they understand and recognize them) with scientific rules (which people obey unwittingly, as the natural world does) (Boltanski & Thévenot, 2006: 28–31). But in doing so, they simply shift questions of normativity elsewhere, into spheres of expert procedure and methodology, while often ignoring the irredeemably normative constitution of socio-economic life. For reasons explored by Wittgenstein, what governs individual action can never be fully explicated, not even by the individual concerned. The ‘right’ and the ‘wrong’ action (whether articulated in a moral sense or not) is something that is commonly understood by actors in the situation concerned, but cannot be entirely proved by referring to any explicit rule. No amount of ‘evidence’ can confirm what one ought to do in a given situation. There is always already a partly agreed-upon presumption, that a rule has validity and binds in certain ways, before the rule is actually invoked. In this sense, its ‘physical’ manifestation and application have a ‘metaphysical’ context, where these terms are taken to refer to that which can and cannot be expressed as a fact. Both the error and the political utility of the socio-economic empiricist are to forget the ‘metaphysics’ of what they’re doing and of the people they are studying.

When we speak of a rule or individual possessing ‘authority’ we make a type of metaphysical claim regarding something that we are unable to entirely articulate or prove. There are necessarily silent and invisible qualities to authority which can be alluded to with explicitly moral language (this rule or individual is ‘good’ or ‘fair’), but part of the function of such language is to leave something out. There are reasons to obey the law, for example, such as the fear of penalties, but if the law is solely authorized by such reasons it would cease to be the law (cf. Hart, 1961). As Wittgenstein remarked, ‘if a man could write a book on Ethics which really was a book on Ethics, this book, would, with an explosion, destroy all the other books in the world’ (Wittgenstein, 1965). The metaphysical discourses of moral and political philosophy do not, from a pragmatist perspective, actually succeed in grasping that
which they refer to (such as authority, fairness, virtue), but they make sense in spite of this. By contrast, the empiricist discourses of the social sciences (and associated forms of management, statistics and governance of populations) seek to operate purely at the level of the sensible, the physical and the measurable. But they must also offer reasons how and why to do so, which draw them into moral appeals, which extend beyond the limits of the empirical. If, for example, a traditional institution such as a profession is to be replaced by a particular type of empiricist audit of merit, this substitution can only succeed if that audit can serve as an institution, with all of the procedures, rules and unspoken norms of obedience that go with that.

Consider the case of orthodox economics. Considerable moral and metaphysical presuppositions are at work in the assumption that the value of goods can be established via monetary exchange. Certain contingent critical presumptions structure the technical methods for evaluating efficiency in the language of price. Moral values contribute to any definition of economic value – which, taken as a unity, can be described as an ‘order of worth’. Contrary to the positivist notion that economics has no a priori notion of the collective or the common good, Boltanski and Thévenot show that it rests on a particular philosophical anthropology, regarding the common humanity of individuals operating in the marketplace, recognizing one another as autonomous selves, separate from their property (Boltanski & Thévenot, 2006: 43–61). In the first instance, justifications for liberal markets must draw on moral claims about the nature of the common good, which must be more than merely utilitarian or calculative (Hirschman, 1977; Fourcade & Healey, 2007). This must include the capacity to recognize and sympathize with the individual with whom one is exchanging goods, and respect their capacity to express preferences. Empirical techniques suited to the governance, measurement and audit of the market sphere emerged later, but remained implicitly indebted to a particular moral worldview. Markets, and subsequently the discipline of economics, appear to bring about a purely objective, neutral representation of value, both of humans (in the labour market) and of things. Yet this objective assessment only ‘holds together’ on the basis that certain moral, metaphysical assumptions about the nature of individuals have already been adopted. The normative substrate of empirical representations can be teased out by noting how technical terms such as ‘price’ are descended from moral terms such as ‘price’ and ‘praise’ (Beckert, 2011; Stark, 2011). Actors have to suspend various alternative possible interpretations, and ignore various discrepant events, in order to
affirm to each other that they are in a market situation, to be analysed using market-based rhetoric and tools. It is their commonly understood context that makes certain types of socio-economic fact possible, and not vice versa.

From a convention-based perspective, what remains in constant need of explanation is how liberal modern societies are as coherent and predictable as they are. Once individuals are recognized as possessing their own powers of (more or less) autonomous critical judgement, against an uncertain ontological backdrop, the remarkable thing is not that crises or paradigm shifts occur periodically, but that they don’t occur the whole time. At the root of ‘normal’ socio-economic order is the fact that individual actors are able to reach sustainable agreements, which they do so by producing various forms of justification for actions, including the provision of empirical evidence. The distinction between normative critique and empirical technique is a rhetorical rather than an ontological one. Both moral and empirical claims regarding the ‘worth’ of humans and things depend on being tested, if they are to win agreement from others. A law court and an accounting audit both have similar formal properties, even though only one of them is explicit about its concern with ‘justice’. It is easier and quicker to reach agreement on the ‘right’ way to act by pointing to numbers, statistics and evidence than by appealing to ‘ultimate’ moral principles alone, which are less amenable to testing. Empirical claims are more persuasive, but their authority partly resides in their capacity to hide their metaphysical underpinnings. The positivist social sciences, along with various forms of ‘governmentality’ and statistics, seek to replace critique with technique, judgement with measurement, but they are constantly parasitical on higher order claims about what ought to be measured, and how it is legitimate to represent this objectively.

Pragmatism in pursuit of pluralism

Following on from this is a second crucial feature of convention theory. This is the recognition that there are always multiple and incommensurable moral spheres available to actors seeking to justify their actions and to criticize those of others. There are multiple ‘ultimate’ moral principles that can be appealed to, and no truly ultimate perspective from which to ascertain the validity of any single one of these, or from which to arbitrate when rival moral principles come into conflict with each other. Boltanski and Thévenot identify six different moral ‘orders of worth’, which they associate with respective
political philosophies regarding the ‘common good’ of humanity. The very fact that there is more than one variety of political philosophy demonstrates an existential political problem of pluralism that political philosophy itself cannot solve, though can at least acknowledge (e.g. Walzer, 1983). The practice and experience of politics, unlike that of political philosophy, are of navigating between multiple accounts of the common good, striking compromises, reaching agreements, in spite of the inevitable disagreements regarding the worth of decisions, actions and things.

If there are multiple and incommensurable forms of ‘political metaphysics’, then there are also multiple and incommensurable forms of ‘political physics’. Methodological disputes between economics and sociology, for example, cannot be resolved by appealing to ‘higher’ normative or empirical arguments: the two disciplines operate side by side, in parallel technical and critical spheres of evaluation. They possess different principles of equivalence, different presuppositions about what people hold in common, and therefore how they can justly be differentiated. The most that can be hoped for is some form of compromise and pragmatic translation between the two. When an economist defends a policy or activity in terms of its ‘efficiency’, or a sociologist explains an event in terms of ‘class stratification’, these are manifestations of rival expert conventions, which lack any established techniques of translation from one to the other. Individuals may be capable of mediating between the two – a rhetorical skill that Boltanski and Thevenot term ‘prudence’– or they may be able to inhabit multiple critical and technical spheres simultaneously, facilitating what David Stark terms ‘heterarchy’ (Stark, 2009). But they cannot adopt a view from the ‘outside’ which will inform them of the best basis on which to evaluate a situation, either normatively or empirically. As Weber observed ‘we are placed in various life orders, each of which is subject to different laws’, and any hope for discovering a final, once and for all justification beyond these, will end in disappointment (quoted in Du Gay, 2000: 74).

The question of the objective reality of socio-economic events can be answered with scientific data, until a new situation of fundamental uncertainty arises. Uncertainty, as the first generation Chicago economist Frank Knight described it, is an existential fact of social and economic life, which underlies all apparently scientific calculations of the future (Knight, 1957). It can be hidden or dealt with in a number of ways, one of which is to represent it in terms of mathematical probability or risk. Another would be to allow markets to convert the
uncertainty into a price. The attempt to convert uncertainty into risk, which Knight viewed as the central purpose of economics, can succeed until a situation arises which is of sufficient novelty or ambiguity that established cognitive and calculative techniques are ill-adapted to measure or model it. Calculations of risk become defeated by uncertainty. Pragmatic sociologists focus on uncertain situations, where quantified objective reality breaks down, to examine the disputes that then break out over how and what to measure. It is precisely under conditions of uncertainty when the multiplicity and incommensurability of rival normative-empirical worldviews become visible, and when actors themselves become aware of the constructed nature of socio-economic reality (Boltanski, 2011). Economic crises exhibit precisely this condition, enabling multiple definitions and measures of socio-economic reality to emerge simultaneously, offering rival accounts of what is going on. Crises are only fully resolved once a single cognitive apparatus and narrative has become sufficiently dominant, as to provide a shared reality which various political, business and expert actors can all agree on and inhabit.

Via an examination of moral incommensurability, convention theorists hope to explain technical and empirical incommensurability as a basic problem of all institutions and organizations: they contain multiple ways of representing themselves, testing their performance and demonstrating their worth. Particular metaphysical accounts of the common good produce their own techniques for the testing and demonstration of value. Where a group of actors accepts both the metaphysical account and the associated techniques, then a shared socio-economic reality becomes possible. If, for example, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is recognized as both a technically authoritative measure of economic activity, and a morally authoritative indicator of economic progress, then it successfully produces a reality which politicians, policy makers and public actors all inhabit and can be judged by (Perlman, 1987; Desrosieres, 1998). In the language of convention theorists, the situation ‘holds together’ for all concerned,

2 There is an important distinction here, which often gets elided, between treating economics as the calculative technology and treating markets as the calculative technology. Markets, especially from a Hayekian perspective, absolve the need for economic risk modelling, because various judgements about the future are channelled into the price. Conversely, economic models seek to quantify uncertainty, as an alternative to consulting markets. However, models often play an important performative role in guiding market actors by providing ‘prosthetic prices’ to influence actual prices (Caliskan, 2010).
even if dissenting voices challenge its technical and/or normative legitimacy. But incommensurable values and techniques of valuation may arise, to challenge the authority of such an indicator – for example, highlighting the fact that GDP fails to measure unpaid work by women in the home or the costs of environmental degradation. With multiple notions of the common good in play, and multiple techniques by which to assess it, the macro-economic reality might equally ‘fall apart’, and the positivist and technocratic ideal, of purely ‘objective’ socio-economic public discourse, no longer holds.

In these ways, convention theory rearranges the relationship between critique and its socio-economic object to recognize that modern society is replete with its own internal forms of justification, critique and evaluation, which inevitably come into conflict with each other. The semblance of coherence or incoherence of institutions is really an effect of agreements and disagreements that are constantly being renegotiated by the actors who inhabit them. One way in which capitalism reproduces itself is by maintaining its own internal varieties of anti-capitalism, thereby ensuring that the justification for capitalist activity is never reducible to its purely economic or monetary rationales (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2007). Confronted with contemporary neoliberal crises, apparently rooted in economic, or even nihilistic worldviews, the task for the convention theorist is not simply to impose critique or sociological rationalization from without, but to interpret critical events (crises) via the critical capacities (critique) of the actors involved. Even anti-political events possess a residue of idealism, some normative account of justice and of political authority, which requires hermeneutic excavation.

One conclusion that might nevertheless be drawn, on the basis of such a pragmatist enquiry, is that neoliberalism’s modes of evaluation and consensus-formation have ceased to perform adequately. Neoliberalism’s paradoxical antipathy towards normative and political discourse means, inevitably, that it will struggle to maintain normative-political order, sooner or later. Problems particularly arise when the methodological presuppositions of policy-making elites (for instance, viewing crime in terms of cost-benefit analysis) become interpretive apparatuses that are available to non-expert actors ‘in the wild’ (such that the criminal also comes to view crime in cost-benefit terms). To recognize that actors possess justifications and critical capacities, even when they act destructively and egotistically, is not necessarily to assume that their arguments are accepted (or acceptable). If neoliberalism is now in crisis, which it may or may not be, a pragmatist perspective would highlight the ways in which
chronic uncertainty has undermined the coherence and objectivity of its justifications. The technical and normative presuppositions of neoliberalism (which we shall investigate in due course) arguably no longer provide the basis of workable consensus. This may be partly because its own protagonists have failed to understand the normative, and therefore partly tacit and non-empirical, nature of the rules which it applies and the authority claims it seeks to make. To put that another way, perhaps policy makers and experts don’t quite understand what they’re doing.

But before we can consider that proposition further, we need to return to the institution which sits at the heart of neoliberal contradictions and its crises of authority, namely the state. How can convention theory be extended into governmental and sovereign domains? What changes when critical and technical evaluations are backed up by sovereign power and not simply by methodological authority?

**Conventions of Sovereign Economization**

The achievement of nineteenth-century liberalism was to produce a sense of economic activity as separate from and external to social or political activity (Polanyi, 1957). The ‘social’ realm arose as a set of identifiable policy problems or ‘externalities’, which were not fully calculated by market exchange, but nevertheless side-effects of it. The split between neo-classical economics and sociology, echoed in the concept of market ‘externalities’ that belongs to welfare economics, was a formalization of the interpretive and cognitive apparatuses that had emerged to deal with these parallel worlds of ‘economy’ and ‘society’ (Pigou, 1912). Meanwhile, the liberal state also sat outside of these two domains, with the effect of being separate and autonomous. Within the liberal imaginary, the science of economics is a mode of evaluation and measurement which belongs properly to the ‘economic’ realm, typically identified with market exchange.

**Economic imperialism**

A defining trait of neoliberalism is that it abandons this liberal conceit of separate economic, social and political spheres, evaluating all three according to a single economic logic. For Hayek, there was no ‘separate economic motive’; enterprising, calculated, strategizing activity did not only begin when the individual entered the market (Hayek, 1944: 93). Despite wide variations in how agency is conceived, this basic assumption that all action is principally economic action is common to all neoliberal styles of theory (e.g. Friedman,
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1962; Becker, 1976). This effects a collapse of the separate logics of market, society and state, using the language and techniques of the former to enact a blanket economic audit of all three. In Foucault’s words, neoliberalism:

… is not a question of freeing an empty space, but of taking the formal principles of a market economy and referring and relating them to, of projecting them on to a general art of government. (Foucault, 2008: 131)

Even when individuals or organizations are not acting in a market, the project of neoliberalism is to judge them and measure them as if they were acting in a market. If liberalism treated the ‘economic’, the ‘social’ and the ‘political’ as separate spheres, with their own discrete modes of evaluation, neoliberalism evaluates all institutions and spheres of conduct according to a single economic concept of value. In doing so, it has effectively collapsed the boundary around a distinct market sphere, and in doing so, abandons the notion of the social or public ‘externality’ that exists beyond the limits of commercial exchange (Coase, 1960).

Within the academy neoliberalism has been characterized by aggressive economic ‘imperialism’, whereby techniques that initially arose for the analysis of markets and commercial activity were applied to the study of social, domestic and political activity (Fine & Milonakis, 2009). Gary Becker’s pioneering work since the 1950s on ‘human capital’ and the economics of crime, addiction and the family presaged a later popularization of such approaches, as manifest in the popular economics book *Freakonomics*. A pragmatic perspective would recognize economics as a set of techniques and normative presuppositions, that first emerged alongside liberal markets for practical purposes, and was only latterly codified and professionalized following the emergence of neo-classical economics in the 1870s. But once codified, and seemingly emptied of its normative content, these same techniques can travel beyond their initial sphere of application, namely the market, and evaluate all activity, as if it were oriented around price and exchange. Viewing the world ‘like’ a market, and governing it ‘as if’ it were a market, are hallmarks of neoliberalism.

Contrary to the view that neoliberalism represents a form of ‘market fundamentalism’ or simply a revival of nineteenth-century laissez-faire, in fact the key institution of neoliberalism is not a market as such, but particular market-based (or market-derived) forms of economization, calculation, measurement and valuation. A particular vision or nostalgic imagination of a free market may provide some
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political or normative orientation to neoliberal thinkers, but it is the scientific techniques, devices and measures that are more often used to drive market-like behaviour and performance evaluation further into a society and politics that are more distinctively neoliberal. Neoclassical economics, which rests on the assumption that value resides in the optimal satisfaction of stable and exogeneous individual preferences, has been one of the foremost techniques via which economization has proceeded, especially thanks to the work of the Chicago school of economics. Various other techniques of social and political audit, quantification and risk management have followed in its wake. Marion Fourcade has explored how even nature has become valued ‘as if’ it were a private, exchangeable good, using techniques such as ‘willingness to pay’ surveys (Fourcade, 2011). The British Treasury has codified various techniques for calculating the hypothetical price of non-market goods, published them in a single document, and now insists that all departments of government justify their spending decisions using these measurement devices (HMT, 2013). These produce what Caliskan terms ‘prosthetic prices’, which, in contrast to those generated at the moment of market exchange, are constructed through models and other calculative devices, as strategies to dictate how worth is constructed (Caliskan, 2010). In all cases, neoliberalism is typically less concerned with expanding markets per se, than in expanding the reach of market-based principles and techniques of evaluation.

Institutions which claim ‘authority’ or ‘legitimacy’, without any relationship to markets, calculation or individual choice, become the most crucial object of economic critique, for it is these whose rationale is least visible or explicit. Trade unions, guilds, cultural critics, families, artists, democratic procedures, law, traditions and professions all make claims to authority and justification, by appealing to tacit and/or incalculable notions of what counts as justice or the common good. They are, in a sense, ‘enchanted’ by virtue of their implicit appeal to particular varieties of political metaphysics, which exceeds or refuses measurement. They typically abstain from offering factual, quantitative justifications for their existence and activities, and employ language in ways that are self-consciously performative rather than positive. Neoliberal critique cannot simply abolish all of these institutions, or replace all of them with markets, but the targeted use of economics can seek to replace normative, critical evaluation with economic, technical evaluation. Economization represents a replacement of multiple varieties of ‘political metaphysics’ with a single economistic variety of ‘political physics’. Incommensurable values and visions of ‘the public’, ‘social justice’,
‘fairness’ and ‘right’ are all calculated and evaluated, in terms of the quantitative language of efficiency, price and preference. Any source of intrinsic authority is emptied out, and replaced with extrinsic evaluation, yet this necessarily bestows intrinsic authority upon the economic techniques via which that evaluation is carried out.

The problem of sovereignty

Amongst all of this, neoliberalism’s greatest dilemma concerns political sovereignty, in the sense of an ultimate source of political power or authority. Sovereignty represents a particular form of ‘political metaphysics’, but one which makes claims about the ‘final’ source of political power, rather than the ‘final’ measure of the common good. It is in the nature of sovereignty that its full physical potential is never quite revealed, which is how it succeeds in striking fear and establishing order. As in the classic Hobbesian definition, the sovereignty of the modern state exists as a form of invisible potentiality, which enables individuals in a free society to trust one another, seeing as each believes that this potentiality is real and capable of enforcing order. A state which revealed its full capacity for violence would have become merely physical (and thereby finite and measurable), and lost the sense of transcendence that gave it an aura of limitless power.

Sovereignty is metaphysical in the sense that it works through being largely withheld, and is exercised partly to provide proof that it exists. So long as everyone continues to believe in a source of sovereignty, then no further tests or visibility are required. Sovereignty can be performed, but it cannot be empirically proven or tested. A sovereign relies on particular rituals, texts, objects and bodies, which are presumed to mediate between the visible world of finite objects, and these unseen reserves of power. The clothing of sovereign actors or the words they recite in a certain order are a constant reminder of the state’s unseen, unspoken capacity to enact violence, in excess of anything that can be calculated or rationalized. This isn’t to say that different varieties of sovereignty can’t also make claims about the common good. The notion of ‘popular sovereignty’ assumes that the ultimate source of power lies outside of the state in the populace, while ‘legal sovereignty’ depends on a tacit understanding that the law should be applied to everyone in the same way. These metaphysical entities get entangled with the potentiality of violence, to produce the sovereign political symbols and offices which sit at the heart of the modern state. In all cases, sovereignty depends on there being more to political institutions than meets the eye in terms of physical force. Political strategies
which seek to render state and society entirely visible also, therefore, seek to empty them of sovereign authority.

As Foucault highlights, the typical neoliberal stance towards any claim to sovereign authority is to ridicule it. In a close parallel to the positivist critique of metaphysics, "the economic critique the neoliberals try to apply to governmental policy is also a filtering of every action by the public authorities in terms of contradiction, lack of consistency and nonsense" (Foucault, 2008: 247). If sovereignty is to exist at all, then it cannot by definition be rendered calculable or measurable: it exceeds the limits of mere utilitarian policy. To be sure, Foucault himself was clear that immanent practices of expert, utilitarian governmentality must co-exist with sovereign institutions, such as law or parliament, rather than displace them. Sovereignty and governmentality exist in parallel planes of political ontology, one exceeding any empirical manifestation of power, the other rooted entirely in tangible practices of measurement, construction and discipline. But the political riddle of neoliberalism has been that it seeks to criticize and reinvent sovereign bodies, using positivist and evaluative techniques that necessarily misrepresent what makes those bodies sovereign in the first place. It makes the modern state an object of economic rationalization, and not only an agent.

At the same time, as a practical political project, neoliberalism has been heavily dependent on sovereign institutions in order to carry out its reinvention of liberalism and transformation of society. The necessarily excessive, incalculable nature of sovereignty makes it an impossible object of complete economization, and for this reason it is an object that neoliberals have been drawn to like moths to a flame, as it represents constantly unfinished business. Neoliberalism seeks to place sovereignty on economically rational foundations, but then becomes entangled in questions regarding the authority – ultimately the sovereignty – of economic methodology as a basis for political critique, decision making and rule. The discourse and techniques of economics are not self-justifying: no formal rule can also indicate how, or whether, it should be obeyed. As a result, positivist

---

3 ‘We should not see things as the replacement of a society of sovereignty by a society of discipline, and then of a society of discipline by a society, say, of government. In fact we have a triangle: sovereignty, discipline and governmental management, which has population as its main target and apparatuses of security as its essential mechanism’: M. Foucault (2007) Territory, Security, Population: Lectures at the College de France, 1977–78, Palgrave, pp. 107–108.
techniques of rationalization will depend on silent, unseen sources of obligation, be they tacitly understood norms of cooperation or tacitly understood sources of political power.

Spheres of economization

The insight of convention theory, that ‘political physics’ is always derivative of ‘political metaphysics’, becomes a powerful basis on which to understand the limits, failures, varieties and crises of this sovereign economization. Positivist economic techniques, which are used with abandon across social, economic and political realms, must nevertheless be accompanied by some intrinsic justification for their use. Where the numerical, formal representations of economics lack some tacit, unspoken moral authority, they lose the capacity to produce a shared socio-economic world, recognized by multiple actors as ‘real’. Where they are not tacitly backed up by sovereignty, they lack the power and legitimacy that are necessary to govern populations and economies. But seeing as how neoliberalism specifically seeks to rationalize, quantify and de-mystify sources of sovereign authority, such as law, executive power and democratic ritual, it inadvertently undermines its own capacity to govern with any form of metaphysical authority. The numbers and calculations it produces, by way of an alternative to notions of ‘justice’, ‘common good’ and ‘public interest’, potentially come to appear arbitrary and meaningless, in the absence of some higher claim regarding their political legitimacy. In this respect, in its entanglements with sovereignty, neoliberalism desperately saws at the branch it sits on. Exactly as Jamie Peck argues, ‘neoliberalism’s curse has been that it can live neither with, nor without, the state’ (Peck, 2008: 39).

And yet neoliberalism has succeeded in constructing and sustaining forms of political authority, including legitimate forms of state sovereignty. It has, to some extent, found ways of coping with its own contradictions, for otherwise it would be incapable of governing as coherently as it does (or has done). Its market-based principles and techniques of evaluation do, in practice, succeed in being wedded to the state, and employed as a basis for authoritative political action. As will be explored in later chapters, this is only possible because economic techniques themselves become imbued with a quasi-sovereign form of authority – that is, they become ritualized and rhetorically powerful. They come to provide the procedures, constitutional frameworks and aesthetic flourishes which underpin modern political authority. Like the revolutionary pigs in George Orwell’s Animal Farm, who eventually became indistinguishable from their former
masters, economics enters the political realm with an ethic of cold, positivist rationalism, but gradually takes on the qualities of the ‘non-sensical’ sovereign powers that it was tasked with displacing. When economics is used as a substitute for law, eventually it becomes law-like. If economics is to provide a substitute for executive decision, it must somehow acquire the same form of charismatic authority as the decision maker. The financial crisis has rendered this fusion of sovereignty and economics far more explicit, as national states have had to draw on exceptional political resources in order to reinforce an otherwise collapsing market logic (Davies, 2013). The ontology of neoliberal power is therefore riven with a fundamental ambiguity (or even aporia), whereby it hovers between the measurable and the immeasurable, the empirical and the transcendent. Positivism becomes imbued with metaphysics, so as to maintain its epistemological and political authority, without ceasing to be positivist.

What we witness in the neoliberal disenchantment of politics by economics is therefore a series of movements, which can be described in the following sequence. Firstly, a set of economic techniques for measurement and evaluation arises in and around markets. These techniques are dependent on and derivative of various normative presuppositions about intrinsic value, which historically contributed to the justification and spread of free markets. Secondly, these techniques for measurement and evaluation became codified as the basis of a professional scientific discipline, from the 1870s onwards, following the birth of neo-classical economics. From this point forward, it was no longer inevitable that economics had any necessary relationship to economic institutions, although it remains implicitly derivative of a certain market-based moral philosophy. It became reinvented as the study of rational choice, which in its more behaviourist twentieth-century manifestation, was purely focused upon observable phenomena to be modelled mathematically.

Thirdly, these techniques became applied to evaluate and criticize the state (and various other social and political institutions) from the 1950s onwards. Debunking claims regarding the ‘fairness’ of law or the ‘public ethos’ of bureaucracy, and offering quantitative analyses in their place, was the major achievement of neoliberal critics during the Keynesian era. And fourthly, as these techniques infiltrated sovereign, political institutions from the 1970s onwards, they began to acquire forms of political legitimacy that they themselves are unable to explain. Under ‘actually existing’ neoliberalism, techniques of economic rationalization rarely colonize or invade the political, public and sovereign realms, as the metaphor of ‘economic imperialism’ would have it, without some justification of their own. Disenchantment is never quite as
successful as that. Instead, they adapt to the particular rhetorical, normative and pragmatic purposes of the actors who use them. They borrow elements of the modern authority, which they are outwardly hostile to. The ‘political physics’ of economics adapts to co-exist with the ‘political metaphysics’ of modern political authority, and the normative presuppositions of the policy makers, lawyers, politicians and public actors who are the target of neoliberal rationalization.

It follows from this that the economic rationalization of politics and the state is a necessarily heterogeneous, multi-faceted project. Neoliberal economization encounters political and sovereign institutions shaped partly by a liberal logic of separation. Separation of powers, the cornerstone of liberal constitutionalism, leaves a hybrid sovereign political legacy that cannot simply be re-integrated via a blanket economic audit. The task of extending economics into political and sovereign realms is obstructed by the fact that there are multiple and incommensurable notions of authority at work in modern polities. Conventions of economization must adapt to their specific tasks and objects, meaning that they too develop in incommensurable ways. Viewed pragmatically, the economic ‘imperialism’ of neoliberalism comes to appear far less homogeneous and all-consuming than its critics might fear. Different political and sovereign objects require different conventions of evaluation in order to be rendered measurable and economically calculable. The judiciary represents a different challenge for neoliberalism than the executive, and the legislature represents a different challenge again. Arguably, neoliberalism overcomes the separation of sovereign powers by asserting the ‘ultimate’ (extra-juridical, undemocratic) authority of executive decision: this Schmittian proposition is explored in later chapters. The epistemological task is to eradicate ‘separate’ political and social realms, external to economic analysis, while the tools are a set of techniques and principles that have (in the past) been associated with the market sphere. But beyond that, there is ample scope for adaptation, flexibility and innovation. New techniques can be invented, and new interpretations of ‘market’ principles can be offered. Neoliberal appeals to ‘the market’ have often been used to defend monopolistic corporations; this is a flexible rhetorical project. The interplay of state, economic expertise and normative justifications is a fluid and contingent one. There is no single, ultimate doctrine of economic rationality which all public, political or sovereign actions can be measured against, although economic experts will speak and act as if their doctrine is ‘neutral’ and ‘objective’.

Thanks to the plurality of sovereign domains and the plurality of conventions of economization, neoliberalism confronts the problem
of incommensurability. There is more than one way of calculating the most ‘efficient’, ‘competitive’ or ‘welfare-maximizing’ policy. Different forms of political authority condition how different forms of economic calculation proceed, contributing to different normative stances towards the problem of economic uncertainty: some of these will be explored in later chapters. Economic technocracy encounters its limits, when rival varieties of measurement and calculation clash with one another. These draw their authority from different political sources, as they employ economics to provide different types of legitimacy. To do so, they assume different implicit accounts of economic agency, deriving from different implicit accounts of how ‘free’ markets ought, in principle, to work. The realpolitik of the neoliberal state means that economic calculations, moral justifications and political imperatives are constantly impacting upon one another. The image of a homogeneously economized political or public realm therefore remains an illusion, though one which serves various political interests. Following its disenchantment by economics and mantras of ‘transparency’ and ‘evidence’, politics mutates into something less visible.

**Studying the Neoliberal Expert**

The neoliberal state is an aggressively utilitarian state, in the sense that it seeks to make all political, legal and public action subject to quantitative empirical evaluation. Many Chicago law and economics scholars (the topic of Chapter 3) acknowledge their debt to Bentham, who they view as the pioneer of extending economic critique into the state (Kitch, 1983). Once rendered economically rational, the state is no threat to neoliberals, but instead their most important weapon. But the question then surely arises: how is this different from the rationalized, bureaucratic, welfare state? To what extent does this (heterogeneously) economized sovereign state defend the form of liberty (i.e. uncertainty) demanded by Hayek and his contemporaries? What is to prevent these expert, economized public institutions from themselves replacing ‘the impersonal and anonymous mechanism of the market by collective and conscious direction of all social forces to deliberately chosen goals’, just as the socialist planner had? The promotion of instrumental rationality, as a defence against political romanticism and/or socialism, is a concern that places many neoliberals close to Weber in their sociological orientation (Gamble, 2006). But to argue that neoliberalism merely seeks greater means-ends rationality in government is to miss the precise modes of authority that it seeks.
The planner is the first and primary enemy of neoliberal political thought (Hayek, 1944, 1945; Friedman, 1962). Producing a basis for modern, expert political authority without the potential to justify centralized economic planning was an over-arching goal of Hayek’s intellectual career, and shaped the project of the Chicago economists who followed him (even while they departed from him in important epistemological and methodological ways). The spectre of the planner – imposing a single set of values upon the collective – haunts neoliberal thought and policy practice as the enemy of freedom. And yet under ‘actually existing’ neoliberalism, one could point to a great deal of evidence that Benthamite utilitarianism has indeed led to extended governmental interventions, and efforts to intervene in private choices: this was undoubtedly the experience of many public sector workers, professions and publicly-funded academics from the 1980s onwards. Hayekians might argue that the experience of ‘applied’ neoliberalism owed very little to Hayek’s critique of centralised expertise, but neoliberalism is not only a particular form of bureaucratization, and not only distinguished by the fact that it uses economics (and other techniques associated with the market sphere) with which to carry out its evaluations and audits. Its authority claims, what knits its disparate adherents together, and the basis of its avowed liberalism, also derive from a particular value that is present in markets, but can be pushed into all other corners of society: competition.

The great appeal of market competition, especially for Austrian neoliberals, was that its outcome was unpredictable (Hayek, 1963, 2002). The sense that it might, more importantly, be economically efficient was only taken up subsequently by the Chicago School (Bork, 1978). And yet as the world of sport testifies, vibrant competitions still create a need for experts and authorities, to create the rules, arenas, events, league tables and prizes for those who enter them, and to train, motivate, discipline and punish competitors. Once we are speaking of these deliberately constructed competitions, and not some existential or biological idea of emergent competition, we get a clearer view of the strange forms of authority which neoliberalism has generated and depended upon. We see new breeds of expert – coach, regulator, risk manager, strategist, guru – offering toolkits and advice on how to navigate and act upon a constantly changing and unpredictable environment. These technocrats do not fit tidily into categories of ‘science’ or ‘politics’, as they are neither ‘objectively’ disengaged like the scientist, nor goal-oriented like the politician. They are examples of what Mirowski has termed neoliberalism’s
‘anti-intellectual intellectuals’: experts who declare that stable consensus is impossible, but nevertheless assert their capacity to rule over the unstable dissensus that results. What they offer are evaluative techniques through which to quantify different options, rank different candidates, give scores to different agencies. In a world organized around the pursuit of inequality, that is, by an ethic of competitiveness, these experts are able to represent the world in numerical hierarchies of relative worth. It is not just cold instrumental reason that underpins the authority of economics in the neoliberal state, but also its capacity to quantify, distinguish, measure and rank, so as to construct and help navigate a world of constant, overlapping competitions. The pragmatic utility of economic methodologies is to provide common measures and tests against which differences in value can be established. People do not ‘naturally’ appear as unequal (nor should we assume they ‘naturally’ appear equal). The very question of their sameness and their difference is one that only arises thanks to certain moral and technical claims, offered by various actors with varying levels of authority and expertise. The expert on which neoliberalism is most dependent is the one who is able to evaluate and score competitors, without bringing about some excessively peaceful resolution to the contest.

Experts of this nature have a paradoxical form of authority that is itself unstable. These experts produce a vision of society in which all differences are represented as comparative inequalities. But this also means that inequalities in power are also merely empirical and quantitative, meaning that they cannot possess any legitimacy. Those offering orders – bureaucrat, politician, manager – are to be obeyed simply because of asymmetries in empirical, physical power, not because of the reasons that might be given for obedience. In the build up to the financial crisis of 2007 onwards, it was commonly remarked that one problem was that financial regulators and credit raters could not compete with the vast salaries paid by the banks they were tasked with evaluating. This is the endgame of neoliberalism: normative authority collapses into empirical inequalities in economic power, and then the system itself becomes untenable, save for where new reserves of power can be found through which to enforce it.

Outline and approach of the book

The interpretive turn away from ‘critical sociology’ to the ‘sociology of critique’ invites the question of what is added to the critical and evaluative accounts provided by the actors being studied. Why read a pragmatist interpretation of neoliberal theory, and not simply read the
neoliberal theory itself? Why perform social science at all, if not to impose a different yardstick of measurement or critique from the one that is already in use by the actors concerned? It needs to be stressed in response to these questions that the study of conventions remains theoretical: it still seeks to use the affordances available to the external observer, in order to produce a narrative that was not previously present (Boltanski, 2012: 31–32). Above all, there is the pragmatist assumption that, while individuals are possessed of a critical autonomy not accorded to them by critical theory, they nevertheless remain limited in the types of actions, decisions, statements and routines that are available to them. Conventions exist as sets of rules that condition and limit the forms of freedom that are available to people, although the ability to switch from one normative worldview to another means that freedom extends beyond the tramlines laid down by any single moral system. Discourse always presumes and communicates more than it explicitly expresses, and the task of hermeneutics is to bring this background context and presumed understanding into the foreground as a reminder of what can otherwise get forgotten.

But how to identify these conventions? How do they come to light, and what counts as evidence of them? In the first instance, they can be described via what Weber termed ‘theoretical constructs’ – artifices introduced by the sociologist, in order to make different forms of meaningful action distinguishable from one another. No amount of ‘data’ is adequate to prove that these are real or valid: actors themselves may not recognize them. These models or ideal types are hermeneutic devices, whose validity is to be judged in terms of how successfully they contribute to the understanding of others’ actions. An interpretive model can only be constructed with a degree of speculation and imagination. As Boltanski argues:

We are in a position to understand the actions of persons when, by putting this model to work, we have grasped the constraints that they have had to take into account, in the situation in which they found themselves, in order to make their critiques or their judgements acceptable to others. (Boltanski, 2012: 33)

The task is to describe what is presupposed when claims about socio-economic reality are being made. This is partly a question of identifying the methodologies and measurements that are being used in making these claims, but prior to that there are the assumptions of what is worth arguing over or measuring in the first place. Where experts seek to hide or forget such presuppositions, or deny normative or political dimensions of their actions,
this type of excavation acquires a critical dimension in its own right, that, like genealogy, brings to light the fluidity, politics and contingency of taken-for-granted types of truth. This requires us to read positive economics ‘as if’ it were political theory, inverting the neoliberal project of measuring political actors ‘as if’ they were market actors.

Convention theory has often been put to empirical use in the study of the micro-dynamics of organizational life, so as to show how different notions of value are present in specifically situated disputes (e.g. Jagd, 2011). But it can be scaled up in order to understand the multiple and conflicting ways in which social and moral theory frames broader disputes over questions of justice and truth, organizing the very problem of modernity (Wagner, 2008). The focus in this book is on the multiple types of political authority that neoliberal critique makes available, specifically to the state. These types are never prescriptive as to exactly what the state should do. Rather, they are immanent moral-political philosophies that provide loose coherence to the techniques, methodologies, measurements and interventions of state actors, providing economic critiques of the state for use by state actors. Borrowing the approach of Boltanski and Thévenot’s On Justification, I approach them through rhetorics of political philosophy, using conflicting philosophies of the common good to identify rival ways in which the state can pursue economically rational programmes. Three in particular are explored in later chapters: the liberal-juridical; the violent-executive (which tips into the exceptional); and the communitarian. These provide latent notions of authoritative political action that shape how economistic evaluation proceeds in and around the state. If a central task of neoliberalism is to make the state ‘market-like’, reducible to quantitative indicators and facts, there must be ways or styles in which this disenchanted is possible while still managing to appear legitimate.

The analysis in subsequent chapters is based on readings of texts and, in some instances, interviews with government officials and advisors in Washington DC, London and the European Commission. Empirically, the focus is upon cases of expert discourse which bridge between economics and public administration in various ways and at various historical moments. The experts that interest me are critics of the state, though some also work for the state, be it as permanent officials, temporary advisors or consultants. They implement their techniques and measures in order to evaluate aspects of the state on the basis of various forms of economic rationality. Many of them move between academia, think tanks and government agencies, circulating
ideas, evidence and methods as they go. This interpretive approach to policy elites is now an established tradition in political science (Yanow, 2000; Bevir & Rhodes, 2004; Fischer, 2009). The intriguing thing about policy experts and critics, from a convention theory perspective, is that in their individual statements and actions one can identify the justificatory resources that are available to the state more generally. If the distinction between the ‘micro’ and the ‘macro’ is a technological and rhetorical one rather than an ontological one, then there is ‘macro-political’ interest in studying statements likely to have large-scale rhetorical and performative power (Latour, 2005; Boltanski, 2012). The ontology of the state as such is not directly addressed here, instead the questions are those of how sovereignty can be rendered economically empirical while still retaining sufficient metaphysical and performative aura in order to hold together as legitimate and powerful. This is by its very nature a paradoxical venture.

The rest of the book is divided as follows. Chapter 2 addresses the idea of competition as a central organizing principle and ideal of neoliberal political authority. The neoliberal state acquires authority from generating and overseeing competitive activity, and this competitive activity then facilitates certain varieties of political authority. The chapter explores the paradoxical qualities of competition as a form of organization, in which actors are formally equal at the outset, and contingently unequal at the conclusion. Yet how that formal equality is defined, and how much contingent inequality is permitted, is open to various interpretations.

Chapter 3 explores the Chicago Law and Economics movement, which transformed legal and regulatory understanding of competition, in ways that shaped reforms in the USA during the 1980s and in the European Commission from the 1990s onwards. Law and Economics demonstrates the various properties and paradoxes of neoliberalism already explored in Chapter 1: it is a clear attempt to replace the substantive ethos and metaphysics of law with purely technical measures. Yet in doing so, it potentially undermines its own authority.

Chapter 4 carries out a similar analysis of ‘national competitiveness’ agendas from the 1980s onwards. Where Law and Economics saw neo-classical economics colonizing law, ‘competitiveness’ experts used the field of business strategy to colonize the executive branch of government. Nations, regions and cities are re-imagined as competitive actors – like firms – and the question of political decision making is posed as one of strategic navigation of economic uncertainty. Ultimately, the global economy comes to be treated as a competitive game in which nations are trying to win.
Chapter 5 looks at ways in which ‘anti-critical’ thought and evaluation are mobilized in order to avoid or delay a crisis. In recent years, and especially since 2007, various efforts have been made to reinforce existing modes of economic rationalization and defend them from critique. Two in particular stand out here. Firstly, there are various ‘neo-communitarian’ policy strategies through which ‘normal’ economic reasoning can be sustained, despite psychological or neurological or sociological pressures against calculation: these include behavioural interventions aimed at helping individuals to act in a rational economic fashion. Secondly, there are the exceptional sovereign measures which are taken to ensure that existing forms of economic rationality survive various forces (such as the global financial crisis) that might otherwise overwhelm them: these include the suspension of ‘normal’ market law.

The last chapter considers the fate of critique. Pragmatic sociology has been criticized for capitulating to expert governance and capitalist management, and abandoning the critique of exploitation and domination. This poses the question of whether there might be routes which move in the opposite direction, from the sociology of critique, back to a more orthodox critical theory (Boltanski, 2011). The book concludes by seeking the political routes beyond economism and/or sovereign domination, and what other sources of authority might be imaginable and viable.
The Promise and Paradox of Competition

Markets, competitive agency and authority

Since the banking crisis of 2007–09, public denunciations of ‘inequality’ have increased markedly. These draw on a diverse range of moral, critical, theoretical, methodological and empirical resources. Marxist analyses have highlighted growing inequalities as a symptom of class conflict, which neoliberal policies have greatly exacerbated (Harvey, 2011; Therborn, 2012). Statistical analyses have highlighted correlations between different spheres of inequality, demonstrating how economic inequality influences social and psychological well-being (Wilkinson & Pickett, 2009). Data showing extreme concentrations of wealth have led political scientists to examine the US political system, as a tool through which inequality is actively increased (Hacker & Pierson, 2010). Emergent social movements, such as Occupy, draw a political dividing line between the ‘99%’ and the ‘1%’ who exploit them. Political leaders and public intellectuals have adopted the language of ‘fairness’ in their efforts to justify and criticize the various policy interventions which influence the distribution of economic goods (e.g. Hutton, 2010).

It is important to recognize that these critiques have two quite separate targets, although the distinction is often blurred. Firstly, there is inequality that exists within reasonably delineated and separate spheres of society. This means that there are multiple inequalities, with multiple, potentially incommensurable measures. The inequality that occurs within the market sphere is separate from the inequality that occurs within the cultural sphere, which is separate from the inequality that occurs within the political sphere, and so on. Each sphere can potentially develop its own metrics and norms of evaluation (or even its own currencies) to rank and distinguish worth. For example, the education system is insulated from the market, but still produces inequalities of outcome, based on its own philosophy and tests of individual worth. Michael Walzer describes
this form of inequality as ‘monopoly’ (Walzer, 1983). Secondly, there is inequality that erodes these distinctions and separations, enabling a single form of inequality to dictate the others, and one source of privilege to be converted into other sources. This is most obviously manifest where economic inequality dictates political and cultural advantages, and metrics based around market price end up dictating values beyond the limits of the market. For example, access to the media is heavily influenced by wealth. This is what Walzer describes as the problem of ‘dominance’. Being fungible, money is often the facilitator of a shift from ‘monopoly’ to ‘dominance’. Market power can be converted into other forms of power.

Since Rousseau, socialist critique has argued that economic inequality necessarily breeds political inequality because of the nature of private property; tolerating ‘monopoly’ within the economic sphere must eventually lead to ‘dominance’ of power across spheres (Rousseau, 1984). However, liberal critiques have focused more on maintaining separate and multiple spheres and measures of inequality. Unequal market outcomes are justified if they don’t determine outcomes elsewhere. The critique of neoliberalism, as manifest in the rhetoric of the ‘99%’, often moves between these two different critical registers. On the one hand economic inequality is deemed to be simply excessive per se (a critique of monopoly), on the other elites are accused of having translated their economic power into political or cultural power (a critique of dominance). Much contemporary critique portrays neoliberalism as based on deception, whereby the rhetoric of opportunity was used strategically to hide the strategies of a very small interest group. And yet the policies and economic rationalities that facilitated this rising inequality were scarcely kept secret or developed behind people’s backs.

Unless one subscribes to a notion of ‘false consciousness’, this raises an important question: why have so many critical denunciations arrived so late in the day? How did this extreme inequality develop, with so little opposition? One answer is that capitalism has drawn on anti-capitalist critique to constantly renew and justify itself (Thrift, 2005; Boltanski & Chiapello, 2006). Capitalism that privileges constant flux is more resistant to static modes of critique. Alternatively, one might suggest that, following 1989, the popular critique of inequality shifted from a socialist denunciation of economic ‘monopoly’ to a liberal denunciation of ‘dominance’: economic inequality was tolerated, but only on the basis that it was ‘meritocratic’, enabling ‘social mobility’, which required a separation of the market system from the political and educational systems. This was the moral-political economy that accompanied the Belle Epoque
of the Blair and Clinton governments. It was this liberal promise of capitalism that has, arguably, been manifestly broken since 2007.

However, we need also to consider the role played by a more enthusiastic normative perspective on inequality. From this perspective, that of neoliberal theorists themselves, inequality is something to be actively generated, represented, tested, celebrated and enforced, as a mark of a dynamic and free society (Stedman-Jones, 2012). This is often concealed by the fact that the term ‘inequality’ has rarely been used in this affirmative sense, perhaps unsurprisingly since it refers only to an absence of something else (equality, however understood). Instead, rhetorics and theories of competition and competitiveness have been central to neoliberal critique and technical evaluations from the 1930s onwards. To argue in favour of competition and competitiveness is necessarily to argue in favour of inequality, given that competitive activity is defined partly by the fact that it pursues an unequal outcome. Processes and rules which facilitate (or aim to facilitate) competition can themselves be understood as offering a normative sanction for inequality in some way. A society that celebrates and encourages ‘competitiveness’ as an ethos, be it in sport, business, politics or education, cannot then be surprised if outcomes are then highly unequal. Critical denunciations of inequality as ‘illegitimate’ may miss the ways in which inequality is ‘legitimate’ because it is publicly and enthusiastically legitimated.

Yet competition isn’t only defined by inequality of outcome. As this chapter will explore, ‘competitors’ must begin with something in common with one another if they are to ‘compete’. In a marketplace the price system provides a common framework and language which all share and must recognize if competition is to take place. Paradoxically, competition also requires some sense of equality, at least at its outset, which may require political intervention to maintain or produce. Neoliberalism begins from a critique of socialist equality, but this does not mean that it operates without any philosophy of equivalence at all. It depends precisely on constructing or imputing certain common institutional or psychological traits, as preconditions of the competitive process. These serve as principles of equivalence, via which legitimate forms of non-equivalence can be quantified, constructed, represented and celebrated.

The great appeal of competition, from the neoliberal perspective, is that it enables activity to be rationalized and quantified, but in ways that purport to maintain uncertainty of outcome. The promise of competition is to provide a form of socio-economic objectivity that
is empirically and mathematically knowable, but still possessed of its own internal dynamism and vitality. For Hayek, competition was a ‘discovery process’, and a ‘process of the formation of opinion’ (Hayek, 1963, 2002). The question which defines different styles and traditions of neoliberalism is this: what is the technical instrument through which inequalities are to be produced, measured and legitimated? What remains static, amidst the flux of uncertainty? With what device is constant flux to be rendered empirical? In some instances it will be the market price system itself (as favoured by Hayek), but in other instances it will be economic methods and theories which are used to gauge the ‘efficiency’ or ‘competitiveness’ of institutions, communities or individuals, without this being tested by any market as such. If the essential traits of a market can be identified, they can also be extracted and reinvented in non-market contexts. As the previous chapter argued, reconfiguring institutions to resemble markets is a hallmark of neoliberal government. The question addressed by this chapter is what principles, techniques and sources of authority are employed, in order to generate and govern competition, both inside and outside of the market.

The chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, I explore the justifications for competition that were made by a set of thinkers who I shall refer to as the ‘early neoliberals’. These were primarily European economists and philosophers criticizing socialist and Keynesian planning between 1929–45, including Hayek and Mises, Henry Simons in Chicago, and the ‘ordo-liberals’ in Freiburg. These thinkers identified competition as the market’s essential normative characteristic, and used this as a basis on which to advocate greater market freedoms, actively produced by the state. Secondly, I briefly review the theoretical innovations of two contemporaries of the neoliberal movement, who produced empirical justifications for and measures of non-market competitive activity. These are Ronald Coase and Joseph Schumpeter, both of whom offer theories of capitalist competition that extend beyond market institutions, which would prove crucial for subsequent neoliberal policy making. Thirdly, I address competitive activity in formal and pragmatist terms to try and understand what types of authority it requires and facilitates. By way of political ideal types, I describe two sources of authority afforded by competition: there is a quasi-liberal one, whereby a priori fairness is imposed upon the contest, and a quasi-violent one, whereby inequality is sought at all costs. Politically, competition is characterized by the confluence and tension between these two forms of authority. In conclusion I ask what it would even mean for neoliberalism to
encounter a ‘crisis’, given that uncertainty and inequality are entirely in keeping with the neoliberal project.

**The Justice of Market Competition**

Markets are places or spaces in which competition takes place, between suppliers and between customers, such that there is choice regarding opportunities for exchange. Every empirical claim that liberal economics has made for markets, as welfare-producing institutions, dating back to Adam Smith, has depended on the recognition that competition is one of their defining characteristics (Smith, 1999: 159). It is the recognition that the same good has *more than one* potential producer, and *more than one* potential purchaser, that allows the market price mechanism to magically rise and fall until it has settled at a point where exchange can take place. Where there is only one available producer or only one available purchaser, that individual or institution has the power to fix the price at a level that suits them, constituting a monopoly. Welfare economists define this ‘market power’ – where one party can set the price unilaterally – as one particular class of ‘market failure’ (Pigou, 1912). Weber also adopted a classical liberal definition of a market, as existing wherever there is ‘competition, even if only unilateral, for opportunities of exchange among a plurality of potential parties’ (Weber, 1978: 635).

Competition, along with the institution of money, guarantees that markets are a ‘positive sum game’. As long as two parties both act in their own interest and have multiple parties available to carry out exchanges with, the outcome will be an increase in the welfare of all. This utilitarian argument, with its assumptions about competition and the potential equivalence of money and goods, sits at the heart of the liberal defence of markets, as publicly beneficial institutions. It can even work in reverse, with market competition defined as the maximization of utility (e.g. Walras, 1954: 235). But surprisingly, it scarcely features at all in early neoliberal thinking. Competition is undoubtedly valued, but for its primarily moral, political and epistemological qualities, not its utilitarian or economic ones. As Hayek argued, the neoliberal:

regards competition as superior not only because it is in most circumstances the most efficient method known but even more because it is the only method by which our activities can be adjusted to each other without coercive or arbitrary intervention of authority. Indeed, one of
the main arguments in favour of competition is that it dispenses with the need for "conscious social control". (Hayek, 1944: 38)

Hayek’s political pessimism stemmed from his belief that ‘conscious’, deliberate economic planning had come to replace faith in ‘unconscious’, unintended outcomes. Planning was what had usurped liberalism, with the most severe political consequences. And yet by proposing competition as the alternative to planning, Hayek and the early neoliberals were adamantly not proposing a straightforward return to Victorian laissez-faire or a ‘small state’ (Foucault, 2008). The crucial aspect of competition in general, and of market competition in particular, was that it offered a policy alternative to both planning (whether of the socialist, National Socialist or Keynesian variety) and traditional liberalism. In Hayek’s view, the suppression of competition was the defining characteristic of all forms of totalitarianism, hence the claim that liberal and democratic societies which suppressed competition would not remain liberal or democratic for long. I want to suggest that what Hayek and his contemporaries seized on were certain crucial paradoxes of competition, through which they hoped to triangulate between traditional nineteenth-century liberalism and various forms of twentieth-century planning. Underlying this is a quest for a mode of instrumental rationality that preserves uncertainty, and a mode of scientific enquiry that does not result in stable authoritative truths. The paradoxes of competition can be mapped in various ways.

Firstly, promoting competition offers a role for the state that is crucially both active (in common with socialist states) and disengaged (in common with Victorian liberal states). The 1890s represent a crucial decade in the genealogy of neoliberalism, for it was then that the German, Austrian and US governments introduced the first pieces of modern competition law, starting with the American Sherman Act of 1890. Liberal political economists had argued that competition arose naturally and inevitably, thanks to the proximity of multiple producers and customers to one another and the use of money. However, the conglomerations, cartels and incorporations of the ‘Second Industrial Revolution’ of the 1880s and 1890s changed that, demonstrating that large, professionally-managed hierarchies could easily dominate markets, eradicating competitors through sheer force of will. This then created a new role for an active state in artificially and legally establishing the rules of the market: the state actively intervened via anti-trust, but without seeking to determine any particular outcome. Hayek was even prepared to describe competition policy as planning of a sort, but a unique form, which did not impose a ‘conscious’ objective or particular
moral vision upon the collective.\footnote{\textquoteleft Planning and competition can be combined only by planning for competition, but not by planning against competition\textquote right (Hayek, 1944: 43).} Enforcing and promoting competition represent interventions in the form of the economy, but not its content (Foucault, 2008).

Secondly, competition represents a paradoxical combination of equality and inequality. The structure of an organized competition (including, in the liberal imaginary, a market) involves contestants being formally equal at the outset and empirically unequal at the conclusion. The neoliberal legal scholar, Wilhelm Röpke, toyed with this enigma, proposing that ‘inequality is the same for all’ (quoted in Foucault, 2008: 143). The neoliberals of the 1930s and 1940s were adamant that competition possessed normativity of a sort that was not unlike the liberal normativity of justice. This similarity between a form of Kantian, juridical liberalism and technocratic, economic neoliberalism derives from the fact that both have an \textit{a priori} view of individuals as equal. Hayek observed that ‘although competition and justice may have little else in common, it is as much a commendation of competition as of justice that it is no respecter of persons’, in the sense that it treats them all blindly and equally (Hayek, 1944: 105). Yet as a norm, competition is unlike any other: the most important rule of any competition is that the contestants may not cooperate or seek to act in an altruistic or moral fashion. It is an injunction to ignore all moral injunctions, and to act combatively in pursuit of inequality. So long as all the competitors obey this single norm, then the outcome will be unpredictable. So long as they recognize each other as equals at the beginning of the contest, then they have complete liberty to maximize relative inequality over the course of the contest.

Where Smith had viewed competition as something that emerged organically from markets, the early neoliberals viewed competition as something to be designed, legislated for and planned by a third party. Since the era of classical liberalism, management had appeared as a form of expertise specifically dedicated to controlling economic processes: the enforcement of competition was necessary to counterbalance this new power. Competition’s quasi-normative legitimacy derived in part from the fact that it had rules, regulations and limits – that is, it had authorities who were available to enforce it, using sovereign law. The promise of anti-trust was absolutely crucial in this regard, offering a uniquely paradoxical route out of the Hobbesian choice between state power and anarchy. Anti-trust is a strange case of the state acting to
prevent the outbreak of economic peace. Simons went as far as suggesting that the Federal Trade Commission (one of the two US anti-trust authorities) become the most powerful executive branch of government (Simons, 1937). The ordo-liberal school, that existed around Walter Eucken in Freiburg, identified cartels as a necessary precondition of Nazi political economy, and consequently advocated legislative attacks on economic power as a central component of any revitalized postwar liberalism. During this time, European and American neoliberals shared a worldview, in which a forceful rule of law would be required in order for the market to retain its competitive form. This had the benefit of defending the liberal properties of markets from monopoly and cartels, but it also had the benefit of restraining the state from imposing goals, plans or ‘conscious’ direction on society. As the next chapter will explore, from the early 1950s onwards the Chicago School became preoccupied with the dangers of state power, and increasingly downplayed the dangers of monopolies’ economic power.

A critical question, which cuts to the heart of how neoliberalism is realized in practice, is this: is competition to be defined by the degree of formal equality guaranteed at its outset, or by the degree of contingent inequality that is produced as its outcome? Ultimately, competition must uphold a degree of each, one way or another, or else its perceived fairness or vitality will collapse. But we will see how neoliberals changed their emphasis on different aspects of competition, gradually relinquishing the priority of formal equality (which, in the USA, also underpinned the Jeffersonian ideal of small-scale producers in a marketplace) and increasingly focusing upon contingent inequality of outcome as the critical feature and test of a competitive system.

Following this, we might add a third way of understanding the paradoxical qualities of competition, as both an object of knowledge and policy: as a socio-economic practice or institution, it defies or transcends the disciplinary division between sociology and neo-classical economics that emerged following the marginalist revolution in economics during the 1870s (Fine & Milonakis, 2009). In simple terms this split had produced rival social sciences, one focused upon individual rationality, calculation and value, and the other focused upon institutions, norms and values. The challenge of socio-economics, ever since the demise of classical political economy, has been to find a path between an excessively ‘under-socialized’ view of the world, in which all outcomes are explicable in terms of individual calculation, and an excessively ‘over-socialized’ view of the world in which all action is explicable in terms of obedience to rules (Granovetter, 1985). The competitive process is not reducible to either neo-classical or sociological
analysis alone, but defies the methodological assumptions of each. It involves adherence to norms, but the primary one being that cooperation between competitors is not permitted, and it involves individual calculation, but the presence and recognition of competitors cannot be excluded from any meaningful analysis of how the competition plays out. Economists had long struggled to conceptualize a process that seemed on the one hand like ‘peace’ and on the other like ‘war’ (Dos Santos Ferreira, 2012). The invention of game theory in the late 1940s partly accommodated the strategic element of competition within a neo-classical framework, but remained unable to explain the normativity of how competitive rituals are established.

One way of understanding a ‘neoliberal’ is as an economist who wrestles tirelessly with sociological questions, though without ever resorting to sociological methods or evidence themselves. There is, as Foucault notes, a distinctly sociological concern with the structures of capitalism running through Austro-German neoliberal thought, but a deep fear of where an expressly social logic might lead politically (Foucault, 2008: 163). Clinging to the idea of competition is a way of coping with this dilemma.

**Competitive markets or competitiveness?**

The idea and formal characteristics of a market are more important to the initial neoliberal programme than any particular institutions or historical examples of markets. The early neo-liberals inherited a neo-Kantian worldview, which privileged *a priori* and epiphenomenal ideas in the construction and shape of social reality (Gerber, 1994, 1998; Gamble, 1996). Their question was how to render the market’s formal characteristics tangible and enforceable. Following Foucault, I’ve argued that competition is the normative property of markets that appealed to the early neoliberals (Foucault, 2008: 119).

Anti-trust policy, backed by the sovereign, legal power of the state, represented a type of active government that the early neoliberals were unanimous in their support for. However, a strange question then arises, of whether market institutions (legally mandated and enforced or not) are even necessarily the best means of realizing the market principle, and if the critical market principle is competition, might there be other, *non-market* institutions, policies and interventions which might just as easily deliver the specific virtues of competitive practices? For example, in the era of applied neoliberalism, sport very often served as a better manifestation of the market ethos than markets themselves, with politicians and business leaders defending economic inequality through analogies to sporting contests
and ‘talent’. League tables are another way of giving an empirical and technical form to the competitive market ideal. Is market competition necessary to deliver competitiveness?

The position taken by the early neoliberals was that open, decentralized markets, supported by a strong rule of law, were necessarily the best vehicle for delivering a free, competitive society. A spontaneously generated price therefore becomes the supreme form of socio-economic fact. Competitive norms would best be defended through defending markets and the price system, for a priori, liberal reasons. This was especially pronounced in the tradition of ordo-liberalism (which will be addressed further in the next chapter). The market would be the preserve of liberty, and law would be the preserve of the market. From the ordo-liberal perspective, certain behaviours and actions are ruled out by anti-trust, on the normative grounds that they contradict the principle of the competitive market order. There is necessarily a limit to how much inequality can be permitted from this perspective: the origins of modern anti-trust law, including in the USA, stem from the need to protect weaker competitors from the threat of large corporations (Thorelli, 1954; Amato, 1997).

One consequence of this legalistic defence of the market system is that it also provides a basis on which to designate the limits to specific markets and to the market system in general. This normative defence of market competition is potentially compatible with a Walzerian justification of multiple spheres of inequality or rival modes of ‘dominance’. Inequality in one market can be justified on the basis that it does not translate into inequality in another market (this is a problem that is addressed technically, where anti-trust agencies seek to carry out a ‘market definition’ when assessing the dominance of a firm). Furthermore, inequality in the economic sphere can be justified on the basis that it does not translate into inequality in the political or educational sphere. The German ‘social market’ economy is one manifestation of this tradition of neoliberalism, which asserts a strong commitment to market competition, but underpinned and defined by legal institutions which are set firmly by the state. Moreover, German neoliberal thought showed a strong awareness of the corrosive social effects of the market, which justified robust and separate social policies (Ptak, 2009). In Chicago, Simons had proposed that industries that could not be run on the basis of decentralized, competitive market principles (and therefore tended towards monopoly) should be taken into public ownership. Hayek was cognizant of the various public goods, such as transport infrastructure, that the price system was
not suited to deliver (Hayek, 1944: 40). This recognition that the market had certain technical and moral limits was prominent in neoliberal debates up until the 1950s. While the Depression was still a recent memory, many neoliberals sought compromises between economic liberalism and elements of socialism that they accepted as necessary (Bergin, 2013). Some of them even understood their project as sharing a similarly progressive spirit as socialism, albeit with a desire to open up space for competitive forces. Foucault points to the French tradition of neoliberalism, which (anticipating the active labour market policies of the Anglo-American ‘Third Way’ in the 1990s) suggested a role for the state in helping people back into the economic game, on occasions when they have been excluded from it (Foucault, 2008: 202). These various attempts to delineate and regulate the normative limits to market were at odds with the Chicago School of the 1950s and onwards, and especially with the American conservative tradition to which American neoliberalism became loosely allied.

The early neoliberal programme was preoccupied with such constitutional, or at least institutional, questions. There is remarkably little concern with economic or utilitarian questions or efficiency during this period, and the writing retains an explicitly normative and critical character. This can be interpreted in two ways. Firstly, the terms of much public intellectual debate at this time were being set by socialists, and subsequently, Keynesians. Hayek was notoriously paranoid about the extent to which socialist opinions had permeated the public sphere, which inspired him to establish the Mont Pelerin Society as an effort to resist this intellectual tide (Plehwe, 2009). Providing non-socialist answers to sociological questions was the priority. Focusing the state upon competition, rather than upon plans and outcomes, appeared to do precisely this. Secondly, there was a strong sense that the economics profession and neo-classical economics had done very little to defend economic liberty. Lawyers, philosophers and public intellectuals offered greater hope for the defeat of socialism and reform of society than technical experts. The split between economics and sociology, that had followed the demise of classical political economy, was a symptom of the neutering of economics as a weapon of liberalism (Schumpeter, 1954: 756).

However, as the neoliberal intellectual movement became increasingly dominated by economists and business interests, its emphasis began to switch from a concern with the normative conditions of legitimate inequality (such as law and the price system) to one with the contingent capacity for inequality. Cases of this transition will be
explored in greater detail in the next two chapters. The question is how it remains possible to speak of ‘competition’, without there being clearly visible institutional rules and limits to that competition. As we shall now explore, particular theories of competitive agency came to the fore, while the emphasis on regulated markets as quasi-egalitarian arenas of competition faded from view. These theories developed in parallel to the early neoliberal movement, though largely outside of it.

**Justifying Capitalist Power**

Where ‘competition’ is a term that can only be applied to the institutional form taken by markets, there can be no basis on which to know, justify and evaluate the practices and outputs that accompany enterprising, entrepreneurial and profit-seeking behaviour in and of itself. By this standard a ‘competitive’ action can only be defined negatively, as one which does not disrupt or distort the price system or one whose outcome cannot be predicted, but this does not enable the value of different types of competitive behaviour to be judged. For Hayek, this was precisely the point. Competition is a dynamic process which facilitates the attainment of new knowledge: it cannot itself be subjected to objective empirical analysis. We know when it is absent, but there can be no scientific view of it when it is present (Hayek, 1963, 2002). In Fernand Braudel’s sense of the distinction, the early neoliberals were committed to ‘markets’, but risked ignoring or even opposing ‘capitalism’, where the former implies transparency and *a priori* equality, and the latter implies hierarchy and inequality (Braudel, 1979). There is a lack of empirical economic nuance in this defence of market competition.

How else could economic competition be conceived, in ways that weren’t simply deduced from the formal institutional character of markets and the price system itself? How might the justification of inequality be detached from a normative commitment to particular legal or sociological principles? Or to pose these questions another

---

2 Bergin offers a compelling account of the transition that occurred within the Mont Pelerin Society, as Milton Friedman became an increasingly dominant figure in the Society from 1961 onwards, alienating many of the elder European members, such as Ropke, in the process (Bergin, 2013). The rising number of American economists in the Mont Pelerin Society was one symptom of its gradual relinquishing of its initial philosophical and social ambitions, and corresponded to its increasingly laissez-faire, capitalist outlook, in contrast to the early concern with designing a new liberal order.
way, with what justification might power, hierarchy and control be admitted into the competitive economic game? Unless the capacity to plan and monopolize is admitted as a legitimate feature of the competitive process, then any vision of competition remains abstracted from the realities of corporate capitalism. In many ways, the story of post-1945 neoliberal critique is of its mutation from a justification for markets to a justification for business, where the former represents a check on public economic planning, but the latter produces freedoms for private economic planning (Crouch, 2011).

Given the complexity and flux of modern capitalism, the pragmatic question is at what moments and with what technical devices and measures is socio-economic life to be rendered empirical and numerical? Given that uncertainty must be reduced occasionally or to some extent, what is a legitimate means of doing so? From a Hayekian perspective, the price system is the supreme instrument for rendering dynamic situations empirical, but one whose representations are themselves in constant flux. But economics is itself a practical instrument for rendering uncertain situations empirical: alternatively, uncertainty is actively reduced, through the force of entrepreneurial or managerial will (Knight, 1957). Less dogmatic theories of competition are those which recognize the role of managerial and entrepreneurial power within the process, and employ economic methods to represent what is going on.

I want to explore two ways in which economic competition is rendered knowable and testable, so as to still privilege inequality of outcome, but without a normative commitment to the market price mechanism or any other institutional a priori. In a spirit of capitalist realism, which would prove crucial for the theoretical and practical development of neoliberalism in the second half of the twentieth century, each of these seeks to abandon the abstract faith in liberal markets. Yet as I will seek to show, in place of that normative commitment to market institutions, they inadvertently inject an alternative commitment to a particular vision of individual agency – one whose validity is primarily testable by expert economic analysis, rather than markets. The first, belonging to Ronald Coase, provides a justification for capitalist power through presuming an ideal vision of the rational, maximizing individual, borrowed from neo-classical economics. The second, belonging to Joseph Schumpeter, does the same through presuming an ideal vision of the heroic, creative entrepreneur. By switching from a formal-structural emphasis on competition as an essential property of markets, to a psychological emphasis on competitiveness as an essential trait of individuals, these economists occasioned a key shift in how
competition (and competitiveness) would later be conceived. At the same time, they implicitly offered justifications and empirical measures of monopoly that could dissolve any normative boundary around the market sphere. ‘Freedom’ is recast as the freedom to exploit, rather than to exchange. The mere possibility of future competition, as judged by the expert eye, becomes more important than the reality of existing competition as manifest in a market. These justifications and measures began to be taken up by states and policy makers from the late 1970s onwards, providing the expert governmental infrastructure that would constitute applied neoliberalism (examined in Chapters 3 and 4).

**Ronald Coase and the efficiency of power**

Ronald Coase was a British economist, taught and influenced by Hayek at the LSE in the 1930s, but rarely associated with neoliberalism until much later in his career. He emigrated to the United States in 1951, taking a position at the University of Virginia, before joining the Chicago Law School in 1964. His lasting contribution to neo-classical economics lay in his theory of transaction costs. This started out from the intuition that capitalist industrial structures only rarely conform to the vision of a competitive, liberal market as imagined in the abstract formulations of neo-classical economics. Yet rather than abandon neo-classical economics in favour of a more institutionally-nuanced theory, his innovation was to reinvent it for empirical use, in such a way that it could interrogate market and non-market structures side by side. Evaluation by economics replaces evaluation by markets. The rational choice presuppositions of neo-classical method serve as the principle of equivalence, against which behaviour can then be judged.

In a seminal essay, ‘The Nature of the Firm’, Coase addressed the question of why firms exist at all, if markets are as efficient as classical and neo-classical economics had maintained (Coase, 1937). Retaining a methodological presupposition of individual, rational choice on the part of individuals, Coase suggested that all economic activity – including market exchange – produces costs of coordination and communication amongst individual actors, given the manifold uncertainties that they all face. Even competitive markets possess their own ‘transaction costs’, in the creation of contracts, enforcement of property rights, regulation, discovering reputations and so on. In many cases, these costs may be sufficiently low that exchange mediated by price is still the most efficient form of coordination. But in some circumstances, markets may be more costly than other types of institution, rooted in non-market norms of cooperation and hierarchy. Firms exist,
Coase reasoned, to the extent that organizing in hierarchies, with wages and job security accepted in exchange for obedience to managers, is more efficient than trading in markets. Given that cooperation between humans carries far greater uncertainties than property rights, between humans and things, hierarchical organization plays a crucial role in delivering efficient economic outcomes. By the same token, markets exist to the extent that price-based exchange is more efficient than hierarchical organization or some other mode of cooperation. There are multiple institutional means of handling uncertainty, which need to be judged through empirical evaluation.

The critical move made by Coase was to separate neo-classical price theory from the market price mechanism (Davies, 2010). He assumed, in the neo-classical tradition, that all individuals are constantly engaged in calculating the net cost or benefit to themselves of different courses of action, as rational maximizers. But he also abandoned the assumption that markets are the principle arena in which this type of psychological calculation does or should occur. Exhibiting an implicitly neoliberal trait, transaction cost economics is instrumental in extending a market-based principle and technique of evaluation beyond the limits of market institutions. All institutions – markets, firms, social networks, states – come to appear as equally amenable to a neo-classical analysis, with the crucial proviso that the costs of coordination and communication are included in the overall audit of their efficiency. For Coase, it was no longer a question of what counted as efficiency in an abstract sense (a question which invariably produced the answer that markets are efficient), but one of how to gauge the relative levels of efficiency of different empirical industrial structures, including real people, with real problems of trust and commitment. Remarkably, even the price mechanism of the market becomes subject to the efficiency audit of price theory. ‘Efficiency’ becomes an always relative and measurable term.

In another paper, which later became one of the most-cited articles in the history of economics, ‘The Problem of Social Cost’, Coase addressed the question of how regulators should respond to the problem of ‘externalities’ – that is, when the actions of one agent (for example, a firm) impose costs on another, the classic example being pollution (Coase, 1960). The British tradition of welfare economics defined ‘externalities’ as another form of ‘market failure’, like monopoly, which typically required intervention by a third party (such as a regulator) in order to redress this inefficiency and get the market functioning correctly again. Yet Coase argued that this approach had crucially neglected to include the full costs associated with different ways of resolving the problem. It included the cost of
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the ‘externality’ to the injured party, but forgot to include the costs associated with regulation, including those imposed upon the regulated actor. It failed to account for the fact that pollution, say, has clear benefits to the polluter. In many cases, Coase reasoned, it may be more efficient (in the aggregate) to let one agent impose ‘social costs’ upon a rival, and leave them to work out the damages or redress between themselves, than to employ law and regulation as a means of restoring some vision of a ‘perfect’ competitive market. As long as their property rights were sufficiently well defined, they could discover the most efficient resolution between themselves.

There is no normative or a priori notion of an efficient or perfectly competitive market in Coase’s work, instead there are tools for evaluating particular industrial structures on a case-by-case basis using empirical data. Nor is there any sense of moral responsibility in Coase’s worldview, only a question of optimal aggregate welfare. Where one party is dominating or exploiting another, observers should not automatically prioritize the interest of the latter, but assess the situation empirically. Coase’s unspoken normative implication is that monopolists and dominators have rights too. As one student of Coase explained, ‘in economic terms, both the injurer and the injured may be said to have caused an accident’ (Priest, 2005). The ultimate arbiter of value is no longer the institution of market price or the perspectives of the competitors involved, but the objective methodological perspective provided by neo-classical economics, which assesses utility in the aggregate.

From the Coasian perspective, legitimate ‘competitive’ activity is any activity that is efficiency maximizing (in the precise neo-classical sense of consumer welfare), but the institutional structure of that activity becomes an open empirical question. It may in theory include monopolistic or predatory activity. By abandoning any ideal vision of a free, competitive order (such as the one held by the early neoliberals), Coase pointed towards a starkly realistic vision of how free competition occurs, in which large corporations asserted their interests, expanded their property entitlements and mobilized their legal muscle as part of the competitive game. But he also provided a source of justification for this: that it could be calculated as efficient in the aggregate. If the early neoliberals had hoped to use law to make the economy conform to a particular liberal ideal, Coase demonstrated that contingent, capitalist activity, by profit-seeking actors already was typically ideal. Certainly, it could not necessarily be improved upon through the intervention of regulators or law-makers. Admitted into regulatory practice, this theory serves as a major filip to large corporations (Crouch, 2011).
Joseph Schumpeter and the creativity of power

Coase demonstrated that non-market institutional arrangements could, by neo-classical evaluation, be more efficient than markets. The exercise of power, hierarchy and cooperation could reduce transaction costs, improve consumer welfare and thereby be deemed competitive. The arena of competition was far broader than any individual market. Joseph Schumpeter effectively produced a similar justification for non-market, monopolistic modes of competitiveness, but from entirely different methodological premises. Both the agent at the heart of Schumpeter’s method and the style of economic reasoning were radically unlike those of neo-classical economics, and far closer to those of his compatriot Hayek. In their relationships with the neoliberal ‘thought collective’, Schumpeter and Coase’s careers followed opposing trajectories. While Coase became increasingly integral to the neoliberal critique of the state thanks to his growing proximity to the Chicago School, Schumpeter began as a contemporary of Hayek and Mises in Vienna, but later poured scorn on Hayek’s Mont Pelerin Society and distinguished himself at Harvard, the centre of the US economics establishment at the time and notoriously snooty towards Chicago.

What Schumpeterian economics provides for the re-theorization of competition is an appreciation of the radical differences in the psychological properties of the competitors. These are not a basis for objective evaluation, but simply emerge contingently and unpredictably. In pragmatist terms, what Schumpeter offers is therefore not so much a normative principle of equivalence between competitors, but an awareness of the facticity of difference between them. Some actors are simply more powerful and capable than others.

Schumpeter’s great work, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, was published in 1942, two years before Hayek’s Road to Serfdom and offering a similarly pessimistic view of capitalism’s future, as being gradually stultified by bureaucracy and a rationalist desire to control the future. But unlike Hayek, he understood that this ethos was as powerful within private enterprises as within government bureaucracies and planning agencies. The competitive practices of large corporations often created little wealth, but allowed a narrow definition of efficiency to stifle creativity and radical productivity improvements. Bureaucrats and professional managers acted efficiently in the short term, while undermining the long-term viability of capitalism. Eventually, Schumpeter believed, a deadening rationality of hierarchy and routine would destroy capitalism altogether (Schumpeter, 1976).
The capacity to inject uncertainty back into the capitalist system came not from markets, but from the psychology of unusual individuals willing to defy existing institutional logics, namely entrepreneurs. The entrepreneur enacts ‘new combinations’ of technologies and practices, so as to inject novelty into circuits of capitalism (Schumpeter, 1934). A great deal hangs on the psychology of the entrepreneur, which is to refuse ordinary routines and boundaries. The entrepreneurial mentality does not seek success within a given set of institutional rules, but through the invention of new institutional rules, which others will later have to play by. For this reason, entrepreneurs cannot be easily classified or theorized, because by their nature, they move between existing codes, norms and institutions (Schumpeter, 1934: 77–78; Stark, 2009). Nor do they reside in any particular institutional domain of society. In his later life, Schumpeter was even prepared to accept that entrepreneurship may be most likely ‘within the shell of existing corporations’, where routinization could be disrupted from within (quoted in McCraw, 2007: 496). What is clear in Schumpeter’s analysis is that the entrepreneurial personality is uncommon. It acts against existing conventions, which structure socio-economic reality for the majority of people, rather than within them. Entrepreneurship operates through counter-acting norms, and for this reason can never be stabilized into any norm of its own.

According to Schumpeter, the competitive spirit of entrepreneurship cannot be reduced to the quest for economic gains. The mentality of entrepreneurship is such that it looks beyond the specific rewards currently on offer, towards a far greater form of competitive success in the future, in which the very landscape of capitalism has been re-shaped by the entrepreneur’s will. It is more like ‘the will to conquer: the impulse to fight, to prove oneself superior to others, to succeed for the sake, not of the fruits of success, but of success itself’ (Schumpeter, 1934: 93). In the process of inventing a new productive landscape, existing ones are made redundant – the process famously described as ‘creative destruction’. This process cannot be framed by any existing set of rules or market institutions, because rules and institutions are internal to the process itself. The entrepreneur’s gambit is to forego a positive valuation in the present, to be able to dictate the very terms of valuation in the future. All that remains ‘outside’ of the process of creative destruction is the principle – or rather the psychological possibility – of entrepreneurship itself. Capitalism must offer an outlet for militaristic instincts, or else it will subside into bureaucratized socialism.

Schumpeter’s work expands the field of competition in two ways, accommodating power and strategy within the competitive process as
it does so. Firstly, the relevant *time-scale* of competition is greatly expanded, so as to include strategies and investments that only reap dividends over the long term. The entrepreneur looks beyond markets as they exist in the present towards markets that could exist in the future. It spots types of human need or desire that are not presently served and which consumers may not even be aware of. Given the lengthy time horizons of such competitive strategy there are necessarily far greater uncertainties involved, meaning that a rationalist risk assessment or calculation of future return on investment becomes unhelpful. But the reward for successful entrepreneurship is a monopoly, bringing very great profits indeed. This monopoly is justified in view of the uncertainties that have been confronted, and also because it – like everything else within capitalism – will eventually be superseded by the arrival of new competitors and new monopolists. In certain cases entrepreneurs and inventors will need government support to ensure that they will reap adequate monopolistic rewards from their innovations, hence the case for many intellectual property rights.

Secondly, this expands the arena of competition to include a greater variety of cultural, political, technological and sociological factors. The orthodox classical and neo-classical view of a competitive market witnesses firms all producing similar or substitutable goods, striving to reduce the costs of production in order to cut prices and grow market share. Technology and culture are treated as ‘exogeneous’, external to the calculations of producers and consumers. The entrepreneur, by contrast, strategically draws on social networks, scientific research, technological insight and imagination to make their ‘new combinations’. They necessarily employ forms of ‘restrictive practices’ to ensure that their competitive advantages (when they arrive) aren’t immediately replicated by competitors.

In Schumpeter’s analysis, neo-classical economics only exacerbates the crisis of capitalism, by offering excessively rationalized, short-term evaluations of economic practices. This serves the needs of a professionalized bureaucracy and management class, who seek to govern economy and society using numbers, but it excludes (or misrepresents) the power of the entrepreneur, who acts on the basis of vision and desire rather than scientific calculation. The game of capitalism ‘is not like roulette, it is more like poker’ (Schumpeter, 1976: 73). The most important forces within capitalism, from this perspective, are those which cannot be calculated or modelled, but require strategic navigation and inspiration. The outcome of the competitive process is determined by ‘non-economic’ virtues and assets, such as the cultural and psychological propensity to innovate and cooperate.
Competitive psychologies

It is meaningless to speak of ‘competition’ unless there is not only some sense of equivalence amongst those deemed to be the competitors, but also some outlet for contingent differences to be represented. The very notion of ‘inequality’ as an outcome assumes that there must be *something* equal about those whose difference is being measured, proven, justified or criticized. The appeal of markets, to the early neoliberals, was that they could potentially provide this common world, within which all forms of difference and plurality could then be expressed, in quantitative (i.e. price) terms. The importance of Coase and Schumpeter, to my analysis, is that they replace this *institutional format* for competition (namely the market) with psychological formats of competition. What ultimately facilitates, drives and justifies competition and competitiveness is found in individual psychological capacities. A crucial difference between them is that the Coasian psychological capacities are deemed common to all, whereas Schumpeterian psychological capacities belong only to a strange minority. Coase’s neo-classical methodology presumes that human beings are all possessed of the capacity to negotiate agreements; Schumpeter’s romantic belief in entrepreneurship assumes that only a rare minority are able to act towards long-term triumphs. Coase offers a principle of equivalence while Schumpeter affirms the facticity of difference. Applied neoliberalism is arguably based on some entanglement of these two anthropological world-views, whereby certain powerful actors are able to *purchase and acquire* a greater calculative and strategic capacity than others, thanks to consultants and professional advisors.

In style of reasoning and in their policy implications, Coase and Schumpeter’s theories are strongly divergent. But what each provides, in very different ways, is a theoretical and methodological basis on which to judge and criticize institutions that challenges the finality of the price system. These theories have a number of common features. Firstly, they recognize the legitimate role of *power and restraint* in the economy, as a means of reducing uncertainty on the part of economic actors. Laws, intellectual property restrictions, contracts, hierarchies, leaders and social networks all become positively valuable. Monopoly becomes potentially legitimate, albeit with different sources of justification (Coase because it is ‘efficient’, Schumpeter because of the long-term vision that achieved it). Economic planning, the *bête noire* of the early neoliberals, is sanctioned by these economists, though the planners in question are running businesses,
not public administrations. The uncertainty of the future is reduced thanks to management and leadership within the private economy.

Secondly, they implicitly bestow a new authority upon economics as a source of critique, justification and affirmation. For Hayek markets are themselves information processors, generating quasi-objective representations of what is going on in the economy that no expert or government can rival. The market could not be ‘wrong’ because there was no independent standard by which to prove this: competitive activity could only be ‘wrong’ if it sought to subvert the authority of the price system. Coase and Schumpeter offer theories which can themselves be used as a standard of critical and objective evaluation. Coase’s economics can be used to evaluate whether industries, rules and contracts are organized to maximize utilitarian output. Schumpeter’s economics can be used to judge whether they are organized in a way that is open to being transformed. Economic theory and methodology then provide a critical measure against which capitalism can be judged. There is no need for actual market competition to challenge a monopoly if economic analysis can demonstrate that the potential for competition still exists. This in turn facilitates the growing political authority of economic experts in the governance of a wide variety of institutions and processes. Chapters 3 and 4 will explore how Coasian and Schumpeterian economics provide the neoliberal state with the technical instruments with which to judge the rationality of sovereign institutions.

In the language of convention theory, Coase and Schumpeter provide rival ‘critical capacities’ by which the world can be criticized, measured and tested. These rest on certain assumed metaphysical propositions about what is common and uncommon to human beings. For Coase, it is assumed (as a property of neo-classical methodology) that all human beings are engaged in the rational pursuit of preference satisfaction, whether inside or outside of the market, and can negotiate (or dominate) in pursuit of it. Value is to be found in maximizing this satisfaction, and we will see in the next chapter how regulators have imported the Coasian measure by applying a ‘consumer welfare standard’ as a basis on which to evaluate industrial organization. For Schumpeter, it is assumed that some human beings have a capacity to impose themselves on others through more or less peaceful means. This is an anti-equivalence principle, which sees the stabilization of conventions as a potential inhibitor of capitalist potency, and therefore the disruption of normality as a good in its own right. These assumptions become the unspoken ‘metaphysical’ presuppositions upon which certain types of empirical statements
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will depend. The empiricist reduction of the social and political world to economic facts depends on methodologies and theories, but these in turn depend on presumptions about agency and the character of shared (and unshared) humanity. If, in whatever way, these philosophical anthropologies come to appear untenable, then methodological and expert edifices will collapse.

Without a fixed arena, within which legitimate competitive activity is to take place, it becomes harder to distinguish illegitimate competitive activity. Attempts to subvert, bypass or control the market are no longer a priori bad. Both theories are cognizant of the destructive aspects of capitalist competition, which they make justifiable on the basis that they are beneficial in the aggregate and/or in the long term. On the basis that individuals are assumed to be acting in their own interests, and will employ various forms of domination in order to do so, it becomes difficult to state when precisely monopolistic and predatory activity ceases to be beneficial. If an individual signs a highly restrictive employment contract, but does so in a calculated way, must this therefore be deemed efficient? How long should a patent last, before beneficial restriction becomes harmful restriction? These are the sorts of problems which would later bedevil neoliberal policy makers.

Metaphysics of Neoliberal Authority

The rhetoric and performance of neoliberal authority involve appeals to ‘evidence’ and economic evaluation as the test of legitimate competitive activity. A great deal of expert and institutional work goes in to making these appeals publicly viable, as we shall see. However, empirical evidence always arises from institutional and pragmatic concerns, and on the basis of certain vocations and perspectives. Value neutrality and scientific objectivism have their own ethical and institutional preconditions. What counts as a valid empirical representation of a dynamic, competitive situation will depend heavily on one’s own position in relation to it. Consider the various perspectives surrounding a game of professional tennis, and the different matters of ‘fact’ that are at work as a result: each player strives to focus their minds on winning the next point; their coach needs to form an expert view on how their performance can be improved; the umpire needs to make sure that the rules are being enforced correctly and fairly; the audience keep looking at the score-board; and the gambler in the betting shop is only interested in the final score. In dynamic situations, with multiple perspectives at play, there is rarely an ‘ultimate’ empirical representation that is valid for all. On the other hand, the neoliberal promise of competitive forms of organization
is that they will periodically produce clearly distinguishable ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ that all will agree on.

Before we can look at how empirical economic claims can act as a source of neoliberal political authority, we first need to consider the pragmatics of competitive activity in order to better understand the different forms of judgement and discourse that such activity facilitates and requires. Prior to any empirical question as to the qualities or quantities of a given competition (or competitive act) are certain presuppositions about what it even means to be involved in a competitive situation. If we can bring some of these presuppositions to light, we can also begin to understand the forms of authority that hover in and around competitive situations. To do this, I adopt a pragmatist approach to the performance of competitions, as found in the work of Goffman (Goffman, 1997). The conventions which underpin empirical evaluations and proofs derive in part from the practical circumstances that give rise to them. Commonalities in these circumstances need bringing to light, such that conventions of empirical representation can be identified and interpreted.

The starting point for this interpretation, and the reason why this leads us towards questions of authority, is the recognition that all competitions have rules. To favour competition is never to favour anarchy. There must be a very minimal sense of a priori equality, or some element of fairness, in a competition, if it is to be recognized as ‘real’ and not ‘rigged’. A principle of equivalence must be logically prior to the facticity of difference, if it is ‘competition’ that is going on, and not brute violence. However, as already discussed, the rules of competition are very unlike the rules of virtually any other type of institution, in that they must debar peaceful or cooperative activity. This produces the further curiosity, that (unlike, say, a play or ritual or other type of performance) the outcome of a competition cannot be known in advance: this was precisely its appeal to Hayek. If one competitor were too obviously superior to another, then the outcome would cease to be unexpected. Competition would thereby lose its exploratory epistemological quality. The initial sense of fairness and the uncertainty of outcome are therefore co-dependent. The need for contestants to begin as formal equals (in some however weak sense of the term), and conclude as empirical unequals, points towards certain minimal constraints on what it means to conduct competitive activity.

This tension between ‘equality’ and ‘inequality’ sits at the heart of any competitive event or activity. Wittgenstein observed that any game ‘has not only rules but also a point’ (Wittgenstein, 2001: 564) but in fact a competitive game has two ‘points’: one is to ensure that
competitors remain constrained by some norms of equality, playing by the same rules, the other is to ensure that they resist these norms at all costs, in search of inequality. If either of these ‘points’ were lacking, it would be impossible to describe what was going on as ‘competition’. It would tip either into a form of completely peaceful, normative fairness or into violent, existential combat. The appeal of a competition lies in the tension that is maintained between these two outer-lying political teleologies or ideal types. One way of defining competition, and the forms of authority that it creates, is that it is never quite as fair as ‘justice’, and nor is it ever quite as brutal as ‘violence’. The ideal types of ‘justice’ and ‘violence’ must somehow be at work within a competition if it is to be attractive to contestants and audience, but they must also remain in an irresolvable tension with one another.

The enigma of any game, as Wittgenstein saw it, is that its rules cannot fully express its point. There is a gap separating what is written down as rules and the actions of a person who is obeying them. What one understands by rules always exceeds their linguistic expression: interpretation bridges the gap between statements and actions. The ‘authority’ of a rule-giver or commander lies in a shared and largely unspoken understanding that certain statements, institutions, decisions or individuals should be obeyed. It is also necessary that there is a shared and unspoken understanding about what obedience might practically involve. This consists of a particular relationship between what is made explicit and what remains tacit. The same is true of state sovereignty: in order for a sovereign to demonstrate their immeasurable power, it is necessary that viewers can interpret this demonstration as such, rather than require the state’s full physical capacity to be put on display (which, in exhausting itself, would be to contradict what it sought to demonstrate).

Different modes or ideal types of authority rest on different ways of understanding the relationship between the manifest statements of rules or orders, and the unseen or unspoken ethos or potentiality which accompanies them. What we are grasping towards here is not particular empirical policies, regulations or decisions, but the types of immanent political philosophy that accompany them. For example, Weber’s famous three forms of authority – the bureaucratic, the traditional and the charismatic – refer not to actions or visible demonstrations of power, but to shared presuppositions on the part of those who willingly obey power. Authority consists in not having to physically compel obedience, but to rely on a common sense of what is legitimate and who deserves to be obeyed. The justice (or empirical value) of a given course of action can only be proved in any ultimate sense,
if there is already a shared sense that the judge is viewing the situation from the right position, in the right way. The silent pragmatics of authority necessarily precede their spoken statements and empirical proofs. Following the hermeneutic approach of Boltanski and Thévenot, the task here is to unearth the latent forms of political philosophy that render power legitimate, but in the particular circumstances of competitive situations (Boltanski & Thévenot, 2006).

### The liberal spirit of competitiveness

Even in the classical, liberal vision of competition, as a natural and emergent occurrence, there is an implication of norms constraining how competition takes place and guaranteeing a sense of fairness. Any social competition has practices which are deemed ‘anti-competitive’ in some sense, even if these are determined by the competitors themselves (as in a friendly game of football) rather than by third party authorities with the power to enforce the rules. Forms of combat which lack any norms or limits – for example, where an individual attacks another in the street unexpectedly – cannot be described as ‘competition’, even though they may clearly thrive off and generate inequality: we would hesitate to describe a successful attacker as the ‘winner’ in such a scenario. There are of course borderline cases. A brawl may acquire an audience which start to comment on who is ‘winning’. And modern warfare has been conducted with some very weak sense of normativity, for instance regarding the wearing of combat uniforms and official ‘declarations’ of war, but without ever being described as a ‘competition’. Human competition is never entirely existential.

To put this another way, competition facilitates and requires *judgement* or critique. While competitors may get so immersed in their situation that they lose the capacity to distance themselves from it, and take a critical or objective view of what is going on, this is liable to be interrupted when they feel that something ‘illegal’ or ‘unfair’ has occurred, or else when others take that view. Critical moments punctuate competitive processes, when activity is evaluated, not simply for its value but for whether it is compatible with the rules. This makes some form of intervention or interruption necessary. The French neoliberal, Louis Rougier, argued that the state needed to perceive the economic ‘game’ *not with* the indifference of a spectator, but the *neutrality of an arbitrator* (quoted in Bergin, 2013: 76). The Hayekian view of the market sought to make the price system the only ultimate judge or critic of behaviour, and yet it would remain necessary that certain authorities (anti-trust regulators) were present to prevent competitors seeking to undermine the price system itself: A standard
of judgement, such as ‘consumer welfare’, is needed against which competitive behaviour is to be criticized and periodically stopped.

The rules of any competition must do two things. Firstly, they must uphold the central norm of all competitions, which is that the contestants may not cooperate. In the market realm, this is manifest as anti-cartel legislation. In many other realms, such as educational tests, cooperation would constitute ‘cheating’ or ‘fixing’. Secondly, they must define the limit to acceptable inequality, as it occurs within the temporal and spatial limits of the contest. Competitors may not cooperate, but nor may they use any contingent power available to them. They will inevitably seek to twist the interpretation of the rules in their favour, but they cannot seek to rewrite the rules altogether or suspend them without undermining the residual sense of fairness that distinguishes any competition from brute combat or corruption. Equally, competitors cannot seek to force rivals out of the game permanently, which in the language of anti-trust would be classed as ‘abuse of dominance’.

We might therefore say that a competition must be imbued with a liberal spirit, inasmuch as the abstract idea of equality before the rules must exert some influence over how the contest is performed and its rules interpreted. ‘Spirit’ is used here in the same sense of Weber’s ‘spirit of capitalism’, as referring to a philosophical idea that justifies practical engagement on a moral and psychological level (Weber, 2002). In pragmatic terms, the ‘spirit’ always exceeds what can be articulated or stated as a rule. The liberal spirit of competition can best be identified with the hypothetical ‘original position’ proposed by John Rawls, in which individuals are imagined creating the rules of society, but behind a ‘veil of ignorance’ regarding how the contingent inequalities in wealth, ability and power are likely to be distributed (Rawls, 1972). This theoretical device was invented by Rawls as a philosophical artifice to ‘nullify the effects of specific contingencies which put men at odds and tempt them to exploit social and natural circumstances to their own advantage’ (Rawls, 1972: 136). The original position is a form of game, in which no contingent empirical identities, skills or traits are allowed to influence the outcome (in that sense, it is a competitive game which never gets started). This method for defining justice still accommodates inequality, but only on the basis that nobody would reasonably choose to live in a society of complete equality of outcome (it is here that Rawlsian liberalism borders on Hayekian neoliberalism). Rawls argues that ‘injustice, then, is simply inequalities that are not to the benefit of all’ (1972: 62): it is from an ideal notion of equality that a justifiable model of competition can be deduced, by Rawls’s logic. This chain of reasoning somewhat inverts
that of the neoliberals, for whom the common good can be guaranteed by particular empirical visions and techniques of competition.

A competition must in some way perform this abstract idea of equality. Inevitably, contestants will bring varying levels of skill, power and enthusiasm to any competition, which ought (ideally) to influence what type of unequal outcome results. The contestants will seek to ensure that the competition is conducted in ways that maximize their own contingent advantages, but the rules must be applied such that, to some minimal extent, those contestants are restricted to an equal extent. So how then does a competition’s spirit of a priori equality differ from that imposed by liberal law? In what precise sense does the fairness of a competition differ from the fairness of justice? The crucial distinction lies in the question of universality. While law only becomes tangible or visible when it is imposed on specific persons, in specific times and places, it is accompanied by a metaphysical sense that it nevertheless applies to everybody. This is its partly unspoken metaphysical component, which distinguishes sovereign rule from just governmental rules. It is not just a rule of a game or a particular institution, it is also the law. If it fails to maintain its universalistic aura of applying to all people equally all the time, then it ceases to be recognized as ‘justice’, and becomes a set of technical and disciplinary instruments. The performance of justice strives for finality. Unlike, say, the Schumpeterian entrepreneur, the victor in the courtroom is not simply enjoying a few years of dominance, but has in principle settled a dispute forever.

By contrast, the rules of a competition are limited in time and space. They apply equally to all contestants, but not to those who exist outside of the limits of the competitive arena. Like a theatrical play a competition is a managed event, in which a sense or spirit of fairness is on display, but it is understood by competitors and non-competitors alike that this is more or less bracketed from the broader fairness or unfairness of ‘society’ at large. Where a legal trial seeks to be once and for all, performances such as audit or sports seasons come round periodically – they lack an ‘ultimate’ quality. One way of understanding this bracketing is to recognize that competitions can rest on empirical evaluations (‘has the student answered the question correctly?’ ‘did the ball cross the line?’) or on aesthetic evaluations (‘which figure skater deserves the gold medal?’ ‘which novel deserves the prize?’) but never on moral evaluations. The question of what competitors intended to do is largely irrelevant, whereas in the courtroom it is crucial. A game in which the winner was the ‘best’ or ‘most virtuous’ person would not be a game at all, but the ideal political
society. The very act of circumscribing activities within a competitive arena, subject to specific rules of competition, is an invitation to abandon ethical questions of how one ‘ought’ to behave or how society ‘ought’ to be, in favour of strategic efforts to defeat opponents and maximize one’s score. ‘Fair play’ may still be recognized, but only in a secondary sense, as implied by the term ‘moral victory’, which is anything but an actual victory. If the pursuit of fairness came to predominate over the pursuit of victory, the competition would have ended. The capacity of competition to keep ethics at bay (‘values over which men can only fight’, as Friedman put it) is another way of understanding the enthusiasm that neoliberals have always expressed for competitive forms of interaction. But this also means that ‘gaming’ (in which the competitors focus on the explicit statement and implementation techniques of rules, and not their spirit or ‘point’) is one of the constant threats to neoliberal authority.

A central defining question, common to both liberal theories of justice and to the design and theory of competitions, is ‘what do people have in common?’. While liberal theories of justice pose this question in relation to all human beings and essential human capacities, competitions pose it in relation to a limited set of contestants and to empirical or aesthetic human traits. For liberal philosophers such as Rawls, common humanity consists in the capacity to reason: the original position is populated by a set of human beings who are stripped of all their capacities and identities, other than their shared powers of reasoning. In an analogous fashion, arranging a competition involves identifying a particular common human trait (enterprise, speed, beauty, efficiency) and then formulating a set of rules, techniques and measurement devices whereby different people can be judged and compared according to that trait. This can otherwise be referred to as ‘commensuration’, in which a single measure of value is used to render multiple, diverse phenomena comparable and rankable (Espeland & Stevens, 1998). In competitions humans are not all equal before the law, but a designated set of humans are equal before the measure.

The appeal of any competitive game depends partly on how much it is sealed off from broader political questions of justice and injustice, and the intrinsic notions of human worth which they relate to. If it is entirely sealed off (and it appears to reward arbitrary, meaningless human traits) then it looks irrelevant and futile (Goffman, 1997: 131). One way of resisting the imposition of competitive rules is to argue that they have nothing to do with what is really valuable in society, as people might argue of intelligence tests for example. But if it is insufficiently sealed off (and it appears to be governed by external political
and economic forces) it loses its integrity, as a separate sphere, in which universal critical and moral questions are suspended. Another way of resisting the imposition of competitive rules is to argue that the game is excessively penetrated by external politics, for example in the claim that a firm has been protected from competition by the state or that nepotism has determined a labour market outcome. A competitive game that remains ‘interesting’ (both for participants and observers) is one that strikes a balance between being overwhelmed by ‘external’ influences and seeming excessively divorced from them. The same can be said of economic competition (Knight, 1935).

In the absence of some rule-giver or referee, competitors themselves have to uphold the ‘liberal spirit’ of competition. Smith’s moral vision of the marketplace was of just such a competition, overseen by an imaginary ‘invisible hand’, but ultimately dependent on the moral ‘sympathy’ of traders with one another (Boltanski & Thevenot, 2006). Yet with a third party, the question of how liberal, how fair to make the contest is taken out of the competitors’ hands. An authority is introduced, who takes the rules as they exist, and enforces them with a quasi-judicial spirit. The rules themselves cannot insist that they are interpreted and imposed fairly. But by appealing to an unspoken idea of justice, which transcends any particular competition or written rules, the figure of a referee attains some authority over the contest, by virtue of acting in a liberal spirit, even if no competition can be entirely liberal in nature. This figure only gains their liberal spirit by virtue of their practical position, as the independent outsider. If they lose this position (if, for example, a football referee is seen socializing excessively with one of the teams before the game) then no degree of fidelity to the rules can restore the sense of injustice that may surround their judgements. There is an unavoidable gap between the rules and the ‘spirit of the rules’ (or what Wittgenstein terms the ‘game’ and its ‘point’), but the task of the liberal competitive authority is to minimize how this gap is exploited by the competitors. Keeping the application and interpretation of the rules as close to the spirit of a priori formal equality, as if imbued with Rawls’s original position, ensures that the rule-enforcer retains authority and that the competition continues to seem sufficiently fair, if never utterly fair.

The violent threat of competitiveness

If a competition were only imbued by a liberal ‘spirit’ of fairness, then it would lack any vitality or surprise. It would not put competitors to
the test or generate empirical inequality. The competitors would seek
to ensure that the outcomes were the fairest reflection of their
respective inequalities – but in doing so, they would be cooperating
and therefore breaking the first norm of any competitive situation.
Just as it must be assumed that competitors have some abstract sense
of equality before the rules, and are equal at least until the contest
has started, so it must be assumed that they desire victory or relative
supremacy, almost regardless of how it is achieved. The rules and
referee can be relied upon to impose minimal constraints of equality;
the task of the competitors themselves is to maximize inequality in
ways that benefit themselves.

To do this, they need a **strategy**. The strategic mindset does not look
at the rules in terms of how they formally define victory, but looks at
other competitors and asks how they would least like the game to be
played. It is purely focused upon finding the sources of inequality most
likely to result in victory, and which won’t be immediately debarred by
the rules (or rather, by a quasi-judicial interpretation of the rules). For
sure, it may be that victory can be achieved through strategic forms of
cheating, and that the competitor can get away with this. While no rule
can ever stipulate that cheating is permitted, it is implicit in any com-
petitive situation that it can and will occur. For example, there are sports
such as ice hockey, in which illegal, violent activity is a constant and
relatively ‘normal’ occurrence, which players, spectators and umpires
are generally tolerant of, or even excited by. Cheating even has a legiti-
macy of a sort, if it is motivated by a desire to win. To be ‘competitive’
is to ignore how a game ‘should’ be played, or what human traits the
rules are aiming to reward, and to focus on how one’s own contingent
traits can be employed against those of the opponents (Massumi, 2002:
77). This is most acute in ‘zero sum’ competitions, such as sports, in
which one side wins and the other loses, but they cannot both win. But
it is also present in ‘positive sum’ competitions, such as school exams (in
which there is no limit to how many people succeed), in that individu-
als might train for the tests by focusing on the particular character of
the test, rather than on the ‘ability’ it is supposed to measure. Perfor-
mance audits always invite this form of ‘gaming’ and unintended
consequences – in fact an effective audit or test is not one which suc-
cessfully measures ‘real’ worth, but one that produces incentives for the
right kind of gaming or minimizes destructive gaming.

An effective competitive strategy is therefore radically anti-normative.
While the rules (and any external enforcer of them) seek to uphold the
‘spirit’ of fairness in how the competition is conducted, the strategic
competitor not only ignores this spirit, it also seeks to subvert the
interpretation of the rules in ways that are advantageous to themselves. If the ‘point’ of the game, from the liberal perspective, is to maintain some minimal level of equality in the face of measurement, the ‘point’ of the game from the strategic perspective is to do the opposite. What justifies such hostility to fairness and equality? Perhaps ‘justify’ is the wrong word here, implying as it does that there is a higher normative principle at work. The competitive commitment towards winning and defeating is really an entirely immanent and existential one. It rests on no idea of how the contest ought to be conducted, but purely on the contingent situation at hand. It stems from no higher principle, but from the existential fact of radical difference. This is what Carl Schmitt termed ‘the political’, which is hostile to all forms of moral constraint: ‘The specific political distinction to which political actions and motives can be reduced is that between friend and enemy’, Schmitt argued, but this is offered as an anthropological truth, and not a moral principle (Schmitt, 1996: 26). Within Schmitt’s existential sense of the political, the pursuit of radical inequality attains a logic and motivating power all of its own, independent of any principle of justification, which is ultimately manifest in mortal combat. The question of why or with what justification ‘we’ should triumph over ‘them’ becomes meaningless where warfare is concerned, which ‘has no normative meaning, but an existential meaning only, particularly in real combat with a real enemy’ (Schmitt, 1996: 49). Brute, unreasoning violence in defence of friends, and against enemies, is described by Schmitt as a basic fact of being human. It is also this ontological definition of politics-as-difference which liberals blindly deny or suppress, with their appeal to justice-as-commonality.

Competitive strategy is imbued with the motivating power of the ‘friend-enemy’ distinction. Indeed, there is a genealogy connecting the analysis of military strategy and the academic field of business strategy. In Schmitt’s account, the existential fact of the ‘friend-enemy’ distinction underpins politics as a radically contingent form of decision making which resists the imposition of rules or laws. The true character of ‘the political’ becomes manifest in the decision to try and destroy the enemy using violence. There is no a priori limit to what is politically possible or permissible, only contingent limits of power, which have to be strategically factored in to decision making. The critical defining decision available to the politician is whether to wage war or not.

A wholly strategic competitor acts according to political necessity, in response to the contingent inequalities and threats within the contest, rather than out of any sense of a priori fairness or common humanity. ‘The political’, in Schmitt’s specific existential sense of the term, is a
necessary animating force in a competition, for otherwise the abstract normative questions of why victory is desirable, or why the rules are as they are, will undermine the vitality of the contest. The event of political violence closes down the space of judgement, which the liberal spirit of competition opens up: it generates instinctive and unreasonable behaviour, without objectivity or critical distance. In situations of violence – or the near-violence of ‘the political’ – all notions of equivalence, measure or justification are refused (Boltanski, 2012). The essential difference and inequality between the competitors are what matter at such moments, and not their essential commonality and equality.

Violence cannot properly be described as a competitive ‘spirit’, in the sense used by Weber, for that term implies a moral justification or regulatory principle, which in turn implies an appeal to the common interest. Instead we should speak of the violent threat that underpins vigorous competitive strategy, the lurking sense that material force could possibly be used in order to achieve victory. This is metaphysics of a sort, though certainly not in any deontological sense. Rather, it is metaphysics as existential possibility, as future actions that do not yet exist, and are underdetermined by anything other than sheer will. The violent threat of competition commands competitors to interpret the rules in a purely self-interested fashion, to see how the game might be played in ways that maximize advantage over the ‘enemy’, ultimately so as to survive. The rules’ normative, liberal nature – of being the same for all – is resisted, and they are interpreted in ways that are as unfair as possible.

But a competition is still a reduced, delimited version of violence, just as it is a reduced, delimited version of liberalism. It is not universalistic enough to be identifiable with ‘justice’, but nor does it ever attain the contingency of sheer combat: it hovers in a governed space between the two. Schmitt complained that when liberals sought to pacify ‘the political’ with rules, they reduced it to mere ‘competition’, which lacked any existential, violent quality (Schmitt, 1996: 72). Economic combat or sport may involve inequality, but never the radical inequality sought in warfare (which is precisely why liberals value them). A strategic competitor thus pushes as hard as possible against the rules, seeking to define the competition and interpret its rules in ways that make victory most likely. In viewing inequality as the ‘point’ of a competitive game, and not equality, they strain beyond the limits of what is legal, using extraneous tactics, gaming and subtle forms of cheating, none of which are (or can be) codified in the rules. But they are inevitably still limited by the rules and the authority that enforces them: measure or judgement still has the final word, and not brute force. Intuitively speaking,
they are also likely to maintain their own sense of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ in the conduct of the competition, which even the most strategic political combatant may struggle to throw off psychologically.

Just as competitors can delegate responsibility for upholding the ‘liberal spirit’ of competitiveness to an independent third party, so they can also delegate responsibility for the ‘violent threat’ to a heavily partial coach of some kind. Sports coaches, business gurus, life coaches, ‘leaders’, business lobbyists, motivational speakers and national business representatives are all examples of authorities whose task is to boost the competitive performance of those they represent or lead. They take the strategic decisions on how to ‘win’, and develop psychological and cultural approaches to enhance the competitive desire and teamwork of their ‘friends’. This is an immanent view of competition, in which the rules are only ever constraints to be got around. Fuelled by the ‘violent threat’ of competitiveness, this authority commands obedience for no justifiable reason, but purely on the basis that they have the ability and will to succeed. Their decisions are obeyed purely because they are in the position of deciders.

The strategic view from ‘within’ competitive situations may still employ empirical evidence and tests, in order to achieve agreements amongst ‘friends’ or to motivate them against ‘enemies’. It is no coincidence that world wars have been times of great innovation in economic and psychological measurement and statistics, as these are useful tools when seeking to plan for more existential contests. But pragmatically speaking, the character and purpose of such empirical claims are very different from those made by those seeking to adjudicate over competitions. Those whose authority derives from the ‘violent threat’ of competition will use evidence and numbers in ways likely to be divisive in order to demonstrate how and why ‘we’ need to triumph over ‘them’ and how we might do it. The pragmatic power of facts and figures, in such situations, is to energize, orientate and disrupt, rather than to achieve peaceful agreement. Often, the perceived objectivity or neutrality of this empirical data is less important than its aesthetic impact. Numbers which incite paranoia regarding falling competitiveness, or triumph regarding victories, perform effectively. Those which offer cold, impartial judgements on the situation may be quite useless for those striving to navigate uncertain situations (Knight, 1957).

The Authority of Economics

To understand what drives inequality under neoliberalism, we first need to understand how neoliberals conceive of equality (or, perhaps more
helpfully, equivalence) and how it is manifest in practical terms. What will be the common framework, measure or test through which shared differences will become apparent? What is assumed about human beings, in order that valid quantitative representations of difference can become possible? For the ‘early neoliberals’ such as Hayek, the market itself would become the common evaluative device, which was capable of converting all differences into a common language of price. As long as they were constructed and run competitively, there would be no need for any ‘external’ or additional evaluation of how the competitors were performing. This nevertheless assumes that competition is limited to specific institutional arenas and leaves open ample scope to impose alternative institutional arrangements, where markets are either unwelcome politically, or impractical (Davies, 2013). Hayek’s support for the welfare state, Simons’ commitment to the nationalization of key industries, the ordo-liberal enthusiasm for the ‘social market’ demonstrate that the early neoliberals were offering a justification for what Walzer terms ‘monopoly’ (separate inequalities in separate spheres) and not ‘dominance’ (the power of one sphere over all others).

As the next chapter explores, it was Coasian economics (in tandem with the Chicago School) that altered this profoundly. The objective perspective of the economist – implicitly working for a university or state regulator – would provide the common standard against which activity could be judged. Of course economics does not replace the price system, indeed economics is very often entangled with the price system (Callon, 1998; Caliskan, 2010), but the a priori equality of competitors becomes presumed, as a matter of economic methodology, which stipulates that all agents are endowed with equal psychological capacities of calculation. It is because this assumption is maintained when evaluating all institutions and actions that it massively broadens the terrain of legitimate competition, and opens up vast, new possibilities for legitimate inequality and legitimate restraint. Walzerian dominance is sanctioned, and not simply monopoly. The Coasian vision of fair competition rests on an entirely unrealistic premise, namely that individuals share a common capacity to calculate and negotiate, rendering intervention by public authorities typically unnecessary: the social reality of lawyers’ fees is alone enough to undermine this fantasy. Yet in one sense, this is a mode of economic critique that is imbued with the ‘liberal spirit’ described earlier. It seeks to evaluate the efficiency of activities, on the basis of the assumed equal rationality of all, and the neutrality of the empirical observer.

Like Coase, Schumpeter facilitates a great expansion of the space – and time – in which the competitive process takes place. Various
social’ and ‘cultural’ resources become drawn into the domain of competition, with the goal being to define the rules that all others must play by. Monopoly is undoubtedly the goal of competitiveness. But unlike Coase’s economics, Schumpeter’s makes no methodological assumption regarding the common rationality of all actors. Instead, it makes a romantic assumption regarding the inventive power of some actors (entrepreneurs), and the restrictive routines of most others. Any objective judgements regarding valid or invalid actions will be rooted in static methodologies or rules. Entrepreneurs have no rules, and respect no restraint. They seek no authority or validation for what they do, but are driven by a pure desire to dominate. In this sense their own immanent authority comes with a ‘violent threat’, which is endorsed by the neoliberal state as Chapter 4 discusses.

These theories of competition are not ‘ideological’ and nor are they secretive. They are not ideological because they do not seek to disguise how reality is actually constituted or to distract people from their objective conditions. They have contributed to the construction and constitution of economic reality, inasmuch as they provide objective and acceptable reports on what is going on, that succeed in coordinating various actors. Moreover, they are sometimes performative, not least because of how they inform and format modes of policy, regulation and governance. Inequality has not arisen by accident or due to the chaos of capitalism or ‘globalization’. Theories and methodologies, which validate certain types of dominating and monopolistic activity, have provided the conventions within which large numbers of academics, business people and policy makers have operated. They make a shared world possible in the first place. But nor are any of these theories secret either. They have been published in peer-reviewed journals, spread via policy papers and universities. Without shared, public rationalities and methodologies, neoliberalism would have remained a private conspiracy. Inequality can be denounced by critics of neoliberalism, but it cannot be argued that – in an era that privileges not only market competition but competitiveness in general – inequality is not publicly acceptable.
Henry Simons is a central figure in the development of the American tradition of neoliberalism, which developed at the University of Chicago between the 1930s and the 1970s. Yet Simons was never highly revered as an economist and he was generally considered a maverick, with personal difficulties which led to his suicide in 1946. His 1934 programmatic text, *A Positive Programme for Laissez-Faire*, was viewed as far-fetched in its ambitions to recreate a liberal economic order, against the backdrop of the New Deal (Simons, 1937). While the book was greatly admired by Hayek (a close friend), Coase later described Simons as a ‘utopian’. But it was Simons’ awkward quality which led Jacob Viner, then head of the Chicago economics department, to seek an appointment for him in an alternative department. The University of Chicago had recently established a law programme which needed someone to run it. Viner proposed Simons for the position (hoping to make him the Law School’s problem) to which he was appointed in 1939, making him the first economist to ever run a US law school. By subsequently transferring and attracting more economists to the Law School – most importantly, Aaron Director – Simons gave birth to the ‘Law and Economics’ movement and discipline.

Over the subsequent forty years, Chicago Law and Economics would grow from these accidental origins to widespread prominence within American legal thinking. Over the course of this journey, various transformations would occur, as this chapter will explore, with profound implications for the understanding of law, regulation and the definition of ‘competition’. The authority of economics and economists within many state agencies would grow, to some extent at the expense of traditional legal expertise. Judges would learn to reason like neo-classical economists, leading *The Washington Post* to raise the alarm in 1980 that federal judges were being ‘brain-washed’ by Chicago ideas. A radically empiricist view of law would emerge, which understood its sole function to be the alteration of economic
incentives for the promotion of efficient outcomes. In an archetypically neoliberal fashion, the sovereign and normative dimensions of law were treated as metaphysical nonsense, which were only used by judges and other public actors to conceal their own interests and objectives (Davies, 2010). The question of ‘just or unjust’ became replaced by one of ‘efficient or inefficient’. This critical and technical programme registered its greatest successes in the field of anti-trust, where it greatly reduced the remit and authority of competition agencies, beginning in the USA in the late 1970s, before permeating the European Commission from the early 1990s onwards (Pitofsky, 2008; Buch-Hansen & Wigger, 2010).

Chicago Law and Economics exemplifies the key aspects of neoliberalism examined in the previous two chapters. Firstly, it attempts to reduce political metaphysics to political physics, disenchanting politics (or in this case law and judicial authority) by economics. It explicitly seeks to empty out the ethical, performative and a priori components of law, and leave only its positive, measurable, empirical elements. In this respect, it is radically utilitarian in the manner of Jeremy Bentham, as many of its pioneers and adherents recognize (Posner, 1981; Kitch, 1983). It does this thanks to audacious acts of disciplinary and professional imperialism on the part of neo-classical economists, who not only taught and trained lawyers (following Simons’ appointment) but also provided an entirely new basis on which to think about the authority of law and of judges, namely the measured efficiency of rules and rulings. Empirical outcomes are the barometer of justice, and not conscious intentions, actions or processes. This represents a major departure from the legal epistemology of the early neoliberals.

Secondly, and consequently, this gives rise to a rapid inflation in the authority and power of neo-classical economics, from a positive academic science of rational choice, to a quasi-constitutional process for public decision making. The case of anti-trust exhibits this, and will be addressed in detail here, but efforts to replace norms with economic tests extend across the neoliberal state. To hold such authority, neo-classical economics and economists cannot simply offer up their techniques and measuring devices for use by the state, they must also operate with justifications and critical bases on which to employ these techniques and devices as opposed to others. Within anti-trust and regulatory agencies, economists must become embedded in a set of institutional conditions, which will allow their methods to be conducted in a neutral, independent academic fashion, while also being professionally subservient to the legal experts who
put anti-trust cases together. The authority of the neo-classical method requires constant affirmation and institutional support. It must be projected in implicitly normative terms, despite its claims to be free of any normativity. And upon arrival in the state, this style of reasoning is projected in implicitly sovereign terms, despite its claims to be hostile to all nonsensical talk of sovereignty.

Thirdly, Law and Economics makes a particular Coasian definition of ‘competition’ the empirical test of valid action on the part of firms and states. To be sure, this definition of ‘competition’ comes to be equated with that of ‘efficiency’, in the narrow neo-classical sense of the term, usually understood as ‘consumer welfare’. But the idea of competition, as an uncertain and unequalizing dynamic, continues to do crucial work in how the neo-classical critique of law and of the state is conducted. If Law and Economics was merely utilitarian in a Benthamite sense, there would be no clear reason to distinguish this paradigm from socialist planning. It is because Law and Economics combines Benthamite empiricism with a particular (Coasian) idea of free competition that it preserves a central feature of neoliberalism, and remains hostile to state interventions. It strives to square the circle between liberalism and utilitarianism, through an idiosyncratic appeal to the rationality of individual decision making. At work here is the latent metaphysics of the neo-classical method itself: the presupposition of calculating, individual rationality serves as a regulative liberal principle in the way in which outcomes are evaluated. It is this method that is responsible for producing empirical, numerical facts out of an uncertain process, and thereby also producing a shared sense of what is going on.

Finally, we can see that this tradition of neo-classical economics acquires and requires a ‘liberal spirit’ of authority, once it is embedded in anti-trust agencies, law courts and regulators. The neo-classical economist becomes an adjudicator, external to the contest, tasked with upholding some minimal idea of a priori freedom and the equality of competitors. Economists become quasi-judicial in their authority. They ensure that all combatants are equal before the measure of efficiency, in the same way that judges ensure that all citizens are equal before the law. They perform crucial work in regulatory agencies in delineating precisely what counts as evidence of competition, while actively excluding a great deal of information that lawyers might otherwise have considered. From a pragmatist perspective, the neo-classical economist oversees the procedures through which efficiency and inefficiency can be spoken about in empirical terms in legal settings. They perform an active role in the commensuration of evidence, taking heterogeneous situations and
institutions and processing them in ways that make them numerically comparable in a court of law. Chicago Law and Economics scholars would dispute such a normative characterization. But by examining how neo-classical economics is applied and justified empirically in particular legal situations, we get a glimpse of its 'liberal spirit' – that is, its purported fairness and blindness.

This chapter details the genealogy of law and economics, as a strategic and highly effective process of economization, first of legal thinking and then of legal and regulatory institutions. It demonstrates how this attempt to strip the state of its metaphysical 'liberal' authority must eventually bestow a quasi-judicial authority upon economists, and a normative status upon the procedures of Chicago price theory if it is to function effectively. The psychological assumptions of that theory become implicitly regulatory principles for how the state comes to understand justice, at least in the 'economic' sphere, but increasingly beyond. Neo-classical methodology becomes a form of authoritative procedure, which must be performed in a credible fashion, before an audience which recognizes its authority, if its findings are to be accepted. This pragmatist analysis requires us to pay close attention to the forms of rhetoric and persuasion that have characterized Law and Economics, and how lawyers have gradually ceded authority to economists, or rather, learnt to speak and think like economists (just as economists have instinctively come to act in a 'lawyerly' fashion in law schools and state agencies).

The most significant outcome of these processes was a wholesale reappraisal of monopoly, resulting in a model of applied neoliberal policy and law in which large concentrations of corporate power and high profitability were typically justified on efficiency grounds. The mere possibility that a dominant firm might be challenged in the future came to be viewed as a sufficient means of constraining their power. Whether or not such a possibility existed was deemed testable through abstract economic modelling, rather than any actual market events. While the Chicago School retained a dogmatic faith in price theory, as a methodological basis on which to judge individual behaviour and institutional efficiency, this involved a declining commitment to the price mechanism as a feature of decentralized, competitive markets. As the authority of economists came to condition that of lawyers, 'price' went from being a visible phenomenon at work in a liberal market society, to being a metaphor through which experts would analyse different forms of industrial organization. In the Chicago School epistemology, the core tenets of economic liberalism (choice, competition, price,
freedom) are converted into methodological premises, which are not necessarily institutionally manifest or apparent to the actors themselves. Equally, institutional forms which appear entirely illiberal to the actors themselves, and indeed to lawyers, may actually be deemed efficient and competitive by the Chicago price theorist. The liberal spirit of competition becomes increasingly overshadowed by the violent threat of competition. This then sows the seeds of legitimacy crises.

The chapter is in three parts. In the next section, I examine the development of Law and Economics at the University of Chicago, between Simons’ appointment to the Law School and the first Law and Economics texts of the early 1970s. The influence of Coase is crucial in this regard, in enabling the Chicago School to lose its final vestiges of European neoliberalism, which had involved a degree of a priori commitment to the form of markets, the institution of price and the rights of market actors. Secondly, I examine how Law and Economics transformed the legal and policy thinking regarding competition, in ways that led to rapid growth in the neo-classical economic capacities of states from the 1980s onwards. Thirdly, I look at what this means for how competition is defined and enforced in practice in the USA and EU. This chapter draws partly on interviews with economists and lawyers working in anti-trust agencies, quotes from whom are included in the footnotes.

The Fusion of Law and Economics

The fusion of law and economics was an abiding preoccupation for neoliberal thinkers from the 1930s onwards. The paradoxes of competition reappear at the interface of legal and economic analysis. Law is concerned with generalities, whose legitimacy is potentially independent of economic incentives or outcomes. Economics (at least in its neo-classical variety) is concerned with utilitarian questions of efficiency and effects. Enacting anti-trust policy necessarily involves a degree of conflict or compromise between these two epistemological and professional worldviews, which will determine the extent to which anti-trust is viewed in the procedural terms of market fairness or the utilitarian terms of optimizing output. Prior to the emergence of neoliberalism, there were a number of efforts made to bring law and social science together through pragmatism and compromise, as manifest in American legal realism (Fuller, 1934; Pearson, 1997). But from the mid-1930s onwards, neoliberals renewed these efforts with greater critical urgency and
inter-disciplinary assertiveness. This was manifest in two traditions, which are in some respects inverses of one another: in an ordo-liberal project of extending legal analysis into economics, and then in a Chicago School project of extending economic analysis into law. If the synthetic objective was the same for both, the styles and policy implications differed markedly.

Ordo-liberalism: law as market order

The ordo-liberal tradition achieved one distinctive fusion between law and economics. The ordo-liberal Freiburg school was led by Walter Eucken from the early 1930s onwards, successfully avoiding interference from the Nazi government. It was influential in advising the allies on the reconstruction of the German economy following the war, in particular in highlighting the importance of cartels in facilitating the Nazi takeover of the economy, and hence of anti-cartel legislation in a postwar liberal Germany. The school had been planning for postwar economic reconstruction over the course of 1942–43 and was instrumental in adding strong anti-trust provisions to Germany’s 1948 constitution and creating the conditions of a European competition framework (including the prevention of State Aid) in the 1957 Treaty of Rome (Gerber, 1998; Ptak, 2009). This tradition shaped the European Commission’s style of competition enforcement right up until the 1980s (Buch-Hansen & Wigger, 2010).

Ordo-liberalism privileged an explicitly moral-philosophical idea of a competitive market, in which no individual firm or other actor could exert power over others. Eucken’s idea of ‘complete’ competition was one in which the price system directed all economic processes, and no individual competitor could unilaterally influence price. Empirically speaking, economic agents were recognized to be motivated by the creation and pursuit of plans so as to reduce the uncertainty of the future. As Eucken wrote, ‘At all times and places man’s economic life consists of forming and carrying out economic plans’ (quoted in Labrouse & Wiesz, 2001). However, this posed the threat of certain firms acquiring dominance over others, and ultimately over society. The type of economic equilibrium sought by the ordo-liberals was an institutional one, whereby an essential economic order would be established through law in which no single interest was in power. Nobody, neither state nor firm, should be able to plan with great confidence. Monopolies and cartels needed breaking up, regardless of the benefits they might produce (Bonefeld, 2012).

Policy makers should be limited to ‘indirect regulation’ – that is, interventions aimed at the formal structure of the economy and its
relation to society – and not to specific outcomes. In this regard, Hayek and Simons were highly sympathetic.

The ordo-liberals were keen sceptics of neo-classical economics, which they believed had abandoned any critique of industrial capitalism, or any normative concern with the design and construction of a liberal market. The task for the ordo-liberals was to translate liberal economic concepts into a legal language, which could then be used as the basis for economic and political governance, not simply in particular institutions or markets but across society. As the ordo-liberal Franz Böhm imagined, liberal capitalism would need an ‘economic constitution’ – a set of sovereign laws which made the competitive market order the template for society at large (Gerber, 1994). Liberal political principles would become fused with and preserved by neoliberal economic institutions:

Civil rights and liberties have no value in themselves; they only acquire their significance through the institution of competition … These rights and liberties are the prerogatives of combatants and they forfeit their raison d’etre when the combat ceases. (Quoted in Grossekettler, 1996)

The ‘liberal spirit’ of economic competition shines through this sort of claim, suggesting that liberal metaphysical notions of right can be rendered tangible or physical via the particular institution of a market. The fusion of a liberal philosophy of justice with the socio-economic institution of a market would occur through a reorientation of the judiciary, towards the upholding of economic competition. Economic competition becomes a substitute for and guarantee of political liberty. As Foucault explores in his detailed exposition of ordo-liberalism, in the postwar period, the German market was historically and logically prior to the state, being put in place under American reconstruction and rule (Foucault, 2008: 102–105). This precedence means that, for German neoliberals, the market can coherently be treated as the constitutional principle on which the state’s authority depends.

Ordo-liberalism was inspired by a sense that economics had failed to defend economic liberty, and consequently political liberty. Neo-classical economics was deemed sociologically ignorant regarding the importance of power, regulation, industrial concentration, technology and norms within twentieth-century capitalism. But rather than divert economics towards norms and institutions (as Coase and the later Chicago School of Law and Economics would do), ordo-liberalism diverted legal attention towards the sanctity and vitality of the price
system. This therefore represents one particular strategy for the fusion of law and economics. In practice, it would mean an active role for the judiciary in shaping the institutions of capitalism, upholding a degree of *a priori* freedom on the part of competitors, and blocking monopolistic practices on principle. The role of the state in the ordo-liberal worldview was to defend the liberal spirit of competition at all costs, maintaining a sense of fairness in the market and placing unambiguous regulatory limits around the ‘violent threat’ of combative economic practices. The executive branch of government was treated with suspicion, but an active judicial branch was central to how an ‘economic constitution’ would be upheld. From the ordoliberal perspective, the decline of the Weimar Republic into National Socialism was explicable in terms of a weak state permitting the gradual pollution of market mechanisms with social and political agendas (Bonefeld, 2012, 2013). A strong state would be needed to prevent this in future.

Ordo-liberalism won its greatest political achievements in the wake of World War Two, but its influence has waned ever since. This particular fusion of law and economics granted the state the right to intervene economically without concern for the empirical consequences, offering justifications based on the ideal ‘order’ and structure of free market capitalism. Legalism remained prior to economism: while law was applied to the economy, law itself was not subjected to an economic critique. If anything, neo-classical economics was subjected to a legalistic critique. Hence, from many neoliberal perspectives, ordo-liberalism remains mired in the metaphysical nonsense of universal rights, freedom and *a priori* equality, even if this nonsense becomes channelled into the marketplace via the political establishment of an ‘economic constitution’. Certainly for Eucken, the order of a competitive market was a metaphysical essence and not an empirical or measurable phenomenon (Ptak, 2009). Under ordo-liberalism, *price* acquires a magical, metaphysical quality akin to sovereignty, acting as the technical guarantor of liberty and consensual interaction. The dynamism of the market would counteract the quantitative rationalism of economic calculation, which threatened to strip modernity of its vitality (Bonefeld, 2013). It is the absence of this strongly liberal form of neoliberalism that characterizes the ‘actually existing’ neoliberalism that was implemented from the 1970s onwards. The neoliberal state lost its judicial right to intervene in the competitive game, purely on principle, and was instead restricted to justifications based in empirical considerations of efficiency. This was thanks to the Chicago School’s own distinctive fusion of law and economics.
Both Hayek and Simons were socially and intellectually close to the Freiburg ordo-liberals during the 1930s and early 1940s. They too were entranced by the magic of the price system, which facilitated coordination without any ‘conscious’ collective will. Simons viewed monopoly as the greatest obstacle to renewing liberalism and repeatedly tried to hire Hayek during the early 1940s, though without success. Following the publication of *The Road to Serfdom*, the conservative Volcker Fund offered to fund a project which would take Hayek to Chicago, and produce a US version of the book. This was belatedly established as the Free Market Study, which was led by Director between 1946–52, although Hayek was only able to finally move to Chicago in 1950 (Van Horn & Mirowski, 2009). Notably, the Free Market Study was also conducted in the Law School, and not the economics department, which was partly a mark of how ideological it appeared to mainstream economists.

Influenced by Simons and Hayek, the ‘second generation’ Chicago School (dominated by Milton Friedman, George Stigler and Director) had also worked around the assumption that the strong rule of economic law would be a crucial ingredient for any future neoliberal system. The assumption, which held at least until the early 1950s, was that economic freedom would require a vigilant state (especially in the realm of anti-trust) to prevent monopolistic and cooperative practices from subverting or circumventing the price system. As late as 1968, Stigler was a contributor to the Nixon administration’s Neal report on anti-trust, which recommended the active deconcentration of industries by government agencies. Yet by the mid-1970s, this was very far from the position of the Chicago School or its Law and Economics movement. Contrary to visions of American neoliberalism as ‘market fundamentalism’, the Chicago position swung away from the ordo-liberal and early neoliberal one, towards an idiosyncratic view of competition with scant *intrinsic* respect for the price system and far greater sympathy for monopolies. Within this view, the competitiveness of individual firms could be evaluated by economists (using hypotheses and models), and not necessarily by the presence of competitors.

The genesis of Chicago Law and Economics contains two critical paradigm-shifting moments. The first arose when Director (appointed head of the Law School, following Simons’ death) was invited by the legal scholar Edward Levi to assist him in teaching the school’s anti-trust class. There is evidence that from 1950 onwards Director had been growing increasingly suspicious of his
colleagues’ faith in anti-trust as the guarantor of liberty and/or efficiency (Van Horn, 2009, 2011). It seemed to presume too much certainty on the part of government lawyers, and not enough common sense on the part of firms or their managers. The economic rationale for anti-trust law (that is, its measured effects on price and efficiency) had not been subjected to a truly economic analysis. In the classroom, Levi would offer legalistic explanations of why active anti-trust was a necessary precondition of a competitive market, which otherwise tended towards inefficient monopoly. Director would then respond, dismantling the argument using neo-classical economics, showing how legal interventions might conceivably undermine the efficiency of the market. He was particularly scornful of the use of merger law to prevent vertical integration (between firms and suppliers), which would become a major focus for the Chicago critique of anti-trust. As one attendee of the class later reminisced, ‘for four days Ed would do this, and for one day each week Aaron Director would tell us that everything that Levi had told us the preceding four days was nonsense’ (Kitch, 1983). The class also included Robert Bork, the conservative lawyer who would later do more than anyone to push Chicago Law and Economics into public policy circles.

An irony of this situation was that the lawyer – in this case, Levi – was more wedded to the market price mechanism than the economist. In common with the ordo-liberals and the American anti-trust authorities at the time, Levi assumed that any business strategy that disrupted the a priori form of a competitive, decentralized market was anti-competitive. Director’s insight was that in empirical industrial situations there were plenty of conditions under which monopolistic practices could be efficient in terms of measured output: for example, the monopoly might simply be an outcome of a firm innovating or cutting costs more effectively than their competitors. Consumer welfare might be higher with one or two efficient producers, than with a choice of ten competing and inefficient producers. Director was edging towards the same institutional insights that Schumpeter and Coase had already arrived at (Director had in fact met Coase more than once at the LSE in the 1930s).

The second critical event was a seminar hosted at Director’s home in Chicago in 1960, when Coase presented his paper, ‘The Problem of Social Cost’, to 20 senior Chicago economists, including Friedman and Stigler. Stigler later described it as ‘one of the most exciting intellectual events of my life’ (Kitch, 1983). As explored in the previous chapter, Coase’s theory of transaction costs meant radically abandoning
any ideal or *a priori* vision of an optimal institutional arrangement, making the efficiency of decentralized markets (and all industrial structures) an open empirical question, to be gauged through careful empirical application of price theory. As a critique of Pigou’s theory of externalities, Coase had argued that industrial strategies which undermine competition could potentially be efficient, relative to the alternatives (especially when those alternatives included costly regulatory interventions). Given that he was, to all intents and purposes, offering a critique of the liberal commitment to decentralized open markets, it was little surprise that he had an initially unsympathetic audience in Chicago economists. A vote taken at the beginning of the evening revealed that there was unanimous opposition to Coase’s argument. In his acute scepticism towards regulation, he had, in the words of one observer, ‘out-Chicago’ed Chicago’ (Priest, 2005: 356).

Yet this paper succeeded in creating a new framework for the economic analysis of law, which would become the distinguishing feature of Chicago Law and Economics. Coase’s paper suggested that most neo-classical economists suffered from an idealistic vision of economic processes as occurring without transaction costs, but occasionally encountering problems of ‘externality’ which could be resolved through regulatory intervention. What this missed was that, in reality, all economic activity, both regulated and unregulated, carries costs. The task for the economist should be to evaluate the legal arrangements which are the least costly *in the aggregate*, relative to other viable courses of action, as opposed to unrealistic visions of a ‘perfect’ or transaction costless market. A clarification of property rights (such that two parties could settle damages between themselves) might often serve as a more efficient alternative to regulatory intervention. Coase offered a new paradigm of analysis, one that was far more sceptical of the state than the early neoliberals and chimed with the laissez-faire or ‘anarcho-capitalist’ sympathies of Friedman, who circa 1960 was becoming the dominant figure, not only within the Chicago School, but also the Mont Pelerin Society (Foucault, 2008; Bergin, 2013). The seminar at Director’s house was a turning point in itself, as Coase gradually won over the assembled group. A vote at the end of the evening showed unanimous support for his position. Members of the Chicago Law and Economics movement later joked that law and economics could be divided into ‘BC’ and ‘AC’ – before Coase and after Coase (Stigler, 1992).

The Levi/Director anti-trust class and Coase’s seminar presentation both highlight certain characteristic features of how the Chicago Law and Economics operated rhetorically and culturally. Firstly, as has been
widely remarked on (and celebrated by its protagonists), there was a macho ethos of intellectual combat (Van Overtveldt, 2006): an argument or idea could only survive in this climate if it could withstand a combination of rationalist attack and audit by common sense – where common sense meant the basic psychological assumptions of neoclassical price theory. Legal arguments about what a market or economy ‘ought’ to look like were revealed as a form of metaphysical ‘nonsense’ before the tribunal of economic rationalism. Levi’s argument about the normative necessity of anti-trust was revealed by Director to be just such nonsense; Coase, on the other hand, turned the tables on Chicago, and was even more immune to normative claims than they were. In this respect, Chicago economists were already behaving like lawyers in a courtroom, marshalling evidence and counter-evidence, seeking holes in opponents’ arguments and attempting to demolish one another with their rhetoric.

The ethos which unites the style of Chicago School argument with its content is a valorization of contestability. From the Chicagoan neoliberal perspective, this holds as much in intellectual life as in economic life. There is no limit to how much influence and power a good argument or a good business should be allowed to have, so long as there remains the possibility that others may contest it. This corresponds closely to Popper’s idea of the ‘open society’. Accepted arguments must be falsifiable in principle and monopolies must be challengeable in principle. To compete (intellectually or economically) becomes far tougher under these conditions, as it potentially involves defying the entire status quo – as Friedman and his colleagues were self-consciously doing. What this philosophy typically exaggerates is how contestable monopolistic powers are in practice.

Secondly, through a series of accidents and disciplinary experimentation, neo-classical economists arrived in positions of teaching and training lawyers. Simons’ move to the Law School precipitated this, with Director’s appointment cementing it, resulting in a number of Chicago economists (including Stigler and Gary Becker) spending some or all of their time teaching law. The crucial thing about Director’s intervention in Levi’s anti-trust class was not that it altered how economists thought about regulation and law, but how lawyers thought about them. In fact the economic establishment (then dominated by Harvard) was largely impervious to the Chicago way of thinking until the 1980s, which was viewed as obsessively libertarian. And yet by privileging clarity of thinking and simplicity of reasoning (derived from neo-classical economics), the Chicago approach appealed to lawyers in the traditions of pragmatism and
positivism, especially those with conservative sympathies such as Bork and Posner. The legal realist tradition of the 1920s and 1930s had attempted to provide a social scientific explanation and justification for law, but never using neo-classical economics, and never with quite such hostility to moral reasoning.

The Chicago fusion of law and economics occurred through persuading lawyers to abandon their concern with metaphysical notions such as 'justice' and 'right', in favour of empirical questions of measurable output, but this required certain rhetorical skills on the part of the economists who spread this message. Richard Posner, who would become the leading figure of Chicago Law and Economics, was a lawyer who had never studied economics, but stumbled upon it in the 1960s, discovering that price theory simply made greater 'sense' than what his legal colleagues were arguing (Teles, 2008). Its resolutely simple premise – that the best action is the one which maximizes welfare – coupled with the assumption that each individual knows what welfare means for them, could devastate far more philosophically sophisticated notions of justice. The ability of economists, such as Director and Coase, to communicate this style of reasoning beyond the economics profession was fundamental, as Posner recognized:

[Coase] has what to a lawyer is quite important, an unusually lucid and simple style of writing ... When I read it, having no knowledge of economics at all, it seemed to me to make perfectly good sense. The fact that it was very well and clearly written enabled him to communicate with me in a way that most economists could not. (Kitch, 1983: 226)

Where the ordo-liberals sought to impress upon the judiciary the importance of particular economic institutions and structures (competitive markets, the price mechanism etc.), the Chicago Law and Economics movement sought to impress upon lawyers a particular utilitarian style of thinking and reasoning. In her analysis of Coase's rhetoric, Deirdre McLoskey points out that his style is a 'lawyerly' one, peppered with terms such as 'in fact', disparaging of abstract 'blackboard economics', and constructed around a careful building up of an argument based on stories and metaphors (McCloskey, 1985). The Law and Economics project was (often explicitly) one of replacing the political metaphysics of justice with the political physics of neo-classical economics. The challenge was always viewed as a rhetorical and pragmatic one, as Stigler indicated:

The difference between a discipline that seeks to explain economic life (and, indeed, all rational behaviour) and a discipline that seeks to achieve
justice in regulating all aspects of human behaviour is profound. This
difference means that, basically, the economist and the lawyer live in dif-
ferent worlds and speak different languages. (Stigler, 1992: 463)

This betrays the lingering influence of Hayekian constructivism, the
notion that expert discourses and disciplines are responsible for
shaping how the world appears to us. The task of Chicago Law and
Economics was to fuse legal and economic professional discourse,
such that ‘efficiency’ became a proxy for ‘justice’. This disciplinary
and professional imperialism would yield inevitable consequences,
both for regulation and politics, although few expected the scale of
transformation that Law and Economics would effect (especially in
the field of anti-trust) from the late 1970s onwards.

Chicago Law and Economics has two core dimensions. The first uses
neo-classical economics to analyse the empirical economic effects of
law. ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ provided an analytical framework
with which to do this, building on an earlier paper of Coase’s, which
had critically analysed telecommunications regulation in the United
States. What distinguished the Chicago (and Coasian) view of law was
its complete disregard for its sovereign or normative character. Law
becomes reduced to its technical and empirical elements, such that its
‘basic function … is to alter incentives’ (Posner, 1981: 75). Anything
that was tacit, invisible or deontological was assumed to be a form of
metaphysical nonsense. The concern of lawyers should be the same as
that of economists: costs, incentives and utility. Following Bentham,
utility is to be evaluated in the aggregate (not on the margins), with
no cost left out of the assessment, such as that of legal or other public
action. This has some uncomfortable ethical implications, primarily
that if one party can gain sufficiently from a particular action at the
expense of other parties, this is potentially justifiable in terms of
aggregate welfare. Freedom is recast as the freedom to exploit – the
social relation of capital, not the social relation of the market. Rights,
norms or conscious intentions do not come into it. Justifiable regula-
tion is therefore utility maximizing (according to economic analysis)
but not necessarily ‘fair’ in any vernacular sense of the term. The very
basis for legal authority shifts from a liberal language of universality to
an economic language of efficiency.

This aspect of Law and Economics was used to transformative
effect as a critique of regulation and anti-trust. Director’s scepti-
cism towards the claims made by anti-trust authorities, which he
developed over the course of the School’s Anti-trust Project of
1953–57, inspired micro-economists to start questioning the
empirical effects of various other state activities. During the 1960s, Stigler’s work on regulation and Becker’s work on crime heralded a radically anti-normative vision of rules and law, in terms of the behavioural incentives they created. In the 1970s this approach produced the books that would bring about a revolution in anti-trust policy, Posner’s 1976 *Antitrust Law* and Bork’s 1978 *The Antitrust Paradox*, which systematically dismantled the claims that were being made by Harvard economists, liberals and government officials in favour of aggressive anti-trust interventions.

The second dimension of Chicago Law and Economics used neo-classical economics to *explain* how law was created and enacted, with Posner the leading exponent of this. Once again, the single presupposition adopted by Law and Economics scholars in this regard is that individuals act rationally to maximize their own interests, whether inside or outside of markets. Neo-classical economics can just as easily be applied to explain the behaviour of lawyers or bureaucrats as firms or consumers: as Coase put it ‘economists have no subject matter’ (Coase, 1988: 3). Rather than treat public servants and judges as exceptions to the standard neo-classical psychological model, Chicago neoliberals assume that they are equally self-interested. In tandem with the ‘public choice’ school of political science, which emerged in the 1950s at the University of Virginia, Chicago economists analysed legal and bureaucratic decisions in terms of the private interests that they served, and assessed their impact on aggregate efficiency. In Hayekian style, Chicago scholars demonstrated how actions made in the name of the public were, paradoxically, usually less efficient than those made in an unplanned, contingent fashion. Posner’s famous argument – that common law is efficient because it grows organically from particular private cases, ruled without regard for the ‘public interest’ – highlights the conservative bias of this methodology (Posner, 1981). Self-interested and instinctive decisions are, almost by default, efficient, for why else would they have been selected? But decisions made on behalf of others (or the public in general) are very often inefficient, resting on erroneous views of what individuals privately value. Yet these inefficiencies are too often concealed, due to a lack of measurement and explication in the public realm. The vocation of the Law and Economics scholar is to bring the underlying psychological incentives, benefits and costs of the legal system to light.

**Price as sovereign or as metaphor?**

The divergence between ordo-liberalism and the Chicago School is profound, most importantly for how we are to understand the
phenomenon of a *price*. This has major implications for the particular form of neoliberal authority, in particular for how its liberal spirit is interpreted. Where the fusion of law and economics is conducted from a legal vantage point, as was the case for ordo-liberalism, prices attain a constitutional quality in mediating social and economic relations. The hope of the ordo-liberals (and to a great extent Simons and Hayek) was that the price system could acquire a form of political sovereignty that would maintain all political forces in a state of finely balanced equilibrium as a guarantor of liberty. Price thereby attains a moral and political aura, which makes it the final arbiter of value across society. From Hayek’s more conservative perspective, one great quality of market prices is that they are explicit. The public appearance of price – just like the public appearance of sovereignty via flags or palaces – is therefore crucial to its value.

By employing constitutional law in the service of market competition, ordo-liberalism makes the price system the guarantee of freedom. Price is not simply one technical instrument amongst many, but becomes symbolic of the overall order of society. To abuse the price system in any particular instance would be to offend the essential order of a free society. Thus when upholding competition and attacking dominant firms states are safeguarding a normative ideal, and not promoting any empirical outcome. The ordo-liberal critique of monopoly implicitly revives an early modern belief, that there is such a thing as a ‘just price’ for something, which arises through a fair process. It follows that other political solutions must be found for those goods which the price system cannot be trusted to deliver.

A number of Chicago School economists retained aspects of this classically liberal respect for prices, as a system of public symbols, until the 1960s. But in much of their work, ‘price’ mutates from an institutional phenomenon to a metaphorical category. Where ordo-liberals maintained a dogmatic allegiance to the price mechanism of the market, Chicago neoliberals diverted this towards the price theory of neo-classical economics. Price theory simply states that, faced with a range of options (be they in a market or not), individuals will select the one which delivers the greatest welfare to themselves, however understood. For economists such as Gary Becker, this is simply one particular ‘approach’ to explaining human behaviour, even when individuals themselves are not ‘conscious’ that they are acting in this way (Becker, 1976). Any situation can therefore be analysed *as if* it were a market, even when it *appears* that choice-making behaviour is neither free nor calculated. In a pragmatist and
constructivist fashion, Chicago Law and Economics abandons the analysis of markets and prices as legally and publicly understood, and picks up an analysis of market-like behaviour, analysed according to a psychology of price, which may not be apparent to the agent being analysed (Foucault, 2008: 223).

In contrast to the ordo-liberal position, in which prices have an explicitness and public aura about them, Chicago epistemology privileges the economist’s analytical insights over the intuitions of market actors themselves. More importantly, the two are operating in entirely parallel perspectival realms, with the latter not really ‘knowing’ what is going on. Friedman’s 1953 statement of methodological principles affirms this very point: in his well-known analogy, a billiard player may be able to direct balls expertly round the table without knowing the laws of geometry, and a businessman can achieve profits without understanding the laws of economics (Friedman, 1953). The Hayekian faith in ‘unconscious’ processes is converted from a sociological level, whereby competition accidentally produces the best outcome, to a psychological level, in which pragmatically engaged individuals are not really conscious of what they are doing or why it works. When I interviewed one prominent Law and Economics scholar, he informed me:

I never teach law and economics as a tool saying why I’m smarter than you are. I try to teach it as a tool that says ‘a lot of things that you’ve done are really clever, and you don’t even know why, and let me explain to you what I think is driving you, and tell me if it resonates with you once we make it explicit’.

Economics acquires a quasi-therapeutic role, in bringing unconscious causality and rationality to the fore. ‘Price’ becomes a methodological tool, through which otherwise random, uncritical and complex behaviours are rendered empirical, quantifiable and judgeable.

Once price becomes a metaphorical category, the institutional and historical specificity of the actual marketplace is lost, and economics becomes a basis on which to interpret psychological processes across all social, economic and political spheres. Divorced from any liberal normative commitment to open competitive markets, the Chicago price theorist is a resolutely sceptical and empiricist technician, who is free to apply an efficiency audit to all institutions – public and private – equally, regardless of whether they appear ‘economic’ in character. Yet by subjecting them to economic analysis, they are effectively rendered economic after all, by being reduced to quantified and measured effects. This humility conceals a deep hostility
towards political metaphysics and the elitism of legal liberalism. At the same time, it undermines whatever vestiges of moral authority remained in the neoliberal vision of society. If metaphysics remains at all, it is in the form of neo-classical methodology, which presumes a certain transcendental idea of individual agency, in a crypto-liberal fashion. But expert methodology is a far weaker guarantor of the ‘liberal spirit’ of competition than robust legal rules of market conduct, as the early neoliberals and ordo-liberals had pursued.

**Neo-classical Economics Ascendant**

A long-standing mantra of anti-trust authorities is that their function is to ‘defend competition not competitors’. Being small and vulnerable should not automatically grant a firm the right to legal protection. In the USA, the anti-trust agencies and the courts paid lip service to this idea during the 1950s and 1960s, but in practice they regularly penalized firms for growing excessively large and profitable (Amato, 1997). The era of the ‘Warren Court’ propagated great political confidence in the capacity and necessity of the state to defend the public from corporate power. Three pieces of legislation underpin US anti-trust enforcement: the 1890 Sherman Act; the 1914 Clayton Act (which had created the Federal Trade Commission); and the 1936 Robinson-Patman Act. Drawing on these legislative resources, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Department of Justice (DOJ) anti-trust division intervened to block a wide range of industrial strategies on the part of US firms. These included: blocking horizontal mergers (between competitors) and vertical mergers (between suppliers and customers); busting cartels and price-fixing; breaking up monopolies and excessively concentrated industries; blocking product bundling (the sale of multiple products as a package) and tying (where a product in one market is sold in combination with a product in another market); preventing exclusionary practices (seeking to keep competitors out of a market); and defending small businesses from aggressive competition, such as predatory pricing.

During this period, the FTC and the DOJ were heavily dominated by lawyers, whose professional vocation was to bring cases against firms to court and then win them (Muris, 2003; Schmalensee, 2007). The entire thrust of these agencies, at least until the late 1960s, was towards punishing firms who appeared to be disrupting the pattern of normal competition, as understood by lawyers. Accompanying the legal interventionism of the anti-trust agencies in the postwar period
was a dominant paradigm of competition economics, emanating from the work of Harvard economist Joseph Bain, known as the Structure Conduct Performance (SCP) approach. Drawing on empirical cases, Bain’s theory paid great attention to the particular technological and institutional characteristics of industries, in an effort to understand how firms sought to raise the barriers to new market entrants. Markets that were effectively competitive could still be criticized on the basis that they possessed latent structural potential to reduce future competition. In common with both ordo-liberalism and welfare economics, this rested on an idealist epistemology in which the market possessed an essential form which was efficient and also needed protecting by the state. One decisive claim made by economists working within the SCP paradigm was that high profits signified the presence of monopoly or excessive concentration, meaning that firms faced an incentive to keep their profits down or else risk an anti-trust intervention. Economists who worked in the FTC during the 1970s recall firms seeking to deny that they were successful, for fear that this would attract anti-trust investigations. Economists entering the FTC and the DOJ during the 1950s were steeped in SCP thinking, which bred suspicion about large and successful firms, and meshed well with the liberal-legal vocation of competition lawyers.

The Chicago critique of anti-trust

The Chicago School was resolutely hostile both to the zealous interventionism of government lawyers and to the apparent idealism of Bain’s SCP approach. Both of these were charged with the error highlighted by Director and Coase, of exaggerating the potential inefficiencies of private action by large firms, while ignoring the costs, errors and imperfections of public policy and law. Bain viewed high profit and industrial concentration as the consequences of anti-competitive

1 ‘I remember having a case once where we were pretty much deciding that the merger wasn’t problematic … and it looked like there were efficiencies that would certainly justify, even if it was more troublesome than it looked like on the face of the evidence. We had a conversation, sort of a wrap up with the parties and so we started to get into the efficiencies. And they denied any efficiencies, you know, because they were thinking about, boy, if we say this is efficient, you know, deep pocket theory, you know, the commission’s gonna come down on us, this is a bad merger ‘cause it’s gonna create, you know, it’s gonna give us an advantage over our rivals and that’s a bad thing’ (FTC economist A).
behaviour: Chicago saw them as positive side-effects of efficiency (Pitofsky, 2008). By the late 1960s, with the anti-trust agencies pursuing firms in an increasingly erratic fashion, and the courts endorsing them, Chicago economists were becoming exasperated with the legal hostility towards business. The blocking of vertical mergers (between suppliers and customers) was viewed as especially illogical within the Chicago School, a critique that Bork had first developed during the anti-trust project in 1954 (Bork, 1954). Coase joked that he was sick of teaching anti-trust because ‘when the prices went up the judges said it was monopoly, when the prices went down, they said it was predatory pricing, and when they stayed the same, they said it was tacit collusion’ (Kitch, 1983: 193). Chicago Law and Economics scholars were convinced that the situation was hopeless.

And yet by the late 1970s this had changed quite dramatically, thanks to a series of intellectual, political and institutional paradigm shifts, all of which contributed to the growing authority of Chicago-style neo-classical economics in the legal regulation of markets. These all depended on the rhetorical power of economists to shape legal thinking, which produced a new economic rationalization of anti-trust, and greatly reduced the scope of regulatory intervention. Thanks to the influence of Chicago Law and Economics, the liberal authority of the state to correct, delimit or discipline the decision making of businesses was weakened significantly. From the early 1990s onwards, this same influence slowly permeated the European Commission with similar consequences. These events and processes were crucial factors in shaping the character of ‘actually existing neoliberalism’ (in contrast to the proposed, more normative neoliberalism of the early neoliberals) that swept across the USA and Europe from the 1970s onwards.

Thanks to the inspiration of Director and the influence of Coase, the Chicago School had shifted strongly away from the ordo-liberal definition of competition as a formal property of markets towards an empiricist definition as the maximization of utility. In true Coasian fashion, this standard was only ever a relative one, in the sense that a ‘competitive’ outcome was the best available one, and not a perfectly efficient (i.e. transaction costless) one. This was a deeply agnostic definition of competition, which dispensed with preconceptions (both legal and economic) about how markets ought to be structured or regulated. It is this that underpinned Posner and Bork’s programmatic critiques of anti-trust, both of which effectively turn the gaze of economic critique away from private industry and towards public agencies and legal institutions. Posner and Bork had
both worked as government lawyers, Posner in the FTC in the mid-1960s and Bork in the DOJ in the early 1970s, and been influenced by Chicago price theory. They had therefore seen the apparently illogical way in which anti-trust was interpreted and enforced at first hand, and set out to refound it on rationalist, neo-classical principles. Not being trained economists, they were also entirely untouched by the influence of Bain and the Harvard SCP paradigm.

Their books both start with the assumption that the sole goal of an anti-trust intervention should be to increase efficiency, typically understood in the neo-classical sense of ‘consumer welfare’. It was this core founding principle that they suggested had got lost in amongst the legalese and liberal idealism of American anti-trust enforcement over the 1950s and 1960s. But in a classically Chicagoan fashion, they stress the importance of costing in the implementation of law and the threat of regulators undermining efficiency through the pursuit of some ideal market structure. Lawyers had typically ignored the costs that regulation imposed upon the actors being regulated. As Director had first argued in Levi’s anti-trust class, monopoly could result in efficiencies that government lawyers were blind to. Posner argued:

To the extent that efficiency is the goal of antitrust enforcement, there is no justification for carrying enforcement into areas where competition is less efficient than monopoly because the costs of monopoly pricing are outweighed by the economies of centralising production in one or a very few firms. (Posner, 2002: 2)

Bork in turn offered a brilliantly simple basis on which to re-found anti-trust policy: “competition” for purposes of anti-trust analysis, must be understood as a term of art signifying any state of affairs in which consumer welfare cannot be increased by judicial decree’ (Bork, 1978: 51). In practice, this represents a significant increase in the freedom and discretion of managers and capital. In true Chicagoan style, what businessmen think or say they are doing is deemed insignificant in comparison to what economists can prove is ‘actually’ going on at an ‘unconscious’ level (Bork, 1978: 121). What may appear to be anti-competitive or irrational behaviour can still be critically evaluated as if it were driven by competitive, rational instincts.

The particular differences between industries or specific firms are downplayed by the critical apparatus of Chicago price theory. Qualitative insights into technology or case studies (as the Harvard tradition had privileged) become usurped by a quantitative analysis
of market data. This is the precise sense in which economics becomes judicial. It is no longer simply furnishing legal analysis with additional empirical data, rather its formalistic methodological premise enables all firms, in all sectors, to be judged according to the single test of economic efficiency. Economics serves judgement over capitalism – ‘a unified framework for understanding all human behaviour’ – and is blind to other types of moral appeal or the heterogeneity of institutional logics (Becker, 1976: 14). The fact that anti-trust then becomes much simpler in its aims is viewed, even by critics of Chicago, as a welcome achievement of Law and Economics (Rubinfeld, 2008).

As a rhetorical project, Chicago Law and Economics sought to highlight the epistemological and metaphysical nonsense at work within liberal legalism, and to replace both with a utilitarian calculus of efficiency. As Chicago-influenced lawyers, Bork and Posner were the fruits of this rhetorical strategy. But for the legal mainstream of the 1960s and 1970s, Law and Economics represented a radical affront to legal epistemology. Most of all, the implication of Law and Economics (and of Coase’s epistemology in particular) was a transformation in what should count as ‘evidence’ in a legal setting. FTC and DOJ lawyers had traditionally fought cases by hunting down ‘hot documents’ from firms – that is, pieces of evidence that proved an intention to distort competition, reduce choice, crowd out competitors or interfere with the price-setting function of the market. This legal epistemology assumed that actors knew what they were doing, and that guilt resided in a deliberate departure from the norms of a competitive market.

By contrast, the neo-classical epistemology that ran through Law and Economics, as manifest in Bork and Posner’s books, ignored intentions, practice and norms in favour of measured effects as calculated by economists. Moral responsibility for the outcome was virtually irrelevant in most instances. From this perspective an industrial strategy that appeared competitive to a lawyer (because, for instance, it consciously avoided market dominance) could be effectively inefficient, and hence uncompetitive, from a neo-classical perspective. More typically, actions which appeared anti-competitive to a lawyer (such as vertical mergers and various other routes to conglomerate or price manipulation) could be calculated as effectively efficient, and hence competitive. Lawyers and liberal regulators had assumed some sort of zero-sum game between the public interest and the private interest, which SCP economics endorsed by highlighting the problem of high profitability. However, for Bork this
missed ‘the obvious fact that more efficient methods of doing business are as valuable to the public as they are to businessmen’ (Bork, 1978: 4). An efficient monopoly was more competitive, by Bork and Posner’s standard, than an inefficient market. Yet this flew in the face of legal orthodoxy.

The Chicago anti-trust revolution

How then did the Chicago definition of competition come to oust the formal legal definition, and the SCP economics that accompanied it? The power and authority of government anti-trust lawyers were effectively challenged on two fronts simultaneously – by Chicago-influenced judges and economists in the courtroom, and by economists within anti-trust agencies themselves.

The dissemination of Law and Economics ideas within the American legal establishment was actively engineered by Chicago scholars during the early 1970s. Henry Manne began running a series of summer schools in 1971 to train lawyers in the basic principles of neo-classical price theory, and was funded to do so by a group of corporations concerned by the growing reach of the anti-trust agencies (Manne, 2005). From 1975 onwards a second camp was established for law professors, and the following year a summer camp was offered to federal judges. The consulting firm Lexecon was established by Chicago economists to provide economic analysis to firms engaged in competition battles, thereby enabling those firms to marshal Law and Economics reasoning in the courtroom. A watershed occurred with the Supreme Court’s General Dynamics ruling in 1974, where the FTC was defeated, having brought a case claiming that the coal-mining industry was becoming excessively concentrated. The Supreme Court overturned the FTC’s ruling, on the basis that industrial concentration was not inefficient per se – a utilitarian rebuke to the FTC’s critical assumption that actions were to be judged in terms of their impact on the overall structure of the market. While FTC and DOJ lawyers continued to operate in the paradigm that had accompanied aggressive anti-trust interventions for the previous three decades (with little resistance from their in-house economists), justices were becoming swayed by the Chicago critique of public law. In 1978, the Supreme Court cited both the Bork and Posner books for the first time, in its GTE Sylvania ruling, indicating the growing status of utilitarian reasoning (Miller, 1989; Amato, 1997). By the late 1970s, firms being prosecuted by the US anti-trust agencies discovered that more than half of the cases could be overturned on appeal (Miller, 1989). The Posner and Bork books
were regularly cited in arguments in favour of vertical integration, and the FTC and DOJ had begun to abandon investigating such merger cases by the end of the 1970s (FTC, 2003).

While the courts exerted an influence from without, economists within the FTC and DOJ could not put up great resistance to the interventionist instincts of lawyers until the 1980s, following Ronald Reagan’s appointment of William Baxter to run the DOJ. One reason for this was that the economic orthodoxy of Bain and the SCP paradigm was more sympathetic to active anti-trust than the Chicago approach which would succeed it. As Kuhn noted of scientific revolutions, there is a generational dimension to paradigm shifts: an entire cohort of Harvard-influenced economists needed to retire before the Chicago worldview could become properly entrenched. But the diminished authority of economics in general was also a factor in interventionist ethos of the FTC and DOJ until the late 1970s. From a Chicagoan perspective, it wasn’t simply that anti-trust authorities were employing the wrong economic rationality (although that was one complaint), but that they were operating without any economic rationality at all.

The FTC’s economic expertise has always been contained in a single Bureau of Economics, which operates with a quasi-academic ethos of pursuing economic analysis in a politically and legally disinterested fashion. For instance, the Bureau publishes economic studies of particular industries, unconnected to any particular legal cases, to produce insights into their specific characteristics. In the early years of the FTC, economists had actually outnumbered lawyers, but this was reversed during the 1920s. During the 1950s, the authority of the Bureau of Economics was progressively undermined, with economists being transferred into legal teams where they were unable to pursue their analyses independent of legal requirements to prosecute, and the production of economic studies declined markedly. The status of economic evidence (framed in terms of SCP) in the courtroom was at an all-time low during the late 1950s and early 1960s, with a flippant FTC maxim being that ‘one incriminating letter in the files is worth the testimony of ten economists’ (FTC, 2003). ‘Hot documents’ counted for more in the courtroom than calculations of price effects. Yet these trends began to reverse in the mid-1960s, with a new Director of the Bureau of Economics recruiting heavily and economic studies being revived. Economic studies, that were scarcely conducted at all in the early 1960s, made a revival from the late 1960s onwards (FTC, 2003). Economists that had been transferred into legal teams were transferred back into the Bureau of
Economics. The voice of economists was thus becoming louder by the end of the decade.

These various institutional changes created the conditions for a form of disinterested empirical analysis which was antagonistic to liberal interventionism, and especially so once economists had begun to internalize the Chicago critique of anti-trust laid out in Bork and Posner’s books. Following Baxter’s appointment to the DOJ economists were encouraged to speak out against anti-trust cases, if they believed that these rested on erroneous economic foundations. In 1982 new merger guidelines were published by the DOJ, based upon clear Chicago principles, including a recognition – thirty years after Director had made the case – that vertical integration was rarely anti-competitive. In the DOJ, the ratio of economists to lawyers shifted from one in twelve in 1980 to one in eight in 2000 (Posner, 2002). Professional antagonisms developed between economists and lawyers in the early 1980s, as the former became increasingly sceptical towards the arguments of their legal colleagues and confident about criticizing them. A Chicagoan epistemology held sway, and as an FTC economist recalled, ‘The Bureau of Economics went from being “loved” by the lawyers and supporting litigation to being the unpopular quality control enforcers who would say in a very vigorous way, wait a minute, here are the reasons why this may not make sense’ (FTC, 2003: 97).

Aside from the professional tensions, the Chicago revolution was rapid. The entire scope of anti-trust enforcement was drastically reduced, and the status of economists in the courtroom and inside the agencies grew markedly. The legal presuppositions of the 1950s and 1960s, which chimed with SCP economics in their suspicion of large highly profitable businesses, were abandoned. By the time of the 1988 *Sharp* ruling, it was simply assumed that measured efficiency was the sole test of legitimate competitive activity or anti-trust intervention (Amato, 1997). US corporations, and nominally consumers, were the immediate beneficiaries, while small businesses were the potential losers. Whether the pursuit of ‘efficiency’ (defined as ‘consumer welfare’) does in practice benefit consumers is a moot point (Fox, 2008; Crouch, 2011).

A similar series of shifts took place in the European Commission’s competition authority, DG Competition, approximately twenty years later. The competition authority DG Competition had maintained a strongly legalistic, ordo-liberal approach to competition enforcement, from its origins in the 1950s, through to the 1986 legislation which created a single market. As we have seen, ordo-liberalism prioritized dismantling dominant firms, purely on the
principle that this disrupted the order of the competitive market. Ordo-liberal influences were weaker by the early 1990s, and the 1990 merger guidelines betrayed signs of Chicago influence. In 1991 the US government and European Commission signed a bilateral agreement on anti-trust, which aimed to prevent mercantilist attacks on one another’s firms. Yet DG Competition was not equipped to carry out sophisticated neo-classical analysis to the same extent that the FTC and DOJ were, and was accused of continuing to target US firms for the benefit of European competitors. Political pressure was applied on the European Commission to import Chicago principles, via the professional networks of the FTC and US law firms, and the intellectual reach of economic journals and seminars (Dezalay & Sugarman, 1995). The creation of the International Competition Network in 2001 might be seen as an effort by the USA to use ‘soft power’ and intellectual influence to disseminate Chicago School thinking amongst European competition experts. High profile cases, particularly against GE Honeywell, raised severe alarms in Washington that DG Competition was still acting without the appropriate form of authority.

As with the FTC and DOJ in the late 1970s, the crucial turning point came in 2002, when two major cases were overturned on appeal, on account of DG Competition’s inadequate economic analysis. This signalled the type of legitimacy crisis that the US authorities and firms had been waiting for. In response, DG Competition hired a Chief Competition Economist in 2003, who set about establishing a Chief Economist’s Team, modelled on the FTC’s Bureau of Economics, though substantially smaller (not least due to the smaller supply of European economists working in the Chicago, Coasian tradition) (Roeller & Buigues, 2005). Where economists had previously been distributed around DG Competition, and tasked with supporting lawyers in their cases, now the agency had its own, quasi-academic empirical research capacity to keep its lawyers in check. This empiricist, Chicagoan paradigm is referred to as the ‘effects-based approach’ in Brussels.

The Judicial Economist at Work

The liberal spirit of neoliberal authority infuses how the empirical representation of competitive processes is performed. Objective judgements must be imposed from a position of exteriority and neutrality, if they are to succeed in establishing legitimate inequalities. The authority of a given critique depends partly on the pragmatic
situation of the critic: it also depends on critique being performed with an appropriate ethos, style or vocation.

The application of Chicago School ideas in a legal context, such as an anti-trust authority, requires highly sophisticated institutional arrangements. It also requires particular professional norms on the part of economists, who are expected to act as dispassionate academic analysts and as legal assistants simultaneously. As Posner foresaw in his landmark statement on Law and Economics, ‘the economic theory of law presupposes machinery for ascertaining the facts necessary to correct application of law’ (Posner, 1981: 7). This machinery is complex and requires constant maintenance. The Chicago School critique of law in general, and of anti-trust law in particular, began with Simons’ unlikely move to the Chicago Law School – but it could only be completed with particular institutions and practices which would allow government legal experts to confront a constant economic audit of their reasoning, by economists capable of communicating their logic across professional boundaries.

This particular dimension of neoliberal authority is dependent on two professional disciplines discovering a shared language. Lawyers must listen to and understand economists, and economists must adopt a lawyerly style of reasoning. The courtroom and the seminar room come to support similar forms of exchange: intellectual combat, attempts to falsify knowledge claims, the testing of ‘sense’. Within the anti-trust agency the lawyer retains nominal authority over the economist, inasmuch as the economist works for the lawyer on putting legal cases together. Yet, pragmatically speaking, the economist attains the rhetorical power to shape definitions of evidence and uphold certain norms of methodological and epistemological reason. They come to act as the state’s in-house auditors, remaining constantly watchful of their legal colleagues, in order to ensure that metaphysical and substantive notions of ‘justice’ and ‘fairness’ are not creeping back into the application of economic law. The reality of measured effects must trump that of presumed intentions and agency. Following the various rhetorical victories of the Chicago Law and Economics movement, this tradition of neoliberalism finally depends upon various institutional and vocational arrangements within regulatory agencies, to ensure that the fusion of legal and economic thinking succeeds in the day-to-day application of law.

There is a paradox at the heart of the Coasian framework, which plays out in the application of Chicago-style neoliberal policy, and it concerns the possibility of attaining an independent, objective view upon economic reality. On the one hand, Coase suggests that an
optimal outcome is a subjective matter, to be gauged only from the perspective of those parties affected by it. This is a sceptical, Hayekian epistemological position, which would require only that the state creates the right *a priori* conditions for decentralized interactions, such as protection for the price system and property rights. Competition, from the Hayekian perspective, is itself a ‘discovery process’ which generates knowledge, but cannot be an object of knowledge (Hayek, 2002). But on the other side, Coase argues that the empirical use of neo-classical economics (what is often referred to as industrial organization economics) can be employed to assess the relative efficiency of different institutional arrangements, drawing on price data and ‘revealed preferences’ (i.e. behaviour) (Buchanan, 2005). It is this that allows Coasian economics to become a useful tool for regulators and state lawyers. The ‘objectivism’ or ‘scientism’, which Hayek deplored, creeps back in to the neoliberal tradition, elevating neo-classical economic analysis to an unprecedented authority in determining the optimal institutional and legal arrangements (Hayek, 1942). An epistemology which originally doubted the possibility of any impartial view of the world, save for a blindly liberal commitment to price and competition, mutates into one which credits neo-classical economics with an objective perspective. Ironically, where every other actor is considered by Chicago scholars to be driven by rational self-interest – the bureaucrat, the judge, the parent, the trade unionist, the politician – the neo-classical economist is elevated to a quasi-judicial status, from where he can evaluate socio-economic behaviour and data in an entirely disinterested manner. As Mirowski has argued, the single political choice offered by neoliberalism is either to credit the policy analyses of economists or to have no government policy at all (Mirowski, 2013). Perversely, by having no concern with concepts of ‘justice’ or ‘right’, the neo-classical economist is alleged to be even more judicially independent than the lawyer or the judge, who labour under certain metaphysical prejudices. The economist’s vocational and epistemological distance from moral reasoning is the crucial ingredient in neoliberal legal authority.

The dominant Chicagoan epistemology is one of Popperian scepticism – that objective knowledge is whatever has not (yet) been falsified, but could be. By this standard, a valid anti-trust intervention is one in which economists cannot find a flaw: it is considered to make ‘sense’. Since the Chicago critique of anti-trust triumphed, this sceptical yet objectivist epistemology has been imported into anti-trust agencies themselves. The effect of this has been to heighten
concern regarding ‘false positives’ (erroneous anti-trust interventions) and reduce concern with ‘false negatives’ (erroneous non-interventions). An authoritative anti-trust intervention is first and foremost one which passes the test of making economic sense, that is, its empirical rationality cannot be falsified. Within the dominant Chicago paradigm cartels are the sole exception, which remain illegal regardless of their economic impact, and are therefore subject to criminal investigations: legal epistemology survives in these cases. Yet in other matters – mergers, market dominance, tacit collusion, preventative and predatory practices – lawyers are dependent on neo-classical analysis, demonstrating that the behaviour of firms is producing an outcome that is less efficient than the alternative of regulatory intervention. The authority of such economic evidence depends on its apparent objective, quasi-academic quality, which enables it to subject legal reasoning to a constant dispassionate critique. How is this independent empirical view from the ‘outside’ institutionally facilitated, and how is it channelled into the legal community? Let’s take these two questions in turn.

**Institutional conditions of economic objectivism**

Kant argued that the political injunction of an Enlightened leader should be ‘argue as much as you like and about whatever you like, but obey!’ (Kant, 1991: 59). Anti-trust agency economists have a similar obligation to their legal superiors, meaning that they must somehow combine intellectual curiosity and public critique with a professional dedication to serving the state. In Weberian terms, they combine a scientific vocation towards the pursuit of economic objectivity with a political vocation to their public office (Davies, 2011b). The testing of efficiency in a value neutral way becomes a scholarly-lawyerly vocation in its own right.

Economics teams in the FTC, DOJ and DG Competition consist of PhD-level industrial organization economists, many of whom might otherwise have pursued careers as academics. Each team is led by a Chief Economist, who is typically a senior and highly reputed academic on a fixed term contract (of 2–3 years) such that they do not become influenced by any government career ambitions, but retain a vocation primarily to academic research. These economics teams remain quasi-independent from the legal teams working on particular cases, and observe a number of academic rituals and norms, that owe nothing to the requirements of lawyers or public office. Economists are encouraged to engage with a larger public of academic economists, via journal
publishing, conference attendance and ‘brown bag lunches’ in which noted industrial organization economists are invited to present at seminars. Economists in the FTC and DOJ publish memoranda on particular cases, with their names attached to them. Some FTC economists might spend as much as 30% of their time conducting and publishing research, unconnected with any immediate legal cases of the agency. Specific industrial sectors are researched and written about, using empirical neo-classical economics, regardless of whether anti-trust suits are being considered for the sector concerned.

In response to previous doubts about its impartiality, DG Competition introduced additional institutional mechanisms to try and anchor its economic expertise outside of the legal community. Along with the creation of a Chief Economist’s Team, the DG has an Economic Advisory Group on Competition Policy of 20 senior academics, which can be commissioned by European Commissioners, the Competition Director General or the Chief Competition Economist to offer an ‘opinion’ on matters related to competition in the European Community. Most dramatically, DG Competition’s own Chief Competition Economist is formally entitled to publish a critical ‘opinion’ on competition enforcement, if he believes that economic logic is not being applied or followed adequately (Roeller & Buigues, 2005). This extraordinary measure effectively offers an in-house economist on a fixed-term contract the authority to trigger a constitutional crisis in DG Competition: it would necessarily be accompanied by his own resignation and most likely force the Director General’s as well, throwing the entire authority of the agency into doubt. Notionally, at least, the authority of DG Competition stands or falls on the judgement of a single academic, whose judgements depend upon a particular set of methodological principles of evaluation.

Competition agency economists are therefore surprisingly active members of academic and policy public spheres. There are two justifications for this. The first is that the academic public sphere will provide anti-trust economists with access to latest theoretical and empirical analysis, which could at some point become crucial in the implementation of anti-trust rules. Academic journals and conferences address highly esoteric matters, which lawyers would be typically unable to understand. New theoretical approaches to the analysis of industrial organization are introduced without any regard for their practical implications for anti-trust or empirical efficiency. Anti-trust agency economists may discuss these matters in internal seminars and brown bag lunches, with equally little
concern for their potential practical usefulness. However, at some point – perhaps several years later – these theoretical innovations and methods might become crucial in how an anti-trust case is put together. They will need to be rendered sufficiently simple that agency lawyers, and ultimately judges, can understand their implications. But if government economists do not stay close to the forefront of academic research on industrial organization, and remain focused only on assisting legal teams with cases at hand (as occurred during the 1950s and early 1960s), then there is a risk that anti-trust agencies will encounter new economic ideas for the first time in the hands of opposing legal teams in the courtroom. This is precisely what happened with Chicago School theories in the 1970s, which were used successfully by private economics consultants to defend firms in court, before they had exerted any influence over the FTC or DOJ. The vanguard of academic economic research is therefore a crucial legal resource, for cases five or ten years down the line.

A second justification for economists’ engagement with these public spheres is that critique heightens their epistemological authority, and by proxy the authority of the anti-trust agency. Just as Coase successfully transformed the Chicago School’s definition of competition in Director’s home in 1960, by subjecting himself to a barrage of intellectual attacks, public spheres are instrumentally harnessed by anti-trust agencies, as potential tests of theoretical coherence. Anti-trust economists speak of presenting at academic conferences in order to be kept ‘on their toes’. Chief economists are

2 ‘Younger economists are urged to try and publish in refereed journals, to attend economic conferences, certainly in the area of industrial organization economics because this is an area where existing developments in theory inform ideas that may underlie future cases’ (FTC economist B).

3 ‘It’s an outside test, you know. The danger, you know, when I look at some people who work in the government and economists who work in the government – I look at some of the other agencies where people aren’t as active, and you get a little, you know, you only talk to your colleagues, and you only talk to, you know, very narrow, small group of people, getting out there and publishing and presenting work at seminars, presenting work in commerce, that puts you out there in the larger body of the profession, and provides some outside validation, okay, you know, the way we’re thinking about this makes sense, or are we just, you know, are we just talking to ourselves – and talking ourselves into something that doesn’t make any sense’ (FTC economist C).
hired, with strong academic reputations which, it is assumed, they would not be willing to risk, to act as canaries in the mineshafts of anti-trust law enforcement. There is at least the potential for elected politicians to challenge the actions of anti-trust agencies, drawing on the opinions and publications of the agencies’ own economists. DG Competition’s Chief Competition Economist has exceptional powers of veto over the agencies’ decisions that have already been noted. Creating the professional conditions for economists to speak and act independent of their legal and bureaucratic superiors, without fear for their careers, is a critical ingredient in establishing at least a veneer of neutral empiricism on the part of the anti-trust agency overall. The manufacturing of transparency around an agency’s economic reasoning is a crucial ingredient in its normative authority.

These economists are therefore in a peculiar position of authority, in which they hold government offices with secure terms of employment (save for chief economists), in the classic manner of Weberian bureaucrats. But entirely unlike Weber’s definition of a bureaucrat (who foregoes the pursuit of status or honour in exchange for permanence of office), government anti-trust economists also publish opinions and analyses in their own names, beyond the limits of their bureau. Debate is open and uncensored, while it goes on in seminar rooms, conferences and the offering of published ‘opinions’. They have a mandate to scrutinize and test the state’s legal activities, from a rationalist neoliberal perspective. Yet they are also in the pay of the state, and must obey lawyers when they are drafted in to individual legal teams to work on specific cases.

Economizing legal reason

The rhetorical and interpretive work in fusing legal and economic reason occurs when economists are drafted into legal teams to work on specific cases. A legal team may consist of five or six lawyers, and one or two economists to assist in putting evidence together, and advising on what types of claims are likely to stand up in court. One of the most significant consequences of the rise of Chicago Law and Economics in anti-trust policy has been for economists to be consulted much earlier in the development of cases. In the era when lawyers were more autonomous in the interpretation and application of anti-trust law, economists were only brought in to work on cases when it was already established that these would be pushed through to conclusion. The economist’s task was to furnish a legal
team with evidence that competition was being impeded in some way, it was not to advise on whether the case was economically rational or not. But the rising authority of neo-classical economics in defining competition, with its own idiosyncratic epistemology focused upon ‘effects’ rather than actions, has meant consulting economists at the outset of case formation. In an economized legal world, the lawyer can no longer believe his own eyes: certain behaviours which look anti-competitive may in fact be deemed competitive, in terms of its aggregate effects. As a result, the economist must be consulted far earlier in the process, to discover whether or not there is even a problem in the first place. This way, economic advice can save lawyers from pursuing cases which later fall apart in court, due to inadequate economic reasoning. Scepticism and falsification at the outset act as safeguards against falsification at the conclusion.

Assuming that the economist deems a case to be worth pursuing, what then does their role consist of? While they remain members of the economics team, interacting with their peers in that community, they contribute to cases as instructed by lawyers. During the transition to a Chicago School view of anti-trust, frictions between economists and lawyers were frequent, as lawyers gradually came to recognize that they needed to take advice from economists that could be seen as obstructive. During the early 1980s in the FTC and

4 ‘You can influence very early on in a case, and you can influence at the end … A lot of it was by me or by members of the CET working on cases and trying to make sure that the economic analysis was done right. There are always two rules in organizations – you can either be helping along to ensure that no mistakes are likely to take place or you can enter at the end and oppose it, and say I’m not going to accept this. And then the analysis will need to be redone or different actions will need to be taken from what they want us to take in the beginning. I think that 90% of the time I think it’s trying to make sure that nothing goes wrong’ (DG Competition economist A).

5 ‘You know, some agreement not to compete might look anti-competitive but when you think about what its function is it may be pro-competitive’ (FTC economist D).

6 ‘In litigation, lawyers are still running the show in the sense that you’re in a legal setting, a judge is making a determination of things and sometimes knowing all the facts, although may not matter to the economic conclusion, looks like it matters to the court and therefore you have to know many more details than an academic who is doing a paper’ (DOJ economist A).
DOJ, and the early 2000s in the European Commission, economists developed reputations as ‘case killers’, offering various reasons why the lawyers’ argument was faulty – just as Director had done with regard to Levi in the Chicago Law School classroom of the early 1950s. More successful forms of inter-professional cooperation witness economists advising lawyers on how to think about a particular case, what sorts of questions to ask, what type of ‘second request’ (where a firm being investigated is asked to provide particular forms of evidence) to put in, what might be the right way of structuring a particular problem.

In this regard, the authority of the economist in the legal process involves delineating what is relevant to an anti-trust case. Before any evaluation of whether competition is or isn’t being impeded, there is an a priori question of what would even count as evidence of this. What would such evidence look like, and where might it be found? Equally importantly, legalistic presuppositions regarding how competition ‘should’ be instituted need to be dismantled and excluded from the empirical investigation. A precise grammar is introduced and policed by economists, which establishes the limits within which lawyers are free to act. The replacement of political ‘metaphysics’ (language of freedom, rights, conscious intentions, justice, agency) by political ‘physics’ (language of effects, price, unconscious intentions, efficiency and consumer welfare) is achieved through designating that only the latter is relevant to an enquiry. Where once the economist provided economic evidence, within the limits and requirements of a legal procedure, now the economist employs the presuppositions of neo-classical economic methodology in order to shape what those limits consist of. The lawyer works within the rhetorical and procedural limits as defined by a particular Chicago definition of competition, and pursues their own vocation and professional goals from within these limits.

The methodological presuppositions of neo-classical economics come to serve as the legitimate procedure for legal reasoning and decision making. For Law and Economics scholars such as Posner, the advantage of these presuppositions is that they lack substantive concepts of fairness: their metaphysical emptiness is their prime virtue. But methodologies are nevertheless norms, which govern the actions and rhetoric of those who abide by them. From a wholly pragmatist perspective, the political virtue of neo-classical methodology is that it imposes very tight restrictions upon government lawyers, in terms of how they are able to
define a breach of competition.\(^7\) While government economists might engage in scientific public spheres to debate the ‘facts’ of certain industrial scenarios, once the economist engages with a legal case or enters the courtroom, their authority consists in how successfully they can carry out certain methodological rituals, prove certain propositions to a legal audience, and demonstrate the irrelevance of counter-claims made by defendants. The difference made by the Chicago School is that, before any voice can be legitimately heard with respect to a competition case, the speaker must first have assumed certain presuppositions about the nature of agency and what counts as a test of competitiveness (namely measured efficiency output).

**Conclusion: The Justice of Efficiency**

The authority of economics, in juridical and regulatory settings, does not depend on economists establishing certain objective facts with complete agreement. The sheer complexity of much Chicago School modelling mitigates against empirical proofs being provided in a very widely acceptable fashion. The capacity of economics to bring disputes to an end, as is the function of any judgement, is dependent on procedures being adequately followed, which are a combination of the methodological, the legal and the institutional. Publics must be permitted to witness this happening, in order that judgements can be cast over capitalist competition in ways that are recognized as liberal in spirit, that is, with some *a priori* assumption that the competitors are to be evaluated equally. What this chapter has sought to highlight are the various ways in which law and economics become meshed, epistemologically, methodologically, normatively and institutionally.

The most obvious historical consequence of the Chicago revolution in anti-trust (and in regulation more broadly) was far greater freedom for dominant competitors within the overall contest of capitalism. The new assumption, that efficiency is the goal of anti-trust and that monopolistic and exploitative practices are often efficient, led to a

\(^7\) ‘Economics has had a tremendously disciplining influence from antitrust. And, you know, it says, you know, here’s what you have to show – to show an antitrust violation, you’ve got to show that quantity’s going to fall, prices are going to go up, consumers are going be harmed. And if you can’t show that, move on, you know. If you get into this business of saying, well, this is really good for consumers on the whole, but it’s bad for this kind of producer, or something, you know, you’ve lost that disciplining effect, and all of sudden now you’re trying to weigh fairness versus efficiency’ (FTC economist E).
mode of regulation that was far more sympathetic to the interests of large businesses than during the 1950s and 1960s. This created the regulatory climate that would permit the rise of ‘shareholder value’ as the legitimate goal of corporate governance during the 1980s and 1990s. Necessary corroboration to this is provided by the claim that the ‘barriers to entry’ are far lower than they may appear: new competitors could arrive to challenge the monopolist, if only they have the strength and belief. The self-mythology of the Chicago School as bringing precisely such a challenge to Harvard and the liberal establishment meshes with this understanding of capitalism.

Through fusions of law and economics, the neoliberal state discovers the liberal spirit of its authority, in the sense explored in the previous chapter. As a replacement for the pursuit of justice itself, neoliberalism offers the goal of competition as a form of quasi-justice, which lacks a substantive concept of the common good. Ordo-liberals, and to some extent Hayek, found the liberal spirit in the machinations of the price system and the market order itself. There was a sense of fairness about how choice, exchange and price fluctuations occurred, that was honest regarding its metaphysical nature. Certain aspects of competition couldn’t be entirely articulated – as Eucken argued, ‘it not only includes traditions, laws and customs, but the spirit in which men live and keep to “rules of the game”’ (quoted in Labrouse & Wiesz, 2001: 100). To put that another way, prices were not simply particular empirical instruments amongst many, as numbers on a particular screen or shop counter, they carried a higher form of authority and sovereignty, that derived from the overall socio-economic order that regulated them. They were the ultimate empirical representation of otherwise uncertain processes. Behind the ordo-liberal defence of prices was a quasi-Durkheimian faith in the society that legislated for them and defended them from planning.

For ordo-liberals, the sanctity of the market order itself, as perceived by lawyers, is the test of ‘fair’ and ‘unfair’ play. Inequality has a limit, which is reached when a single player attains power over others, via the power to dictate prices. Chicago Law and Economics has no truck with such metaphysical concepts of fairness, offering neo-classical economics as the sole authoritative principle by which legitimate behaviour should be evaluated. What Chicago economists rarely reflected on is why this should be so, other than the positivist belief that economic reasoning makes more ‘sense’ than legal reasoning. It is simply assumed that the neo-classical method possesses a form of neutrality, that makes it suitable for the reinvention of legal process. The method itself is
therefore credited with possessing a liberal spirit. It is price theory, not the price mechanism, which is the test of fairness.

This has two final implications which are relevant to neoliberalism’s subsequent legitimacy crises. Firstly, Chicago School epistemology renders the phenomenology of economic activity almost irrelevant. What individual businessmen or consumers or the public think is going on is merely their ‘conscious’ perception: what is really going on is to be assessed by expert neo-classical analysis, focused only on a presupposed or unconscious rationality of the actors and the measurable effects on outcomes. This means that the authoritative facts of economic activity are entirely invisible to those who conduct it. If something seems ‘unfair’ or mispriced or exploitative, this is irrelevant. Price loses any form of moral authority over people, and becomes purely a metaphor or methodological trope. There is a right and a wrong way to conduct neo-classical economics, but there is no right or wrong way for businesses to behave. This effectively legitimates any type of industrial behaviour, no matter how apparently unreasonable, but so long as it meets the expert test of being objectively efficient.

The seeds of the market’s moral crisis are sown, once prices lose any relationship to an intrinsic notion of fairness. Budget airlines that advertise at one price, and then sell at another, share a similar disdain for the moral authority of the price system as teenage looters, for whom theft is simply more efficient than shopping. Visible, institutionalized prices become just one more empirical phenomena, within the shifting sands of capitalist evolution, rather than legitimate arbiters of worth, as Hayek had once hoped. As a result, the entire system of exchange and production comes to look like an opportunity for exploitation, without any sense of how things ought to be done – not even when it comes to the conduct of monetary payment. Money’s great phenomenological appeal, that it is explicit and unambiguous, is itself lost within a system, in which the winner is whichever actor can hide behind the greatest degree of complexity and the most advanced strategy.

Secondly, this economized version of liberal authority depends on a somewhat implausible assumption about the neutrality and independence of neo-classical methods, as practical procedures in public life. The entire authority of the competition agency (and subsequently, other regulators) comes to depend on the notion that economics cannot be manipulated, is impervious to political or contingent influence, and is conducted from some sort of external or transcendental standpoint. This is its ideal typical perspective, as this chapter has detailed, reinforced by engagement in the academic public sphere and various institutional mechanisms, such as chief economists on fixed term
contracts. The fact that there is also a *market* for economics consultancy, through which dominant businesses can access technical arguments with which to defend themselves from regulation, renders the authority of the judicial neo-classical regulator hugely compromised. Moreover, as the 2007–09 financial crisis demonstrated, regulators are not as impervious to competitor or political interests, and nor do academic economists exist outside of the economic forces and influences that they seek to describe (Häring & Douglas, 2012). Although this hasn’t been addressed here, there were clearly geopolitical and economic drivers creating pressure on the European Commission to import Chicago School analysis into its competition regulation. The Coasian paradox, that there is simultaneously no neutral model of competition, but that neo-classical economics can offer an objective view of it nevertheless, eventually collapses. As became revealed in the aftermath of the crisis, economists were as compromised by interests, competitive forces and pressures as anyone else. In a sense, they were consistent with their own worldview, in which incentives came to trump whatever vocation they might have had to the academic, Kantian public sphere (Mirowski, 2013). They too are internal to the game, even while they continue to credit their methods with a quasi-liberal fairness.
In 1974, European political leaders attended a meeting of business leaders in Davos, Switzerland, that had been convened annually for the previous three years by the Swiss management scholar, Klaus Schwab. The meeting was then known as the European Management Forum, but changed its name to the World Economic Forum in 1987, in recognition of its expanding economic and political scope. Schwab had initially convened a group of business executives to address concerns surrounding the on-going productivity gap separating European from American corporations. But seeing this as a problem with broader public significance, politicians were soon invited to the Davos meetings, in the hope of articulating a shared agenda for raising business performance. In later years, ‘Davos’ would come to symbolize highly exclusive cross-sectoral networks, linking public, private and ‘third’ sectors, convening celebrities with CEOs and politicians (Lapham, 1998). What unites them is that they are all high profile decision makers.

In addition to the annual Davos meeting, the World Economic Forum (WEF) is best known for producing its Global Competitiveness Report, which it began to publish annually in 1979, overseen by Schwab and the Harvard Business School (HBS) strategy ‘guru’, Michael Porter. These reports measure, compare and rank nations around the world, according to a variety of economic, social, cultural and political traits that underpin business productivity growth, some of which (such as a society’s entrepreneurial values) would seem to defy quantification. The authors, together with a network of associated think tanks and consultancies, then sell and push advice to policy makers in individual nations, on how they can carve a distinctive national path towards greater competitiveness. The term ‘competitiveness’ is often understood as synonymous with the economic term ‘productivity’, or more loosely with a nation’s capacity to generate wealth (Thurow, 1985; Porter, 1990; Aiginger,
Existing prosperity, as measured by GDP for example, is viewed as the legacy of past decisions and investments, and no guarantee of future success. The concept of competitiveness is designed to capture the ingredients for future prosperity.

The notion of measurable national ‘competitiveness’ became a key rhetorical and political trope for US and European governments over the course of the 1980s and 1990s, offering decision makers a way of critically analysing public institutions and resources, that began from the premise that businesses now operated in a much fiercer and global competitive landscape, and had new possibilities for mobility. It would later become equally dominant in the framing of policy at other spatial tiers of policy making, including the urban, regional and continental (Brenner & Wachsmuth, 2012). The central question posed by competitiveness analysts was how public policy could be reoriented, to ensure that local enterprises were best able to compete productively with those located in other locales. The urgency of this challenge was asserted as more than merely ‘economic’, but of the highest political priority. The competitiveness paradigm simultaneously narrows the scope of political action (by stressing the lack of alternatives to competitiveness) while heightening the urgency to act in specific areas such as science policy, research and development (R&D), infrastructure, security, intellectual property rights and cultural policy. Investing in knowledge, and facilitating its transfer from universities into businesses, becomes one of the highest priorities for states wishing to win the ‘race’ of global competitiveness (Cerny, 1990; Jessop, 2002, 2012).

Of course the notion of politicians being actively lobbied by local big business or acting on its behalf dates back far earlier than the 1970s. Regulation and public policy always advantage one set of firms and interests over another (Jessop, 1990; Fligstein, 2001), and ‘industrial policy’ has long involved governments supporting ‘national champions’ and defending symbolically important industries, such as automobile manufacturing. The significance of the new competitiveness paradigm lay rather in its self-conscious construction of a common global language through which business and political leaders could discuss how public policy influenced corporate and entrepreneurial performance, and a measurement framework through which all public policy, public investment and executive political decision making could be subjected to a blanket economic audit. A new social science was invented to produce empirical representations of capitalism, that served the needs and anxieties of decision-making elites. The fate of nations (both as territories and cultures) became characterized as intimately entangled
with the fate of enterprises, and vice versa. A new vision of political authority was invented, in which the nation (or city, region etc.) was comparable to a corporation, of which the political leader was the CEO and the citizens were employees. This ‘corporation’ contained various social, economic and cultural resources, which had to be analysed strategically, in terms of how they could be harnessed for future prosperity. Seeing as many of these resources (such as talented elites, world-leading firms, scientists and artists) were internationally mobile and limited in number, a competitive strategy would necessarily involve efforts to attract and keep these resources in a certain locale. An ontological parity was proposed between the authority of the CEO to manage and the authority of the political leader to govern, inflating the first with charismatic authority (as the management obsession with ‘leadership’ indicated), and deflating the latter through an expansion of managerial rationality into the political sphere. Both forms of leadership come to be defined by common problems of an uncertain future, heightened global competition and a requirement to take strategic decisions for collective long-term prosperity. And yet they are also underscored by a darker form of political authority, which became manifest in the strategic abandoning of unproductive resources and veiled hostility towards challengers.

The recurrent neoliberal problematic is that of how to represent or stabilize uncertainty, without determining it through political dictat: competitive processes offer to solve this. In his taxonomy of approaches to uncertainty, Knight recognized that businesses don’t only depend on expert knowledge to rationalize uncertainty (i.e. representing it as risk), but can also actively reduce it through exerting control over their environment (Knight, 1957: 240). As Schumpeter argued, the greatest rewards go not to those who play within established rules, but to those who set new rules that others then have to play by. While the notion of government planning is taboo to the neoliberal mind, the notion of entrepreneurial or business planning is not, because where the former is alleged to repress difference, the latter seeks to enact change of some sort. Planning for the new represents an alternative – and paradoxical – means of approaching uncertainty, that is a further example of a market-based ethos that can be extended into non-market domains. If the state can also plan to unleash change like an entrepreneur (as opposed to plan to determine the future) then even public planners retain some authority within this convention of neoliberalism. Public spending on R&D is compatible with a Hayekian epistemology, inasmuch as the outcome of such investment is by definition unknown and unknowable.
The Violent Threat of Management (Davies, 2011c). Yet the legitimacy of such plans still requires a specific mode of critique and evaluation, so as to assess whether they are in the service of productive dynamism, or some less competitive political agenda. Providing this critique and evaluation is the purpose of competitiveness theories and methodologies.

Given the one-off nature of innovation, and the qualitative differentiation involved in successful competitive strategy, there is something paradoxical about efforts to quantify and compare how well nations are performing in these respects. International competitiveness rankings render all national differences commensurable, but thereby eradicate the incommensurable qualities that make particular strategies valuable in the first place. They therefore wrestle with the problem of how to value and compare unique economic qualities, offering what Karpik terms ‘judgement devices’, which combine qualitative judgement with calculation (Karpik, 2011).

Returning to the themes of previous chapters, national competitiveness displays familiar characteristics of neoliberalism more broadly, in its effort to reinvent sovereign state authority in economically rational terms. However, where Law and Economics sought to rationalize the judicial branch of government and regulators using neo-classical economics, national competitiveness sought to rationalize the executive branch of government using techniques and ideas derived from business strategy. Where the former seeks to economize rules, producing a form of neoliberal authority with a ‘liberal spirit’, the latter seeks to economize decisions, producing a form of neoliberal authority with a ‘violent threat’. We can see this in four dimensions, as also explored in respect to Law and Economics.

Firstly, national competitiveness seeks to reduce political metaphysics to political physics, disenchanting executive political leadership through an expansion of economic logic. A number of theorists have analysed ‘the political’ as a singularly disruptive and unpredictable form of action, rooted in the capacity of individuals to take decisions or to act publicly (Arendt, 1958; Schmitt, 1996). Weber described charismatic political authority as a ‘typically anti-economic force’, possessing an excessive, non-rational character, which stemmed from the willpower of

---

1 It needs stressing that the language and measurement of ‘competitiveness’ have been equally, if not more, influential at sub-national scales of governance, such as cities and regions. However, for sake of brevity, I henceforth refer to ‘national competitiveness’ or the ‘state’, to explore how this particular scale is reconfigured, save for where some other scale (such as the European Union) is being discussed.
the leader himself (Weber, 1978: 245). In common with Schmitt, Weber saw the bare decision to employ violence as the definitive element of the political condition, at least in the modern era (Weber, 1991b). Liberal economics had long been suspicious of the executive branch of government, which it viewed as economically illogical and prone to mercantilist acts of protectionism and intervention. The task of liberal economics was to assert the primacy of positive-sum market competition over zero-sum political competition (Foucault, 2008). The executive would be persuaded to retreat, to stay out of the economic realm, as the liberal alternative to actively intervening in it.

The alternative offered by neoliberalism is to reinvent executive authority, in ways that are compatible with market logic. This is not achieved through the expansion of economics in any orthodox sense, but through theories of business strategy, focused more upon decision making in uncertain, dynamic situations than upon static quantitative analyses. Politics is not quite disenchanted by economics, but more specifically by management. The theory of competitiveness fuses together the entrepreneurial, strategic decision of the business leader with the political decision of the executive branch of government, evaluating them according to the single measure of strategic success, vis-à-vis competitors. In re-imagining the political leader as a CEO or entrepreneur, political and nationalist energies are harnessed and diverted, rather than thwarted, as liberal economics had sought to do. As with Law and Economics, this is a radically utilitarian move, in that the authority of the state comes to depend on its capacity to produce measurable economic benefits, in the same way that financial strategy requires a CEO to demonstrate value to shareholders. Competitiveness evaluations are audits of the value of public institutions and action. And in a typically neoliberal fashion, this subjection of the state to quantitative audit does not only occur in a narrowly ‘economic’ market realm, but also beyond, to encompass areas such as education policy or the arts.

Secondly, and consequently, this leads to an inflation in the authority and power of competitive strategy experts, techniques and discourses. As will be explored, the field of business strategy developed over the postwar period, to provide advice to business decision makers seeking to understand and influence the competitive environment in which their firms sat. The jump which occurred in the late 1970s, thanks to bodies such as the WEF and Porter especially, was that strategy experts expanded their remit, to provide advice to public policy makers. This wasn’t simply a discursive or methodological shift, it was also dependent on the expansion of think tanks, business schools and policy commissions – part of what Thrift has termed ‘the cultural circuit
of capital’ – which brought politicians, strategists and business leaders together to learn from one another as equals (Thrift, 2005). The authority of the strategist, in amongst all this, was to provide a clear-sighted view of the global competitive landscape, that regulated the uncertainty and anxiety of leaders in all sectors. Moreover, expert advice was tailored to the particular needs and qualities of the client nation, seeing as the promise that accompanied it was to define the nation’s unique path towards competitiveness. As Jessop argues, the ‘competition state’ is required to develop its own distinctive ‘self-image’ in the world (Jessop, 2002: 124). The guru or expert therefore serves to help define national identity within a global economy: a service that in some instances becomes quite explicit, as the case of ‘nation branding’ experts indicates (Aronczyk, 2012).

Thirdly, national competitiveness made a particular Schumpeterian definition of ‘competition’ the test of valid action, on the part of firms and states. This definition was accompanied by various measures and methodologies, which purported to quantify and rank a nation’s capacity to innovate. The achievement of the Schumpeterian entrepreneur is to offer a product or service that others don’t or cannot, at least in the short term. As Chapter 2 argued, Schumpeter’s theory rests on a philosophical anthropology of differentiation: a small minority of individuals have an uncommon psychological capacity to operate outside of existing conventions. On this basis, they are entitled to the monopolies that they create. One of the central messages that the competitiveness gurus sought to disseminate amongst policy elites over the 1980s and 1990s was that western economies could no longer compete internationally on price, but now needed to compete on quality, innovation and differentiation. Doing so involved identifying those elements of a population or locality that couldn’t be easily mimicked by competitors, and then converting those into a source of competitive advantage. Ultimately, the global ‘game’ becomes one of whose society – and not only whose economy – can become most adaptable, networked and future-oriented. The Schumpeterian idea of the disruptive, self-governing entrepreneur provides the philosophical anthropology underpinning this vision, and the race is to see which nation can best release this economic heroism.

It is only this emphasis on Schumpeterian or entrepreneurial competitiveness that distinguishes this agenda from anti-market mercantilism or protectionism. It is precisely because the global free movement of goods, capital and elites is deemed unstoppable that policy makers are encouraged to consider which particular productive niche their cultural-political domain might be able to occupy. An assumption of a
new global horizon for business is inbuilt into the newly designed methodologies of the competitiveness experts (Jessop, 2002: 116). The lesson is not to protect or subsidize local industry or devalue currency as a defence of competitiveness, although orthodox economists have spotted hints of such mercantilism in the rhetoric of competitiveness, and this rhetoric has proved convenient for those businesses seeking some form of direct state support (Krugman, 1994).

Finally, we can see that this tradition of management theory acquires a ‘violent threat’ of authority, as described in Chapter 2, once it is fused with executive political decision making. The competitive strategist’s advice is never merely empirical, but carries the presumption of existential danger or opportunity: entire nations (or firms) will triumph or dwindle, depending on how well they and their leaders learn the lessons of competitive strategy. Schmitt’s ‘friend-enemy distinction’ is reinvented, in terms of a strategic differentiation between ‘us’ and ‘them’, in the global competitive game. Charismatic authority, which Weber termed ‘anti-economic’, reappears in the policy seminar or think tank conference, as national economic strategy veers on the edge of national military strategy. As Harvey observes, ‘the neoliberal state needs nationalism of a certain sort to survive’ (Harvey, 2005: 85, emphasis added). In the form of the policy guru, network or think tank, advisors themselves come to embody the types of cultural and personality traits that are needed to succeed in the new era of global competitiveness. Gurus such as Porter are brands and entrepreneurs in their own right. While the politician’s authority becomes rationalized in strategic, managerial terms, the strategist’s authority becomes imbued with the distant threat of radical political action.

This chapter charts the development of the national competitiveness paradigm, via the business schools, think tanks, gurus and documents that have propagated it. Unlike the influence of Chicago Law and Economics over anti-trust, there is no clear example of a particular government agency being targeted, infiltrated or transformed by this convention of managerial logic. The ambition of the competitiveness experts is both higher than that and yet, from another perspective, more meagre. The ambition is higher, in that competitiveness is propagated as an ideal that matters urgently to everyone everywhere, no matter which sector, discipline or policy field they work in. There is an evangelical element to this tradition, that seeks to convert decision makers everywhere to a style of thinking and set of beliefs, using evidence in a pragmatic way to do so. But for the same reason, competitiveness analyses have very little potential to actually determine or underpin policy making, seeing as their principle role is to energize, enthuse, or if necessary frighten.
Constructing a common reality, recognized by business executives and politicians equally, is the principle goal of any competitiveness agenda, part of which necessarily consists in simply getting them all in the same room to converse with one another.

The chapter is in three parts. The next section examines the theoretical underpinnings of national competitiveness analysis. In particular, I look at three ingredients that facilitated the expansion of business strategy into the domain of public policy, namely business strategy, the benchmarking of nations carried out by Richard Farmer and Barry Richman in the 1960s, and Porter’s engagement with public policy during the 1980s. The second section examines how an economized vision of nation and political leadership was disseminated via cross-sectoral bodies such as think tanks and commissions. The third section explores the particular institutional, vocational and methodological dynamics by which this knowledge is produced and distributed, and the type of political and epistemological authority that is claimed for it. This is not knowledge that is offered with a spirit of disinterested ‘objectivity’ or ‘neutrality’, rather it is knowledge aimed at affirming and encouraging a national differentiation within a commonly acknowledged global contest. The chapter concludes by identifying the seeds of authority crisis that lie within this tradition of neoliberal reason.

The Fusion of Political and Managerial Decision

A common trait of politicians and managers is the capacity to take decisions on behalf of collective bodies, be they firms or societies. These decisions need to be recognized as legitimate, to a greater or lesser extent, and backed up with power, to a greater or lesser extent. But historically, management is a very recent form of power, dating back to the second half of the nineteenth century, when private business corporations began to emerge in the United States and Germany, with increasingly separate ownership and control (Chandler, 1977). The new class of professional managers was soon supported by the creation of business schools in the USA, beginning with Wharton in 1881, which initially sought to anchor managerial authority in broader notions of the public good, training future business leaders in ethics as well as the rudiments of business efficiency (Khurana, 2007). During the twentieth century, management and business schools drew on examples of effective political and military hierarchy and cooperation, importing psychological findings from wartime experiments in teamwork and leadership (Baritz, 1960; Rose, 1990). As a science and theory of authority, the field of management has
spent the majority of its history importing examples and lessons from politics and the military, and not vice versa.

During the neoliberal era, however, the direction of travel was reversed. This was seen in a number of efforts to reinvent public sector agencies along private sector managerial lines, such as ‘New Public Management’ (Hood, 1991, 1995a, 1995b). The invention of privatization and public-private partnerships was a very visible example of the state being refashioned as a private actor. As Chapter 1 stressed, the crucial advances made by neoliberalism did not necessarily involve extending the market into every reach of state and society, but of reconstructing state and society in ways that are amenable to market-based techniques of evaluation. National competitiveness evaluation is one further example of this, in which a political community is treated as a quasi-firm to be managed and measured in a strategic fashion, in the hope of out-competing rival communities. National characteristics and political will become resources, to be evaluated and strategically employed, using techniques drawn from management and business schools.

So how did this reversal come about? How did a style of reasoning, aimed at the managers of enterprises, come to infiltrate the political and policy realm? Weber argued that a comparison of public and private sector bureaucracy was always more plausible in the American context, which can therefore be seen as one of the seeds of the neoliberal colonization (Weber, 1991b: 197). But given the copious ways in which governing an economy or society is unlike running a firm (many of which have been explained vociferously by orthodox economists), there is something deeply curious about this colonization of political reason by managerial reason, whose effects we shall explore later in this chapter. Genealogically, three theoretical and methodological preconditions can be identified.

The science of strategy

The rise of market research based on a science of consumer attitudes and behaviour during the 1920s demonstrated that firms needn’t only depend on the laws of supply and demand for their success. It was possible for firms to understand and influence the nature of their external environment, and alter their activities accordingly. Yet pre-war management in the United States was rarely concerned with the behaviour of competitor firms. And in the immediate postwar period, surging international demand, and comparatively homogeneous consumer groups, meant that US corporations remained profitable without giving much consideration to their competitive environment. The liberal economic assumption – that no individual market competitor...
is able to influence the overall shape of the marketplace – was held intact and, if necessary, enforced by highly interventionist anti-trust regimes. Accordingly, management theory was primarily ‘intra-organizational’ (Knights & Morgan, 2011).

Yet World War Two did spawn growing theoretical interest in a generic science of strategy, understood as the rationality of shaping and dominating competitive environments, including those of war. Game theory, beginning with the 1944 publication of Theory of Games and Economic Behaviour, can be seen as the first effort to bring all forms of competition within a single blanket theory of competitive strategy (Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1953). While history had provided a number of influential theories of military victory which were later studied in business schools for strategic insight (most prominently Clausewitz’s On War and Sun Tzu’s Art of War), the attempt to codify and rationalize the principles of competitive strategy scientifically arose within the national-existential agenda of the Cold War. Military historian Liddell Hart’s 1929 work, Strategy: The Indirect Approach, was re-published in 1941, and later provided an influential template for understanding the dynamics of competitive situations. Hart’s founding principle was that a successful military strategy is one that minimizes the need for conflict altogether. The victorious competitor is one who positions themselves so as to avoid direct competition, except where necessary, an idea that would resurface in efforts to divert corporate or national strategies towards areas of specialized production where they are least likely to be challenged. The association of the term ‘strategy’ with military decision making held right up until the mid-1960s, when new business strategy consultancy firms (such as Boston Consulting) began to be established.

HBS would become the leading academic centre of business strategy thinking in the world. But strategy was initially approached as an issue that was not amenable to theoretical reasoning or models, due to the inherently contingent one-off nature of strategic challenges. The ‘case method’ of teaching – in which students study a large volume of material on specific and complex historical examples, on which they are then expected to form and defend judgements – was used to introduce business students to the problem of decision making, in inherently uncertain and unprecedented situations (Garvin, 2003). Part of the purpose of case teaching is to introduce students to situations in which empirical data are never fully sufficient to validate a given judgement. For those within the contest, uncertainty invites a decision, and not simply more evidence. As Schumpeter argued:
As military action must be taken in a given strategic position even if all the data potentially procurable are not available, so also in economic life action must be taken without working out all the details of what is to be done. Here the success of everything depends upon intuition. (Schumpeter, 1934: 77)

As Hayek also argued, the partiality of economic knowledge means that the condition economic actors find themselves in is a practical one of what to do, and it is by no means clear that cold, ‘objective’, empirical knowledge necessarily serves the actor best. As John Gray argues, Hayek seems to have been appealing to a form of tacit or embodied knowledge, unmediated by methodology, which enables more instinctive action upon uncertain situations (Gray, 1998). Case teaching nurtures this pragmatic capacity.

The case method was imported from the Law School (where it had been used since the 1890s) to the Business School in 1920, and provided a template for the work on business strategy that was developed by George Albert Smith and Roland Christensen in the 1950s. Students were encouraged to question how well individual firms were matched to specific markets, on the basis of specific qualitative issues, such as technologies and supply chains (Ghemawat, 2000). This remained a teaching method, aimed at developing the judgement and confidence of future leaders, as opposed to a set of transferable theories. The purpose of a case is for students to arrive at their own theoretical principles via a process of empirical induction (albeit, facilitated by a teacher), and not to inform them of the rules of how competitiveness does or ought to work.

A number of things changed in the US business environment in the early 1960s, which created a market demand for strategic expertise and more generic methods of evaluation. As US firms grew, they became spread over larger distances, requiring more sophisticated forms of management coordination, which could not be simply dealt with through hierarchy. They also became increasingly multi-divisional, and the separation of ownership and control developed with the dispersal of share ownership. In contrast to the emphasis on ‘human relations’ that had characterized management theory during the 1930s and 1940s, management theory experienced a rationalist turn in the late 1950s, importing insights from the behaviourist sciences that had expanded on the back of Pentagon funding (Barley & Kunda, 1992; Mirowski, 2005). By the mid-1960s corporations were conducting ‘SWOT’ analyses of their suitability for specific markets, while new consultancies emerged to produce quantitative analyses
of the interactions between firms and their markets. Benchmarking (in which firms are compared to each other, across a range of numerical indicators) developed, to provide a statistical basis on which to assess a firm’s advantages and disadvantages. Management became *inter-* organizational, in addition to being intra-organizational: competitors could not be controlled, but they could be strategically analysed and their decisions anticipated. The internal functions of the firm would now be critically assessed, in terms of whether they strengthened or weakened the firm’s position in relation to those of other similar firms. Regardless of academic doubts about the plausibility of any theory of business strategy, the demand for such theories from business rose.

What is methodologically significant about business strategy for the transition to neoliberalism is that it offers an entirely new expert perspective on the marketplace that was inimical to liberal economics. In a naïve liberal view, the function of management is to run a firm as efficiently as possible, to reduce prices or raise output, for the benefit of consumers. Competition arises ‘naturally’ as a result of multiple enterprises all seeking to serve the same customers. The addition of anti-trust acts to ensure that firms do *not* gain any control over the price mechanism of the market, and focus on delivering value to consumers, as the ordo-liberals for example had envisaged. But business strategists propose that firms also focus on *other firms*, in order both to reorganize themselves and influence the market, such that their advantage is *not* purely dependent on supply and demand, and they shape the structure of the market to their own advantage. The market is no longer acted within, but *acted upon*, and the horizon of competitive activity is that much broader than any individual market. As Schumpeter had envisaged, the arena of capitalist competition extends to include non-market institutions, networks, ideas and culture. Schumpeter had initially believed that it was individual entrepreneurs who would transform markets in this strategic way, but in his later work he recognized that innovation ‘within the shell of existing corporations offers a much more convenient access to the entrepreneurial functions than existed in the world of owner-managed firms’ (quoted in McCraw, 2007: 496). Corporate managers could seek new paths to dominate markets and reduce competition, without simply trying to fix prices.

The notion of corporate strategy greatly increases the requisite authority and celebrity of senior management, and nurtures the analogy between business leadership and political leadership. Traditionally, the task of the professional manager had been to ensure that a
firm was fulfilling its various functions as efficiently and competently as possible. Authority was primarily bureaucratic and — in keeping with the nature of bureaucratic authority — relatively anonymous in nature. But strategy poses more fundamental questions, of what the firm’s core product should be, which markets it should be in, what its long-term objective is, and how it intends to survive. The condition of rivalry between competitors means that the manager — or ‘leader’ as they increasingly understood themselves — is responsible for the survival and core identity of the firm, and not simply its competent operation. They decide where and what the firm is to be, which competitors it intends to fight, and which it intends to avoid. Defining the firm’s identity in intangible terms (via its brand, its values), as opposed to technological or product terms, offers managers a source of stability, which does nothing to deny or reduce the disruptions and uncertainty that are afflicting the firm’s tangible economic, social and technological identity. Every material aspect of the firm is potentially expendable, once its immaterial aspect is sufficiently secure. With the ‘shareholder value’ revolution of the 1980s, these managers also became responsible for offering a narrative about their firm to investors, which, if convincing, could allow them to inflate their own pay dramatically (Froud et al., 2006). The question of the ‘fairness’ of this rising pay does not arise, so long as they succeed in demonstrating unique personal qualities that others lack: psychological differentiation acts as an immanent justification of inequality. Drawing on an extensive infrastructure of consultancy, business schools, management theory and market analysis, managerial authority is imbued with a ‘violent threat’, whereby the existential fate of the enterprise is dependent on the decision of the heroic individuals at its top. As with the Schmittian political leader, the command issued by the strategic manager must be obeyed, on the purely immanent grounds that ‘we’ are in combat with ‘them’, and existence is at stake. The injunction is to obey, or else possibly perish.

The benchmarking of nations

If statistical measures of macro-economies and societies emerged gradually from the late nineteenth century onwards, national performance indicators only became publicly recognized in the aftermath of World War Two (Alonso & Starr, 1987; Innes, 1989; Desrosieres, 1998). GDP and unemployment figures became published at regular intervals, as ways of testing the value of economic policy. Qualitative differences between nations could be represented as quantitative comparisons, thanks to the commensuration provided by these indicators (Espeland
& Stevens, 1998). But the question then quickly arose of how else available statistics might be compiled and represented, to test societies and policies differently, with different normative assumptions. The idea of ‘social’ indicators, to capture and compare non-economic value, was initially pioneered by the Eisenhower administration, before becoming adopted by civil society groups in the 1970s. The notion that a nation’s competitiveness might be measured or ‘scored’ represents a similar example of such statistical innovation. The pioneering work in this regard was done by two management scholars, Richard Farmer and Barry Richman, in 1965–66 (Farmer & Richman, 1970, 1971). Farmer and Richman’s work provided the example that the WEF (and subsequent competitiveness think tanks) would build on, in constructing entirely new methodologies, for the comparison and ranking of nations.

Anticipating the concerns of Schwab and the WEF, Farmer and Richman approached comparative political economy, by arguing that differences in the economic performance of nations must ultimately be explained by discrepancies in management, but that these must in turn be explained in terms of the conditions that nations offer to management. Management is ‘the single most critical social activity in connection with economic progress’, impacting on all types of organization (whether public or private sector) and all types of national political economy (including capitalist and communist) (Farmer & Richman, 1970: 1). The requirement to manage therefore becomes a form of global a priori, yet there is no theory available to address this, especially as orthodox economics largely overlooks this all-important entity. The lack of any ‘general theory’ of management, for use by all managers in all sectors and societies, meant that the most important discrepancies in economic performance went unexplained.

In pursuit of a ‘general theory’ of management, Farmer and Richman constructed a new methodology for the measurement and comparison of nations, with two key characteristics. Firstly, they deliberately ignored ‘the personality, motivation and capabilities of individual managers’, in favour of the ‘external constraints’ that shape and limit managers’ decision making, where ‘external constraints’ refers to the national context in which managers operate (1970: 32). In one simple move, the world is stood on its head, such that everything that goes on outside of the limits of the organization is treated as simply a conditioning factor, to be understood in terms of how successfully it supports management. This is a bold methodological jump, which instantly colonizes every non-business sphere – including the political realm – with a managerial mode of evaluation. Nothing remains external to managerial logic, once the nation itself is evaluated in terms of the
‘external constraints’ it offers to decision makers in enterprises. The ‘social’ becomes represented as the servant of the ‘economic’, or as a potential resource for production (Jessop, 2002).

On this premise, there is no longer any ‘separate’ economic realm, but various spheres of social, economic, political and cultural activity, which combine to create a particular national (or local) ecology of innovation and business dynamism. As the WEF’s first global competitiveness report argued:

Traditionally, competitiveness is defined mainly in terms of the cost of production and productivity. However, we know today that many other elements come into play: the internal dynamism of a country, its socio-political consensus, the quality of its human resources, its commercial spirit, the manner in which it prepares for the future, etc. (European Management Forum, 1979)

The question is how to evaluate so many different fields of society, in ways that will prove useful. Farmer and Richman worked with four categories of evaluation: ‘education’; ‘sociological-cultural’; ‘political-legal’; and ‘economic’. Each of these is made up of sub-categories. As competitiveness institutes and think tanks multiplied over the course of the 1980s, more and more competing methodologies and weighting systems would be developed along these lines, identifying the ‘pillars’ or ‘factors’ that make up competitiveness. The competitiveness ‘scoreboards’ produced by WEF and IMD, and similar indexes such as the World Bank’s ‘Ease of Doing Business’ rankings, distinguish themselves by the particular data sources they select, and how these are condensed down to the point of producing a single numerical evaluation of a nation. Competition between rival ‘judgement devices’ emerges (Karpik, 2010: 53). The goal in any case is to synthesize multiple statistical data, on heterogeneous socio-economic-political fields, and ultimately produce a single ‘score’ of a nation’s overall performance.

Secondly, their methodology privileged quantification and comparability, regardless of how qualitative or apparently incomparable the objects being studied. Farmer and Richman purported to start with no presupposition about what constituted ‘good’ management, but simply wanted to produce a framework through which divergences in national managerial potential would come to light statistically. If an evaluation framework could be produced, that could engulf all cultures and political systems, it could seemingly offer a perspective from outside of any individual political or disciplinary tradition. Quantitative comparison becomes an end in
itself, the assumption being that any individual nation must aspire to learn from or out-perform other nations. Producing tabular rankings of nations, with a ‘winner’ at the top, became the most publicly compelling technique of national competitiveness reports. The act of synthesizing data sources serves as an international comparison and objective test, whose own normative principles or authority retreat from view. The intrinsic valuation of national difference is replaced by an extrinsic evaluation.

A question which competitiveness experts subsequently had to confront was how to extend quantification into the cultural dimensions of particular nations and places. How to quantify a nation’s business ‘values’ for example? Farmer and Richman used a method called the Delphi Survey, which became pivotal for competitiveness evaluations. The technique is used to poll a select group of elites – business leaders, policy makers and academics – on the ‘constraints which do directly influence internal firm management in a given country’ (Farmer & Richman, 1970: 329). The respondents are asked for their subjective evaluations of a particular nation, assuming that they (especially the business leaders) are sufficiently mobile as to have comparative experience of different nations. Where their opinions differ strongly, the difference itself is quantified, simplified and then sent back to the respondents for re-evaluation. The re-evaluations are received, compared, processed, and any remaining differences highlighted again. This process continues until the differences have been resolved, and subjective evaluations have been converted into an objective ‘score’ that can be attributed to a specific nation. The process is self-evidently a little clumsy – Farmer and Richman describe it as a way of attributing ‘personal probabilities, which are then used as estimates of the objective probability statement’ – but it succeeds in the all-important task of converting qualities into quantities, and thereby making nations entirely commensurable and rankable (1970: 333). What is being constructed here is a common empirical world, but one that is only inhabitable by a small group of elite decision makers. Once again, the Schumpeterian philosophical anthropology, which states that dynamic individuals operate outside of the normative framework of everybody else, is put to work in constructing a form of objective reality which is only recognizable by business and political leaders.

This is a manifestly constructivist and pragmatist project, in which methodologies are adopted and adapted in order to generate a quantitative, utilitarian audit of nations. Although Farmer and Richman’s own work never gained great public policy influence, they had identified an important new means of putting public institutions and public goods to
the test. A particular normative worldview, belonging to the managers of enterprises, is converted from a form of moral judgement, into a scientific tool, through which the worth of nations can be objectively gauged. The quality of a certain space or culture becomes first quantified and then compared, using benchmarking techniques that implicitly privilege the managerial gaze. This gaze is no longer just turned inwards upon the internal dynamics of a single firm, but also outwards upon the society in which it sits. The quantitative comparison, and hence ranking, of nations represents a symbolic step away from the liberal, Ricardian view of the global economy as a positive-sum game. Whether nations are actually in direct economic competition with each other is not confirmed, but benchmarking uses the power of comparison to identify priorities for action and communicate their urgency.

Michael Porter and national competitiveness

The fusion of managerial and political logic cannot only take place by subjecting public policy to economic evaluation, although that is a key part of it. The provision of statistical indicators and rankings of a nation’s performance may provoke concern or excitement amongst political leaders, but they then require expert advice on what they should do. It is the immanent, self-validating problem of the decision that needs to be economically theorized, if executive political authority is to be reconfigured in market-oriented ways. The crucial contribution of Michael Porter was to provide a template through which policy makers and politicians could develop quasi-business strategies for entire nations, as well as cities, regions and neighbourhoods. By also founding and delivering a number of consultancy services to governments, Porter provided practical support for nations seeking to improve their competitiveness. His leap from the world of business strategy to that of policy consultancy and advocacy was possible because he distilled strategy to its simplest element: the problem of strategy is to differentiate oneself qualitatively in such a way that the threat of competition is reduced.²

Porter joined HBS in 1969 to do an MBA and then moved to the economics department, where industrial organization economics was still dominated by the Structure Conduct Performance theory of Bain. Bain’s work, which remained influential in the US anti-trust agencies, showed how firms use their power to raise barriers to entry, and therefore require regulatory intervention. Porter adapted the same insights to

² ‘Competitive strategy is about being different. It means deliberately choosing a different set of activities to deliver a unique mix of value’ (Porter, 1998: 45).
show how individual firms could use their power to raise barriers to entry, and therefore return higher profits to shareholders and prosper in a more hostile environment (Stewart, 2010). He thereby married the formalistic approach of orthodox economics to the pragmatic requirements of business strategy, producing a generic theory of business competitive advantage that appeared in his seminal 1979 ‘five forces’ article (Porter, 1979). As this article states, ‘the same general principles apply to all types of business’, a claim that directly contradicted the inductive assumptions of HBS strategy teachers of the 1950s and 1960s (1979: 3).

At the same time, he inverted the assumption of Bainian economics, that high profits indicate illegitimate activity, and instead treated profitability as the raison d’être of management. In this respect Porter corroborated what the Chicago School were arguing in their critique of anti-trust, and anticipated the rise of ‘shareholder value’ thinking in the 1980s, which elevated share price to the status of ultimate corporate performance indicator.

Porter’s most important innovation was to challenge the sceptical and inductivist epistemology that had previously dominated the academic study of strategy, as manifest in the case teaching method. Unlike neoclassical economics, with its shared presupposition of individual rational choice, strategy lacks any generally agreed methodological principles or presuppositions about the nature of competitive advantage (Froud et al., 2006: 23). But Porter recognized that principles and presuppositions were nevertheless needed by decision makers, and there was an opportunity for academics willing to invent them for practical use. Method and theory can be constructed anew, for the pragmatic purposes of reducing uncertainty to some extent – at least, to a greater extent than qualitative case studies offer to do. The question is who might possess the authority to construct such methods and theories, to which the answer is whichever scholar has the charisma and the political reach necessary to make them widely plausible. Porter applied this same inventive approach to the strategic analysis of nations, in developing the WEF’s first Global Competitiveness report in 1979.

3 ‘From the start, my goal was to integrate what we knew about the economics of markets and industrial organization and what we knew about companies and business strategy’ (quotes in Gavel, 2000).

4 The ‘five forces’ which govern the level of competitiveness of a given industry are: ‘threat of new entrants’; ‘bargaining power of customers’; ‘threat of substitute products’; ‘bargaining power of suppliers’; ‘jockeying for position among current competitors’. Firms need to act upon these different forces, to relieve the pressures that competition places on them.
Porter’s journey from business strategist to policy guru was initially conducted via elite networks, consultancy, policy commissions and think tanks over the course of the 1980s. A number of historical and political factors need to be taken into account in understanding this transition. His early career coincided precisely with the economic crisis of the 1970s, during which time large US corporations were mobilizing politically against regulation and behind the burgeoning conservative wing of the Republican Party (Phillips-Fein, 2009). The decline of corporate profitability, stagflation and the rise of Japanese exports to the USA, all raised nationalist anxieties regarding America’s status in the world economy, that could quickly tip into protectionist rhetoric. Oil price rises showed that corporations could not simply rely on economies of scale to keep costs down, but needed to anticipate unusual threats from beyond their immediate market horizon. Porter’s inversion of Bainian economics, from treating market power as a bad thing (for the public), to treating it as a good thing (for management), had a welcoming audience amongst corporate executives in the early 1980s, but a not unrelated question was how policy makers could act to defend the power of US firms in the global economy, other than simply imposing tariffs on Japanese imports. If strategy is reduced to the bare essentials, of finding areas of production which others can’t mimic, Porter was quick to realize that this is something that can apply to entire nations, and not only individual firms. Both share the problem of how to define themselves as different in an increasingly globalized economy, so as to avoid competing directly through cost-cutting. This is a Schumpeterian affirmation of qualitative difference, applied to entire political territories as well as individual firms. Porter’s 1990 work, *The Competitive Advantage of Nations*, completed his expansion of business strategy to the question of national decision making (Porter, 1990).

There is a necessary sociological presupposition in this analysis, which competitiveness consultants have expended great energy in stressing. This is that the arena of competition is constantly expanding, that levels of competitiveness are increasing all the time, that the pace of change is getting higher and higher, and that, while the risks of failure are growing, the rewards to the winner are greater and greater (e.g. Garelli, 2006). Innovation therefore becomes the only path to competitive advantage, because any static corporate strategy will quickly be mimicked by a lower cost rival. During the 1990s, Porter shifted his attention to how competitiveness can be upgraded, that is, constantly renewed as the only alternative to decline (Porter, 1998).
Crucially, for his entry into policy advice and consultancy, Porter’s implicit sociology also assumed that the significance of nations and localized production systems was growing in the global economy, and not declining (Porter, 1990). In a similarly formal style to how the five competitive forces influencing firm competitiveness were identified, Porter identified four factors which influenced a nation’s ‘competitive advantage’. While the pace of change and scale of global competition were always rising, Porter argued that – contrary to a purely liberal vision of laissez-faire – national leaders *did* have a role to play in aiding their domestic industries, but not a protectionist one. Nations could be governed in ways that not only attracted productive enterprises, but also helped them to build and defend their own distinct competitive advantages. The idea that regional ‘clusters’ of businesses were key to national competitiveness became Porter’s most recognized policy prescription (Martin & Sunley, 2003). What exactly any of this meant in terms of policies, however, was often vague, concealed behind rhetorical appeals to ‘leadership’, ‘vision’, entrepreneurial ‘values’, cultural re-definition and national boosterism. Even proponents of Porter’s ‘cluster’ theory were doubtful that policy could necessarily influence how such clusters develop. Porter’s message, that both corporate executives and state executives could act to influence the way in which global competition proceeded, was more important to winning influence than the empirical validity of the theories that he proposed to back this up. The theories were developed for a lucrative consultancy market of senior decision makers, for whom the liberal economic mantra of laissez-faire was of no practical use.

5 The four factors are: ‘factor conditions’ (e.g. skills, infrastructure); ‘demand conditions’ (the home market); ‘related industries’ (presence of other successful industries nearby); ‘firm strategy, structure and rivalry’ (governance and culture of a nation’s firms).

6 ‘Government’s proper role is as catalyst and challenger; it is to encourage – or even push – companies to raise their aspirations and move to higher levels of competitive performance … Government plays a role that is inherently partial’ (Porter, 1998: 185).

7 ‘There is increasing evidence and agreement among researchers that clusters exist and that they feature a number of positive economic effects. There is less systematic evidence and agreement that policy interventions are possible and that they can generate value by speeding up the process of cluster development or increasing the effectiveness of existing clusters’ (Ketels, 2003: 14).
The limits of neoliberalism

The political-economic contest

The effect of these various methodological developments was to represent firms and sovereign states as ontologically equivalent and symbiotically related. As the crisis of the 1970s appeared to demonstrate, national economic prosperity was dependent on the success of key industries and firms. But the success of key industries and firms was partly determined by the conditions and regulations created by public policy makers. A new type of political-economic contest is constructed and represented, which lies between market liberalism (positive sum market competition between firms) and political mercantilism (zero sum geopolitical competition between states). In this contest, firms are quasi-political actors, seeking to position themselves in strategically advantageous positions in the global economy: states are quasi-corporate actors, seeking to do the same thing. Managers take decisions on how resources are allocated inside firms, while politicians take decisions on how they are allocated outside firms, and they each benefit from doing so with a shared goal in mind. This vision is neither as peaceful as the liberal ideal of unregulated ‘free trade’ nor as hostile as the Schmittian depiction of politics as existential combat. Instead, the economic and the political are fused together, into a Schumpetarian game in which the ‘winner’ is the firm or state that imposes its will on how and where wealth is produced.

Chapter 2 argued that competitions necessarily require some sense of *a priori* equality, as well as of empirical inequality, if they are to serve as coherent forms of socio-economic organization. There must be a normative, as well as an anti-normative, dimension. The Bretton Woods institutions, trade agreements and the World Trade Organization serve global capitalism with many of its formal international norms. Statistics on national performance (such as productivity and growth) make rival nations comparable before common standards of measurement. However, national competitiveness evaluations and rankings are invented to provide an entirely separate and neoliberal national measurement framework, that engulfs the social, the political and the economic, within a single audit of strategic dynamism. Moral values themselves are evaluated, for how strongly they promote the ethos of competitiveness. A nation’s legal system is evaluated, for how strongly it defends property rights and business freedom, including market freedoms (the quality of anti-trust is given a score). The liberal

8 “To be competitive America will have to sail between the Scylla of protection and the Charybdis that “left alone, the market will take care of it”” (Thurow, 1985: 2).
rule of law is valued, but on the extrinsic and contingent grounds that it is beneficial for enterprise. The methodologies to do this are constructed in an institutional space that sits outside of conventional categories of state, business and academy, in cross-cutting think tanks and consultancies. These methodologies, and the global networks from which they emanate, then serve as the a priori for judgement that can then be cast upon any nation, city or region.

The necessary accompaniment to this new type of global audit is a global network of institutions, selling and pushing tailored knowledge and advice on how to act in response. Where a competitiveness evaluation must be imbued with some spirit of objectivity (albeit, an objectivity that is recognisable to global elites), the subsequent consultancy and advice are designed in a heavily partial fashion, that is sensitive to national political sentiments. How to make a nation competitively different from its ‘rivals’, through cultural policy, nation branding, a culture of enterprise and ‘clusters’ of innovation, is a practical challenge that competitiveness experts provide help with. The art of the competitiveness expert, whether in constructing measurement frameworks or in offering a definition of a nation’s (or firm’s) intangible cultural identity, is to provide a modicum of stability and existential security to a decision maker, while also stressing the irresistible hurricane of change that could yet engulf them. Uncertainty can be reduced through acts of formalistic simplification (such as Porter’s resolutely simple theories of competitive advantage), but only for the pragmatic purpose of preparing leaders to re-enter the fray and face further uncertainty. In this way, the neoliberal problem of how to represent or stabilize uncertainty, without seeking to determine or reduce it, is addressed.

Spreading Competitiveness

The empirical reality constructed and depicted by competitiveness experts is one that can only be inhabited by a global elite of decision makers, from businesses and governments. These decision makers are deemed to share a common existential fate, which is to define the communities they lead against a presupposed backdrop of ever increasing global competition. But how does this message access the elites it is intended for? How does this colonization of the political by business strategy actually proceed? The routes via which the discourse of national competitiveness has travelled are partly constitutive of the vision of the political that it propagates. The idea of strategic leadership, as self-legislating cultural differentiation in a global economy, demands
and necessitates a break from other visions of politics, based in notions of representation, democracy or non-economic community. The ‘violent threat’ of management offers a vision of authority as reducible to the sheer contingency of the decision, that one individual takes on behalf of many others. It involves no justifications or appeals to the common good, as it originates in an existential affirmation of radical differentiation, that Schmitt identifies as the primary fact of politics.

The dissemination of competitiveness evaluations and rhetoric has occurred via channels and language specifically aimed at senior leaders, who may ostensibly be rivals, but share a common fate by virtue of their executive power. The evaluations themselves will be differentiating (splitting nations, firms and cities into ‘winners’ and ‘losers’, the ‘competitive’ and the ‘uncompetitive’), but there is a limited, quasi-private community of those whose decision making needs to be reformatted against this backdrop. The function of competitiveness consultants is to constantly alternate between representations of equivalence and differentiation, on the one hand representing the shared global reality that all decision makers need to recognize, and on the other representing the qualitative and quantitative differences which define rival national communities in the global ‘race’. This community of leaders – often associated with the WEF Davos annual forum – needs to be strategically separated off from the rest of the demos, whose political demands and representations are likely to interfere with the task of increasing the overall efficiency of a nation state.

Elite congregations

Think tanks were a crucial resource for the development of neoliberal thinking from the 1930s onwards, especially in Britain and the United States (Phillips-Fein, 2009; Plehwe, 2009; Stedman-Jones, 2012). The pragmatism and heterodoxy of neoliberal ideas meant that spaces were needed that sat outside of existing centres of intellectual and political authority, where debate could take place and ideas could be shared amongst intellectuals and interested parties. Think tanks are spaces for ‘outsiders’ who refuse to sit tidily in academia, business, media or government, but seek to influence all simultaneously (Medvetz, 2012). Hayek’s Mont Pelerin Society, modelled on the socialist Fabian Society, aimed to provide a home for neoliberal intellectuals and critics from around the world, to aid them in developing a policy programme while they waited for an opportunity for influence to arise (Bergin, 2013).

The WEF might be described as a think tank, inasmuch as it employs academics (such as Porter) to provide policy narratives, reports and
advice directly to governments, via the media. But it remains firstly a forum, in which a global elite can congregate to identify priorities for action. It is convened by management scholars, who have their own business interest in developing their consultancy brands, but those who attend are decision makers in the global game and not theoretical observers of the game. This is a different type of think tank from the famous incubators of New Right ideas, in which business (or conservative foundations, such as Ford and Rockefeller) provides funding to pay scholars to develop ideas. The model of the ‘forum’ is one in which scholars oversee an event, provide some simple empirical data to frame the event, and political and business leaders attend in order to develop a shared narrative about the future. The scholar is therefore in the position of facilitator or entrepreneur (much as they are when teaching cases in business schools) rather than supplier of objective knowledge or neutral theory. While such an event does not sanction economic planning in any strict sense, it facilitates a degree of narrative homogeneity about the future across public and private sectors, tempering uncertainty without seeking to deny or eradicate it.

Providing opportunities for leaders to assemble, outside of the orthodox routes of lobbying and diplomacy which otherwise mediate the interactions of global elites, is the primary institutional means by which competitiveness evaluations have been disseminated. These assemblies occur with varying levels of formality and regularity, and their exclusiveness is constitutive of their value and appeal. In the history of competitiveness thinking, the key moments of policy influence have been one-off national commissions, which follow the ‘forum’ model, with select political, business and academic elites, who conclude the commission with the publication of a document evaluating the nation’s strategic strengths and weaknesses in the global economic contest. Competitiveness forums and commissions provide an example of what Thrift calls the ‘cultural circuit of capital’: ‘a continual critique of capitalism, a feedback loop which is intended to keep capitalism surfing along the edge of its own contradictions’ (Thrift, 2005: 6). Knowledge is produced and dispersed within this circuit, but its practical function is also to support dialogue and linguistic homogeneity across multiple elite institutions and cultures. The circuit is necessarily global, to provide a basis on which to judge and act upon less mobile social and economic resources.

In the United States, where governments have historically not pursued active industrial policies, the fear of declining relative productivity (relative to Japan especially) was instrumentalized by business elites in order to engage the Reagan White House in considering ways
to improve national competitiveness. In 1984 this led the White House to appoint John Young, the CEO of Hewlett Packard, to chair a ‘commission on industrial competitiveness’ made up of business leaders and management thinkers, including Porter. The commission reported 15 months later with *Global Competition: The New Reality*, laying out a series of policy proposals to raise national competitiveness, focused on education, infrastructure and other public factors of productivity (President’s Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, 1985). In 1986, Young established the Council on Competitiveness, the leading US think tank dedicated to evaluating and promoting American competitiveness, to provide constant data and advocacy on competitiveness in Washington DC. From the early 1980s onwards, a circuit of competitiveness advice and consultancy developed, within which Porter was the most frequent broker. His Monitor consulting group was established in 1983 (providing consultancy on business strategy and national competitiveness), from which OTF consulting was spun-off in 1991 (providing consultancy to developing nations on competitiveness), and the Initiative for the Competitive Inner City was founded in 1997, building directly on an article published by Porter on this topic (Porter, 1995). The Porter ‘brand’ spanned business, academia and policy, demonstrating the types of personal qualities that are needed to succeed in this new era of competitiveness.

If competitiveness meant acting in pursuit of a more active industrial policy in the United States, for European policy makers it meant reconceiving industrial policy for a global economy. And if it was pushed by business leaders ‘upwards’ towards the state in the United States, in Europe it was pushed by the European Commission ‘downwards’ towards national member states. A number of policy commissions were established by the European Commission during the 1990s, to assess what would be needed to develop Europe’s ‘competitiveness’. In 1990, the European Commission set out the new parameters of industrial policy, on the basis that ‘competition is becoming ever more global and this trend is irreversible’ and ‘the role of corporate strategies is now determinant’ (EC, 1990). Future industrial policy would have to involve ‘maintaining a favourable business environment’, much as Farmer and Richman’s work had implicitly advocated in the mid-1960s. European nations were urged to shift from ‘vertical’ industrial policies (favouring certain firms or industries) to ‘horizontal’ industrial policies (favouring competitive markets and supportive infrastructure) (Aiginger, 2005). Tackling unemployment and low macro-economic growth, primarily through loosening labour market regulation and increasing market integration, remained the preoccupation for European competitiveness.
analysts during the 1990s. In this sense, the competitiveness agenda was initially more classically liberal in its European manifestation than in its American manifestation, and its expert advisors were drawn more from orthodox liberal economics than from business strategy. Only later, with the establishment of the distinctively Schumpeterian ‘Lisbon Agenda’ for competitiveness in 2000, did the European Commission begin to consider a more strategic role for policy makers seeking to spur innovation, differentiation and dynamic competition. From this point on, competitiveness would provide a justification for new types of state interventions, via universities, research and development, and support for new types of public-private collaboration.

Competitiveness institutes are constructed around the concerns and worldviews of elite decision makers from multiple sectors. Commissions such as the US Young Commission offered a voice to a select group, whose shared characteristic was seniority and celebrity. European competitiveness commissions represented subtly different institutions, with the inclusion of trade unions and more orthodox policy specialists. The WEF’s Davos meeting is notorious for attracting pop stars and leading lights from all sectors, beyond the realms of business or public policy. The political implication in all cases is the same: professional identity or sector of responsibility is less significant than power and weight of decision making. The Schmittian burden to decide on behalf of others is what brings people together in competitiveness networks, seminars and institutions. The liberal boundaries separating the ‘economic’, ‘political’ and ‘social’ are dissolved by the distinctly neoliberal creation of networks and tools which extend a managerial-political calculus into all domains.

The cultural and spatial reach of these institutions must be somehow commensurate with their horison of political action. Competitiveness discourse is a pragmatic reflection on the possibilities for economically efficient political action. Anything which lies beyond such perceived possibilities is beyond the scope of debate, but equally anything which lies within those possibilities is potentially relevant. Given that corporations and elite individuals are presumed to operate in a global space, so must policy makers be oriented towards it in their decisions and interventions. Think tanks with global reputations and evaluative reach (such as the WEF) serve to mediate a global debate about political-economic priorities, opportunities and threats, while also conducting the comparative audit of territories and states. Their perspective is offered from ‘outside’ of the competitive contest, frequently using the symbolically neutral territory of Switzerland as a base from which to do so. Individual
In addition to globally-oriented think tanks and gurus, competitiveness institutions are created which map onto pre-existing political communities. Achieving concerted action in pursuit of competitiveness requires building on forms of collectivity that already exist. Competitiveness commissions and think tanks have therefore focused on nations, drawing national policy makers together, in addition to other tiers of governance such as cities and regions. There are cases of entirely new tiers of political action being imagined, constructed and governed, such as Britain’s ill-fated ‘Northern Way’ or various attempts to nurture ‘clusters’ of business development, in line with Porter’s advice. As Brenner argues, ‘It is no longer capital that is to be molded into the (territorially integrated) geography of State space, but state space that is to be molded into the (territorially differentiated) geography of capital’ (Brenner, 2004: 16). But politically, at least, competitiveness strategies have taken a stronger hold where they map onto spaces and cultures that have more obvious heritage.

Regulating leadership anxiety

The discourse of national competitiveness only makes any sense, if the central problem of politics is viewed as a Schmittian one of how to decide on behalf of others, and not (for instance) a Rousseauian one of how to represent the collective. Only if politics is conceived in Schmittian terms can it be reconceived in terms of competitive strategy, or can the analogy between a firm and a nation hold. We can see within competitiveness documents a nationalist rhetoric, compelling leaders to do whatever is necessary to defend their political communities against the ‘threat’ of rival nations. And commensurately, there is a suspicion of democratic and legal procedures that might threaten to undermine or divert this compulsion. A central objective for competitiveness rhetoric is therefore to produce an optimal sense of anxiety amongst political leaders with regard to competitiveness, that it is more than simply a matter of economic policy, but a fateful issue for their people and territory. It is through inculcating a sense of existential anxiety (which the consultant or guru then promises to temper) that business strategy succeeds in colonizing politics. Leaders are warned against ever feeling comfortable with the competitiveness that they have attained, as it can swiftly vanish or be overtaken by a rival. As Garelli argues, ‘although being head of the class is certainly praise-worthy, nations and firms should also tackle a more fundamental question: are we winning the right race and, if so, by how much?’ (Garelli, 2006: 25). Presenting
empirical data as ‘objective’ or scientifically authoritative is less performatively effective than presenting it as uncertain and threatening, that makes some form of radical decision impossible to avoid.

Hayek, Schumpeter and leading members of the Chicago School all believed that modern democracy had a tendency to deliver economically irrational policies, ultimately tending towards socialism. The great weakness of democracy, by this account, was that voters prioritize immediate satisfaction over long-term political values and goods. As it seemed to the neoliberals and also to Schumpeter, socialism had the great electoral advantage of promising to deliver on the public’s demands immediately, whereas the benefits of capitalism were only apparent to observers who could take a longer-term view. Stigler, for example, was resigned to the fact that a free market programme would never be popular: Hayek and Friedman both assumed that the success of neoliberalism would only be achieved via a programme of elite transformation, and not through any democratic movement. Friedman’s infamous engagement with the proto-neoliberal Pinochet regime in Chile during the 1970s confirmed that political liberalism was not a precondition of his proposed policy programme (Mirowski, 2009). Competitiveness analysts have also viewed democracy as, at best, of secondary importance and, at worst, obstructive for successful economic policy making. Farmer and Richman’s ‘general theory of management’ had benchmarked all industrial nations, capitalist and communist, in terms of how well they supported effective management. Democratic freedoms are external to the calculation of a nation’s competitiveness.

Both business and political realms are represented by competitiveness experts as afflicted by problems of ‘short termism’. Corporate managers run the risk of focusing only on existing market demand and their next quarterly report, and taking their eye off their longer-term strategy. Politicians face an analogous problem of focusing too much on their popularity and next election (Ketels, 2006: 132). This also distracts from the longer-term challenge of improving national competitiveness. Part of the justification for competitiveness institutes and think tanks is that they promise to insulate the competitiveness agenda from ‘short-term’ changes in the political weather (Ketels, 2006). Where the electoral cycle is measured in a temporality of four or five years, competitiveness is represented as a problem that needs acting on over significantly longer time periods.9 Good competitive strategies are oriented around

9 Porter argues that ‘building strong regional economies takes decades’ (Porter, 2001: xiii).
long-term horizons and necessarily uncertain outcomes. Democracy, including the electoral cycle, threatens these strategies. Meanwhile, the political choices which do get made via democratic processes are shown to be inevitably dependent on competitiveness, regardless of the values that underlie them. If competitiveness is defined as a nation’s capacity to produce wealth, then virtually any policy programme, whether of the Left or the Right, will be parasitical on competitiveness in some way.10 In the USA the policy may be a tax cut, while in Europe it may be a social policy, but both are represented as dependent on a degree of competitiveness in the first place. National political communities therefore owe a constant debt to the enterprises which sit within their borders, and there is no coherent political position which does not place a high value on competitiveness. As the very condition of all democratic possibility, it must therefore be treated as beyond democratic debate.11

But it is not simply that democratic choices are dependent on competitiveness. The leadership anxiety that the competitiveness discourse targets is the possibility that the fate of the political community itself may depend on the leader’s strategic decision making. In a number of ways, the urgency of addressing national competitiveness blends with more existential forms of politics. Urgency and the authority of leadership decision then become mutually reinforcing. The heightening of a sense of urgency (or even emergency) around national economic performance enables a form of Schmittian-managerial action to be ignited, where there is no public justification required, but simply a sense that ‘we’ are in combat with ‘them’. The greater this immanent sense of rivalrousness, the more immediate is the injunction for elite action. And so at a rhetorical level, cherished forms of national identity are represented as under threat, as a result of diminishing competitiveness. Competitiveness reports which are addressed to American policy audiences make repeated analogies to the Cold War, and the ‘Sputnik moment’ when the technological challenge of the Soviet Union became most visible (e.g. President’s Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, 1985; Kao, 2007). Meanwhile, European leaders are urged to pursue competitiveness, or else confront the end of their social model. The threat of lost competitiveness

10 IMD competitiveness rankings include a measure of how well a nation’s political parties understand economic challenges (Garelli, 2006: 198).

11 ‘… competitiveness is not an end in itself; it is a means to an end … Being competitive is what pays for whatever public or private goals we choose to pursue’ (President’s Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, 1985: 7).
The Violent Threat of Management

exceeds any narrowly economic or measurable concerns. What begins
as an analogy between states and corporations takes on an existential
hue, where competitive strategy is (re)imbued with the rationality and
rhetoric of military strategy. The veiled threat is that the loser in the
international ‘race’ for competitiveness might be weakened in the more
existential sense, that they may become technologically incapable of
defending themselves.

Is this allusion to warfare merely rhetorical and analogical, or is
there a genuinely biopolitical or mortal dimension to these national
performance evaluations? History shows that the statistical project of
measuring and comparing national economic aggregates has often
been motivated by strategic military requirements (Desrosières,
1998). The integration of economics and statistics in the 1930s and
1940s was partly a requirement of wartime government (Backhouse,
2006). Statistics put nations to the test, as non-violent audits or trials,
which indicate the likely outcomes of more fateful and less measurable
contests, hence we might say that a ‘violent threat’ has always
hovered behind the project of aggregating national capacities. We
have seen that falling competitiveness is represented as more than a
narrowly ‘economic’ issue. And arguably, it has existential implica-
tions and causes, which lay bare the Schmittian underpinnings of
competitive strategies. US competitiveness is tied up with the vitality
of its military-industrial complex: rising competitiveness is achievable
through Pentagon investment in research and technology, while
declining competitiveness could ultimately affect American military
pre-eminence. To ignore US competitiveness is deemed to put
national security at risk (Cole, 2012). Meanwhile, European com-
petitiveness is tied up with its response to its ageing population: a low
birth rate and a ticking pensions ‘time bomb’ are the primary condi-
tions forcing political leaders to act, to increase competitiveness. The
political threat in each case is existential and Schmittian in character.
American competitiveness is distantly indicative of its capacity to
annihilate its enemies, while European competitiveness is hampered
by its inability to replace its friends.

Measurement and Conversation

Empirical data perform differently, depending on their pragmatic
situation or the mode of unspoken authority that accompanies

12 ‘To do nothing is to lose not only economic leadership but political and
military leadership too’ (Thurow, 1985: 60).
them. Neoliberalism seeks to substitute economic facts for political rhetoric or judgement, but how these facts are generated, mobilized and represented depends on what their practical and political purpose is. The previous chapter argued that neo-classical economics provided a liberal principle of equivalence, which could resolve conflict in a quasi-juridical sense. The facts produced by competitiveness consultants are entirely different in their pragmatic orientation. National competitiveness evaluations and comparisons are produced in order to frighten, enthuse and differentiate their chosen audience, while at the same time defining the broad global arena within which differentiation must take place. The quantitative evaluations are not offered with a spirit of neutral objectivity, but with a threat of imminent danger. Yet they must at the same time be intuitively convincing.

The epistemology and methodologies of national competitiveness evaluation are riven by a fundamental tension between qualitative affirmations of national-cultural differentiation, and quantitative judgements, rankings and comparisons. From a neoliberal perspective, qualitative differentiations are to be welcomed and celebrated, as long as they are manifest in entrepreneurial forms of distinction, which are oriented towards the global contest. The purpose of quantitative audit and rankings is not to arrive at some stable objective facts, which can be a matter of broad public consensus: competitiveness consultants are often surprisingly dismissive of the validity of their empirical methodologies. The task is to provide an empirical representation of the global economy, that is designed to catalyse entrepreneurial competitive energies on the part of policy makers and political leaders. The pragmatic purpose of competitiveness ‘scoreboards’ is not to achieve a form of peaceful consensus, via the provision of an agreed-upon principle of equivalence, but to nurture existential anxieties on the part of leaders, which might drive a greater concern and enthusiasm for competitiveness.

Institutional conditions of differentiation

In the previous chapter, we saw how anti-trust economists are encouraged to participate in academic public spheres and how quasi-academic activities (such as seminars and theoretical research) are reproduced within government agencies. The legal authority of the government agency is strengthened, if its economic experts can gain credibility amongst their disciplinary peers, and then bring their skills to the service of agency lawyers. Competitiveness experts have their own distinctive way of gathering, legitimating and distributing knowledge,
which is animated by a desire to energize decision makers, rather than provide a neutral or objective view of the world that withstands scientific scrutiny.

In the first instance, these experts must construct a method through which diverse sources of data can be weighted and combined. Each think tank or guru develops their own methodology, which instrumentalizes a non-empirical belief about the sources of advantage and disadvantage in contemporary capitalism. These are then circulated via the circuit of think tank seminars, policy consultancy markets and lobbying networks. Rival theories of competitive advantage necessarily end up in competition with each other. Hence, Porter became known as someone who would recommend business clusters as the path to national productivity improvements, and Richard Florida became known as someone who would explore urban strategy in terms of attracting a ‘creative class’ of residents. These are not testable hypotheses, but narratives that presume to account for unstable and rapid fluctuations in the geography of capital.

Accompanying each narrative must be a technical apparatus of measurement and comparison, which is sufficiently flexible to be applied across time and space, but sufficiently stable to represent socio-economic inequalities. The unique brand of the guru or think tank is mirrored in unique means of combining and weighting statistics, so as to provide an evaluation rooted in a particular substantive view about capitalism and its future. In general terms, gurus provide this substantive view, legitimating it through their own charismatic authority and sense of clarity, while an associated team of technical experts provides supportive quantitative analysis. A division of labour develops, between the prominent individual providing a qualitative narrative, which must be sufficiently compelling as to convince its audience, and the technical analyst providing an accompanying evidence base. The combination of the two means that data are provided not only as empirically credible, but also as substantively meaningful.

Achieving this balance between empirical and ontological plausibility is the art of the competitiveness expert. Empirical data are used to the extent that they support a policy narrative, or open up valuable questions about future decisions, but are never analysed for the sake of it. Data must be processed in ways that reduce the complexity of uncertain situations, rather than increase it. Narratives are developed

13 '[It’s about] trying as much as we can to come up with ways of saying “what are the one or two really interesting things that it’s worth going forward with?”’. It’s trying to understand and look at how we can learn
to the extent that they provide a shared reality, within which data can be discussed, and shared problems identified and described. Orthodox economic data (for instance on trade deficits) might be accompanied with a narrative or question about what they really mean or whether they are really worth considering at all. The ‘scores’ and national rankings that are the most publicly visible output of competitiveness think tanks are recognized by their proponents to be of limited value, beyond raising the political profile of competitiveness as a concern. The hope is that they will lead decision makers to engage in a more detailed discussion about how they can respond to the challenge of competitiveness. Seeing as competitiveness experts are also commercial consultants, this is partly a business strategy in its own right, which can lead a guru and his associates to win lucrative consulting work. How methods and narratives are constructed is also, therefore, partly a response to a something new. But doing it so that we don’t have a list of 75 indicators. That doesn’t help. It’s nice, it’s comprehensive, but it’s not really useful’ (US competitiveness consultant A).

14 ‘So I think there are some issues that seem to always stick around and there’s always a challenge and people on [Capitol] Hill are wanting to know more to try to understand better … And then others sort of wane and come and go. I mean, the whole offshoring thing two or three years ago was very hot; less so today. Trade deficits, what does that mean? Some years it’s like it’s a, you know, it’s a disaster, other years, oh, they’re sustainable and trade deficits don’t mean anything in the 21st century economy’ (US competitiveness consultant B).

15 ‘If I’m known at all in the media it’s from the indicators, but I really use the indicators as a hook. I understand the limitations of them. They’re really a hook for people to start taking the whole agenda seriously’ (UK competitiveness consultant A).

16 ‘[What’s] been incredibly effective is when we’ve been able to say “don’t just hire [guru x] for the speech, but hire the consulting company”. Hire the consulting company to come in and help you understand what your region is, help you develop a plan, have [guru x] come in and be the – I like to call it the igniting event – it energizes the hell out of everybody and as soon as he’s done, everybody’s really excited and saying “wow we really need to make something happen”, and we can say “in the lobby there are little booths with all the things we’ve identified that we need to do in this region, go and sign up for the one you want to work on”. So that you’re not doing what happens so often which is he goes and gives a speech, and everybody gets excited, then he leaves, then nothing happens. And so when people like to see things changing in their region and in their community, that you need to do some work ahead of time and to follow up’ (US competitiveness consultant A).
competitive consultancy market: methods and narratives have to be differentiated from one another, if each consultant is to maintain a clear ‘brand’. The fact that rival competitiveness evaluations are based on different techniques of data analysis, with different assumptions about sources of competitive advantage, is a function of the fact that onto-empirical worldviews are competing against each other in a marketplace for policy advice. In certain instances, experts might even protect their methods with intellectual property rights.\footnote{17}

Clients and audiences for competitiveness research also serve as a source of empirical data and substantive meaning, for the experts that advise them. They provide case studies and examples, which can be used by consultants when advising other clients or audiences. Crucially, they serve as the consultant’s sensors for new challenges or threats that might be emerging. Their anxieties and perspectives on the future can inform how a competitiveness narrative is developed and changes over time. The dialogical nature of seminars and consultancy relationships means that competitiveness experts gather disparate subjective impressions of the world as they travel.\footnote{18} By synthesizing these into a coherent ‘story’ about capitalism, they then reflect back a representation of the world that is immediately plausible, though subtly altered. The ‘delphi survey’ technique (which constructs quantitative evaluations through elite surveys) codifies a methodological approach, which uses audience perspectives as a basis for representation.

The discourse of competitiveness is thus characterized by flux and fluidity. Methods are necessarily plural rather than standardized. Narratives and empirical data blend together. Knowledge moves through commercial and non-commercial routes simultaneously.

\footnote{17} ‘As opposed to a lot of other consulting firms, [our institute] has really rigorous techniques which we branded. We have business process patents. Not only do other firms have nothing like them, most consulting firms don’t even have patents’ (US competitiveness consultant C).

\footnote{18} ‘We convened a group down in Silicon Valley a few days ago … of futurists, economic development analysts, large companies like Google, small high-end entrepreneurs in the biotech and nanotech space, and people who have worked with other global agencies, to say “how is innovation happening here in 2007 in Silicon Valley and the Bay Area, and how does that relate to what’s going on globally?” So we’re going to publish that and there’ll be ongoing discussions around that, and one of the things that the participants tell us is that actually the interaction with each other is what they value. They wouldn’t have the ability to get together across all those different sectors and have that conversation’ (US competitiveness consultant D).
Academics, business leaders and political leaders are brought together via seminars, gurus and think tanks, to address shared concerns and priorities. An opinion or subjective perspective might be shared in one elite forum, and then repeated as a form of evidence in another forum. This ‘cultural circuit of capital’ is often referred to with the term ‘conversation’ by its participants, such that their aim is to ‘start a conversation about competitiveness’ in x territory, or to ‘reflect on the on-going conversation’. In line with the dynamic perspective on global capitalism that underpins competitiveness theory, a constantly evolving world is met with a constantly evolving ‘conversation’ to represent it.

**Economizing political decision**

A critical distinction between the competitiveness expert and the academic economist is that the former is sympathetic to the political vocation to act purposefully upon economy and society. Knowledge is tailored pragmatically to serve decision making, rather than as an end in itself. And yet the aspiration is that decisions will become economically rational, oriented around maximizing the productive potential of local spaces in a global economy. The authority of the competitive state derives from its capacity to decide on a strategic path, which will lead to rising wealth, or at least offset the ‘threat’ of faster-moving or lower cost overseas rivals. But what, then, does the authority of the competitiveness advisor consist in? On what basis does the competitiveness advisor claim to know or see what this strategic path might be? Given the unknowable uncertainties of global capitalism, which the competitiveness expert is keen to stress, what counts as a valid representation or credible advice? Something must remain stable amidst so much flux, if epistemological – and hence political – authority is to remain feasible.

The key trait of competitiveness expertise that is employed to respond to this anxiety is its own entrepreneurship. The uniqueness

19 ‘Too many economists say, okay, you know, if we don’t exactly know we don’t do anything. And I think if you work with politicians long enough you can see that that’s really not an option. They will do something, and, you know, they’re under pressure, even good people, with bad people it’s even worse, but even good people that have the right intention and are smart, they will be forced to do something. So the question is what can we do for them – give them in terms of tools and thinking so that at least there is a likelihood that when they do will move in the right direction’ (EC competitiveness advisor A).
of the expert is constitutive of the authority of his advice. The advisor possesses authority by virtue of being unconstrained by all forms of disciplinary, institutional, sectoral, cultural and spatial boundaries. By constantly transcending every division or binary opposition, the expert gains a perspective from a position external to the cultural locale of the elites they are advising. Firstly, this means abstaining from any disciplinary commitment to scholarly method.20 Instead, as we have already seen, a distinctive method is constructed on the back of a substantive ontological narrative about the mechanics of global capitalism. Secondly, it means being able to communicate across sectors, so as to facilitate a ‘conversation’ between business, academia and government. The competitiveness expert refuses to be placed in any of these categories. And finally, the entrepreneurial expert must be at least as geographically and culturally mobile as those who are drawing on their expertise.

Competitiveness experts thus presume to operate in a meta-institutional, meta-cultural space, from where they can survey comparative inequalities. From this space, they get a view of ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ and a sense of the challenges that are coming over the horizon. However, they must be capable of descending to engage with clients and decision makers, so as to help reorient their goals in ways that are compatible with global competition. Their authority is ultimately of a charismatic form, inasmuch as it is their personality, self-belief and powers of convincing representation that offer a reason to believe and follow. Precisely because they do not rely on any a priori language or rules, but draw only on the existential resources of themselves and the fact of global capitalism, they provide a form of expertise that offers ontological security and meaning, rather than mere empirical calculation. Methods, such as those of neo-classical economics, are internal to the flux of capitalist evolution. The only stable methodological premise in a capitalist world, as for Schumpeter, is the force of the entrepreneurial will to reinvent and transcend divisions. In scholarly terms, competitiveness gurus engage in what Weber bemoaned as ‘academic prophecy, [which] will create only fanatical sects but never a genuine community’ (Weber, 1991a: 151). However, it is because of the need to align knowledge production with the perspective and existential

20 ‘So as you can probably tell from me right now, I can talk about anthropology, I can talk about economics, and I sure as hell can talk about business strategy. As it turns out there are actually eight domains that will opine about prosperity, none of which will listen to any of the others’ (US competitiveness consultant D).
anxieties of elite decision makers, whose ultimate capacity is to order violence against enemies, that this affective and prophetic stance is adopted.

**Conclusion: The Violence of Decision**

Convention theory stresses that coordinated social and economic activity depends on reaching agreements, which requires the offer of acceptable justifications and often evidence for a given course of action. Individuals need to share certain principles of equivalence, which become tangibly manifest in measures and tests, such that they can agree that certain things, people and actions carry value. A degree of publicness is needed, for justifications to be aired, listened to and – if necessary – challenged. Where justifications are withheld, and the public spaces of possible dispute are closed down, then people enter what Boltanski terms a ‘regime of violence’ (Boltanski, 2011), in which they can behave as they please ‘without being burdened by the requirement to explain’ (Boltanski & Thévenot, 2006: 38). Within the regime of violence, there is an absence of any external, transcendent philosophical principle regarding common humanity, but an affirmation of the sheer contingency of the situation at hand, which needs acting upon as a matter of immediate necessity. The Schmittian political agent exists within the regime of violence, even when physical force is not being used, because purely decision-based politics admits no normative justification. It is mandated purely with respect to the ‘friend-enemy distinction’, which arises as a matter of contingent differentiation. What is culturally *uncommon* to the parties involved is what dictates action, rather than what is morally common to all parties. Boltanski argues that, in the regime of violence, the philosophical difference between people and things is abandoned, and individuals act upon one another in a non-discursive, purely material fashion.

In this precise sense, the Schumpeterian entrepreneur and the business strategist also operate in a regime of violence, in the sense that their authority to act derives purely from contingent differences between competitors, and their own contingent qualities of charismatic personality. People become mere factors of production or ‘human capital’. While the majority of individuals continue to act in accordance to norms (within a ‘regime of justice’), leaders, strategists and entrepreneurs draw on their exceptional personal qualities to act *upon the rules, from outside of the rules*. As for the Schmittian sovereign, their decision is generative of a new set of norms; that decision cannot be
mandated by any norm. By distilling the problem of management to that of decision making under conditions of uncertainty, business strategy invites business executives to conceive of their authority in a regime of violence. There are no justifications or proofs offered for the strategic decision that is made: there is no time or capacity to compile sufficient evidence, for why this course of action is superior to that one. The action is self-legislating. The analogy between the existential condition of the military leader and that of the corporate leader or entrepreneur which is repeated by Schumpeter, and recurs in strategy thinking, means that an ontological gulf opens up, not only between the identities of competing firms, but also between those elites compelled to decide, and the vast mass of employees who obey rules as they are created. This is an anti-normative vision of managerial authority.

This is already deeply problematic in the context of business. It affirms a radical existential separation between senior ‘leaders’ and those that simply ‘follow’ (which is then mirrored in how income is distributed within the firm). It affirms actions which are not limited by a regime of justification, in the sense that they are not open to themselves being judged or measured, at least not by those within the firm (judgement is ostensibly performed by shareholders). Modes of institution that do not seek legitimacy leave themselves open to crises of legitimation, unless sufficient power is available to prevent or delay critique. One advantage that business leaders have in operating without justification, and purely on the basis of decision, is the capacity to transform the enterprise, alter its market productive functions, downsize its employees, such that it evades critique. Managers retain the option to simply eradicate certain employees, as an alternative to morally engaging with them. The resilience of highly innovative firms can be explained partly in terms of their ability to evade the constraints of justification, through a constant redefinition of their modes of valuation (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2007: 534).

If this is problematic as a mode of managerial authority, it encounters its own specific and graver contradictions when imported into the executive branch of government, as national competitiveness consultants sought to do. The analogy between the firm and the nation, the CEO and the political leader, has been widely criticized by orthodox economists, on the basis that it encourages forms of anti-trade protectionism and subsidy in defence of global market share (Krugman, 1994). But reconceiving of executive political authority in the language of business strategy also means abandoning notions of representative democracy or other theories of legitimate power. Even the
Weberian notion of modern bureaucratic authority is too uniform and inflexible to guarantee survival in the competitive landscape asserted and represented by competitiveness gurus. The struggle posed by the narrative of competitiveness is a struggle for economic survival, with the hint that this is ultimately a struggle for a nation’s existential survival. Political elites gain exceptional quasi-wartime powers, against such a backdrop, and lose any constitutional relationship to the political community they lead. Their allies in the ‘battle’ or ‘race’ for competitiveness are the business leaders, with whom they share a common form of charismatic-managerial authority. Through economic critique, the competitiveness agenda seeks to channel executive political powers towards dynamically productive paths.

The analogy between a firm and a nation (or other political territory) encounters the most serious tensions with respect to those resources which hamper competitiveness. Business strategy encourages managers to evaluate how well suited their firm’s existing resources and activities are to their competitive emerging competitive environment. Certain resources can be abandoned (out-sourcing, down-sizing), and others acquired (M&As), in response to such an audit. The same is not true with respect to nations. The geography of the competitive state concentrates political capital behind the most competitive cities, clusters and regions, in contrast to a Keynesian spatial strategy which spreads wealth via industrial policy (Brenner, 2004). What then becomes of the uncompetitive spaces or populations? The Schumpeterian logic of competition gives an unlimited political mandate for those individuals or communities with the psychological strength to enact ‘new combinations’, who operate outside of existing routines and regulations. By some rhetorical sleight of hand, this may involve the executives of large firms, and not only those creating new ones. These routine-less individuals possess the ultimate worth in the global economy, because they are not governed by any stable standard, but capable of constant reinvention. Others, in the Schumpeterian economy, must simply try to keep up, adopting the new conventions as and when they are invented. But what of the individuals who are without value, in this contest, either because they are inflexible or because their inventiveness is more politically disruptive, and not simply in an entrepreneurial sense (Skeggs & Loveday, 2012)? In an economy oriented towards the exploitation of uncommon human traits (‘talent’, ‘leadership’, ‘innovation’), what value remains placed upon common human traits? The danger faced by an anti-normative capitalism is that it
'finds itself stripped of the justifications that make it desirable for a large number of actors' (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2007: 35).

The strategic, competitive political authority depends on affirmations of difference, rather than appeals to justice. The capacity of such authority to stave off or delay crises of legitimation depends on its reserves of sovereign power, and its capacity to mobilize these within the economic game, in support of certain territorially specific strategic goals. As the next chapter will explore, the neoliberal response to the financial crisis which began in 2007 has been to refuse critical judgement, in favour of *even more decisive* acts of competitive differentiation. This Schmittian politics, in which executive decision overrides public justification and critique, is now more naked, as Western political leaders simply declare that the market-based order will survive as a matter of necessity. However, this invites and affirms equally nihilistic forms of friend–enemy combat by populations, such as the 2011 rioters, who are not included in the shrinking group whose worth is being defended by executive dictat. When the state renounces general principles of justification and critique in favour of immanent executive freedoms, then it will encounter equally non-critical forms of response, which may be potent, destructive and differentiating without contributing to measured ‘competitiveness’.
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Financial crisis and beyond

The classically modern schema of judgement – or crisis – operates according to a certain rhythm, that is found in both the normal governance and the reform of capitalism. Stable empirical and normative situations are periodically punctuated by new events or phenomena, which introduce uncertainty. There is a moment of doubt regarding the empirical nature or value of this interruption, a brief period in which shared reality is suspended. This moment of uncertainty is resolved through the use of some broader principle or measure, through which its quality or quantity can be ascertained, thereby stabilizing the situation once more. The situation is *judged*, a statement is made, and a consensual reality can take hold again, until a new interruption occurs. In order for judgement to succeed in achieving this, it is necessary that there is some agreed-upon external or ‘higher’ basis on which the judgement can take place, and that the judge is considered to be sufficiently distant (neutral, objective) from the issue at hand as to be able to act in the common interest. This sequence reproduces the form of Cartesian skepticism and Kantian critique, in which doubt is resolved into certainty through the abstract premise of the autonomous reasoning mind itself.

As convention theorists explore, this sequence is constantly at work in how institutions perpetuate themselves. People and things are constantly subjected to critical evaluations, so that their quality and quantity can be confirmed. These are what Boltanski terms ‘reality tests’ (Boltanski, 2011: 105). Neoliberalism is a project of taking measures and principles from the marketplace, and using these to perform judgements across social and political spheres, including of the state itself. Uncertainty is only to be empirically resolved using economics (and associated methodologies), so that competitive dynamics can be preserved. Ostensibly, neoliberals claim to value uncertainty positively, inasmuch as it is injected by complex and constantly changing consumer preferences and entrepreneurial strategies, which markets and economics are uniquely able to represent without determining. Yet
the same sequence of judgement is also manifest in more radical, historic moments of uncertainty, which throw doubt upon the existing tools and principles of judgement, and open up political questions about how else judgement might be performed, by whom, and with what tools and principles. This is a form of historical punctuation of normality, associated with the notion of a capitalist crisis, which opens up space for radical critique or ‘existential tests’ (Boltanski, 2011). Crises of this form are really moments of meta-evaluation, in which there is no available judge – other than history or political action – to resolve doubt and restore certainty. Multiple moral and technical modes of judgement arise, side by side, and offer rhetorical and aesthetic reasons to be adopted, until a degree of consensus re-emerges. Capitalist crises are resolved when new economic theories, principles and tests have been agreed upon, as a basis on which normal evaluation can then progress (Boyer, 1989; Aglietta, 2001; Boyer & Saillard, 2001). Alternatively, capitalism itself is succeeded.

Two forms of uncertainty therefore need to be distinguished with respect to neoliberalism. Firstly, there is ‘competitive uncertainty’, or uncertainty that arises within the arranged economic ‘game’ as a result of multiple actors, all pursuing conflicting and distributed agendas. This is the form of uncertainty that neoliberals have always celebrated, not least because they claim to have the tools through which this uncertainty can be rendered periodically empirical, intelligible and manageable. Competitive uncertainty is a consequence of perspectival pluralism, and requires certain artifices and interventions to guarantee it. Secondly, there is ‘political uncertainty’, or uncertainty that challenges the very terms on which doubt and judgement are to be performed. This is what opens up space for ‘meta-evaluation’, radical critique, in which standard methodologies, moral principles and anthropological presuppositions can be thrown into doubt. Applied neoliberalism seized the political uncertainty occasioned by the crisis of Keynesianism during the 1970s to offer new ideas, principles and techniques through which states could proceed with a common agenda (Hall, 1986, 1989). Many assumed that neoliberalism had itself reached a similar point of crisis with the banking crisis of 2007–09. Had the banking crisis followed the classically modern sequence followed by the crisis of Keynesianism, there would have been a rupture, succeeded by a period of political uncertainty and theoretical pluralism, succeeded by the emergence of a new regime of evaluation, leading to a new stable reality.

Yet as many theorists and commentators have since recognized, neoliberalism has appeared to avoid its moment of historical reckoning...
(Crouch, 2011; Engelen et al., 2011; Mirowski, 2013). Rather than a period of ‘political uncertainty’, in which principles and techniques of evaluation are themselves subjected to critique and debate, new forms of state intervention have developed in order to defend the status quo and prevent the moment of radicalized judgement. So how has this occurred? And what form of neoliberalism arises as a consequence?

The argument made in this chapter is that a new form of contingent neoliberalism has emerged, which renounces the classically modern schema of judgement, offering only cultural-political affirmations of certain forms of conduct and certain representations of reality. A politics of anti-crisis arises, through which the very authority of doubt (and hence of critical judgement) is challenged, and the time and space of political uncertainty are closed down. This rests on what Boltanski terms ‘systems of confirmation’, which are tautologous statements – or ‘truth tests’ – seeking to demonstrate that ‘this’ is all there ‘is’, to offset the disruption represented by radical uncertainty (Boltanski, 2012: 72–73). Mirowski has explored the strategies through which the ‘neoliberal thought collective’ set about seizing control of how the crisis was interpreted and acted upon, albeit after a short period of confusion (Mirowski, 2013). In particular, he shows how a pincer movement between a classically neoliberal Hayekian argument (which would suggest doing nothing to rescue the financial system) and a monetarist and neo-classical argument for emergency rescue measures (as actually occurred) ended up allowing the latter to pose as the more public-spirited and reasonable position. But in any case, the sense of a political exception was crucial to the state’s ability to act, in accordance with key neoliberal prescriptions.

Yet this necessarily alters the type of authority that can be claimed for the forms of economic evaluation previously endorsed by neoliberalism. They become contingently propped up, so as to avoid crisis, rather than used as principles through which crisis might be confronted and resolved. This anti-critical strand of neoliberalism inevitably infects how ‘competitive uncertainty’ is represented and experienced as well. The competitive ‘game’ loses its aspiration to be a general basis on which to distribute goods and recognition, and becomes performed without any appeal to the broader public good. ‘Competitive uncertainty’ is suddenly treated with greater suspicion for fear that it may create the conditions of ‘political uncertainty’, hence the resolutely anti-Hayekian political decisions to save banks, industries and currencies from the uncertainty of markets. Conversely, the empirical representations of the ‘game’ (prices, economic evaluations, scores) are also treated with greater suspicion, as an
effect of political strategies, rather than as objective or ‘neutral’ judgements. Economic methodologies lose their aspiration to transcendental finality, and serve as instruments of more naked power struggles. For example, the empirical judgements produced by credit rating agencies are no longer credited with any a priori authority or ‘ultimate’ validity, but become means of briefly stabilizing an untrustworthy reality. The judges in this instance have lost ‘objectivity’, and are dragged into the ‘game’ by letting their own strategic agendas shape the evaluations they produce (Häring & Douglas, 2012). Rather than doubt resolved by judgement, there is simply a feeling of general unease.

To put this another way, the ‘liberal spirit’ of neoliberal authority which was already rendered very frail by the Chicago School economic critique of law and regulation is abandoned altogether. There is no longer an a priori, transcendental principle through which the critique of political metaphysics by economics is enacted. Rather, economic reason itself is the target of political rescue acts. The disenchantment of politics by economics is transformed into contingent strategies for enchanting economics with political substance and reinforcing it with power. In its anti-crisis formation, neoliberalism exists without any principle of equivalence, with no appeal to common humanity, but purely via contingent acts of preservation of the status quo. In doing so, a philosophical anthropology of difference structures the types of expert knowledge and policy intervention that sustain neoliberalism, without any accompanying philosophical principle of sameness.

This can be witnessed in contingent and exceptional appeals to the very forms of ‘political metaphysics’ that neoliberalism had once hoped to eradicate or hide. The project of replacing politics with economics, judgement with measurement, can now only persist if some open acknowledgement of the latter’s political, performative and normative dimensions is made. And yet rather than reopen spaces and moments of political and normative argument, which might risk the abandonment of much economic rationalization, contingent political and normative capacities are now mobilized in order to defend and sustain the governing orthodoxy, on purely contingent grounds. Where Hayek had hoped to invent technical apparatuses in order to defend the liberal philosophical ‘idea’ of unplanned coordination, the contemporary neoliberal problem is how to harness political and ethical resources in order to defend extant technical apparatuses. Two manifestations of this are explored in this chapter.
Firstly, the tacit dependence of economic calculation on common normative presuppositions has now become entirely explicit. However, this is not being addressed from the perspective of moral or pragmatist philosophy, but rather from that of empirical psychology. With the rise of behavioural and happiness economics, visions of a rational economic actor have mutated from the status of methodological presuppositions (as they were for Coase) to the status of *norms for behaviour*. Homo economicus is no longer assumed, but taught, nudged, mimicked and nurtured into existence. It becomes apparent that individuals need to be helped to act in their own interests, indeed they need help in identifying what that interest even is, or else they can lapse into forms of self-destructive nihilistic behaviour. Psychological expertise can help reconstruct the necessary ethos on which calculative market individualism depends, though through no less technocratic means. This represents what I term ‘neocommunitarianism’ (Davies, 2012).

Secondly, the tacit dependence of neoliberalism on sovereign power has now become entirely explicit. However, it is important to recognize which variety of sovereign power. It is not the sovereignty of law, which the ordo-liberals had hoped might formalize the market system as an open competitive game, but the sovereignty of executive decision. Following the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, rapid executive action was presented as necessary in order for the market system – including its regulatory principles – to survive at all. In this sense, a *state of market exception* was declared, and arguably remained in place (Davies, 2013). The ‘violent threat’ of neoliberal authority is now relied upon to uphold the market order. From a Schmittian perspective, this is always tacitly assumed, in that legal normativity is existentially dependent on executive and military defence, but not vice versa. In a sense, the logic of national competitiveness, explored in the previous chapter, potentially then offers the basis of a post-liberal, more mercantilist neoliberalism, in which rules are only recognized and enforced to the extent that they offer a local strategic advantage. The next section addresses the nature of the financial crisis in more detail, and then explores how ‘neocommunitarianism’ and the ‘state of market exception’ are manifest in governmental rationalities and actions.

**Crisis and Anti-crisis**

In the months that followed the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers on 15 September 2008, the news headlines were dominated by two
contrasting ontologies of political agency. The first was a form of Nietzschean, hedonistic individualism, whereby individual bankers were represented as having allowed their exuberance to overwhelm them, making reasonable calculation of risk impossible. Many of these bankers were named and nick-named: Dick Fuld of Lehmans, ‘Fabulous Fab’ Toure of Goldmans, ‘Fred the Shred’ Goodwin of RBS. Email records and taped telephone conversations revealed that the inner workings of the banking world were not organized around cold, rationalist calculations of utility optimization, but were instead often driven by surges of egoistic desire, demonstrations of power and hostility towards rivals. It wasn’t simply that the markets for financial products suffered from ‘information asymmetries’, which left customers less able to calculate the value of products: it transpired that Goldman Sachs referred to their customers as ‘muppets’, offering opportunities for exploitation. The *dramatis personae* of this crisis were individuals, caught on tapes and emails, conspiring to enrich themselves personally, through manipulating rules and methods. At a certain point, the competitive ethos reaches a limiting point, where it attacks its formal conditions of possibility.

The second was the Hobbesian Leviathan of the modern, sovereign state, which came to the rescue of the financial system, on the understanding that the banking crisis would quickly bring down the entire monetary system if it were not acted upon. For years, neoliberal states had prided themselves on critically evaluating and auditing the efficiency of public spending, and had adopted self-imposed rules of fiscal constraint. Many of the hallmarks of neoliberal ‘governance’, such as out-sourcing, privatization, public-private partnerships and private finance initiatives, were initially invented for the purposes of trimming accounted-for public spending, sometimes by just a few hundred million dollars worth. During the 1990s, this economized and economizing state led many political theorists to divert attention away from sovereignty and towards measured forms of governance and governmentality (Rhodes, 1996, 1997; Rose, 1999; Rose & Miller, 2008). In its effort to behave ‘as if’ it were a market actor, the state treated the pursuit of administrative efficiency as critical to its authority. The shock, therefore, of discovering that states could, in extremis, find *hundreds of billions* of dollars worth of money through the force of executive decision was a stark reminder of the fact that states possess an ontological substrate that is entirely unlike that of private market actors.

In Britain, for example, the National Audit Office (NAO) calculated that, by the end of 2009 alone, the financial crisis had already cost the UK Treasury £850bn or 60% of GDP (NAO, 2010). The NAO reported that
this expense was in fact ‘justified’ – but its order of magnitude placed it beyond the limits of conventional public management evaluation. Britain’s public debt roughly doubled as a proportion of GDP, as a result of the financial crisis, the sort of fiscal shock that has previously only occurred as a result of a world war (BBC, 2012). As with the existential national politics of world wars, the state dealt with the financial crisis only by appealing to its immeasurable sovereign potentiality. But unlike in war, this sovereign mobilization remained immaterial or metaphysical: the collective recognition that sovereign states do still exist as immeasurable potentialities, in spite of the neoliberal emphasis on the visible and the measurable, enabled states to make credible promises on a scale that no other actor could. With the effective promise to underwrite the entire financial system, states explicitly made sovereignty a condition of economic possibility. Since then, this trick has been pulled in other ways too, as with the practice of ‘quantitative easing’, in which central banks take on debt in order to inject more money into the economy. Sovereignty is a shared illusion with possible material effects, which can plausibly retreat into the background for long periods of time, but is magically and swiftly rediscovered when other shared illusions – such as money – start to disintegrate.

With banks established as limited liability businesses, and balance sheets greater than the GDP of their host nations in many cases, it was clear that their managers and shareholders would never carry the costs of very large risk-taking, making high-risk strategies quite rational (Haldane, 2012a). This facilitated the vast ‘privatization of gain and socialization of loss’, as it became commonly referred to. One of the striking features of this crisis was the appearance of sublime numerical ratios between the numbers of individuals ‘winning’ (‘the 1%’) and the numbers ‘losing’, of how particular strategies of personal enrichment became a matter of fiscal concern. One calculation showed that if British bankers had paid themselves just 10% less between 2000–07, the banks would have had £50bn of additional capital available to them – precisely the figure the UK Treasury supplied as equity finance to Lloyds-TSB and RBS during October 2008. The crisis was characterized by such examples of extreme rationality, in the literal sense of the logic of ratio, with private individual actors generating costs that only the most powerful public institutions could then carry.

This flipping between the agency of individuals and the agency of sovereign states was not simply a consequence of the scalar ratios involved. The costs of the banking crisis have turned out to be extremely large, arguably of a scale that only sovereign bodies could carry. But in the moment of crisis itself, this was not why sovereign
powers had to be mobilized. The problem at the time was that the full scale of those costs could not be reasonably known or estimated at all: their magnitude had become sublime, in the Kantian sense of a phenomenon from which cognition flees in terror. The complexity of the financial instruments that banks had invented, made up of lengthy chains of derivation, meant that the value of their assets and liabilities was not calculable. Yet this wasn’t the ‘competitive uncertainty’, generated by the plurality of perspectives and agendas present in and around markets, and on which the financial system feeds through esoteric forms of quantification and derivation. It was ‘political uncertainty’, in the sense that the ‘game’ no longer appeared viable at all, because it had undermined its own conditions of possibility. The reason for this flipping from ‘competitive uncertainty’ into ‘political uncertainty’ was that uncertainty was now being generated by the very calculative tools that had been constructed in order to manage it. As theorists of performativity have explored, in financial institutions economics had become a constitutive part of the reality it once sought to describe or model, and was ultimately then unable to continue to act as an ‘objective’ means of description (MacKenzie, 2006; MacKenzie et al., 2007). Quantitative economic evaluations were still manifold, everywhere across the financial services industry, in banks, credit-raters and regulators. But the value of those evaluations had become impossible to specify. As MacKenzie has argued, economics went from being ‘performative’ to ‘counter-performative’ (MacKenzie, 2011). It was rendered a form of groundless mathematical babble, according prices and values to various entities and possibilities, but no longer able to do so with any credibility or authority. The financial sector still had techniques of validation, but it no longer believed that these techniques were themselves valid. In such a situation, where the ‘value of values’ is the object of critique, a problem of acute relativism – or perspectivism – ensues.

A sovereign response to the financial crisis was therefore necessary not simply because of its scale, but because of the acute evaluative chaos that had arisen. If banks had merely come to confront an ‘uncertain’ future (in the sense of ‘competitive uncertainty’), then they could have done what they always did, which was to build statistical risk models in order to quantify possibilities and then securitize them via markets. But where those very practices of quantification and securitization had generated the uncertainty, then evidently that response would not be adequate. The shared objective reality produced by economic calculation had been fractured, creating an intrinsically unquantifiable cost. The only certain means of alleviating an unquantifiable
cost is via a promise made by an unquantifiable power, that is, the sovereign state. The effective promise made by sovereign powers during autumn 2008 and subsequently was that no matter how big the scale of the crisis might turn out to be, the scale of the state response would be even bigger. One form of irrational power – the exuberant, hedonistic Nietzschean individual – is met with another form, that promises to always be quantitatively greater – the sovereign. The very aspect of sovereignty that had long bothered neoliberals, namely its incalculable and ‘metaphysical’ quality, is what rescued neoliberalism from collapse in 2008.

As Chapter 1 argued, the project of neoliberalism, as a deliberate disenchantment of politics by economics, was always dependent on convenient forms of amnesia about its conditions of possibility. These conditions are at least twofold. Firstly, the expansion of economic rationalization into socio-political territories requires some shared normative sense regarding the authority of economic methodology and evaluation. Technical rationality and method do not simply advance by force of power, or at least, they cannot rely on doing so. Before a technique can be implemented, there must be a shared sense that it is the right technique to use, that it is being implemented correctly, and that its results will be a legitimate basis for consensus. This is a central insight of convention theory. Economics can only produce a shared reality that ‘holds together’ coherently if individuals already possess a shared normative commitment to certain ways of doing things. This shared normative commitment cannot be derived from technical devices or methodologies themselves, as it is fundamentally pragmatic. Nor can it be entirely articulated in language. But without it, devices of measurement and evaluation become tools of violence, to be used by one agent against another, rather than as a basis for consensus-formation. In its intellectual foundations, neoliberal technique (economics, price, governance) was justified with reference to liberal ethos (freedom, individualism, rights), but gradually, as the latter was lost to Chicago School positivism, amnesia took hold and economics was asserted as sufficient unto itself. The consequence is an economics without any pragmatic connection to consensus-formation. Groundless babble is the inevitable endpoint of this.

Secondly, the expansion of economic rationalization into the state itself is implicitly dependent on the complicity of the authoritative sovereign powers that are set to be economized. As Chapter 3 examined, law cannot be subjected to economic critique without judges becoming sympathetic to the logic and justifications of economics. And
as Chapter 4 examined, executive decision cannot be subjected to a strategic managerial analysis, without political leaders becoming sympathetic to the dynamism and charisma of business leadership. Sovereignty has always hovered behind and alongside the neoliberal project, invisibly, despite what Foucault describes as the instinctive ridicule that neoliberals have levelled at the very idea (Foucault, 2008). While the expansion of economic rationalities has drawn on state power, this needs to be forgotten if the vision of a wholly economized world is to remain plausible, at least for periods of time or in specific locations.

The disturbing of neoliberalism, if not quite its crisis, consists of these convenient amnesias becoming untenable, and preconditions coming to light. We are reminded of the normative preconditions of effective economic calculation, by the spectacle of large numbers of individuals exercising their choices in wildly self-destructive and destabilizing ways. The financial crisis was one very destructive example of this, but so are the various other crises of individual choice that afflict Western societies, such as the rising obesity epidemic or the depressive elements of consumerism. Rendered merely empirical, techniques for calculation and evaluation become arbitrary: the value of evaluations is thrown into radical Nietzschean doubt, and it becomes impossible to say that healthy choices are more valuable than unhealthy ones, or a stable financial system is more valuable than an unstable one. This explains the rising policy interest in the conditions of choice and calculation in recent years, as manifest in the rise of ‘nudge’ theory (explored next). Meanwhile, we are reminded of the sovereign preconditions of extensive economization, by the fact that states are now constantly called upon to maintain the credibility of currencies, markets and individual banks. Financial credit and credibility survive because nation states have declared that they must. Those with the ultimate power express a simple and tautologous affirmation of a given economic reality, rather than offer an objective judgement of it, that might withstand critique.

The neoliberalism that survives such a crisis is one that lacks any broader sources of justification, which necessarily involve claims about the common good for all. In this sense, it is post-liberal, in that it lacks an immanent liberal philosophy of the a priori equality of competitors. In place of justification is a politics of contingency, which treats economic rationalization as a particular cultural-political procedure, that history just happens to have delivered to us and requires safe-guarding. The presuppositions of this rationalization – individual and sovereign – become acted upon, so as to prop it up. Evaluative economic language, like all languages, has an arbitrary
quality, which may not reveal the ‘true’ worth of things, but is at least something we potentially hold in common. Market-based techniques and principles of evaluation lack any outward justification, or sense of their superiority over rivals, but because they are already dominant, so they must be propped up further. Where pre-2008 neoliberalism exercised amnesia about its normative or sovereign preconditions, now those preconditions are absolutely crucial to how neoliberalism survives. Indeed, we might now speak of economic calculation being fused with its own preconditions, as the next two sections explore. Economic evaluation and calculation become a form of normativity, that individuals are taught to practice and repeat; economic risk management becomes the constitution of executive sovereignty. Let’s address each of these in turn.

**Neocommunitarianism**

As a number of institutionalist and regulationist scholars have explored, the expert framing and interpretation of capitalist crises are constitutive factors in how they proceed and are eventually resolved. Such hermeneutics of crisis can produce the foundations of new regimes of economic regulation, hence the emergence of national competitiveness theories, for example, originated in a narrative regarding the failures of corporate and national strategy during the 1970s. On the other hand, regimes of governance and evaluation can be strengthened and sustained if they can discover their own forms of self-criticism (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2007). The survival of neoliberalism through various failures occurs thanks partly to the development of a specific interpretation of these failures, which recognizes the contingent limits of market-based economic rationalities, but so as to bolster and not challenge them. This interpretation is offered by economic psychology, and in particular by behavioural and happiness economics, with growing support from neuro-economics.

If a historic crisis throws the value of valuation mechanisms into doubt, then those mechanisms can be rescued if their own critique or ‘meta-evaluation’ can be anticipated and predetermined. Offering a psychological explanation of why consumerism and financialization encounter crises has proved to be a crucial strategy in avoiding a more radical critique of the status quo. Theories rooted in biology and biological metaphors concerning the brain, behavioural ‘epidemics’, financial ‘ecology’ and genetics have complemented these psychological narratives. At the same time, this allows for a critique of neo-classical economics that effectively keeps the discipline intact.
Contingent Neoliberalism

(Mirowski, 2013). Common to these various perspectives is an assumption that the methodological presuppositions of neoliberalism ought to have been true, but are empirically compromised by various anomalies that show up in laboratory experiments, surveys, brain scans (Rose, 2001) or critical situations. These anomalies can be corrected or accommodated, if experts and policy makers can understand the various contingent preconditions of economically rational behaviour. Psychological presuppositions regarding competitive behaviour are lifted from the realm of methodology, where they are implicitly assumed to apply to all people in all times and places (as for Coase), and subjected to empirical tests of their own, enabling their scope of validity to be specified. These tests involve new types of surveillance and audit, such as Randomized Controlled Trials and ‘in vivo’ economic experiments, in order that particular behavioural responses can be empirically gauged (Muniesa & Callon, 2007). It transpires that different people pursue different strategies or rationalities, depending on different cultures, circumstances, brain types (or brain injuries) or social influences (e.g. Levinson & Peng, 2006). Efficiency-maximization and competitive strategy can remain the substantive goals of public policy, but the conditions that support them are revealed as culturally and biologically contingent. What Weber would identify as the ‘vocational’ precondition of economics – the implicit ‘metaphysical’ orientation that accompanies tangible acts of rationalization – is addressed instead as an empirical psychological or neurological problem.

Viewed from the perspective of economic psychology or neuroeconomics, calculated, competitive and strategic individual behaviour can no longer be presumed on principle. It no longer serves as a principle of equivalence, through which judgement and comparison can be performed. Instead, its conditions need interrogating, in order that they might be defended and extended by various means. In certain respects, this represents a major departure from core tenets of neoliberal thought. Hayek’s commitment to individual choice and competitive process was sufficiently deep that it offered no basis from which to criticize the actual decisions or outcomes that emerged as a result. He (in common with Chicago economists) recognized no authoritative basis from which to differentiate a ‘good’ from a ‘bad’ decision or preference. Outcomes of competitive, choice-based systems were de jure legitimate, as long as those systems were genuinely competitive. By contrast, the tools of economic psychology offer a basis on which to evaluate the quality of choices, and understand how decisions are influenced. The ‘paternalist’
implications of economic psychology, as a basis on which to ‘improve’ decision making, have been criticized by neo-classical economists on normative liberal grounds (Saint-Paul, 2011). But in another sense, the privileging of the choosing, consuming, strategizing mind as the central organizing principle of the economy is entirely in keeping with the neoliberal tradition. Offering sustenance and support to the psyche and/or the brain is viewed as a means of preserving a system that depends on psyches and brains functioning with a degree of predictability. At some point, the neural drivers of choice-making behaviour may be identified with sufficient precision, that rational choice theory can be built on biological foundations, without the need for formal hypotheses (Shizgal, 1997; Montague & Burns, 2002; Berridge, 2003); Coase himself expressed some hope that this might happen.1 This is a critique of neoliberalism that potentially preserves it in its practical form, though not its normative form. Moreover, in its attempt to secure a competitive market ethos through technical governance, it maintains the empiricist epistemology identified with neoliberalism in Chapter 1.

The effect of this partial critique is that the market-based principles and techniques of evaluation are represented as spatially and temporally specific in their validity, losing the transcendental capacity (and methodological imperialism) that the neoliberals had initially bestowed upon them. This can be understood as a form of neocommunitarianism, inasmuch as it highlights the unavoidably local, social and learnt nature of economic rationality. The communitarian critique of liberalism is that liberal philosophers in the Kantian tradition have ignored or misunderstood the historical and cultural origins and preconditions of their own conceptual apparatus. Hence, they have also under-estimated the extent to which norms of justice and rights are rooted in traditions and practices, whose authority is contingent not universal. My argument is that the psychological critique of neoliberalism is similar in spirit, challenging its presuppositions,

1 ‘It may be, therefore, that ultimately the work of socio-biologists (and their critics) will enable us to construct a picture of human nature in such detail that we can derive the set of preferences with which economists start. And if this result is achieved, it will enable us to refine our analysis of consumer demand and of other kinds of behaviour in the economic sphere. In the meantime, however, whatever makes men choose as they do, we must be content with the knowledge that for groups of human beings, in almost all circumstances, a higher (relative) price for anything will lead to a reduction in the amount demanded’ (Coase, 2005: 201).
so as to reaffirm its principles in contingent, rather than universal, terms. As with the market exception, this results in a radically contingent defence of market-based forms of valuation, as being little more than an arbitrary but nevertheless viable tradition to be upheld and repeated. The liberal spirit of neoliberalism, based on the presumption of common calculative capacity, disappears, to be replaced by a cultural anthropology of different habits and rationalities. To explore this proposition further, we need to review key tenets of communitarianism, which provide an implicit moral coherence to neocommunitarianism.

Communitarianism

‘Communitarianism’ here refers to a genre of responses to Rawls’s 1971 statement of liberal political philosophy, *A Theory of Justice*. Philosophers, including Alasdair MacIntyre, Charles Taylor and Michael Sandel, drew on Aristotle, Hegel and Heidegger to denounce the ahistorical abstractions that underpinned and organized Rawls’s work, arguing instead that political philosophy needed to be rooted in the specificities of time and space (Taylor, 1992; Sandel, 1998; MacIntyre, 2013). Unless political philosophy were attuned to its own historical tradition and the ethical resources of specific political communities and traditions, it ran the risk of empty nihilism and/or violent imperialism. The communitarian critique was not necessarily of liberal practices, institutions or policies themselves, but that liberals in the ‘deontological’ Kantian tradition inhabited by Rawls approached moral and political questions in entirely the wrong way, from entirely the wrong starting point.

The challenge that Kant set for liberalism, and which Rawls attempted to meet, was to establish an entirely *a priori* basis for moral and political rules, as opposed to an empirical one. If the foundations and principles of justice were derived from contingent circumstances, then they could make no claim to apply to all people, in all situations, and were therefore not compatible with the very idea of law or right. Rawls famously constructed a theory of justice on the basis of an imaginary ‘original position’, in which individuals agree to a legal and economic framework without any knowledge of their contingent empirical circumstances. Such a framework would be one that no reasonable person could refuse to be judged under. However, it is presupposed by those in the Kantian tradition that political authority derives from applying general rules to particular cases, that is, through a ‘descent’ from an abstract idea of the common good to an evaluation of a single action or situation. As Boltanski and Thévenot argue, all
arguments about justice share this grammatical quality, in which a
general proposition about *all humanity* is put forward, as a basis from
which to judge specific issues. The general rule is assumed to precede
any individual situation, and the task of philosophy is to focus on the
design of *a priori* rules. Chapters 2 and 3 argued that neoliberalism
takes this philosophical tradition and reproduces it in a technical,
economized form, where efficiency tests, imbued with a liberal spirit,
become the transcendental basis of legal authority.

If, on the other hand, rules are recognized as *emerging from* contin-
gent, empirical situations, then the task of philosophy looks very
different, and generalizable judgement is no longer privileged as the
primary problem of political philosophy or politics. There is no
‘external’ or ‘neutral’ basis on which to conduct a critique, and the
possibility of ‘objective’ or ‘critical’ distance is lost. The authority of
a procedure – be it legal or methodological – no longer consists in its
capacity to accommodate *all* events or phenomena, but in the fact
that it is a meaningful ritual for those who practise it. The value of
a rule or technique comes to consist of its performance and repeti-
tion, rather than in its capacity to classify all contingent possibilities.
Repetition is crucial in keeping doubt (and hence, ultimately, nihil-
ism) at bay, but viewed differently this also means keeping critique
at bay. As Boltanski argues with regard to ‘systems of confirmation’,
repetition’s only role is ‘to make visible the fact that there is a norm,
by deploying it in a sense for its own sake, without it being given any
external function’ (Boltanski, 2011: 104). Where contingent differ-
ce is simply being affirmed, rules are *only* performative.

From this latter communitarian perspective, laws are emergent,
evolving properties of historical sociology. There is nothing ‘ulti-
mate’ or *a priori* about them, and their constitutional authority is no
higher than informal norms or *mores* of social interaction. Thus the
grammar of critique – that is, of judgement – is no longer what
organizes communitarian political rhetoric. Rather than appealing to
‘higher’ laws, so as to evaluate the action of the other, the commu-
nitarian citizen performs a ritual so as to win cultural recognition
from the other. Should two different sets of rules come into contact
with one another, recognition is with-held, and difference may be
acknowledged. Rather than Schmitt’s ‘friend–enemy’ distinction,
which is consummated in violence, this is an Aristotelian ‘friend–
stranger’ distinction, which will hopefully be consummated in forms
of diplomacy. Equally, a communitarian rule cannot fail as dramati-
cally as a liberal rule can fail. If the rule cannot be applied (due to
some event or action that seems to defy classification) this simply
reveals something about the empirical and performative character of that particular rule. If a procedure or method encounters a phenomenon or behaviour that threatens its applicability, then this discovery reorients or delimits how the procedure or method is practised. Individuals and communities are constantly learning. The notion of a crisis or historic judgement therefore does not register in the same way, as normative frameworks are constantly evolving in an organic way, as lived rituals rather than abstract premises. The value of valuations is not thrown into the grave doubt of crisis, so long as those valuations still facilitate some mutual recognition on the part of those who practise them.

Strictly speaking, communitarianism does not represent a critique of liberalism, but really a genealogy or deconstruction of it, inasmuch as it does not offer some alternative principle for judgement. Instead it challenges the very possibility of there being stable, a priori principles for judgement, and the very possibility of an ‘objective’ perspective upon or ‘critical’ distance from one’s situation. Communitarianism is not so much uncritical, in a purely agnostic sense, as anti-critical in an affirmative sense. This challenge has two important recurrent features, which we will see reappearing in the ‘neocommunitarian’ response to neoliberalism, which simultaneously localize neoliberal evaluation tools and seek to rescue them.

Firstly, communitarians claim that liberalism (in the Kantian and Rawlsian tradition) is founded on an unrealistically empty theory of the self, as a disembodied, ahistorical choice maker. Where Rawls defined individuals by their shared capacity to reason, and not the values or goals that they hold, communitarians responded that values and goals were constitutive of individual identity. Religious, moral or political beliefs are not selected as a matter of free will, but are important conditions of human fulfilment and identity. An individual, as imagined by liberals, would suffer from existential crises of having no sources of intrinsic purpose or value. In the hands of some communitarian philosophers such as Taylor and MacIntyre, this is a critique that is extended to secular modernity more broadly. The Cartesian attempt to found objective certainty on the premise of subjective doubt is historicized, and the primacy of doubt is itself thrown into question.

Secondly, communitarians argue that human beings only ever exist in relationships with others. They do not enter these relationships as if via choice or contract, as Rawls’s philosophy proposed, but find themselves already in them. It is through others that we learn who we are and what we value. Reason, including secular critical reason, is learnt and acquired through mutual recognition, rather than bestowed as a
condition of being human, as Kantian liberals had deduced. By the same token, there are no political or moral values that precede or transcend human community, community is instead a condition of political and moral principles. The error of liberalism is in seeking the principles of justice from outside of the practices of ethical and political action.

In the face of crisis, in which the value of values is thrown into doubt, communitarianism offers stability through denying the foundational authority of critique. With contingent and shared ethical practices as the only *a priori* available to human beings, as they happen to exist, critical philosophy and judgement lose their privileged position in the constitution of moral and political life. The value of values is suddenly very obvious: they are generative of particular identities and relations, and cannot simply be thrown off. The risk is that values and procedures come to appear as arbitrary cultural inheritances, whose authority lies simply in being communally recognized. Belief can flip quickly into radicalized doubt – a choice that MacIntyre represents as one between Aristotle and Nietzsche (MacIntyre, 2013). Liberal institutions equally are valued and valuable only to the extent that they make us who we are. And to the extent that the crises of neoliberalism throw the value of its valuations into doubt, one means of rescuing neoliberalism is via a neo-communitarian strategy that asserts the socially binding nature of certain rituals of calculation. Market-based rationalities are affirmed as a collective inheritance, rather than offered as a transcendental basis from which to carry out generally valid, ‘objective’ judgements.

**Non-critical audit and homo psycho-economicus**

In his famous testimony to the US Congress in October 2008, Alan Greenspan, former Chairman of the Federal Reserve, offered his own immediate interpretation of the banking crisis. He confessed that he had made a ‘mistake’ in trusting that the ‘self-interest of lending institutions’ was sufficient for them to preserve the overall viability of the financial system (Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, 2008). This remark raises interesting questions about how an institution might exercise ‘self-interest’. But it also demonstrates the capacity of psychological rhetoric and categories to provide a hermeneutics of the crisis on behalf of policy-making elites. If the limits and failures of market-based techniques and rationalities can be attributed to minds, selves or brains, then neoliberalism itself can be modified in view of contingent calculative anomalies, but also preserved as a particular tradition of practice.
Elsewhere, various crises of neoliberalism are interpreted and acted on in psychological terms. If Hayek and the Chicago School had hoped to make the private choosing or knowing mind the central barometer of value across society (indicated in observed behaviour and price), problems such as obesity, depression, hedonistic rioting and financial short-termism suggest that the psyche or brain is not sufficiently robust or calculative to perform this constitutional function. How individuals actually exercise choice, how much utility they actually experience as a result, how they actually adapt their behaviour to experience and the lessons of others, become crucial empirical questions, if regulations and policies are to continue to be premised upon a particular, market-based vision of individual action. These empirical psycho-economic questions had been addressed on behalf of private companies since the 1920s, in the guise of human resource management and market research, but never in any systematic way by the state (Baritz, 1960; Davies, 2011a). Some causal understanding of the unconscious is needed, if policies based upon rational choice assumptions are not to be overwhelmed by irrational psychic forces. With this knowledge, either those regulations and policies can be adjusted accordingly, or new interventions can be designed to try and counteract individual or collective ‘irrationalities’. Thus a new model of subjectivity arises, that might be termed ‘homo psycho-economicus’, which is provided by a combination of methodological assumptions of economics, wedded to contingent empirical findings of economic psychology and, where possible, neuroscience.

Under the influence of Jeremy Bentham and the German psychophysicist Gustav Fechner, the early British neo-classical economists of the 1870s and 1880s hoped to build a theory of value and method of valuation directly on empirical psychology (Maas, 2005; Colander, 2007). The continental pioneers of neo-classical economics, Menger and Walras, were far less concerned with the mental substrates of choice or value. And with psychology emerging as a distinct social science in its own right, and laboratories providing a new mode of empirical enquiry to replace introspection, economists began to abandon their concern with the psyche from the 1890s onwards (Bruni & Sugden, 2007). In the 1930s, Lionel Robbins proposed the ‘revealed preference theory of choice’: that observable behaviour was sufficient data on which to base economic theories of what individuals want or value, representing the final divorce of economics from psychology (Maas, 2009). But emerging in the 1970s, happiness and behavioural economics represented the gradual rediscovery of psychology by economics. In 1974, Richard Easterlin published an
article demonstrating that economic growth did not translate into increased psychological welfare (Easterlin, 1974). In 1979, Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky published an article showing that individual decision making is more influenced by relative losses and gains, than by absolute levels of reward, and is therefore context-dependent (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Both of these papers used empirical data to challenge the methodological premise of neoclassical economics, namely that the choices made by the individual mind are a perfect indicator of value. The ‘revealed preference theory of choice’ is discarded. Behavioural and happiness economics emerged as growing and distinctive fields over the course of the 1980s and 1990s (Heukelom, 2011).

The notion that a methodological premise is not empirically valid should not be surprising, given that its function is to facilitate cognition and not constitute it. The question is how can such knowledge be acquired and, subsequently, how might it be acquired and employed by the state. How, for example, does the authority of the state change, if it no longer assumes that individuals are equipped to make utility-optimizing choices? And what techniques of knowledge accumulation and processing does it depend on? For happiness economics, the key technique was initially the survey. Market research surveys and opinion polling had also arisen as early as the 1920s, as notions such as ‘attitude’ were invented by social psychologists (Rose, 1996a; Danziger, 1997). The first national surveys on happiness were first introduced in the mid-1960s, by Albert Cantril and the polling company Gallup, producing the data that Easterlin then based his analysis on. Statistical agencies and household panel surveys began to collect more regular data on happiness from the mid-1980s onwards, enabling the rapid growth of happiness economics, beginning with a 1994 article on happiness and unemployment (Clark & Oswald, 1994). The other technique that economics imported from psychology was the laboratory experiment. This began with the study of games and mathematical psychology at the University of Michigan during the 1950s, in which experiments were created in order to test how far individuals diverged from instrumentally rational choice (Heukelom, 2010). Experimental economics focuses upon the divergence between how abstract mathematical economics states individuals ought to act, and how they do in fact act, under various circumstances. In this way, rational choice is converted into a normative ideal, against which patterns of behaviour should be judged, rather than as an abstract premise through which economic states of affairs should be judged. Along with the mind, the context of individual
activity, or what would later become known as ‘choice architectures’, is brought back into economics, as the explanation for differing forms of behaviour (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008).

The main object of empirical enquiry becomes the behavioural anomaly. Where individuals are found not to behave as neo-classical economics assumes they do, this represents a potential opportunity for a third party to work on assisting with the construction of their calculative capacity. The Coasian view of a freely competitive society, as set out in ‘The Problem of Social Cost’, depends on the notion that all individuals are equally endowed with a calculative capacity. Hence, the dominator and the dominated can strike some sort of agreement, which compensates the latter, removing the formal requirement for regulatory intervention. The implausibility of this presupposition is tacitly recognized in behavioural economics, given that the dominated receive additional support to behave in a rational, utility-maximizing fashion. Their calculative ‘equipment’ is reinforced via supportive ‘choice architectures’ and policies for improving ‘financial literacy’ and various other literacies. What this ignores, of course, is that the dominator is not simply better at calculating in a psychological sense, but that this is because of extensive legal, technological and political equipment, which isn’t simply carried around in the mind as a heuristic, but actively shapes the material environment in which competition takes place (Caliskan & Callon, 2009).

The influence of economic psychology within much public policy rose sharply during and after the financial crisis of 2007–09. Various areas of governance and policy, which had long operated according to a logic of ‘incentives’ (in which individuals are assumed to respond rationally to changes in cost and benefit), were criticized and rethought, on the basis of empirical evidence on behaviour, happiness and brains (e.g. Dolan et al., 2010). Economic psychology was proposed as a basis on which to reform corporate governance (PwC, 2012), consumer protection (Mulholland, 2007; OFT, 2010), welfare-to-work (Black, 2008), financial regulation (Shiller, 2008) and so on. Importing recommendations from the previously left-field ‘social indicators’ movement, official statistical agencies in Britain, France, the United States, Canada and Australia began to collect data on happiness, and publish official indicators of national wellbeing (e.g. Fitoussi et al., 2009). The potential to achieve cost savings through importing lessons from behavioural economics became a cause celebre of the Obama administration in the USA and the Cameron government in the UK, both of which employed authors of the popular Nudge as advisors. The successes of ‘nudges’ were generally gauged
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in terms of how well they influenced ‘more rational’ behaviour, such as paying one’s taxes on time or signing up to a defined contribution pension scheme (Langley & Leaver, 2012).

A significant consequence of this renewed empirical interest in the mind is a (re)discovery of the ‘social’ – or at least relational – dimensions of human behaviour and subjective experience (Mulgan, 2012). This is where the potential break between neocommunitarianism and neoliberalism becomes most apparent. Neoliberalism, as we have seen, sought to expand market-based economic rationalities into all corners of life, and was particularly hostile to the notion of distinctive ‘social’ rationalities, which provided the logic of socialism. Neoliberalism began from a critique of the possibility of efficient ‘socialist calculation’, and was propagated as a strategic stripping-out of distinctively ‘social’ policies or ‘sociological’ knowledge (Mises, 1990; Rose, 1996b; Fine, 2001). Hayek represented social science as a crypto-socialist project of converting the subjective perspective of an intellectual minority into bogus truth claims, with broad political reach (Hayek, 1942, 1949). But paying empirical attention to the mind, behaviour and the brain quickly reveals the importance of relationships, learning, mimicry and group norms in determining habits and tastes. Social relations are revealed as a crucial resource for individual wellbeing (Cacioppo & Patrick, 2009). A growing burden of mental ill health (especially anxiety and depression) afflicts many neoliberal societies, which can be reduced to a set of neuro-chemical imbalances as favoured by many pharmaceutical companies (Healy, 1997), but is more promisingly looked at in ‘social’ terms, as manifest in the growing movement towards ‘social prescribing’ whereby singing, gardening or dancing are prescribed by doctors to raise levels of physical and mental wellbeing. ‘Behaviours’ and moods, whether ‘good’ or ‘bad’, are shown to travel through social networks like contagions, with important lessons for health policy and financial regulation (e.g. Lo, 2004; Christakis & Fowler, 2011). Biological metaphors of ‘contagion’, ‘toxicity’, systemic ‘resilience’ come to organize how the ‘social’ is newly conceived. This is the ‘social’, not as understood in a Durkheimian sense, but in the sense of social network analysis, as mathematically traceable webs of linkage (Freeman, 2004). The role for public policy, under neocommunitarianism, becomes one of seeking to catalyse or ‘nudge’ positive contagions of rational, utility-increasing behaviour, in the hope that these travel through social networks and gradually oust negative ones.

But the question here is how does the government expert know when it is the suitable time or place to intervene in these organic
processes? Under neoliberalism, socio-economic activity is subject to a quasi-juridical ritual of audit (Power, 1997). This follows the modern critical sequence described at the beginning of this chapter, of certainty, doubt, crisis/judgement, resolution, certainty. At regular intervals or at pre-designated moments, an evaluation is carried out, to test the worth of certain behaviours, so as to render these objective and public. A complex and uncertain situation is represented via a numerical ‘score’, briefly removing its uncertainty. But the rise of homo psycho-economicus necessitates a very different style of audit, which is oriented around questions of systemic sustainability or resilience. What is being gauged is the compatibility of multiple rationalities at multiple scales. Is the behaviour of individual banks consistent with the resilience of the financial system as a whole? Are individual nutritional decisions consistent with bodily health in the long term? At what point does individual utility-maximization come into conflict with collective wellbeing? These involve what I would call a form of ‘non-critical audit’, which is a constant monitoring of activity, but one that is unpunctuated by any recognized moments of judgement/crisis. There is a perceived need to stay constantly abreast of how individual and collective behaviours are evolving and aggregating, but without any sense of when or on what basis to form a judgement on this empirical data.

The technologies of non-critical audit are emerging rapidly, thanks heavily to the digitization of socio-economic relations. The mapping of social networks can now be done at a scale and speed that the social sciences had never imagined, prior to social media (Savage & Burrows, 2007). The auditing of psychological mood can be conducted on a constant basis, without the periodization that goes with surveys, using technologies such as iPhone Apps and ‘sentiment analysis’ algorithms designed to assess the mood of very large numbers of Twitter or Facebook users. The Hayekian problem, of how legitimately to represent uncertain situations, receives new technical solutions that owe nothing to markets or economics, but from the mathematical analysis of Big Data that accumulates from companies such as Google. The Bank of England has begun to draw on Google search data in constructing their economic forecasts, for instance tracking the number of searches for terms like ‘estate agent’ (McLaren, 2011). Meanwhile, as public policy makers become more interested in the vagaries of behaviour, so they import techniques from medical research, namely Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs), whereby rival policies are introduced simultaneously, such that knowledge about their empirical efficacy can be accumulated. Where the behaviour in question is digitally-mediated
(for instance, through an e-government service or an interaction with an electricity provider), RCTs are possible without any cost, seeing as surveillance of the behaviour occurs by default. The promise of the ‘smart city’, for example, is one in which so much activity is digitally mediated, resulting in so much data accumulating, that services, design and policy can be perfectly calibrated around constantly emerging patterns of behaviour.

But still the question of judgement or the critical test is not addressed directly. Under neoliberalism, normative and political judgement is replaced by some form of numerical test, either that of the market itself (i.e. price) or that of economics and associated techniques. The era of ‘non-critical audit’, exemplified by a belief in Big Data, does not use numbers instead of judgement, but really just so as to delay judgement. For an example of this, consider the case of ‘macro-prudential regulation’, which was quickly identified as the regulatory model that could prevent another financial crisis after 2007–09 (Saporta, 2009; Clement, 2010). Macro-prudential regulation would involve regulators and central banks intervening when the behaviour of some financial institutions appears to be destabilizing the financial system as a whole. It looks beyond orthodox, quasi-juridical forms of audit, in which every financial institution has to pass the same audit to prove their worth, towards a form of non-critical audit, in which large quantities of data are collected and studied for signs that the financial system may be becoming unstable. It recognizes that the similarity of risk models at work within the financial system can lead individual institutions to pursue strategies that are individually rational, but collectively irrational. But this also means recognizing that not every financial institution is as systemically important as another, and not every moment in the financial cycle is as critical as any other. The hope might be that data-mining of the financial system as a whole, combined with some form of representation of the system’s current ‘behaviour’ or ‘mood’, might make it possible to determine when to act and on which institution. But, as one behavioural finance theorist argues, ‘market efficiency is not an all-or-none condition but is a constant characteristic that varies continuously over time’, which removes the neoliberal technical rationality that justifies government intervention (Lo, 2005). The greater the amount of data accumulated, the more this exacerbates rather than alleviates the expert question of what to do.

_Homo psycho-economicus_, supported by an infrastructure of non-critical audit, generates a mode of government that is ‘neocommunitarian’ in its implicit ethos, because it stands in relation to neoliberalism,
just as communitarianism stands in relation to Kantian liberalism. Neoliberalism (and its apparent failures) provides economic psychologists with their empirical orientation: what are the socio-cultural conditions and limits of sustained, rational, welfare-enhancing decision making? This question only arises to the extent that neoliberalism takes such decision making as read, and suffers various negative consequences as a result. In response, economic psychology finds technical and empirical fault with neoliberalism in two key areas, which echo the communitarian critique of liberalism. Firstly, the technical methodologies of neoliberalism are criticized for resting on an implausibly empty theory of the self, as nothing but an atomized choosing calculator. Chapter 2 argued that the neoliberal valorization of competition shifted from a commitment to markets as institution to a commitment to competitiveness as a psychological attribute. However, few of the theorists involved had ever paid much attention to the empirical plausibility of the psychological precepts that they assumed.

Secondly, and consequently, the rise of economic psychology as a policy discipline undermines the transcendental a priori ideal of the neoliberal state. Elevating competition (however defined) as the central organizing principle of society was expected to produce a state that was neutral or ‘ignorant’ regarding what ‘good’ outcomes would consist of. For Hayek, competition itself was the moral and empirical discovery process, and the state was merely its a priori facilitator. But evidence from laboratories, surveys and big data analytics offers a very different perspective, which reveals the capacity of individuals to routinely and collectively act against their own best interests, assuming some standard for what their real interests actually are. While not quite ethical, in a communitarian sense, or substantively rational, in Weber’s sense, this return of teleology into economic policy making is nevertheless a significant departure from neoliberal agnosticism regarding outcomes. To be sure, this teleological rationality remains technocratic, with the socio-economic telos captured in metrics of ‘wellbeing’, ‘resilience’ and ‘sustainability’, and the means of pursuing these goals remain organized in terms of incentives, choices, strategies and individual agents. But in acknowledging that economic reason has a normative and teleological dimension, and not merely an instrumental or formal one, the contemporary state has experienced a subtle but important new orientation away from purely market-based modes of evaluation.

This represents a new and more fearful orientation to uncertainty. Where neoliberalism had valorized uncertainty, so long as it was an effect of competition and organized within the rubric of markets, rankings and economic tests, neocommunitarianism rests on a
recognition that this ‘competitive uncertainty’ can tip into a more radical, ‘political uncertainty’ that is genuinely disruptive, and not simply in an entrepreneurial sense. The capacity of human decision making to generate more profoundly disturbing or unsettling outcomes, which may be self-destructive (as with hedonistic consumption) or systemically destructive (as with financial exuberance) or both, means that policy makers become concerned with how the competitive game is played, and not simply with helping to distinguish the ‘winners’ from the ‘losers’. In this sense, uncertainty itself becomes managed and ritualized, via new empirical representations of ‘irrational’ and ‘social’ forms of behaviour. A key element of the Hayekian neoliberal project is discarded.

**State of Market Exception**

The banking crisis was swiftly framed by political leaders in starkly existential terms, with Ben Bernanke, Chairman of the US Federal Reserve, declaring after the Lehman’s collapse that unless action were taken instantly, ‘there will be no economy on Monday’ (quoted in Bryan et al., 2012). The viability of the entire financial system was in doubt, and emergency political action was required to prevent a catastrophic failure. One of the first normative and regulative principles that was suspended as a result of this apparent emergency was that of competition enforcement. In Britain, the fatal condition of HBOS bank in September 2008 meant that the government encouraged a takeover by Lloyds-TSB which would otherwise have been blocked by the competition authorities. The Prime Minister personally brokered the deal, exploiting ‘national interest’ clauses in competition law to do so. As we shall explore further on, the European Commission meanwhile deemed it necessary to suspend the State Aid rules that prevent member states from giving subsidies or favours to specific firms, so that states could rescue their financial sectors by whatever means they deemed necessary.

The vision of the state as a neutral enforcer of competition, without regard to the consequences, winners or losers, was at the heart of the founding neoliberal and ordo-liberal vision. It was especially powerful in the German and European Union contexts, at least until the infiltration of utilitarian Chicago School ideas and techniques during the 1990s. As Chapter 3 examined, this commitment to an *a priori* rule of market law was attacked and largely dismantled by Chicago economists and their acolytes in the legal profession. And yet some notion of a fair and competitive *a priori* is necessary if
competition is to survive as an organizing principle of both socio-economic order and state authority. On the face of it, the fact that competition enforcement was amongst the first political casualties of the financial crisis (at least for a period of time) may indicate that the neoliberal paradigm (or at least its specifically liberal element) had been dramatically terminated, or at least suspended.

The crisis was accompanied by a number of other instances of highly unusual, emergency interventions by executive state authorities. Besides the bail-outs of banks and insurance companies, in which a handful of political decision makers agreed to provide vast sums of equity finance, credit and guarantees to failing financial institutions, special executive powers have been claimed and exercised in other instances too. In October 2008, the British government drew on anti-terrorism laws, in order to freeze £4bn of assets in a failed Icelandic bank. In 2011, the elected Prime Ministers of Italy and Greece were both replaced by recognized economists, as part of the effort to sustain the Euro in the face of supposed Southern European fiscal profligacy. This threw a thoroughly more Hobbesian light upon the potential ‘performativity’ of economics. Executive decision making was no longer being economized and authorized by the strategic framework of national competitiveness evaluation: it had become stripped bare as a purely contingent force for the rescue of economic normativity. But by directly replacing elected executives with economists, and using exceptional powers to rescue risk-management institutions, sovereign decision was fused with economic rationality.

This phenomenon, of extraordinary emergency powers being claimed for the sake of saving the juridical status quo, is the definition of exception, as theorized by Schmitt and subsequently Giorgio Agamben (Schmitt, 1996; Agamben, 2005). The difference under neoliberalism is that the juridical status quo is permeated by economic rationality. Hence, when speaking of a ‘state of market exception’, I refer to the fact that the market-based norms, procedures and techniques of economic evaluation that characterize regular neoliberalism, are suspended for their own sake, in favour of a logic of necessity. As was explored with reference to ‘national competitiveness’, neoliberalism already acquires a form of self-legislating executive authority, borrowed from the Schumpeterian notion of the entrepreneur and business strategy. The case for ‘competitiveness’ is depicted as something of a national emergency, even during times of relative economic peace: in that sense, the ‘market exception’ simply ups the ante, raises the stakes, and compels even more decisive
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action on the part of leaders. To understand this state better, we must first address the state of exception in its original juridical sense, and the types of rhetorical strategies that accompany it.

The state of exception

The application of rules involves a Kantian problematic of how to subsume particular instances under universal principles. In Kant’s critical philosophy, this practical problem mirrors an epistemological one, of how particular phenomena can be classified within general epistemic categories. Yet the claim put forward by convention theory is that the two problems are really identical, as they are both fundamentally practical in nature. Science (and social science) can only take place through the practical application of methodologies, leading to the public demonstration of proofs that can withstand further critique. What Boltanski and Thévenot refer to as ‘tests’ are those material tools and practices which subject individual situations to moral-empirical judgements. The term usefully bridges both ‘juridical’ situations (such as courtrooms) and ‘scientific’ situations (such as laboratories), and highlights the various commonalities in how such situations are framed, initiated and concluded.

Judgement therefore requires a ‘descent’ from a general principle to a particular occurrence, which strips the latter of its particularity by classifying it. But if something occurs which seems to threaten the very possibility of applying the law, the problem of judgement becomes very different. The situation must be judged purely in terms of its particularity, without recourse to any higher principle. In a laboratory situation, this might be the appearance of a new phenomenon which breaks some basic law of scientific theory, and thereby threatens to bring down an entire paradigm of research. In a juridical situation, it may be some type of act that is so threatening towards the rule of law, such as terrorism, that it must not be dealt with within standard legal process. Such situations demand that the particular case be judged purely in terms of its own particularity, and not with recourse to any available law or principle. A new law may need to be invented specifically to deal with this one case. This is closer to Kant’s model of aesthetic judgement, in which particularity is not subsumed within a general category, but judged as a singularity from which a new general principle can be extrapolated (Kant, 2007). The juridical recognition of pure particularity is the basis of the state of exception, as understood by Schmitt and Agamben.

Politics, for Schmitt, is ontologically constituted by the ‘friend-enemy’ distinction, which finds its full consummation in mortal
combat. The critical political distinction is therefore between those whom I am willing to fight for, and those who I am willing to fight against. This being the case, contingent existential political decisions are always prior to the implementation of laws. The very existence of law is dependent upon the possibility that violence can be used to defend the polity against an enemy. This is not to say that law itself is constituted by violence or contingency. During periods of peace and stability, the rule of law is perfectly plausible from a Schmittian perspective. The separation of powers between the executive and the judiciary can become a practical reality, such that the executive is constrained by normativity. However, it remains constantly implicit (or sometimes explicit) that the executive retains the capacity to suspend the law, in order to save it from some type of unprecedented disruption or threat. Law rules with a general form, but it only rules particular territories and populations: universality is secondary to ‘pluriversality’. Moreover, Schmitt argues, law only rules for limited periods of time. It can be interrupted at any time by a sovereign decision to declare an exception, which is foundational: ‘Sovereign is he who decides on exception’, thereby deciding to suspend the constitutional separation of law and violence (Schmitt, 2005: 5).

The judgement that is made, in declaring a state of exception, is that it is necessary (Agamben, 2005: 24–25). This type of judgement cannot be made with recourse to some other norm or law, because it concerns an event that disrupts the very possibility of legal normativity. The logic of political necessity concerns unique occurrences, which demand to be acted on in ways that are specific to themselves. These events neither comply with laws nor break them, but introduce a set of possibilities that are entirely at odds with the law as constituted. As Agamben argues:

In truth, the state of exception is neither external nor internal to the juridical order, and the problem of defining it concerns precisely a threshold, or a zone of indifference, where inside and outside do not exclude each other but rather blur with each other. (Agamben, 2005: 23)

In this ‘zone of indifference’, justifications are neither required nor possible, because there is no general grammar or classificatory system through which the exception can be proved or subsumed. The declaration of exception rests on a purely political judgement of necessity, which lacks any preconditions beyond itself. Agamben notes that some legal constitutions include a formal provision that the constitution may be suspended in exceptional circumstances,
while others do not (Agamben, 2005: 13–21). But the fact that exception is recognized as a formal possibility does not mean that it is somehow ‘within’ the rule of law, any more than a lack of formal recognition renders it ‘external’ to the rule of law. Exception is consistent with the logic of law, without being strictly legal or illegal. It is impossible to conceive of a law that did not imply the possibility of exception, even though legal rationality itself cannot entirely articulate what the juridical status of exception actually is.

The state of exception is typically defined temporally, although it may have specific spatial characteristics as well. Agamben offers the example of the Roman institution of *iustitium*, in which the law would take a ‘holiday’, during which acts were no longer judged in terms of legality/illegality. He also observes that states of exception have often arisen as a consequence of monetary collapse, as occurred at the end of the Weimar Republic. In the USA, meanwhile, the possibility of an exception was first acknowledged with the Civil War, and has always been associated with the peculiar political circumstance of wartime. Framing objectives in the language of ‘war’ has become the primary rhetorical strategy through which American political leaders have sought to free themselves from the constraints of the constitution. Whether as holiday, monetary restoration or war, it is expected that exception will come to an end, and legal judgement will be restored. But specifying when the period of exception ends is never straightforward, and it is possible to live in a state of exception where law survives only through constant non-legal sovereign interventions and decisions.

It is crucial that a state of exception can only arise with a sovereign decision, that is, it must be backed up with sufficient violence (or its threat) to be realized. A revolutionary who believes in the ‘sovereignty’ of the people can declare a state of exception, but only if the people have sufficient means of violence to realize it. Otherwise they are merely in the realm of civil disobedience or criminality. When the sovereign declares a state of exception, their declaration is valid to the extent that they can back it up with violence. By contrast, a historical ‘crisis’ occurs when a system of judgement ceases to work, opening up a space of political uncertainty in which new systems of judgement might arise. Such situations are not constituted by violence, although they open up space within which violence is one possibility. When an orthodox economist confronts events that their theory deems impossible, this creates a space in which alternative theories can be propagated and the dominant theory attacked. The orthodox economist can try different ways of defending their theory, such as
adapting it or seeking to constrain the empirical data. The novel occurrence can be quickly classified as a particular variant of a more familiar occurrence. These strategies may well succeed in rebuffing attacks on their own, or else they may eventually lead to a Kuhnian ‘paradigm shift’. But what the economist cannot ordinarily do is to declare that it is necessary to suspend norms of scientific validation, as he lacks the power to realize this suspension. An economist (or any other type of scientist, evaluator, critic or judge) who sought to do this would be viewed as having accepted defeat.

A declaration of exception is therefore a form of violent anti-crisis, in which judgement is debarred or delayed, for fear that it would otherwise be destroyed. The speed of events or proximity of a threat is deemed so severe, that achieving a critical or objective distance from them is deemed impossible (or too existentially dangerous). Kant argued that the sublime occasions a form of pleasure, as a result of cognitive judgement being first overwhelmed by something too vast or powerful to grasp, and then retreating in terror, before taking comfort in rediscovering its own transcendent ideas of reason (Kant, 2007). The state of exception follows a similar path, in which law looks to be destroyed by some unprecedented event or aggressor, but is then rescued by a sovereign decision to suspend juridical rule. For a historic crisis to occur, a regime of judgement must be allowed to fail, producing a situation of political uncertainty in which a new mode of judgement might emerge. Events or rivals must have time to overwhelm the legal, critical or scientific apparatus (as the case may be), such that its failure to classify people or things can become fully and publicly manifest. The crisis itself will be experienced as a moment of radical contingency and openness, in which there is no dominant ‘higher’ principle on which a shared evaluation can be based. It is this full and public failure of rule that the state of exception prevents. As with a crisis, exception also introduces a period of radical contingency, but without the openness to alternative principles of judgement. The contingency is rather of sovereign executive will, and not of some democratic pluralism. Thanks to their entangling with sovereign powers, it is into this ambivalent state of exception that neoliberal principles and techniques of evaluation were thrown by the bank failures of 2008.

**Rescuing market rule**

One of the central tasks that neoliberal critics of the state set themselves was to fuse together law and economics, as Chapter 3 explored.
The ordo-liberals set about doing this by using rule of law to formalize market mechanisms, inflating the price mechanism with a form of juridical authority. By contrast, the Chicago School sought to demolish the very notion of law’s substantive rationality, by reducing it to an instrumental logic of incentives and neo-classical calculation. This latter movement came to predominate in competition authorities from the late 1970s onwards, yet by doing so it effectively elevated neo-classical methodology to the status of a quasi-juridical procedure. Where law has been successfully economized, the calculated maximization of efficiency comes to replace the pursuit of ‘justice’ as the test of legitimate action. The normativity of economic evaluation serves as a quasi-constitutional template for the state.

In contrast to the strict rule of market law proposed by the ordo-liberals and early Hayek, this test represents a very weak form of normative constraint. In the state envisaged by Chicago economists, law is only authoritative to the extent that it has demonstrably positive economic effects. All it takes is economic evidence to be constructed demonstrating the inefficiency of a law or regulation (measured in Coasian terms of aggregate consumer welfare) and its authority is lost. Corporations marshalling well-paid private consultants can often succeed in doing this. The liberal spirit of neoliberal authority is rendered very frail by the Chicago critique. The authority of anti-trust law therefore comes to derive partly from the ‘violent threat’ of executive power, the claim that competition is good for competitiveness. Michael Porter and a number of other competitiveness experts have argued that the normativity of regulation can have a positive effect on the productive and entrepreneurial capacity of state territories (Porter, 2001b). Economically rational anti-trust enforcement is viewed by national competitiveness evaluations as a positive strategic attribute of a state. Market law receives a positive evaluation, to the extent that it raises the overall productive capacity of a state-space. In this sense, the neoliberal state’s liberal spirit is tacitly sanctioned by its political threat. To put this another way, the fairness of market competition is valued to the extent that it supports greater local entrepreneurial dynamism, but not vice versa.

The logic of the political-strategic decision is therefore prior to that of legal-economic rules, in a way that echoes Schmitt’s theory of sovereignty. The Schmittian sympathies of neoliberal scholars such as Hayek and Friedman have been noted, resting in a deep pessimism regarding the capacity of societies to remain ‘open’ and ‘competitive’ without constant enforcement and protection by executive powers (Mirowski, 2009; Spieker, 2012). The possibility
and eventual necessity of exception are therefore already contained within the logic of neoliberalism. As an empirical manifestation of such an exception in practice, the case of European Commission State Aid rules, and their effective suspension during the banking crisis, provides an empirical case through which to examine this (Davies, 2013). The reason why this is so instructive is that, in this case, we get a clear view of the interface of executive decision and market law. And what becomes apparent is a shift from ordo-liberal, to Chicagoan, to exceptional modes of economic jurisdiction.

State Aid rules seek to maintain a competitive order across the European Union, by preventing member states from offering ‘aid’ to individual firms or industries, and originate in the 1957 Treaty of Rome that first founded the common market. The body responsible for enforcing the rules is the anti-trust directorate, DG Competition. Initially, ‘aid’ was defined in normative terms, as something which disrupted the equally normative principle of competition, as the form of market organization. This definition was formal, rather than empirical, but would include subsidies, tax breaks, trade protections or any type of state action that appeared to disrupt the authority of the price mechanism. As a classically ordo-liberal case of states seeking to construct a binding ‘economic constitution’, the vision behind State Aid rules was of a common European space in which the market offered the primary institutional mechanism for coordination. Executive political action would be constrained by market law. But in its original statement, this constitutional framework contained various provisions for states to exempt their policies from its constraints, that is, to employ evaluative criteria other than those associated with markets. Aid ‘having a social character’ would always be permitted, offering a justification for European welfare states, that is also in accordance with ordo-liberalism (Bonefeld, 2013). In addition, a further five categories of exemption are formally recognized in the treaty, one of which is aid ‘to remedy a serious disturbance in the economy of a Member State’ (EC, 1992: 87 (3)). This exemption was used from October 2008 onwards, in order to permit exceptional state acts of financial rescue which otherwise would have counted as anti-competitive. This is an instance of an economic constitution which formally acknowledges the possibility of its own

2 ‘Any aid granted by a Member State or through State resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade between Member States, be incompatible with the common market’ (EC, 1992: Article 87).
suspension, but as Agamben argues, even without such an acknowledge-
ment, sovereigns would retain such an option regardless.

As a purely formal commitment to the principle of competition, the
State Aid rules did not initially represent a very powerful restraint on
the executive powers of member states. The exemptions available, the
lack of accompanying implementation guidelines or ‘soft law’ (until
the 1990s) and the ambiguous sovereignty of the European Commis-

sion meant that DG Competition had little capacity to enforce the
rules. There was no instance of unlawful aid ever being repaid by its
recipient until 1984 (Luengo, 2007). The rules state that DG Competi-
tion must always be notified in advance of aid being given, such that
an evaluation of its compatibility with the single market can be given
(EC, 1992: 88 (3)). As a formality, notification enables a considered
judgement to be passed, even if it is typically to recognize that the aid
is legitimate. The strong emphasis on notification is therefore a
requirement for public explanation, as a constitutive element of legiti-
mate sovereign action within the European community. Lack of noti-
fication represents as much of a challenge to the Commission as the
aid itself, given that it renders the possibility of judgement impossible
(EC, 1980). The Commission’s a priori commitment to a competitive
European order underpins a ritual of notification and evaluation, but
initially offered no technical or empirical test with which to assess
whether a particular instance of state aid is anti-competitive or not.
Nor did it offer any basis on which to offer a positive evaluation of
state aid.

With the growing influence of neo-classical economic evaluation
within DG Competition, the critique of aid became increasingly
empirical (or ‘effects-based’) in nature, with the argument that aid is
typically inefficient. The DG began to conduct an annual audit of aid
from 1988, which initially discovered that state aid was worth the
equivalent of 3% of European GDP. The critique of aid shifted from
an ordo-liberal one, that it disrupts the market form, to a utilitarian
one, that there is too much of it and its costs are not being accounted
for. The influence of, firstly, competitiveness concerns across the
European Commission and, subsequently, Chicago economics within
DG Competition resulted in a more economics-led approach to the
problem. Aid and competition were no longer judged normatively,
but in terms of their benefits or harms to European consumers,
which could be quantified through regular audit. At the same time,
this widened the scope for legitimate state interventions, where
states were raising competitiveness through public support for R&D
and innovation (EC, 2005). Critically, this new economic approach
led to the publication of a new ‘compatibility test’, which would be applied to evaluate individual aid proposals, to assess whether or not they were legal. The test was a form of economic cost-benefit analysis, which would seek to evaluate the overall efficiency of the particular state proposal. Legal procedure, as laid down in the 1957 Treaty, was thereby complemented with an economic methodology, providing DG Competition with a normative-empirical procedure by which to conduct its evaluations. European member states become constrained by empirical economics, and not just by law.

Guidelines issued in 1999 stated that DG Competition may take up to two months to evaluate whether or not a proposed aid was legal (EC, 1999). The economics-led approach made the process substantially more complicated, as DG economists were required to gather and analyse data, which would then be fed into the legal procedure. Where states were claiming that aid had a positive effect on local competitiveness, this added further complexity, as economists sought to quantify ‘dynamic’ effects, such as innovation. One indicator of the exceptional nature of autumn 2008 was that DG Competition promised to grant permission for aid in a matter of hours or over a weekend, making it clear that any normal procedure for evaluation had been suspended.

State rescue packages for financial institutions were already underway during late September and early October 2008, before DG Competition had issued any guidance on whether or not these were legal or not. Executive decisions by member states had de facto over-ridden the economic constitution of the European Union, demonstrating that the exception is effected by those with the sovereign power to do so,

3 The test is as follows:

1. Is the aid measure aimed at a well-defined objective of common interest?
2. Is the aid well designed to deliver the objective of common interest, i.e. does the proposed aid address the market failure or other objectives?
   (i) Is the aid an appropriate policy instrument to address the policy concerned?
   (ii) Is there an incentive effect, i.e. does the aid change the behaviour of the aid recipient?
   (iii) Is the aid measure proportionate to the problem tackled, i.e. could the same change in behaviour not be obtained with less aid?
3. Are the distortions of competition and effect on trade limited, so that the overall balance is positive? (EC, 2008a).
not by those with the normative authority to. Hence, the most urgent task for the Commission at this time was not to delimit state aid or even to evaluate it, but to take urgent action to ensure that European Law could accommodate whatever was deemed necessary. Following pressure from member states, a Communication issued by the Commission on 13 October formally acknowledged the treaty clause referring to aid needed ‘to remedy a serious disturbance in the economy of a Member State’ (EC, 2008a). In this context, the activity of member states was no longer being evaluated, either in a normative or an economic sense, but sanctioned by the unique and exceptional nature of the situation. States were no longer invited to justify their interventions, either in a legal or an economic sense, but merely to act however they deemed necessary. The document makes no reference to ‘efficiency’, ‘costs’, ‘benefits’, ‘competitiveness’ or to the compatibility of state aid with market competition. Hence, economic evaluation was suspended as well as law.

The effective orientation of the state aid authorities at this time was away from the defence of competition (however defined) and towards the defence of the state aid rules themselves. When the new Communications referred to the ‘compatibility’ of a piece of aid, they were not referring to its compatibility with competition or the European single market, but its compatibility with the Treaty of Rome. Under the exceptional circumstances of the financial crisis, necessary actions are, as Agamben puts it, neither inside nor outside the law but in a ‘zone of indifference’. The question for those responsible for applying the law was how to ensure that it could return once this period had ended. The stress upon notification remained as great as ever, even though an evaluation would clearly be impossible given the time constraints. The priority was simply that the law’s existence was recognized, even while its procedural implementation was effectively suspended. The judgement of what

4 ‘As regards the financial sector, invoking this provision is possible only in genuinely exceptional circumstances where the entire functioning of financial markets is jeopardised’ (EC, 2008a: 3).

5 ‘Given the scale of the crisis … the Commission recognises that Member States may consider it necessary to adopt appropriate measures to safeguard the stability of the financial system’ (EC, 2008a: 2).

6 ‘It is of paramount importance that Member States inform the Commission of their intentions … The Commission has taken appropriate steps to ensure the swift adoption of decisions upon complete notification, if necessary within 24 hours and over a weekend’ (EC, 2008a: 12).
was ‘necessary’ now lay in the hands of member states: DG Competition merely asked to be kept informed, so that the barest form of procedure could be sustained. For example, the British government notified DG Competition that it intended to buy £35bn-worth of shares in two banks on Saturday 11 October, and the DG granted permission on Sunday 12. A shadow of constitutional norms is maintained during this exceptional time, but no test is being applied. Actions are simply declared and affirmed (albeit publicly) but not justified in any critical sense.

How long does this state of exception last and how far does it extend? One criterion by which aid to banks would be considered compatible with state aid rules was that it be reviewed at least every six months (EC, 2008b). In December 2008, the Commission announced a new Temporary Framework authorizing necessary rescue packages in the ‘real economy’ (i.e. non-financial firms), such as loans and guarantees that the financial sector was itself unable to offer (EC, 2008c). This framework expired on 31 December 2010, and subsequent communications were issued to provide guidance on the phasing out of aid to financial institutions (EC, 2010). Statements made by the Commission therefore indicate a desire to terminate the formally recognized exception to market-based principles and techniques of valuation. But this doesn’t mean that these principles and techniques are now restored to the status of state-endorsed norms. On the contrary, the exception does not need to be legally validated or recognized to persist, that is its definition. From a Schmittian perspective, the legality of sovereign rule always tacitly allows for non-legal acts. But moments of rupture and publicly declared states of exception create the possibility of permanently exceptional states, in which executive political power acquires the legal right to act purely out of necessity, and without justification. Whether or not the Commission would recognize this as an accurate depiction of European neoliberalism post-2008, it may be what has emerged.

European State Aid rules are an unusual case, inasmuch as their sovereignty is at best ambiguous. The implementation of these rules has always been somewhat dependent on a degree of compliance from those they seek to constrain, as the emphasis on advance ‘notification’ indicates. In their ambiguity, they capture something about the contradictory nature of neoliberal authority, in which positive economic reason is offered in place of sovereignty, but then requires sovereign backing in order for its enforcement. As an attempt to elevate market principles above nation states, but with no ‘higher’ power to enforce them, the European project is riddled with this...
problem, and the financial crisis has rendered it naked. When the threat to market principles appears existential in nature, that is, when the entire possibility of market-based evaluation is thrown into doubt, those principles need to be suspended, and executive powers mobilized in whatever way is deemed ‘necessary’.

Historic crises or paradigm shifts threaten to evaluate the evaluators, through periods of political uncertainty and radical critique. The financial crisis could have represented such a moment of judgement, when a dominant economic rationality was thrown open to critique. That this did not occur (at least to the extent that many first predicted) was thanks to the contradictory entangling of economics and state sovereignty that constitutes neoliberalism. Both law and economics were suspended, so as to prevent their failure becoming publicly manifest, and the logic of executive necessity took over in their place. A market-based economic rationality was not simply one evaluative logic amongst many, to be dispensed with once it had failed; it was elevated to the status of quasi-constitutional state norm. As such, in a situation of emergency, it became more important to secure that norm by any means necessary than to apply it.

In the state of market exception, the ‘violent threat’ of the neoliberal state’s authority becomes more nakedly political. The logic of business strategy, whereby the nation is managed like a corporation, morphs back into something approaching military strategy, in which all reserves of sovereign force must be drawn on to defend the existing market and economic infrastructure. Economic logic becomes fused with executive decision, such that anything political leaders decide to do is de jure economically rational during such a state of emergency. Fear of what political uncertainty might produce given time – for instance, a new political-economic paradigm – means that it must be shut down as swiftly as possible, even if that means (paradoxically enough) a return to quasi-socialist acts of public expenditure and economic planning in key areas of the economy such as finance. Political decision prevents a period of political critique, with the result being that there is no meaningful ‘crisis’ to speak of. This also means that there is no higher principle available through which economic rule can be justified any longer.

Conclusion: Post-liberal Neoliberalism

Since 2008, Marxist scholars have debated whether neoliberalism is alive or dead or in some type of ‘zombie’ state, in which a deceased economic paradigm continues to regulate and govern us (Peck et al.,
2010; Harvey, 2011). Clearly the existential state of neoliberalism, however defined, is somewhat ambivalent. This chapter confirms something like a ‘zombie’ diagnosis, to the extent that the organizing categories and valuation devices of neoliberalism are no longer trusted to function of their own accord, without being propped up with various forms of contingent political intervention. In order to operate with normative authority, the neoliberal system relied on the fact that two of its preconditions were conveniently forgotten about and concealed. These were, firstly, the sovereign state, which hovers as an immeasurable force in the background of all governmental strategies of economization, and secondly, the choosing competitive individual mind, which is implicitly relied on to act in a vaguely predictable and self-interested fashion. The pretense that society and politics could be reorganized along the principles of the market was viable, so long as these two forces remained both vigilant and also seemingly absent. The rescue of neoliberalism has involved a new focus upon both, as explicit conditions of the status quo’s survival. ‘Neocommunitarianism’ and ‘market exceptionalism’ are the concepts that I have developed to try and capture how this contingent rescue act has proceeded.

This contingent neoliberalism survives through a radical rejection of the modern sequence of crisis, as a periodic interruption and recreation of stable objectivity and normativity. The assumption that neoliberalism would meet its fate, just as the Keynesian-Fordist paradigm had during the 1970s, was implicitly derived from this modernist or dialectical notion of history and epistemology. But the sheer affirmation of a given reality, and an appeal to the bald necessity to carry on as before – repeating certain forms of calculation, reciting certain narratives – offer a political alternative to crisis and critique, which closes down the time and space of uncertainty, through exceptional and culturalist acts of state intervention. The infrastructure of economic evaluation can survive only if it can avoid the ‘meta-evaluation’ represented by a historical crisis. This calls for philosophies and strategies which abandon the primacy of evaluation altogether. As Mises remarked in his 1920 pamphlet that launched the ‘socialist calculation debate’, ‘the static state can dispense with economic calculation’; absent change or progress, and credible techniques of valuation are no longer required (Mises, 1990: 16). To the extent that neoliberalism has now become a ritual to be repeated, not a judgement to be believed, the fact that its tools no longer function is by the by. One thing that is common both to Schmittian political theory and to behaviourism is an acute focus on the
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moment of *decision* (Schwarzkopf, 2011). At various political scales, from executive leader down to individual consumer, it is in the contingency of decision that neoliberalism’s faith is now placed.

So what form of authority does this leave us with? Is it even a form of ‘authority’ at all, or is it merely a condition of political expediency or emergency? The first thing to note is that the ‘liberal spirit’ of neoliberalism, as described in Chapter 3, is now weaker than ever. The example of European State Aid rules demonstrates how the liberal ideal of a single, stateless competitive order can be very rapidly abandoned, once that order becomes subject to a sufficiently dangerous threat. In the state of market exception, there is a rapid reappearance of national sovereign boundaries and political identities. The psychological critique of economic rationality also contributes to this new ‘cultural turn’ within neoliberalism, whereby contingent differences in calculative capacity start to appear, and nothing can be presumed about humans *qua* humans any longer. The methodological basis to evaluate and judge all competitive activity equally is being dissolved. In its place are descriptions and ‘rules of thumb’ regarding how communities can best be supported, in different situations.

The political philosophies of communitarianism and exception have various things in common. They both take *difference* as their starting point for political theory and political action, rather than an assumption of common humanity. They both challenge the Cartesian and Kantian project of modernity, which treats rational human subjectivity as a stable epistemological and moral basis from which to reorganize society. This fiction of a stable, exterior subject, whose judgement can be relied on as a constitutional principle for politics and political philosophy, is replaced with various ontological portraits of individuals in various types of political communities, with various uneven distributions of physical power. These are forms of authority which do not operate using a grammar of justification or evaluation. Instead, they are performative, repetitive and potentially violent. To question the validity or authority source of those performances, repetitions and violence would be partly to miss the point. Nevertheless, such questions must be raised if critique is not to be silenced all together, in favour of tradition and stability, as the next chapter will explore.

The contingent neoliberalism that we currently live with is in a literal sense *unjustified*. It is propagated without the forms of justification (be they moral or empirical) that either the early neoliberals or the technical practitioners of neoliberal policy had employed, in order to produce a reality that ‘holds together’, as pragmatist sociologists like to say. The economized social and political reality now only
just about ‘holds together’, because it is constantly propped up, bailed out, nudged, monitored, adjusted, data-mined, and altered by those responsible for rescuing it. It does not survive as a consensual reality: economic judgements regarding ‘what is going on’ are no longer ‘objective’ or ‘neutral’, to the extent that they once were. The justice of inequality can no longer be explained with reference to a competition or to competitiveness, let alone to a market. Thus, power may be exercised along the very same tramlines that it was during the golden neoliberal years of the 1990s and early millennium, and the same experts, policies and agencies may continue to speak to the same public audiences. But the sudden reappearance of those two unruly uneconomic actors, the Hobbesian sovereign state and the psychological unconscious, suggests that that the project of disenchanted politics by economics has reached its limit. And yet crisis and critique have been strategically deferred or accommodated. What resources are there available for this to change, and to what extent are these distinguishable from neoliberalism’s own critical capacities?
Neoliberalism, as this book has sought to demonstrate, is replete with its own internal modes of criticism, judgement, measurement and evaluation, which enable actors to reach agreements about what is going on. These are especially provided by certain traditions of economics and business strategy, which privilege competitive processes, on the basis that those processes are uniquely able to preserve an element of uncertainty in social and economic life. The role of the expert – be it in the state, the think tank or university – within this programme is to produce quantitative facts about the current state of competitive reality, such that actors, firms or whole nations can be judged, compared and ranked. For Hayek and many of the early neoliberals, markets would do this job instead of expert authorities, with prices the only facts that were entirely necessary. But increasingly, under the influence of the later Chicago School and business strategists, the ‘winners’ and the ‘losers’ were to be judged through the evaluations of economics (and associated techniques and measures), rather than of markets as such. Certain forms of authority are therefore necessary for this ‘game’ to be playable. Economized law is used to test the validity of certain forms of competitive conduct; audits derived from business strategy are used to test and enthuse the entrepreneurial energies of rival communities. But the neoliberal programme initially operated such that these forms of authority could be exercised in a primarily technical sense, without metaphysical appeals to the common good, individual autonomy or the sovereignty of the state that employed them.

As the previous chapter argued, various crises (primarily, but not exclusively, the 2007–09 financial crisis) have exposed neoliberalism’s tacit dependence on both executive sovereignty and on certain moral-psychological equipment on the part of individuals. A close reading of neoliberal texts and policies would have exposed this anyway. In which case, the recent ‘discovery’ that neoliberalism depends on and justifies power inequalities, and not markets as such, may be superficial in nature. Witnessing the exceptional measures...
that states have taken to rescue the status quo simply confirms the state-centric nature of neoliberalism, as an anti-political mode of politics. As Zizek argued in relation to the Wikileaks’ exposures of 2011, ‘the real disturbance was at the level of appearances: we can no longer pretend we don’t know what everyone knows we know’ (Zizek, 2011b). Most dramatically, neoliberalism now appears naked and shorn of any pretence to liberalism, that is, it no longer operates with manifest \textit{a priori} principles of equivalence, against which all contestants should be judged. Chapter 2 identified the ‘liberal spirit’ of neoliberalism with a Rawlsian assumption that contestants are formally equal before they enter the economic ‘game’. Within the Kantian or ‘deontological’ tradition of liberalism, this is the critical issue, and it played a part in internal debates within the early neoliberal movement. For those such as the ordo-liberals, who feared the rationalizing potential of capitalist monopoly, the task was to build an economy around such an \textit{a priori} liberal logic. Ensuring some equality of access to the economic ‘game’, via the active regulation of large firms and ‘equality of opportunity’ for individuals, is how neoliberalism’s liberalism has most commonly been presented politically. As Chapter 3 discussed, the American tradition of neoliberalism – as manifest in Chicago Law and Economics – abandoned this sort of normative liberalism, in favour of a Benthamite utilitarianism, in which efficiency claims trumped formal arguments. The philosophical and normative elements of neoliberalism have, in truth, been in decline since the 1950s.

The ‘liberal spirit’ of neoliberalism was kept faintly alive by the authority that was bestowed upon methodologies, audits and measures of efficiency analysis. The liberal \textit{a priori} just about survived in the purported neutrality of economic method (of various forms), to judge all contestants equally, even while the empirical results of these judgements have increasingly benefitted already-dominant competitors. This notion relied on a fundamental epistemological inconsistency of neoliberalism, between the Hayekian argument that there can be no stable or objective scientific perspective on economic activity, and the more positivist argument that economics offers a final and definitive judgement. American neoliberalism broadens the ‘arena’ in which competition is understood to take place, beyond definable markets, and beyond the sphere of the ‘economy’, enabling cultural, social and political resources to be legitimately dragged into the economic ‘game’, and a clustering of various forms of advantage in the same hands. Monopoly, in Walzer’s terms, becomes translated into dominance.
The loss of neoliberalism’s pretence to liberalism transforms the type of authority that can be claimed by and on behalf of power, be it business, financial or state power. It means the abandonment of the globalizing, universalizing, transcendental branch of neoliberalism, in which certain economic techniques and measures (including, but not only, prices) would provide a common framework through which all human difference could be mediated and represented. Instead, cultural and national difference – potentially leading to conflict – now animates neoliberalism, but without a commonly recognized principle against which to convert this into competitive inequality. What I have characterized as the ‘violent threat’ of neoliberalism has come to the fore, whereby authority in economic decision making is increasingly predicated upon the claim that ‘we’ must beat ‘them’. This fracturing of universalism, in favour of political and cultural particularism, may be a symptom of how capitalist crises often play out (Gamble, 2009). One reason why neoliberalism has survived as well as it has since 2007 is that it has always managed to operate within two rhetorical registers simultaneously, satisfying both the demand for liberal universalism and that for political particularism, so when the former falls apart, a neoliberal discourse of competitive nationalism and the authority of executive decision is already present and available.

One argument against the ‘sociology of critique’ is that it involves a capitulation to the forces of power that ‘critical sociology’ was traditionally pitched against. But unless we take seriously the capacity of regimes of economic power to assert themselves successfully in coherent normative, political and philosophical terms, then we will be unable to explain why they are quite as resilient as they are. The political success of neoliberalism lies partly in its capacity to harness arguments about both justice and political transformation, and to locate these within an economic contest, such that the demand for justice is reframed in terms of ‘meritocracy’ and the urge for political action is channelled into ‘strategic leadership’. Recognizing the internal modes and conventions of critique, that are immanent to neoliberal authority, helps to cast some light on the great question of recent years – why has the pre-2007 paradigm survived to the extent that it has? But it may also help us to imagine how critique – be it liberal or otherwise – might be better disentangled from the institutions and regimes that have sought to possess it. While there is an obvious and necessary role for critique of neoliberalism today, there is also some benefit in a hermeneutic excavation of the forms of critical authority that neoliberalism has claimed ownership of, but is now gradually relinquishing, or which it has
struggled to possess in the first place. So what do these look like, where might they be found, and how might they differ from their economized, neoliberal manifestations?

The Fate of Liberal Critique

Neoliberalism’s relationship with liberalism was always somewhat ambivalent. The moral metaphysics of the latter was treated with suspicion, by the pragmatists, behaviourists and positivists of the neoliberal movement. Outside of ordo-liberalism, rules and laws were only rarely recognized as legitimate in and of themselves (for instance, in the case of anti-cartel rules). Following the banking crisis, it now seems that neoliberalism has been de-coupled from liberalism altogether. This has opened up space for nascent political movements to challenge capitalism, from within the ‘liberal spirit’ of critique. Arguing that the system, as currently organized, is not ‘fair’, that the rules ‘ought’ to apply equally to the rich as to the poor, that the game has been ‘rigged’ by elites, represents a manifestation of liberal judgement operating in a manner that is antagonistic to neoliberalism, and not constitutive of it. Critiques of tax avoidance by the wealthy are typically liberal, in the sense that they demand a restoration of the rules, imposed with a spirit of *a priori* equality. According to this critique, elites had been gradually and tacitly exempting themselves from the liberal spirit of neoliberalism for many years, prior to the financial crisis of 2007–09.

These same critiques also point precisely to how neoliberalism could in principle rebuild itself in an authoritative fashion. As Boltanski and Chiapello argue, ‘the price paid by critique for being listened to, at least in part, is to see some of the values it had mobilized to oppose the form taken by the accumulation process being placed at the service of accumulation’ (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2007: 29). The critique of ‘unfairness’ in the current political-economic system achieves so much public reach because neoliberalism has, at least for the time being, been denuded of its liberal qualities. Preserving it in its ‘contingent’ form has become the goal of neoliberal government, and not running it in its quasi-transcendental, universalizing form. But if the rules were applied fairly again, if economic judgement (by regulators, credit-raters, auditors etc.) came to be restored to the status of a ‘neutral’ and ‘objective’ perspective, and if elites were subjected to the same set of rules as everyone else, would that really bring the normative critique to a resolution?

The danger with this liberal critique of neoliberalism is that it can overlook Michael Walzer’s distinction, noted in Chapter 2, between
‘dominance’ and ‘monopoly’. Monopoly is a form of inequality that is limited in its institutional reach, and therefore confronts other forms of inequality, that are antagonistic to it. Hence money does not translate directly into political power, which does not translate directly into cultural capital, though in no case is the good distributed equally. Dominance, on the other hand, involves one form of monopoly dictating all others. In totalitarian regimes, political power strives to dictate all other distributions of worth and recognition, and under existing neoliberalism, economic and monetary evaluation, and hence economic inequality, infiltrates previously separate spheres. This was not necessarily how neoliberalism had to turn out. The tradition of neoliberalism manifest in ordo-liberalism, Simons and the early Hayek proposed strict limits to markets and market power, overseen by judicial rule. The price system could not practically be used to value *everything*. But increasingly it was economic evaluation, and not markets as such, that became the critical neoliberal test of worth, and with sufficient methodological innovation, there is nowhere that economics cannot be extended. Not everything can become commensurable within the market price system (for instance, ‘public goods’ such as pollution and national security cannot be bought and sold), but everything can become commensurable within economic analysis, even culture, as the study of national competitiveness demonstrated.

Dominance, in this sense, invariably undermines the conditions of liberal legitimacy, because it eventually seeks to dominate even its own adjudicators, and therefore its potential validators. Under neoliberalism, economic evaluation tools and money become the supreme mechanisms of comparison and commensuration – so powerful, in fact, that they infect the bodies responsible for representing and judging the market economy itself, such as accountants, auditors and credit raters. For example, the quest for fees on the part of service providers and evaluators is such that the ‘objectivity’ of evaluations and report can no longer ‘hold together’ as a viable convention. In 2013, the UK’s Competition Commission expressed concern that the major accounting firms were too socially connected to the major banks to be able to audit them objectively (Competition Commission, 2013). Legitimate power, in a liberal sense, requires some ‘other’ through which its legitimacy is judged, tested and made publicly apparent. Some sort of constitution or normative framework must be external to the power that is to be judged. But this means that there must therefore be more than one form of power, more than one source of authority, or else the validity of political action
cannot be gauged. Ultimately, there can be no single ultimate source of authority, a paradox that is also responsible for the Schmittian exception, an ontologically ambivalent situation that is neither internal nor external to the juridical order.

Critique of neoliberalism cannot simply focus on its general ‘unfairness’, as if legitimacy could be restored if everyone were ‘playing by the same rules’. The problem is that the production and enforcement of rules is now internal to the game. There is no longer a juridical outside, thanks to strategic acts of rationalization and positivist critiques of the very idea of any ‘higher’ or ‘juridical’ source of authority, external to economic processes. Chicago Law and Economics scholars explicitly attacked substantive liberal notions of justice, rights and procedural legitimacy. While not addressed in this book, the Virginia Public Choice school similarly dismantled notions of the ‘public interest’ or ethos of government officials, through expanding neo-classical economics into political science (Amadae, 2003). Meanwhile, the authority of the entrepreneur or business leader to create the rules that others then have to play by is a similarly immanentist and economicist account of normativity.

The vision of a ‘meritocratic’ society undermines its own conditions of possibility, if there is only a single sphere of competition to be dominated. Only if there are multiple and incommensurable spheres of inequality, with multiple measures, judges and notions of value, can liberalism be practically saved in any meaningful way. This means radically reducing the scope of economics again, and rediscovering rival measures and theories of value. A liberal separation of powers needs to be mirrored in a liberal separation of valuation techniques and principles, probably also of monies. The social indicators movement, which offers alternative and sometimes incommensurable audits of national ‘performance’ and policy, provides an example of how this can be done (De Neufville, 1975; Innes, 1989). The growth of social valuation techniques, such as social impact assessment and social return on investment, shows that the value of the ‘non-economic’ can be recognized and measured independently. But regardless of the critical imperatives underlying these techniques, they too are liable to be co-opted, in support of some broader notion of economic efficiency. The ‘neocommunitarian’ discovery of the ‘social’, described in Chapter 5, is a manifestation of this. Competitiveness evaluations also include plentiful ‘non-economic’ resources and data, in their assessment of a nation’s overall competitiveness.

When intrinsic values are reduced to metrics of value, the danger of this type of commensuration with economics and prices is ever-present.
But if values are not reduced to metrics of value then they forego certain rhetorical and performative opportunities, that a numbers-obsessed public sphere might otherwise offer. A statement such as ‘art for art’s sake’ can be portrayed as elitist, while a legal-normative commitment to human rights or juridical procedure can appear to be a special minority interest or lobby group that is ‘out of touch’ with public sentiment. Intrinsic valuation has lost publicly plausible metaphysical substrates, but extrinsic, utilitarian valuation is pure babble, unless it has some tacitly assumed connection to a reality which exceeds it. The performative and rhetorical capacities of numbers are now becoming explicit, in ways that make the possibility of ‘pre-interpretive’ empirical ‘facts’ about society far less plausible. Civic movements, from across the political spectrum, now generate their own numbers for rhetorical purposes – such as the ‘99%’ – and circulate them via social media, in ways that are aesthetically designed to gain attention and persuasion. The rhetorical and political elements of economic theories and methodologies have also moved to the foreground, corroborating studies of economic performativity (Callon, 1998), such that theories are now publicly discussed in terms of whether they can survive politically, rather than whether or not they are objectively valid. The discovery in April 2013 that a key paper, endorsing austerity policies and which the IMF and British Treasury had both attached great authority to, was based on a calculative error attributable to an Excel spreadsheet, is one dramatic example of how the performativity of economics and calculative devices is now a mainstream political issue (Reinhart & Rogoff, 2010). Mainstream policy thinking is beginning to address the role of models and measures in financial life (e.g. Haldane, 2012b).

Neoliberalism is therefore becoming a victim of its own success, in making quantitative economic evaluation the ‘ultimate’ test of validity across all realms of governance and decision making. The price paid for this economic imperialism is that, once the language of ‘price’, ‘competitiveness’ and ‘efficiency’ is the lingua franca of public political discourse, then it itself becomes imbued with all of the ambiguity and rhetorical cleverness for which political speech was feared by the neoliberals. It is no longer clear on what basis an academic economist – or any other academic – can claim sufficient distance from economic events and policies, in order to speak with ‘objective’ authority on a state of affairs. Chapter 3 described how anti-trust agencies went to great lengths to allow in-house economists to operate in a secluded, quasi-academic culture of esoteric theoretical debate. But the authority of academic theories is no longer taken for granted, and alternative, ‘amateur’ and civic methodologies are emerging to challenge those of
the ‘professional’ social sciences. This was a matter of public debate following Barack Obama’s 2012 Presidential election victory, which had been predicted with unnerving precision by Nate Silver, a blogger who analysed various large data sets. As methodologies and measures multiply, so the possibility of building a liberalism upon quantitative measure becomes more distant and not less, if there can be no \textit{a priori} agreement that the measure is the right one, and is being applied in the right way. The ‘audit society’ promised to replace judgement with numbers: now we encounter so much enumeration, that we face a severe question as to how to judge \textit{which numbers} genuinely matter, and \textit{how much} they matter. The rise of ‘Big Data’ is exacerbating this. A purely immanentist and political view of numbers emerges instead, meaning that it is no longer clear where any new liberal ‘equivalence principle’ will emerge from. No doubt it may reappear in the language of neuroscience, with accompanying measures of value. But for the time being, we might ironically paraphrase Milton Friedman’s 1953 methodological essay and say that ‘over numbers and measures, men can only fight’.

\textbf{The Fate of Political Action}

I argued in Chapter 5 that a form of ‘contingent neoliberalism’ now existed, a combination of a ‘state of market exception’ and ‘neocommunitarianism’. Both of these, in different ways, seek to base economic rationality on some tacitly political notion of the decision. It is only the decision of executive sovereign powers to rescue and preserve the neoliberal status quo at all costs that keeps it alive: this is the state of market exception. Meanwhile individuals have to be taught and nudged to decide (or ‘choose’) in a certain utility-maximizing way, as a matter of cultural preservation: this is neocommunitarianism. A longer-standing neoliberal tradition (examined in Chapter 4) had also granted a certain political authority to decision making, in the form of the strategic leader or entrepreneur, who could rearrange social and economic institutions according to their own will. The national competitiveness paradigm sought to persuade national leaders to view their own roles in similarly business-oriented Schumpeterian terms. One question, as we consider the possibility of alternatives to and within neoliberalism, is how might the notion of political decision making or action be harnessed in ways that broaden the horizon of political possibility. This is partly about decoupling the notion of the ‘political’ from that of entrepreneurship, and de-coupling the notion of the ‘social’ from that of cognitive and behavioural psychology, where neocommunitarianism has placed it.
Achieving this will require a critical reexamination and rethink of the Hayekian understanding of uncertainty, in both its political and its economic forms. Hayek’s core proposition, which weaves through subsequent neoliberal thought with various mutations, is that economic uncertainty will protect against the imposition of political plans. Therefore, the preconditions of economic uncertainty need to be constructed and secured by any means possible. But as Hayek himself was aware, this is itself a project of political planning, and its success lies in the fact that it has come to appear immutable and permanent. Arguably, it is now so politically successful (at least judged in terms of its elimination of political alternatives) that it suffers the same fate of the socialist planning that the neoliberals were initially inspired to combat, in that it is undermining the possibility of economic progress and innovation. In the United States and Europe, the neoliberal project has become both politically and economically stagnant, suggesting that its political substrate (which insists that there is only one way to govern the economy) has now overwhelmed its economic veneer (which initially suggested that the future was radically uncertain). As Graeber succinctly argues, ‘whenever there is a choice between one option that makes capitalism seem the only possible economic system, and another that would actually make capitalism a more viable economic system, neoliberalism means always choosing the former’ (Graeber, 2013).

Neoliberalism rests on an idiosyncratic political anthropology, in which individuals and groups confront the future by way of plans. The assumption is that human beings are predisposed to impose their will upon others, that is, they are not ‘naturally’ liberal, so must be placed in frameworks which force them to be. Challenging neoliberal politics must therefore also involve offering an alternative political anthropology, in which political actors are capable of injecting vitality and surprise into society, without necessarily dominating one another, either as managers or as tyrants. This needs to be fed into the design and governance of economic institutions. This more Arendtian vision of politics bestows a capacity for decisive, inventive, autonomous political action upon all humans, and not only on those who are ‘leaders’ or ‘sovereign’ in the Schmittian sense. The notion of the ‘plan’ as the enemy of economic liberty now appears somewhat outdated, following the demise of state socialism. The more urgent object of critique is the political insistence that the same dominant economic powers must be protected and secured at all costs, for the foreseeable future. This is neoliberalism’s own equivalent of the ‘plan’, which now resembles Brezhnev-era state socialism, in its empty insistence
that the future must be *the same as* the present. Businesses themselves impose bland and deadening plans upon society, via credit relations, consumer contracts and work contracts, which are all designed to restrict the individual’s freedom of choice and not expand it. It is not the dynamism of the price system that is likely to upset this repetition of the present, but the dynamism of political action and the invention of alternative economic institutions, which do not concentrate the capacity for ‘decisions’ and ‘action’ only in their ‘leaders’ or their ‘entrepreneurs’.

Entrepreneurship, as an ethos, contains a Schmittian ‘violent threat’, inasmuch as the entrepreneur acts without justification, in ways that are animated entirely by a desire for victory, rather than for peace or fairness. The entrepreneur simply desires that the economic status quo get re-made, including its rules and conditions. For this reason, there is undoubtedly political potential in entrepreneurship to introduce something radically new, and not simply ‘more innovation’ in the sense favoured by business and neoliberal policy makers. Entrepreneurship *potentially* moves beyond a zone of ‘competitive uncertainty’ (of the form valorized by Hayek) and into one of ‘political uncertainty’, which challenges the very terms on which choice, freedom and evaluation are organized. In this respect, entrepreneurship has always posed a tacit threat to neoliberalism, while also being celebrated. This threat is managed by offering celebrity, extreme wealth and political status to successful entrepreneurs (for instance, inviting them to Davos), as ways of channelling the entrepreneurial and militaristic ethos into the existing ‘game’, as opposed to creating new political conditions altogether. The phenomenon of ‘social entrepreneurship’ (in which non-monetary goals are pursued by new enterprises) represents a small shift away from this. However, were the disruptive entrepreneurial ethos channelled into the creation of radically new institutional forms, currencies, forms of property and rules of exchange, then it potentially would abandon the limits of ‘competitive uncertainty’ altogether. The creation of ‘real utopias’, such as democratically governed firms and public budgets, offers glimpses of this (Wright, 2010).

The political shortcoming of entrepreneurship is that it remains, for the most part, hampered by its assumption that the new can only be brought into existence by a small minority of individuals, whose authority stems purely from their ‘talent’, ‘decision’ or ‘strategy’. To date, this has largely remained a feature of the social entrepreneurship and social innovation movement. A Schumpeterian anthropology, which affirms the facticity of human difference – in which most
are inclined to obey routines, but a small few are inclined to invent new ones – underpins most visions of entrepreneurship, splitting political-economic agents into a small minority of narcissistic innovators, and a large majority of depressive followers. For this reason the term ‘entrepreneur’ may be too compromised to be politically transformative. The same may be true of the ‘innovation’ and ‘creativity’ that are so beloved of corporate elites. But if an alternative political anthropology were harnessed and channelled into the design and construction of new economic institutions, one which started from the (liberal-spirited) assumption that all individuals have ideas, decision-making capacity and value to contribute (albeit of incommensurable varieties), this might disrupt in ways that are genuinely uncertain, both in an economic and a political sense.

At present, the actions and decision making of the ‘non-entrepreneurial’ majority are viewed via the lens of economic psychology, whether that be Human Resource Management and marketing on the part of business managers, or ‘nudging’ and cognitive behavioural therapy on the part of public policy makers. This is a critique ‘within’ neoliberalism which poses its own particular challenge for the critique ‘of’ neoliberalism. The assumption of the applied economic psychologists is that most people do not really know what they want, do not really know what they are doing, and are unhappy due to cognitive or neurochemical malfunctions. The recognition on the part of policy makers that consumers and citizens can be psychologically manipulated, through the provision of cognitive cues or drugs, represents a peculiar neoliberal acquisition of a theory of critical realism (or false consciousness), which is entirely opposed to the early neoliberal assumption that there was no higher basis on which to base knowledge, beyond ordinary consumer perspectives. Just as political action needs to be de-coupled from a specific notion of entrepreneurship, that presumes some heroic vision of an accountable leader, so also does it need to be de-coupled from this notion of a choice maker, who suffers from certain neurological or cultural defects of cognition. This would mean highlighting the ways in which individuals do know what they want, and do know what they’re doing, but are severely limited by circumstances, and not by their brains or their cognitive equipment. It requires illuminating the latent relationship between unhappiness and critique, such that a phenomenon such as depression can be reactivated as resistance, rather than as re-engagement. A new variety of liberal agency therefore needs to be rediscovered or invented, in which rational action is taken seriously as a sociological, political phenomenon, and is not
reduced to the normative prescription of a mathematical equation, to be used to test choice-making in laboratories against. Convention theory is an important resource here, as it takes the statements and judgements of all actors seriously, without ever presuming that they are invalid by virtue of their context. The attempt to understand what people are doing, on their own terms, takes on a newly political dimension, in societies which have made ‘behaviour change’ a crucial goal of public policy.

**After Competition and Competitiveness**

Chapter 2 argued that competition is privileged under neoliberalism, because of certain paradoxical qualities that distinguish it. Firstly, enforcing competition appeared to offer the state a unique economic role, that was both active and passive at the same time. Secondly, it seemed to secure a paradoxical combination of equality and inequality amongst persons, whereby they are formally equal, but contingently unequal. And thirdly, it appeared to offer a logical route between an ‘over-socialized’ vision of capitalism (in which it is the outcome only of rules and hierarchies) and an ‘under-socialized’ vision (in which it is determined only via individual rationality). Contrary to the depiction of neoliberalism as a form of Darwinistic or naturalistic faith in competition, which arises as soon as the state ‘gets out of the way’, it is important to remember the constructivist elements of this approach to competition, and its reliance on the state to secure and enhance competitive processes (Mirowski, 2009).

As I argued through Chapters 2, 3 and 4, the politics of competition and competitiveness consists of creating a necessary tension and balance between the ‘liberal spirit’ (formal equality) and the ‘violent threat’ (contingent inequality) of political authority, which serve to harness (and hence also constrain) both.

One lesson to be taken from neoliberalism, for political movements which seek to challenge it, is that both individual agency and collective institutions need to be criticized and invented simultaneously. Political reform does not have to build on any ‘natural’ account of human beings, but can also invent new visions of individual agency. The design and transformation of institutions, such as markets, regulators and firms, do not need to take place separately from this project, but in tandem and in dialogue with it. A productive focus of critical economic enquiry would be those institutions which neoliberal thought has tended to be entirely silent on. These are the institutions and mechanisms of capitalism which coerce and coordinate individuals, thereby...
removing choices from economic situations. The era of applied neoliberal policy making has recently started to appear as one of rampant ‘financialisation’ (Krippner, 2012). So it is therefore peculiar how little attention is paid within neoliberal discourse to institutions of credit and equity, other than that they should be priced and distributed via markets. Likewise, the rising power of corporations has been sanctioned by theories that actually say very little about firms, management, work or organization, but focus all their attention on the incentives and choices confronting a few ‘agents’ and ‘leaders’ at the very top. Despite having permeated our cultural lives with visions of competition, and also permeated political institutions with certain economic rationalities, the dominant discourse of neoliberalism actually contains very little which represents the day-to-day lives and experiences of those who live with it. This represents a major empirical and analytical shortcoming of the economic theories that are at work in governing us, and ultimately a serious vulnerability.

A further lesson to be taken from neoliberalism, for the purposes of a critique of neoliberalism, is that restrictive economic practices need to be strategically and inventively targeted and replaced. In the 1930s and 1940s, ‘restrictive economic practices’ would have implied planning, labour organization and socialism. Today our economic freedoms are restricted in very different ways, which strike at the individual in an intimate way, rather than at individuals collectively. In the twenty-first century, the experience of being an employee or a consumer or a debtor is often one of being ensnared, not one of exercising any choice or strategy. Amidst all of the uncertainty of dynamic capitalism, this sense of being trapped into certain relations seems eminently certain. Releasing individuals from these constraints is a constructive project, as much as a critical one: this is what the example of the early neoliberals demonstrates. Lawyers willing to rewrite the rules of exchange, employment and finance (as, for instance the ordo-liberals redrafted the rules of the market) could be one of the great forces for social progress, if they were ever to mobilize in a concerted way. A form of collective entrepreneurship, which – like individual entrepreneurs – saw economic normativity as fluid and changeable, could produce new forms of political economy, with alternative valuation systems.

The reorganization of state, society, institutions and individuals in terms of competitive dynamics and rules, succeeded to the extent that it did because it offered both a vision of the collective and a vision of individual agency simultaneously. It can appear impermeable to critique or political transformation, if only challenged on one of these
terms. For instance, if a different vision of collective organization is proposed, the neoliberal rejoinder is that this must involve abandoning individual ‘choice’ or freedom. Or if a different vision of the individual is proposed, the neoliberal rejoinder is that this is unrealistic given the competitive global context. Dispensing with competition, as the template for all politics and political metaphysics, is therefore only possible if theory proceeds anew, with a political-economic idea of individual agency and collective organization, at the same time. What this might allow is a different basis from which to speak of human beings as paradoxically the same yet different. The problem of politics is that individuals are both private, isolated actors, with tastes and choices, and part of a collectivity, with rules and authorities. An alternative answer to this riddle needs to be identified, other than simply more competition and more competitiveness, in which isolated actors take no responsibility for the collective, and the collective is immune to the protestations of those isolated actors.
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